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We build the Nordhavn for around-the-world cruising. When it comes to choosing equipment, product performance 
and quality is important, but equally important is the manufacturer’s ability to provide service to our customers no mat-
ter where in the world they are when problems arise. We have been installing TRAC equipment in our Nordhavn’s for 
the last 14 years. TRAC Digital Stabilizers are the recommended equipment on 47’s and larger and TRAC Thrusters and 
Central Hydraulic Systems are standard equipment on all 64’s and larger. And for good reason. The people at Arcturus 
Marine, makers of TRAC Stabilizers and Thrusters, have never let us down. In fact, aside from our factories in Taiwan 
and our engine manufacturers, Arcturus Marine is one of our most important systems supplier.

Dan Streech, President,
Pacifi c Asian Enterprises
Manufacturer of the Nordhavn

“WE’VE USED TRAC EQUIPMENT IN OUR NORDHAVN’S FOR THE LAST 14 YEARS.”

RIDE CONTROL THRUSTERS INTEGRATED HYDRAULICS

517-A Martin Avenue, 
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 USA
707•586•3155  800•535•5377 Fax 707•586•3159 
www.thrusters.com
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AboArd A NordhAvN, it seems, the humAN coNditioN hAs No bouNdAries. 

That’s no stretch when you consider the stories of the men and women who 
people the pages of CirCumnavigator.

Many Nordhavn owners do play close to home, in inland and coastal waters, 
and there is absolutely nothing wrong with that, but more and more others 
are heading out to sea—way beyond the horizon.

In this edition, you’ll read about two different couples, on two different 
boats from two different directions, being the first to take their Nordhavns 
to that great landmark that few see, Cape Horn. And they are just warming 
up, with more voyages and more adventures in the works.

Our salute to Cape Horners Scott and Mary Flanders and Dick and Gail 
Barnes begins on Page 112.

You’ll also read about couples crossing the Atlantic in safety and comfort, 
dozens more preparing to head out across the Pacific. At least one Nord-
havn owner is thinking about taking on the Northwest Passage. Many more 
are planning cruises to Alaska, Bahamas, the Baltic, Asia, Great Barrier Reef 
. . . the list goes on and on.

Have Nordhavn, will travel, anywhere, anytime. It’s that spirit of adven-
ture and self-sufficiency that fuels the passion for passagemaking.

Enjoy the magazine, and please do send us your comments and story ideas 
for future editions. Sunny skies, flat seas—and clean Racors!

 — Georgs Kolesnikovs
  editor and publisher

  georgs@circumnavigatormag.com

CirCumnavigator™ is a special edition on passagemaking under power published for pacific 
asian enterprises by Water World international, 1837 s. Federal highway #12, stuart, Florida  
34994. telephoNe: 866.865.2628, fAcsimile: 866.865.2729, e-mAil: editorial@circumnavigator-
mag.com, site: www.circumnavigatormagazine.com

editor ANd publisher: georgs Kolesnikovs; Art director: john bullock; mANAgiNg editor: joe hvilivitzky; 
seNior coNtributiNg editor: milt baker; coNtributiNg editors: blake august, james Kirby, garrett 
lambert; editoriAl AssistANt: rebecca crosgrey; speciAl coNtributor: jenny stern; speciAl Assist-

ANt At pAe: amy Zahra; photogrAphers: stephen cridland, David j. shuler; director of AdvertisiNg: 
Karen easton; geNerAl mANAger: norlene chong; pAtroN sAiNt: martin levesque.

© Water World international 2007. printed in canada. issn 1705-6810. nordhavn® and mason® 
are registered trademarks of pacific asian enterprises.

Welcome aboard!

No boundaries

scott ANd mAry flANders iN chile

dick ANd gAil bArNes iN the gAlApAgos

CirCumnavigator 
is a salute to those 
who are already 
out there voyaging, 
cruising and living 
aboard. For those on 
the outside looking 
in, it’s your invitation 
to join the fun.



Introducing the Nordhavn 56 Motorsailer.
Nordhavn trawlers have crossed more oceans than all other 

production motorboats combined and there are few who would argue
Nordhavn’s supremacy amongst passage making trawlers.

For over 30 years PAE has built a reputation not only as the designer and
producer of the world’s finest trawlers but for creating over 200 of the
renowned Mason cruising sailboats which can be found sailing the oceans
of the world today.

With great enthusiasm and passion, a new Nordhavn has been 
conceived; less a result of demand, but rather a response to the need of
such a versatile and appealing vessel. We’re proud to announce the new
Nordhavn 56 Motorsailer.

Possibly the greatest cruising vessel ever designed, this new Nordhavn
will appeal to experienced power boaters and sail boaters alike offering the
comfort, speed and accommodations of a Nordhavn trawler. Still she’ll
retain the ultimate capability, reliability, romance and pleasure of a well-
found cruising sailboat.

With a sleek hybrid hull she'll motor along quietly, efficiently and at
exceptional speed. Under power alone her range will allow an easy ocean
crossing (about 3,000 nautical miles). But with sails unfurled to provide
drive and stability, engine speed reduced and the standard 
controllable pitch propeller adjusted for optimum efficiency, her range can
be doubled or even tripled. Equipped with a feathered propeller, a lofty rig
and powerful sail plan, this vessel will reach and run beautifully and can be
sailed and tacked to weather with respectable performance.

As with the entire Mason line and several of our Nordhavns, the new 
N56 M/S is under construction at our Ta Shing Yacht Building factory in
Taiwan, arguably one of the finest building facilities in the industry. This
emphasis on superior build quality coupled with an extensive equipment list
and the best hardware and gear available will make the Nordhavn 56
Motorsailer truly world-class.

For interior accommodations plans and detailed specifications, please
see our web site, www.nordhavn.com.

Pacific Asian Enterprises  •  Dana Point, CA  •  949-496-4848  •  www. nordhavn. com
Nordhavn SW, Dana Point, CA   949-496-4933   •  Nordhavn NW, Seattle, WA   206-223-3624   

Nordhavn NE, Portsmouth, RI  401-293-0910 •  Nordhavn SE, Stuart, FL  772-223-6331
Nordhavn Australasia  61 300 783 010 •  Nordhavn Europe Ltd  44 (0) 2380 456342

A Motorsailer that is Oceans
Apart From the Rest

A perfect blend of comfort, 
security, range and beauty

THE NORDHAVN FLEET   40   43   47   55   56MS   62   64   68   72   75EYF   76   86
®

Nordhavn-56  6/14/07  2:53 PM  Page 1
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JUST laUNcHed

her majesty  8
Direct from the yard in china, here 
are the first photos of the fabulous 
new nordhavn 86—a magnificent 
small ship if there ever was one.

THe NeWeST NordHaVNS

truly magnificent  10
From flying bridge to engine 
room, the nordhavn 68 
radiates beauty, elegance, 
purpose and performance.
by the editors

Just right  32
With its speed, size, room 
and comfort, the nordhavn 64 
combines the best traits 
of its bigger and 
smaller siblings.
by JAmes kirby

comING NeXT

revolution  44
no horizon is too distant for the new 
nordhavn 75 expedition yachtfisher.
by peter sWANsoN

a star is born  10
the Nordhavn 68 is a unique new passagemaker 
in the pAe lineup—with a hot tub to die for.
by gArrett lAmbert

perfect passagemaker  52
the nordhavn 56 motorsailer 
connects pae’s past as a builder of 
quality sailboats with its present as 
world leader in trawler yachts.
by JAmes kirby

big, bold, beautiful  60
the nordhavn 120 will be a 
world-class, abs-certified yacht, 
offered at an excellent price.
by gArrett lAmbert

more of a good thing  51
the nordhavn 60 fits into the gap 
between the popular n55 and the 
brand-new n64/68 series. 
by gArrett lAmbert

Circumnavigator
contents 2008-09



WEATHERWEATHER

Keeping track of weather is about to get easier than ever with Furuno’s NavNet vx2! 
Furuno and Sirius are teaming up to bring you live, up-to-date weather forecast infor-
mation to give you peace of mind, no matter when or how you are using your boat. The 
weather information is obtained from the weather industry’s leading experts and is 
delivered via the BBWX1 digital receiver through Sirius’ Marine Weather services. 

You will have the ability to receive high-quality and comprehensive weather forecast in-
formation directly overlayed onto your C-Map MAX charts. You will be provided with 
premium weather content, such as 
current weather reports, NOWRad® 
nationwide high-resolution weather 
radar imagery, and high-resolution Sea 
Surface Temperature images that can 
help fi shermen locate hot spots. Now 
you can have your “weatherman” on-
board 24/7 along with your TRUE color 
NavNet vx2 Radar/Chart Plotter and 
Sirius Marine Weather!

Sirius Weather Features
• Up-to-the-minute weather forecasting at sea
• Satellite Sea Surface Temperatures
• Animated NOWRad® weather radar forecasts
• Pressure isobars and frontal boundaries
• Squall lines and surface pressure
• Wind forecasts using wind barbs or arrows
• Marine text forecasts
• Lightning strike reports & storm tracking
• Buoy reports
• Wave height forecasts
• Available for NavNet vx2 10.4˝ and Black Box 

units in C-Map versions
 Note: Features may change with fi nal release

RADAR      FISH FINDERS      SONAR      NAVIGATION      COMMUNICATION      AUTOPILOTS      SOFTWARE

The most trusted name in marine electronics!www.Furuno.com

Satellite weather receiver (BBWX1) requires Sirius weather 
service subscription,  sold separately.

Look at what’s on the horizon...

G15R-NavNet-Sirius-Circumnavigat1   1 4/13/07   2:54:41 PM



oFFSHore VoYaGING

cape horn
doubleheader  112

CirCumnavigator salutes scott and 
mary Flanders of egret and Dick 
and gail barnes of ice Dancer ii 
for successfully reaching the 
everest of the seas: cape horn.

trawler transpac+  122
plans are shaping up for an 
informal fleet of cruisers to cross 
the pacific—and beyond.

partying to la paz  122
this rally will give new 
meaning to an old phrase.

honor roll  123
the latest two trawler yachts to 
circumnavigate the world did so via 
the treacherous northwest passage.

SPoTlIGHT doWN UNder

boom down under  124
nordhavn’s australasia team is tapping 
into a flourishing cruising scene.
by Nicole WilliAms

SPoTlIGHT eUroPe

europeans embrace 
voyaging  125

From across the pond to 
around the world, nordhavn 
owners are on the move.
by blAke August

fjord speed ahead!  126
the crew of resolution spends a 
summer exploring the lochs, fjords 
and canals round the north sea.
by ANdy luNd

making the most 
of the med  130

Finally, a cruising guide that 
embraces the self-sufficient 
nature of your nordhavn.
by scott ANd mAry flANders

FleeT roll call

the great escape 
never ends  137

nordhavn owners love getting away 
from it all in comfort, safety and style.
by rebeccA crosgrey 
ANd Joe hvilivitzky

once, twice, 
even thrice  170

more owners than ever are 
staying with nordhavn.
by rebeccA crosgrey

Wonders never cease  176
the joys of cruising long island 
sound begin in childhood.
by evelyN mcgloNe

www.nordhavn.com 2008-2009  |  circumnavigator 5

a cIrcUmNaVIGaTor PrImer

trans-Atlantic 
passage guide  84

across the atlantic in your 
own trawler yacht
by milt bAker

WX  92
a leading weather forecaster and 
router offers advice on an eastbound 
crossing of the north atlantic.
by bob JoNes

best guides  96
resources for crossing the atlantic.

med bound 2007  98
accomplishment without drama.
by JeNNifer sterN

out of the blue  100
an unexpected gale strikes half 
way across the atlantic.
by ANdy luNd

it’s all about safety  102
Watch-keeping is a key part 
of safe passagemaking.
by WAyNe dAvis

don’t forget the duct tape   104
a sense of humor makes for 
a memorable crossing.
by Will seAver

make it magical   106
good food and a well-chosen, 
happy crew are key ingredi-
ents for a successful voyage. 
by tiNA JoNes

No more pokey e-mail  109
how to reduce connec-
tion time and save money.
by luis soltero

vAt’s up?  110
plenty — especially if you 
fail to heed eu rules.
by bill bANe

contents 2008-09
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Few pieces of equipment aboard a yacht are more important than
its davit. A smooth, quiet, dependable and safe davit is a joy to
operate and inspires confidence for the yacht owner. For this reason,
we have been installing Steelhead davits on Nordhavns for over 4
years and have come to recognize them as a superb piece of
equipment that is second to none. Steelhead davits are beautifully
and passionately engineered and have the fit and finish of a fine
European sports car. Our working relationship with Steelhead
Marine is hassle-free and deliveries are on time without unpleasant
surprises.

Service is seldom required on a Steelhead davit, but when it is, Dan
Thain and his crew are available 24/7 to offer support.

Dan Streech, President
Pacific Asian Enterprises

Manufacturer of the Nordhavn

Photos courtesy of Pacific Asian Enterprises & Neil Rabinowitz

Whether cruising the world or close to home—
top-notch performance, reliability &

service you can count on.

www.steelheadmarine.net
Steelhead Marine Ltd 7057 Beatty Dr. Mission BC V2V 6C4 Canada

Tel (604) 826-1668 Fax (604) 826-9992 Email sales@steelheadmarine.net

Steelhead’s unique
design allows compact
installation into tight
places on your deck.

CT4000 on “Cadenza”

Attention to detail in every
aspect of a Steelhead crane.

Check out our comprehensive website for extensive product
information, owner’s resources, free tender handling evaluation, yacht
crane comparison guides, FAQs, world-wide distributors and service
centers and much more.

“I'm very happy we got a Steelhead
davit. It's powerful, smooth and
quiet. The wireless remote is the
only way to go.”

— Capt. Bo Larson “Cadenza”

raising the bar on yacht crane and davit performance
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All about fuel  178
at the core of nordhavn’s reli-
able, easy-to-use fuel system is 
an ever-present force—gravity.
by JAmes kirby

polishing that 
really shines  184

the nordhavn system delivers 
clean fuel—when it’s needed.

NaVal arcHITecTUre

tools of the trade  186
traditional know-how, com-
puter technology and creativ-
ity enable jeff leishman to excel.
by JAmes kirby

all aboUT NordHaVN

A compass for pAe  190
how pacific asian enterprises 
gears up for the future.
by gArrett lAmbert

perfect partnership  194
respect, trust, total commitment 
bind pae and the two yards 
that build its boats.
by gArrett lAmbert

lights! camera! 
Action!  199

a documentary tells the 
story of nordhavn.
by rebeccA crosgrey

INSIde NordHaVN

making it happen  200
meet the people at pacific asian 
enterprises whose combined 
efforts are responsible for the 
success of nordhavn. 
by JeNNifer sterN

moving up  203
sales offices expand along with larger 
factories and increased production.

Where to find 
Nordhavn  207
TraWler TraVelS

la vagabunda del mar  208
chuck and jeanette stockon 
and their nordhavn 50
by Joe hvilivitzky
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Nordhavn buyer’s guide
Where to find the information you seek:

Nordhavn 120 60
Nordhavn 86 8
Nordhavn 75 
expedition yachtfisher 44
Nordhavn 76 74
Nordhavn 72 73
Nordhavn 68 10
Nordhavn 64 32
Nordhavn 62 72
Nordhavn 60 51
Nordhavn 57 71
Nordhavn 56 motorsailer 52
Nordhavn 55 70
Nordhavn 50 69
Nordhavn 47 68
Nordhavn 46 67
Nordhavn 43 66
Nordhavn 40 65
Nordhavn 35 64
also visit www.nordhavn.com

how do you price value?  76
purchasing a new Nordhavn  80
buying a used Nordhavn  82
Where to charter a Nordhavn  83
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Her Majesty. That’s how CirCumnavigator described the fabulous new Nord-
havn 86 when her plans were first unveiled. A magnificent small ship if there ever 
was one, the queen of the Nordhavn fleet now has been launched.

Built to go anywhere, anytime, safely and luxuriously, the Nordhavn 86 will 
be fully introduced in a special edition of CirCumnavigator in the spring of 
2008. In the meantime, keep an eye on www.nordhavn.com for news about the 
latest milestone in the amazing growth path at Pacific Asian Enterprises. III

8 circumnavigator  |  2008-2009 www.circumnavigatormag.com
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N86 just launched
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larger yachts, when designed as 
deftly as the nordhavn 86, have a 
certain majesty and aura of their 
own. designer jeff leishman 
has given Pae’s newest model 
a gorgeous profile and flowing 
lines while retaining the look of 
an expedition yacht—which the 
86 surely is.

after thorough testing of systems in the 
test tank, all 360,000 pounds of nordhavn 
are lifted and prepped for ocean sea trials 
at the south coast Marine in china prior to 
shipment to the u.s. where the new yacht will 
be commissioned at Pacific asian enterprises 
headquarters in dana Point, california. 
nordhavn 86 #1 has been custom-painted 
titanium grey to her owner’s specifications.    
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truly magnificent
 n o r d h a v n  6 8
from flying bridge to engine room,
this yacht radiates beauty, elegance,
PurPose and Performance

There is something about an aft-wheelhouse trawler yacht that shouts 
“Let me roam the seven seas!” Fishing trawlers in the North Sea and tramp 
steamers have the look, as do Romsdals, Malahides and the Nordhavn 62.

Now comes the Nordhavn 68—with which we became acquainted over 
three days in the San Juan Islands of the Pacific Northwest. It’s a gorgeous 
boat, purposeful even at rest on the dock at Roche Harbor. The way Ken 
and Roberta Williams have customized and personalized the first hull, it’s 
truly a magnificent yacht.

As you walk up to Sans Souci, when her three decks are lit up at night, she 
looks imposing and impressive, more like a building than a boat, a gleam of 
white and light that would look at home parked next to a space station.

By The Editors of CirCumnavigator
 coVer and feature PhotograPhy by stePhen cridland

n68 ThE nEwEsT nordhavns

By The Editors of CirCumnavigator
 coVer and feature PhotograPhy by stePhen cridland



a yacht with muscular 
lines, and outstanding 
proportions despite 
lots of height that 
rewards with space 
galore. she makes her 
way through the sea 
smoothly and quietly 
with an easy motion.

www.nordhavn.com 2008-2009 | circumnavigator 11



From the notes of one editor’s wife: “I 
enjoyed sitting at the table in the wheel-
house while Dan Streech piloted the boat. 
Good view from up there. The controls are 
fascinating although I didn’t understand 
what most of them were for. I do remember 
thinking how neat it was that Dan could steer 
the boat without using the wheel. My favor-
ite spot in the wheelhouse, however, is the 
pilot berth. That’s where I would sleep, given 
a choice, because of the incredible view af-
forded by the surrounding windows. It would 
almost be like sleeping outdoors.”

Another wife noted: “Like being on an 
observation deck, above it all but still part 
of it. Set up very comfortably, with copilot’s 
seat a very nice feature.”

Under way
It’s so easy in this boat. You’re so high up in 
the pilothouse (let alone the flying bridge) 
that it diminishes the sensation. You think 
you’re cruising at five knots in a no-wake 
zone and find out that you’re doing 7.5 and 
the photo boat is calling you to slow down. 
With engines at slow idle, the boat still runs 
at five knots.

From the notes of one contributing 
editor: “At some point, I should have fire-
walled the throttles and seen what she 
really could do when she kicks up her heels, 
but one does have to be polite with other 
people’s boats.

Maneuvering
With the attractive wooden steering wheel, 

high in the sky
The pilothouse is large, to be sure, but one 
becomes accustomed to the larger scale of 
everything on the Nordhavn 68, so one ex-
pects it. Almost more of a bridge, like you 
see in pictures of cargo and cruise ships, it’s 
wide! You are continually amazed at how 
good the view was in ALL directions—vir-
tually 360 degrees.

Another aspect of the pilothouse—we do 
love pilothouses—the table and settee are 
just the right distance from the control sta-
tion, meaning that its denizens have a com-
manding view (our wives felt like they were 
involved in conning the boat), yet are far 
enough removed that if they were engaged 
in their own activities or conversations, it 
would not distract the helm.

12 circumnavigator | 2008-2009 www.circumnavigatormag.com

n68 ThE nEwEsT nordhavns

roberta williams worked 
closely with interior designer 
scott Cole to create the extra-

ordinary custom interior of 
sans souci. “I chose the look 
of a period boat—a boat from, 

perhaps, 80 years ago… I also 
added loose furniture in the 

saloon to create a feeling of an 
old-fashioned parlor.”



roberta williams worked closely with interior designer scott 
cole to create the extraordinary custom interior of Sans Souci. 
after the first three weeks aboard, she described her feelings:

“i am very happy with the results and the main comment Ken 
and i—and our guests—is that it is a very comfortable boat. i wanted 
it to feel comfortable and cozy—like a home. inside the boat, even 
though, obviously, you know that you are on a boat, it also has 
a homey feel and that was important to me. 

“i chose the look of a period boat—a boat from, perhaps, 80 years 
ago—with the wood-plank ceilings, lots of teak and wainscoting 
with wall-coverings above, and romantic sconces with beautiful 
silk lampshades. there are leaded-glass cabinet doors and carved 
glass sinks in the baths. and real marble in the showers. 

“i also added loose furniture in the saloon to create a feel-
ing of an old-fashioned parlor. i used an antique Persian rug on 
the floor and all of the colors and the look of the interior of the 
boat really started from this rug. in other words, in a way, the 
rug started the whole theme, and Scott and i went from the rug 

and created the look throughout the interior of the boat, always 
keeping that rug in mind.

“i like the flow of the boat; meaning that i think that movement 
from space to space (or room to room) flows really well, unlike 
many other boats where it seems difficult to get from room to 
room, or, it’s necessary to go through someone else’s room to 
get to their room, or up to the pilothouse and then back down 
to another set of quarters, etc. With Sans Souci, there is none of 
that; going from place to place feels natural and there is no both-
ering anybody in their private quarters.

“Finally, among the many things that i adore about Sans Souci, 
i LovE the hot tub! Ken and i went into it for the first time in roche 
Harbor, and we felt so decadent sitting there above everybody 
else and looking down at them from our hot tub. it was a cold 
night and the hot tub was throwing out steam, but it was warm 
and wonderful . . . we were overlooking the lit-up restaurant 
and hearing the music coming from the downstairs bar . . . it was 
like heaven!”

www.nordhavn.com 2008-2009 | circumnavigator 13

hEavEnly sans soUCI
comfortable,cozy, with a hot tub to die for

a hot tub? on a 68-foot yacht? why not? nothing 

like it for relaxation while anchored in Port



Guests’ stateroom in 
the nordhavn 68 is big 

enough for a queen 
bed, end tables and 

adjacent bath.

One of our editors reduced speed to barely 
a knot or two as we approached our anchor-
age. Later, he realized he could have just 
motored up and hit reverse. The anchor 
and ground tackle came off with laughable 
ease. You put it in reverse, the chain pays 
out and when there is enough scope, the 
crew on the foredeck signals. You stop the 
boat, he secures the anchor, and then you 
slowly back the boat down. With all that 
boat mass, it doesn’t take much speed to 
get a good set.

layout
A big advantage of the aft-pilothouse layout 
is that when you are Med-moored or stern 
to the dock, the deck aft of the pilothouse af-
fords the owner and guests with a great view 
of life ashore. At the same time, you are up 
above the fray, so you have some privacy. In 
port, it is going to be a very popular place. You 
might say that naval architect Jeff Leishman 
stacked the decks in favor of roominess.

An editor’s wife wrote in her notes: “The 
beautiful table on the second deck would be 
a lovely place for a meal and a drink, espe-
cially since it offers a higher perspective of 
one’s surroundings. And again, I’d be happy 

to be on the top deck in that jacuzzi right 
now with a drink. It would be spectacular to 
look up at the stars on a clear night.”

And why not put the tenders and davit 
on the foredeck? After all, there’s already 
hardware taking up space there with the 
ground tackle, chain lockers and windlass. 
But the foredeck can get cramped for space 
with large tenders, even on a 68-footer. The 
ladies complained that there was no place 
to sun themselves, as on the uncluttered 
foredeck of a midship-pilothouse boat. Still, 
there’s plenty of sunny real estate on the 
flying bridge.

Flying bridge
Most flying bridges are barely more than 
a flying control station. The Nordhavn 68 
deserves the word “bridge” after the word 
“flying.” The twin masts and radar arch dic-
tated by the hot tub, give the boat a sportier, 
high-end yacht look. The domes and anten-
nas spread out across the width of the vessel 
really give it a serious high-tech look.

Interior spaces  
We once heard a boat designer say he pre-
ferred to give owners fewer but bigger 

it took a lot of turns to move the rudder 
and one wonders why there isn’t a faster 
ratio. It’s not like feedback is that import-
ant on such a big boat, so why not increase 
the boost and decrease the ratio? Having 
said that, you realize that these boats are 
steered mainly with the autopilot knob or a 
joystick and the new 68 did respond quick-
ly to inputs.

Speaking of the helm, Sans Souci tracked 
well and stayed on course—not much ten-
dency to wander with 200,000 pounds and 
a flat sea. This became apparent when the 
photo boat was running close to us on a par-
allel course. However, the Nordhavn showed 
that she was nicely maneuverable when the 
photo boat asked us to circle it. One thing 
about these big boats, as maneuverable as 
Sans Souci is, you still did not want to (nor 
could you) do anything wild at the last 
second. Plan ahead is the watchword.

anchoring
Anchoring a sailboat is an exercise in con-
trolled chaos involving someone at the 
anchor and someone at the helm signaling, 
gesturing and swearing at each other. Also 
on a sailboat, reverse is hardly an option. 
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Caption needed here 
pages are liberal 
with wide margins 
at the top, edges and 
gutters. off-whites 
are a bit more friendly 
especially when 
skewed to the warm 
side. Creamy whites 
are perceived of as 
delicious—excellent

The nordhavn 68 is a 
true three-deck yacht 
with powerful bow and 
stern thrusters and stra-
tegically located control 
stations that can be 
operated comfortably 
by a passagemaking 
spousal team on its own.

comfortable and like butter to the touch, to 
the leaded glass in the galley cabinets and 
see-through, bottom-lit bathroom sinks, all 
were very handsome yet low key enough to 
not overwhelm the fact that you are there, 
first and foremost, to appreciate the beauty 
of the ocean and nature.”

The high level of workmanship through-
out Sans Souci underscores the feeling of 
elegance. Everywhere you look there are 
woodworking details that please the eye. 
The owners are certain to derive a great 
deal of satisfaction from the craftsmanship 
in the boat. 

The theme is carried through into the 
stateroom and suites. What the cabinet-
makers show off in wood throughout the 
rest of the yacht, the artisans echo in exquis-
ite tile work and marble in the baths. (You 
cannot possibly call them “heads.”) Yet the 
interior integrates so well with the modern 
and technological elements of the vessel. 
It doesn’t look out of place or fight what is 
modern on the boat.

From the notes of an editor’s wife: “The 
interior design made a big shiny boat feel 
very homey. Cushions and fabrics invit-
ing and warm, not what I expected, like 

walking into a home. Wood plank floor-
ing very soothing and appealing, stained 
beam/painted ceilings very attractive and 
give comfortable feeling, very bright boat 
with lots of light and excellent views from 
the boat to the outside.”

Machinery spaces
The engine room still manages to remain 
roomy even with twin diesels and other 
equipment that Ken Williams ordered for 
his second Nordhavn. 

An editor noted: “I was in the engine room 
when the beasts came to life and it was a mem-
orable experience. ‘Power to Cross Oceans’ 
was the expression that came to mind.”

His notes continue: “Look at the size of 
those rudder posts and the steering gear! 
If you took me down to the lazarette blind-
folded and showed them to me, I would 
swear we were on a 100-foot plus ship.”

All of which goes to show how each of us, 
each in his or her way, was captivated by the 
marvelous Nordhavn 68 that Ken and Rob-
erta Williams caused PAE to build.
Contributing editors Jim Kirby and Garrett Lambert, 

their wives and editor Georgs Kolesnikovs pooled their 

comments for this report.

compartments because they impart a sense 
of spaciousness. The Nordhavn 68’s large, 
open saloon worked that way for the editors 
and their wives.

The custom interior of Sans Souci—
created by interior designer Scott Cole 
working closely with Roberta Williams—
reproduces the high-end yacht style of the 
Guilded Age. Nathaniel Herreshoff, J.P. 
Morgan and Thomas Lipton would be at 
home here. Like in the elegant main saloon 
of one of the famous extreme clippers or 
even a steamship from the pre-1920s, the 
leaded glass, the exquisite veneers and 
woodworking, the graceful staircase with 
its classic banister and balustrades, they all 
work well together and have been execut-
ed to perfection.

As one editor wrote in his notes: “In 
my mind’s eye, I see an elegantly dressed 
woman descending the staircase from the 
pilothouse. Where’s my blue blazer, yachts-
man’s cap and white pants?”

His wife remarked: “It would be difficult 
not to admire the fine materials—especial-
ly the wood—and workmanship. From the 
handmade dining table to the beautiful rug 
and fine couches and chairs that were so 
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The saga surrounding the birth of the immedi-
ately successful Nordhavn 68 matches an earlier 
story-line almost exactly.

It begins in the waning years of the 1990s, as 
executives at Pacific Asian Enterprises considered 
the company’s lineup of boats and concluded that 
some of the older models were ready to be eased 
into retirement. Not only would replacements 
be necessary, additional new models would have 
to be designed and produced that would smooth 
out the steps in the Nordhavn size range. A rapid-
ly growing and ever more experienced and so-
phisticated customer base was insisting on boats 
matched to individual tastes and needs. 

PAE responded with decisions to not only 
expand the line by building bigger boats, but 
also to intersperse increasingly tailored de-
signs throughout the line. At the upper end, the 

venerable Nordhavn 62 had been the longest 
vessel in the inventory for many years, but PAE 
knew that the market also wanted even larger 
Nordhavns. Moreover, every one of the new of-
ferings would have to be evolutionary in design, ca-
pable of comfortable, long-range passagemaking 
in the Nordhavn tradition, but at the same time 
built to meet a surging demand for ever more 
commodious and luxurious accommodations in 
all lengths. 

 Although PAE continued to accept orders for 
the Nordhavn 46, Nordhavn 57, and Nordhavn 
62 from adamant clients, these classics were ex-
pected to slowly go out of production. Thus, an 
accelerating array of new yachts flew off Jeff Leish-
man’s virtual design table. The Nordhavn 50 was 
launched in 1997, the Nordhavn 47 in 2000, the 
Nordhavn 43 in 2003, the Nordhavn 72 in 2004, 
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a star is born
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the story of its birth is familiar, but this yacht
is a unique new face in the Pae lineuP

By Garrett lambert
contributing editor

The nordhavn 68 came about 
partly because former nord-
havn 62 owners, Ken and 
roberta williams, convinced 
PaE there was a market for a 
bigger, more modern version.
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experience with our 62, we also wanted an 
aft pilothouse boat.” 

Dan Streech, PAE’s president, has also had 
a long love affair with the Nordhavn 62, and 
understood Ken’s passion completely. But 
the Nordhavn 64 would not readily adapt to 
an aft wheelhouse design, and the next boat 
up that would was the Nordhavn 72. 

 PAE, preoccupied with the introduction 
of so many other new models, kept trying 
to persuade the Williamses to look more 
seriously at the Nordhavn 72, but Ken and 
Roberta, certain of their own requirements, 
kept trying to persuade PAE to design and 
construct a new boat to meet them. 

Inexorably, and in exactly the same way 
Michael Lasky had spawned the Nord-
havn 76 out of the Nordhavn 72, Ken and 
Roberta increased the pressure on PAE 
to customize a boat for them based on a 
Nordhavn 64 hull with a four-foot exten-
sion. When they learned that their persis-
tence had paid off and PAE’s owners had 
finally agreed among themselves to develop 
and build what would be yet another addi-
tion to the Nordhavn line, Ken says he and 
Roberta were elated. Thus was conceived 
the aft-wheelhouse Nordhavn 68. 

Since the laws of physics remain immut-
able, there are trade-offs. While the Nord-
havn 68 gives the appearance of a small 
Nordhavn 72, the 72 is a proportionally 
more roomy boat because it has that slightly 
wider beam plus a deeper hull. To facilitate 
the aft wheelhouse on the Nordhavn 68, 
the re-design of its interior spaces resulted 
in its having less volume below than the 

Nordhavn 64, particularly in the engineer-
ing areas. It’s a case of the various trade-offs 
offering something for everyone. PAE’s ex-
perience to date is that former Nordhavn 55 
and Nordhavn 57 owners prefer the Nord-
havn 64, while former Nordhavn 62 owners 
like the Nordhavn 68. 

PAE managers knew there was a lot of 
buzz circulating about this new yacht, 
and were not at all surprised at how many 
people stepped forward to place orders as 
soon as it became a reality. That’s one of the 
many positives of the “Nordhavn family” 
for PAE. 

However, families being what they are, 
PAE is also not surprised when that collegi-
ality also produces challenges for them. 
Buyers of similar boats are spending more 
and more time talking to each other before 
and during the purchase and construction 
phases. 

Whenever a new boat is introduced, it’s 
natural to expect it will draw sales away from 
either the next smaller or next larger boat. 
Instead, the Nordhavn 68 seems more likely 
to be leaching buyers away from other com-
panies, and there appears to be no limit 
on the number of buyers for Nordhavns 
in all sizes. 

Observes Ken Williams: “Our previous 
boat, a Nordhavn 62, was a near perfect 
boat, and we almost ordered another one. 
However, we chose to upgrade in order to 
get a few extra amenities. The Nordhavn 
68 works perfectly for us because it is a size 
we are comfortable with, yet has the look 
we want.” iii

the Nordhavn 55 in 2005, and the Nord-
havn 86 in 2007. However, the jump from 
the 55 to the 72 left a really large gap to 
be bridged, and PAE responded with an 
all-new 64. 

Time for a break and some consoli-
dation? Not possible in such a dynamic 
business, one that requires constructive 
responses to customer requests. Five years 
earlier, the Nordhavn 76 had been born out 
of the Nordhavn 72 when Michael Lasky, a 
knowledgeable Nordhavn owner, entered 
the picture and made so many change re-
quests that an entirely new—and very suc-
cessful— Nordhavn 76 was the result. 

In 2006, Ken and Roberta Williams were 
also considering purchasing a Nordhavn 
72, but concluded that it was on the cusp of 
their ability to operate on their own. (Jeff 
Leishman notes that even the largest Nord-
havns are easily owner-driven, since they’re 
all control-by-wire, and have operating sta-
tions at key places throughout the boats as 
well as both stern and bow thrusters. How-
ever, he says, for the bigger boats the com-
pelling reason for having a crew aboard is 
maintenance.) 

PAE management suggested Ken con-
sider the next smaller boat in the line, the 
new Nordhavn 64, a boat whose interior 
volume is much greater than that of the 
Nordhavn 62, although it’s only two feet 
longer. However, having had an aft wheel-
house on his 62, Ken didn’t want the for-
ward wheelhouse on the 64. “We wanted 
the largest boat that we felt the two of us 
could handle safely,” he says. “Given our 
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Ultramodern meets traditional: on sans 
souci comfort, function and style seam-

lessly blend, whether one is up on the 
flying bridge or down in the galley.
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And if pets are numbered among the crew, they ought to give Ken 
and Roberta Williams an especially loving lick for the clever design 
and installation of an optional doggy door to the aft deck. 

The pilothouse interior is more than commodious, for all 
by itself it encompasses about as much living space as would be 
found in a typical small coastal cruiser. Despite all the goodies 
that it contains, there is still ample walking-around room. De-
pending on the purchaser’s choice, the broad instrument con-
sole can span most of the forward window area and emulate its 
shape in a softly curved parenthesis so that display screens on 
the outer edges can be viewed from the helm without having 
to move closer to them. Alternatively, the console can be offset 
well to starboard. Either arrangement contains ample storage 
cupboards below, and facilitates access to its interior so that all 
the electronics can be serviced, relocated, rewired, or upgraded 
quickly and easily. (Should major replacements of flush-mount-
ed components be undertaken, the entire fascia panel can be 
replaced inexpensively.) 

The nordhavn 68 bridge deck is action central, the place 
where owners and their guests will spend much of their time while 
under way. Thus, it is critical that this island 23 feet by 17 feet be 
comfortable and well-suited to its several tasks.

Situated on top of the very large 43 feet by 21 feet upper deck, 
which covers just a little more than the aft half of the boat, the 
views forward and to either side are outstanding. Visibility astern 
is provided through the wrap-around rear windows behind the 
settee and pilot berth.

All told, there are 14 wheelhouse windows from Pacific Coast 
Marine, four of which are opening and screened. With one excep-
tion, all windows throughout the boat are half-inch thick tempered 
glass, almost all of which have also been tinted. The exception to 
the tinting process are those facing forward, for these are clear and 
sloped inward in the Nordhavn tradition to reduce glare and reflec-
tion, as well as to help keep them clear in foul weather. Two addi-
tional windows are installed in the powder-coated aluminum Dutch 
doors that provide port and starboard access to the outside deck. 
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By Garrett lambert
contributing editor

room 
at the 

top
 n o r d h a v n  6 8

there’s sPace galore in the Pilothouse 
and eVerywhere else,

Plus amPle oPPortunity for an 
owner’s Personal touch
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For the same reasons, all wiring raceways are readily accessible 
via removable panels finished to blend into the decor. While the 
console will contain the owner’s selection of electronic navigation 
aids, a proper chart table is also provided, sized to store and dis-
play full-size paper charts and hold a printer on a slide-out shelf. 
If a purchaser decides on the centered instrument console, the 
chart table occupies the starboard side of the wheelhouse adja-
cent to the second helm chair. If the offset console is chosen, the 
chart table is to port.

Two top-of-the-line Ultraleather Stidd chairs provide orthoped-
ically comfortable support. And while a 30-inch destroyer-style 
steering wheel is installed, it will be used primarily as backup, for 
this yacht is “driven-by-wire.” Drive-by-wire technology provides 
several significant advantages, not least of which are the ease of 
use and connectivity to navigation aids integrated to autopilots. 
Another very useful feature is that any number of control stations 
can be installed anywhere on the boat that makes sense as will be 
described below. One of these is a real luxury: for the ultimate in 

a place onto itself and the nerve center of the yacht, sans souci’s spacious 
pilothouse gracefully combines modern high-tech engineering with classic 
yachting décor. The roomy, comfortable settee is a relaxing place to sit and
watch the world go by.



Elegant master bath features superb tile work 
and backlit, cut glass sinks. a dog door leading 
from the pilothouse is not standard engineering, 
but nordhavn will build it if your dog requests it.
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ease, the boat can be driven via a control 
pad and joystick on the forward end of a 
helm chair’s arm. 

Immediately forward of the flying bridge 
staircase is a small vestibule to the port 
Dutch door and the carpeted staircase 
that leads forward and down to the main 
deck. The standard wheelhouse floors are 
varnished teak and spruce to complement 
the varnished teak cabinetry and table. For 
durability and glare reduction, the counter-
tops and instrument panel are finished in 
matte black Formica.

The main cabin design presents buyers 
with two construction options. Like the 
wheelhouse, the standard cabin is a trad-
itional island walk-around‚ with decks to 
either side as well as forward and aft. How-
ever, PAE also offers a wide-body version 
that is popular with many purchasers. 

Whether traditional or wide-body, the 
principal entrance to the saloon is from one 
of two curving staircases that sweep up to 
the aft deck from each quarter of the gener-
ous swim platform‚ which is, actually, a con-
tinuation of the hull. The first impression 
on entry is of airiness and a lot of space, in 
no small measure because the floor main-
tains the same level all the way from the 
stern of the boat through to the bulkhead 
separating the galley from the owners’ for-
ward stateroom. 

No steps! Not much ambient noise, 
either, because the standard floor is carpet 
with Soundown underlayment. However, 
the owners of the first two boats both chose 
wood floors and area rugs rather than wall-
to-wall carpeting. One selected teak and 
ebony and the other cherrywood with 
ebony, each matched by cabinetry also in 
teak and cherry respectively. 

All woodwork is to the style and stan-
dard of the Nordhavn 72 specifications, 
and anyone who has been aboard a 72 will 
concur with Jeff Leishman’s description 
that this provides a remarkably high qual-
ity interior. However, he also acknowledg-
es that the possibilities one might achieve 
with a first-rate yacht interior designer can 

unleash the potential of this space in im-
pressive fashion. (At significant additional 
cost, of course.) There are already several 
excellent examples of what can be achieved 
in this manner, and PAE can point purchas-
ers to designers who have demonstrated 
imagination and taste to the satisfaction 
of their clients. With or without customiz-
ation, purchasers of the Nordhavn 68 re-
ceive a yacht of the highest fit and finish 
quality.

Just inside the saloon entrance to the 
left, the standard design provides for a truly 
comfortable lounge with room for an easy 
chair at the aft end and a small lamp table. 
Next is a built-in L-shaped settee with a 
coffee table in front of it, and a short par-
tition at its forward end containing ample 

bookshelves above. While this works well, 
most purchasers have preferred more flex-
ibility, and have furnished this area with do-
mestic sofas, chairs, and tables.

The dining room is opposite the lounge 
and to starboard. The style and evident 
craftsmanship of the standard elliptical 
table and chairs for six have proven very 
popular. The aft wall contains a Panasonic 
42-inch Plasma Screen television on a lift 
system interfaced to the Bose Life-Style 28 
sound system and DVD player. Space is also 
provided for owners’ furniture choices that 
could include a credenza for china, crystal, 
and silver, a wine cooler, etc. The starboard 
wall is fully windowed with enclosed cabin-
etry below that lends itself to uniquely de-
signed doors. 

Well forward of the dining table, the 
galley counter with hanging cupboards 
above it also acts as a room divider. The 
granite countertop has a 13-inch overhang 
and bull-nose in order to accommodate 
three high stools, a great place for break-
fasts, snacks, or quick meals. No doubt 
these chairs will also be magnets during 
food preparation, when they will provide 
an opportunity to share a glass of wine 
and conversation with the cook, and per-
haps even supply a little assistance: “Would 
anyone like to peel the potatoes or dice 
the onions?”
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if early reviews are any indication, Pae has a hit on its hands with its nordhavn 
64 and nordhavn 68 series of yachts. 

Purchasers are lining up for both boats and—if just one more theatrical metaphor 
can be permitted—the series appears poised for a lengthy run. 

as of late summer 2007, the company had a total of 19 hulls for the series in its 
production schedule—four nordhavn 68s and 15 nordhavn 64s, a strong indicator 
for PaE that an enthusiastic audience exists.

and a significant part of that audience is from the nordhavn community, with 
eight current owners having either committed to purchase or indicated a strong 
interest in moving up to the new nordhavn 64/68 series.
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lonG rUn ahEad For ThE n64/68 sErIEs

the nordhaVn 64/68 
series of trawler 
yachts is destined 
to leaVe comPeti-
tors in its wake

The galley itself is a square kitchen that 
will work exceptionally well for a couple 
who enjoys cooking together. The appli-
ances, only the very best, certainly invite 
participation. 

A large pantry that contains a GE stain-
less steel wall oven in the middle and stor-
age above and below also separates the 
galley from the vestibule that leads to the 
owners’ suite. 

On its port side, the galley opens to the 
intersection of two short right-angle hall-
ways. The one to the left leads to the main 
saloon, passing the stairway to the wheel-
house and a wall of storage drawers. The 
one straight ahead to the port side passes 
cupboard doors that hide the washer-dryer 
stack and a fold-down sorting table, and 
then becomes a small vestibule from which a 
door opens to the deck on the walk-around 
cabin. On the wide-body cabin, a large cup-
board/closet replaces this exterior door to 
provide additional storage. This is where 
the two additional freezer drawers are locat-
ed on Nordhavn 68 #2 and provides a con-
venient space for a central vacuum system. 
In either case, moving forward from the 
vestibule, a set of four steps descends to a 
landing from which a door opens into the 
Master Suite directly forward. From that 
same landing, another set of six steps des-
cends to mid-ship to enter the guest accom-
modations on the lower deck. 

The Master Suite is simply enormous, 
for it occupies the full width of the for-
ward section of the hull. Three overhead 
Lewmar “Ocean Series” hatches, each with 
a clever pair of invisible insect and privacy 
screens, let in ample natural light. Contrib-
uting greatly to the airiness are two large, 
rectangular windows—they can hardly be 
termed portlights—on each side of the 
hull. (They can also be ordered to open 
with screens.) 

The standard king-size domestic bed is 
flanked on either side by large lamp tables, 
while bookshelves above and large drawers 
below will take good care of lots of reading 
material as well as personal items. Wall-to-

All woodwork is to the style and standard of the Nordhavn 72 specifications, and 
anyone who has been aboard a 72 will concur with Jeff Leishman’s description that this 

provides a remarkably high quality interior.
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wall carpet with Soundown underlayment 
ensures warm feet and restful ears. Built-
in furniture along both sides of the curv-
ing hull contains drawers for storage, and a 
makeup vanity is tucked neatly into the aft 
starboard corner. A large hanging locker 
with a camphor wood interior will hold 
enough clothing to include whatever is ne-
cessary for the occasional dressy function. 
But if nothing is on that evening, space is 
also provided for a media center with a 50-
inch flat screen television against the wall 
opposite the bed. 

The master head en suite in the forward 
section of the bow is spacious and inviting. 
The standard flooring is either ceramic tile 

or factory stone tile, but other options are 
readily available. The joinery is teak with 
granite tops and Formica interiors. The 
amenities include a Tecma Silent house-
hold toilet, a walk-in shower with frame-
less glass door, a big linen closet, another 
big hanging locker, and yet another built-
in bureau. The design of this yacht re-
sponds to the oft-heard request for ever 
more storage. 

The guest accommodations comprise 
two staterooms that are entered from a 
central passageway. To starboard is a car-
peted suite with a domestic queen-size bed 
with bureau drawers underneath at the 
foot, two lamp tables with drawers, a large 

‘‘
’’



hanging closet, and an en suite three-piece 
bathroom. On the other side of the hall, a 
slightly smaller suite contains two single 
bunks—each a full-size standard 39-inch 
wide mattress—with drawers underneath 
and a hanging locker. This suite utilizes a 
three-piece head situated at the forward 
end of the passageway adjacent to a stor-
age pantry. 

The outside Playgrounds 
High in the boat’s stratosphere, the flying 
bridge is a vast open space only a little small-
er than the wheelhouse and its deck. The 
forward section is dominated by a cen-
tered helm with a Stidd “Slimline” helm 
chair, but most owners opt to install a pair 

corners, just as on the Nordhavn 72. They 
contain controls for the engine, hydraul-
ic bow and stern thrusters, start/stop, and 
horn, a rudder angle indicator, and the 
steering jog stick, all of which greatly sim-
plify docking to either side with perfect visi-
bility of both boat and dock. 

The bridge controls station’s effective-
ness was amply demonstrated during our 
sessions on the Williamses’ yacht in Roche 
Harbor in the San Juan Islands of Wash-
ington state. The boat was backed in and 
port tied in a slip at the inboard end of a 
fairway not much wider than the length 
of the yacht. 

As the Portuguese bridge coamings run 
aft, they decrease in height in two grace-
ful steps, segueing into one-inch stainless 
steel railings with electro-polished bases 
that secure a huge lounging space on the 
aft end. (These railings are also the reposi-
tories for two emergency life raft canisters, 
one on each side of the boat.) Ken Williams 
describes the huge deck behind the pilot-
house as “our living space when in port or 
at anchor.”

The Portuguese bridge has a door to 
the foredeck that locks shut with a set 
of Aritex stainless steel dogs. But it’s the 
massive custom pantograph hinge set, just 
like the one designed for the Nordhavn 
72, that captures the eye and the imagin-
ation. Looking like the creation of a mad 
genius, it moves the door straight forward 
and then slides it to the side and out of 
the way, all with minimal effort. It heralds 
the main deck as a technical cornucopia 
from bow to stern, starting with an inch and 
a quarter stainless steel bow pulpit com-
plete with a socket for a one-inch burgee 
staff. A stainless steel double bow roller slot-
ted for chain holds an Aritex 300-pound 
stainless steel plow at the end of 400 feet 
of half-inch High Test chain. The ground 
tackle is handled by a Maxwell VWC 4500 
hydraulic winch with matching chain gypsy, 
chain stopper, and band brake. An Aritex 
#A251Type 400 stainless steel bollard is 
installed aft of the windlass. The stem is 
protected by a stainless steel plate that en-
compasses an anchor wash nozzle and 
proudly displays the Nordhavn emblem. 
Most purchasers add a second anchoring 
system. Nordhavn 68 #2, for example, 
installed a complete matching set from 
anchor through to the chain locker, which 
was split in two with a full height bulkhead 
and a second Freeman access hatch. 
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of chairs. One of several drive-by-wire sta-
tions is installed here, so no wheel is ne-
cessary. However, a wheel can be installed 
as an option, as was done on Nordhavn 68 
#2, which also has a large Nordhavn 72-style 
console installed. 

Moving down one level to the wheel-
house, its deck offers a 360-degree walk-
around. The forward two thirds are 
protected by a Portuguese bridge with 
port and starboard storage lockers that 
have stainless steel louvers for ventilation. 
Lots of scuppers ensure adequate drainage, 
and a stainless grab rail bolted to the face 
of the wheelhouse provides additional se-
curity. Port and starboard driving stations 
are housed in garage pods in the forward 
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 with its exceptional comfort and 
long-range capability, the nordavn 
68 is the perfect boat to spend time 
exploring the stunning natural 
beauty of the san Juan Islands.





This sweeping stair-
case connects the saloon 

and aft deck. There is 
an impression of airi-

ness and space, due in 
no small part because 

the floor maintains the 
same level all the way 

from the stern to the 
bulkhead separating the 
galley from the owners’ 

forward stateroom.
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The forward deck is home to a pair of 
owner-supplied RIBs for which a 40-gallon 
gasoline storage tank and electric pump in-
stalled in the Portuguese bridge provides 
the fuel. Powered by either hydraulic pres-
sure or 240VAC, an electro-hydraulically 
powered Steelhead 1,000-kilogram capacity 
dual ram standpipe davit with 14-foot boom 
launches and retrieves the dinghies over 
the port and starboard sides respectively. 
Again, personal needs and preferences 
reign, and some buyers have upgraded the 
davit to one with even more reach and cap-
acity so that either dinghy can be launched 
to either side. 

The main deck is drained by scuppers, 
and contains 11 recessed stainless steel 
hawse fittings with cleats to make line 

handling as easy as possible: two on the bow, 
four on each side, and one on the stern’s 
center line. Heavy upper and lower stain-
less steel rub rails protect the hull. 

The aft deck is the boat’s main entry 
foyer with a fully covered cockpit provid-
ing overhead protection. The weather-tight 
French double doors to the saloon can be 
opened and swung back against the bulk-
head to link the two rooms and provide 
more space during a cocktail reception, 
or to take the evening air after a relaxing 
dinner. The caprail holds a socket for the 
four-foot teak flagstaff, while those who 
think they can catch their main course can 
take advantage of two self-draining fishing 
pole holders that are flush-fit into the cock-
pit bulwark on each side. The catch-of-the-

day can then be cleaned at the nearby sink 
cabinet which also has an alcove containing 
the same drive-by-wire control array as de-
scribed on the Portuguese bridge. This 
station greatly simplifies what can be an 
otherwise challenging stern-to docking 
situation and will eliminate a lot of poten-
tial angst. For the same reason, this station 
also includes controls for the forward wind-
lass to simplify fore and aft anchoring. As 
noted above, a centerline hawse and cleat 
are installed in the stern, and the line is 
served by either of a pair of Maxwell VC 
2200 24v capstan winches. 

At the bottom of the aft deck’s twin 
staircases, a broad swim platform car-
ries a fold-up stainless steel swim ladder 
with teak steps, and has two port and star-
board pop-up 10-inch cleats for conven-
ient dinghy tie-up. The cockpit lazarette on 
this boat is not just the usual hole into which 
things that don’t stow readily anywhere else 
get dropped, because it occupies all of the 
additional space provided by the four-foot 
hull extension. The enormous lazarette is 
actually a second machinery room, and is 
being used imaginatively by experienced 
owners to make life aboard just that much 
more enjoyable. 

Some of the additions include Glend-
inning reels for shore power cords and 
water hoses, and a wash pump for the stern 
anchor. OK, not too exciting so far, but how 
about a compressor and Brownie’s E-reels 
and Hookah system for diving? Or the out-
rageously convenient Med-moor passarelle 
installation on the Williamses’ boat? 

For the distaff member of the crew, how-
ever, the most attractive item in the lazarette 
is nothing more than a door. But it is no or-
dinary door. It is a watertight door that pro-
vides direct access to the machinery spaces, 
thus eliminating the need for tradespeople 
to track through all the boat’s living areas 
to service its systems. 

And there are many and varied systems 
to consider, for beauty is more than skin 
deep on this boat. Out of sight behind and 
below the evident luxury of the Nordhavn 
68’s interior is a self-contained, scaled-
down mirror of a city’s infrastructure: 
electricity generation, freshwater produc-
tion, sewage treatment, and climate con-
trol, plus, of course, propulsion—all of it 
a marvel of the most modern engineering 
and set up to operate quietly and flawless-
ly on demand. iii
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Tel: 206.789.3880
Toll Free: 1.800.762.0165

www.northern-lights.com
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Northern Lights
Corporate Headquarters

Reliability. Durability. Simplicity.

www.northern-lights.com

When it comes to powering your 
ocean-going adventure, there is no 
better choice than Northern Lights
generator sets and Lugger propulsion 
engines.

Northern Lights and Luggers provide 
the rel iabi l i ty,  dependabi l i ty  and 
simplicity of use that are required 
for long range voyaging.  Smooth, 
q u i e t  a n d  e f f i c i e n t  o p e r a t i o n
are all standard features of the 
Northern Lights | Lugger product line.

You've worked hard to live your dream; 
now power your vessel with the 
generator sets and diesel propulsion 
engines that will work hard for you: 
Northern Lights and Lugger. Nordhavn 40

1x 170 HP Lugger propulsion engine
1x 8kW marine Northern Lights generator set

Nordhavn 40
1x 170 HP Lugger propulsion engine

1x 8kW marine Northern Lights generator set
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The standard nordhavn 68 is configured 
with a single main engine with dry stack 
exhaust and a get-home wing engine with 
a folding propeller, but a buyer can opt 
to install twin engines and wet exhausts. 
With the positive experience gained in con-
structing optional hull molds for singles or 
twins on the larger Nordhavns, PAE’s deci-
sion to offer this option on the Nordhavn 
68 in response to customer demand was 
an easy one. 

The arguments for either alternative 
range from theoretical through practical 
to visceral.

 Over the past decade, PAE’s position on 
this choice has mellowed, says Dan Streech, 
company president. “My own boat, when I 

finally get the time to own and operate it, 
will be a single with dry stack, but the twin 
configuration also works extremely well, 
and we recognize the arguments pro and 
con. Quite simply, we’re happy to supply 
whichever version the customer wants. 

“The customer’s confidence level in our 
abilities is high in either case, because we’ve 
been building single-engine, dry stack ex-
haust boats for three decades, and twins 
with wet exhausts for almost two. We’ve got 
the engineering down pat for both, and the 
way we build our hulls with drop-in plugs en-
sures seamless hull integrity in both cases. 
Today’s propulsion systems are reliable and 
trouble free, even more so since electron-
ically-controlled engines came into being. 

Because of their enhanced combustion ef-
ficiency, there’s now not only no bother, 
there’s also no fuss and no muss. 

“The advantages of the single arrange-
ment are less maintenance; fuel economy, 
thus greater range; and lower purchase and 
operating costs. Our single engine boats 
have a get-home wing engine with a folding 
prop, usually doing double duty as a gen-
erator engine. (Very few of them are ever 
used for propulsion.) However, twins have 
their own set of advantages, not least that 
the ability to work one propeller against the 
other provides considerably easier vessel 
maneuverability. We don’t discount the im-
portance of that facility to operators, not-
withstanding the fact that virtually all our 

your call
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design makes this yacht easily adaPtable
to single or twin-engine ProPulsion systems
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 dan streech, president of PaE, discusses the 
nordhavn 68’s design and engineering with one 
of the editors of CirCumnavigator Magazine.

boats are now supplied with powerful bow 
and stern thrusters that can turn the boat 
in its own length as well as move it side-
ways. Twins also provide more powerful 
backup in the extremely rare case of a fail-
ure. Because we build long-range passage-
makers, we also size the tankage to the task, 
and many of our twin-engined boats have 
completed journeys to distant and exotic 
locales. Really, the only thing that matters 
to us on this issue is what makes the pur-
chaser most comfortable.”

Good thing, too, because every buyer of 
a Nordhavn 68 to date has opted for the 
twin-engine package. 

While technicians will enter the ma-
chinery room through the lazarette door, 
owners will do so from inside the boat 
through the sound-proof door at the aft 
end of the lower deck hallway.

The PAE standard twin-engine offering 
is a pair of Detroit Diesels, Series 60 14L 
model #6062HK11, with a continuous duty 
rating of 400 horsepower at 1,800 RPM, 
mounted on four Soundown resilient 
mounts and using wet exhausts.

Engine power is transmitted through Twin 
Disc #5114 gear boxes that have a 3.43:1 re-
duction and Aquamet 22HT three-and-a-half 
inch diameter shafts to 38.5-inch, four-blade 
propellers pitched to 37 inches with oppos-
ing rotation. Spurs line cutters are installed 
on each of the main engine shafts.

 The standard instrumentation for each 
consists of three electronic display module 
(EDM) instrument panels with alarms that 
monitor tachometer, station active, engine 
oil pressure, engine water temp, fuel con-
sumption in GPH, system voltage, gear oil 
temperature, and gear oil pressure. The 
alarming alarm can be turned off if neces-
sary, and the panels have five-step illumin-
ation control for night vision. 

 The EDM’s menu allows the user to dis-
play trip fuel consumption, engine load, 
turbo boost, ECM voltage, fuel pressure, 
fuel temperature, smoke control status, and 
total fuel used. 

  Other engine manufacturers offer simi-
lar alternatives to the Detroit, and while the 
second Nordhavn 68 uses the standard De-
troit configuration, the first one is based 
on a pair of Luggers and matching instru-
mentation tuned to produce 340 continu-
ous horsepower.

is simply not an issue. Need more than the 
standard installation to support the extra 
refrigeration on Nordhavn 68 #2? Just add 
another generator. Nordhavn 68 #1 needs 
to be able to plug into any of the myriad 
grid systems anywhere in the world? Add 
one 25 KVA Atlas modular power system 
with remote operation panel. 

A comfortable ride, whether under way or 
at anchor, is high on the list of owner prior-
ities—no one enjoys the motion of a rolling 
boat. The Nordhavn 68 takes care of this in 
two ways. While under way, “active stabiliza-
tion” is provided by a pair of computer-con-
trolled, hydraulically-powered fins located on 
either side of the hull below the waterline. 

At anchor, however, this system has no 
effect at all, so the Nordhavn 68 is also 
equipped with “passive stabilization,” the 
technological antithesis of its active partner 
in this enterprise. In rolly anchorages, two 
plates are attached to poles hinged to the 
side of the boat and lowered into the water 
in exactly the same way as fishing boats still 
side-trawl their nets. 

 No matter how sophisticated their con-
trol systems have become, diesel engines 
still require just three things to run: fuel, air, 
and compression. The only real ongoing 
concern is that fuel be clean and free of 
water. Thus, PAE installs a comprehensive 
management and proven polishing system 
on every one of its boats. (See related fuel 
feature on Page 178.)

 A particularly useful addition to Nord-
havn 68 #2 is a pair of 76-gallon aluminum 
tanks with sight gauges to carry new and 
used crankcase oil. With their pump setup, 
the lubricants in main engines and gener-
ators can be changed at the flick of a switch. 
To ensure no inadvertent errors are made, 
PAE color-codes its tanks. Thus, fresh water 
tanks have blue gelcoat, diesel tanks are 
red, and so on. 

These engines obviously produce ample 
motive power, but what about the enormous 
quantity of electrical power demanded by 
cruisers who now expect all the conveniences 
and amenities of a large modern home? 

 The pair of high efficiency engine alter-
nators that not long ago 
would have been con-
sidered almost exces-
sive can no longer even 
come close to doing 
much more than char-
ging the battery banks. 
Not a problem. The 
Nordhavn 68’s gener-
ators, inverters, and bat-
tery banks can be sized 
to meet just about any 
load, and can readily 
produce both 120 and 
240 volts at 60 hertz to supply domestic ap-
pliances large and small, weather stoves or 
hair dryers. 

 The challenge has actually been how 
best to meet the phenomenal growth in 
power required for electronics, communi-
cations gear, control systems, and inter-
ior and exterior lighting. Direct current 
demand on yachts has been expanding 
rapidly and a few years ago had reached the 
point at which the old 12-volt system could 
no longer cope. To overcome the problem, 
PAE designed the Nordhavn 72 to be its first 
24-volt DC boat, and has implemented the 
same approach in the Nordhavn 68. Thus, 
electrical power supply, whether AC or DC, 
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. . . for the ultimate in ease, the boat can be driven via a control pad and 
joystick on the forward end of a helm chair’s arm.

‘‘
’’

The purchase process requires buyers 
to make sophisticated choices about com-
plex systems and components. 

 Fortunately, PAE’s track record in build-
ing hundreds of passagemaking boats over 
more than three decades demonstrates that 
clients will be sensitively and intelligently 
guided to optimal decisions. The result of 
this collaboration ensures that each unique 
Nordhavn 68 package will be both luxuri-
ous and reliable, able to go anywhere in the 
world in safety and comfort.

—garrett lambert



keel coolers charged air & gear 
circuit Keel cooler: r.W. Fernstrum model 
with jacket water circuit

dry exhaust 6 in/15.2 cm i.d. 
custom blanket for engine room portion 
of exhaust, exhaust piping under blanket 
wrapped first with fiberglass tape, stainless 
steel wrinkle belly, soft mounted with 
Soundown mounts and spring
 hanger mounts.

engine room finish all engine room 
floors and structural members to be FrP with 
white gel coated surfaces.

Construction
material isophthalic gelcoat 

and vinylester resin below the water line 
for the first three layers. deck lamination 
schedule to standards set by american 
Bureau of Shipping. Standard gelcoat colors 
from the arocoat and ccP color chart. 
gelcoat for the deck and superstructure is 
Ferro brand “ultra” white: Hull is arocoat 
gray # 340. deck and deck house are 
Ferro ultra white.

coring cabin side (vertical 
surfaces) are Klegecell # r75. cabin top 
and deck (horizontal surfaces) are Baltec or 
equivalent vertical end grain balsa, 1” thick. 
Hull is a solid series of laminates with 14 full-
length longitudinal stringers 7 each on port 
and starboard.

noise Control 
hull damPing area above the 

propeller rotation plane to be treated with 
two (2) layers of E-a-r Specialty composites 
isodamp cn tiles, alternating between resin 
and chopped glass to form a constrained 
layer damping system to be the inboard side 
of the shell plate.

engine room ceiling and fwd bulkhead 
treated with thinsulate and sound down 
lead foam. inboard tank sides, aft bulkhead, 
underside of deck, forward side of engine 
room bulkhead and ventilation ducts treated 
with thinsulate and covered with white 
aluminum panels by Soundown.

saloon/galley, cabin sole “nida core” 
core system and 1/4” Soundown 
“decoupler” layer

engine room hatches rubber gasket and 
lockdown mechanism

Fuel
caPacity three (3) totalling 

3,200 gal/12,113 l with one centerline 
aluminum Supply reservoir at 80 gal/302.8 l 

which gravity feeds from main wing tanks.

system Fuel system to 
include a powder coated aluminum supply 
reservoir which feeds by gravity from all fuel 
tanks. Fitted with a sight gauge with a one-
gallon range and 10th gallon marks for fuel 
consumption checks. Bottom fitted with a 
drain for water and debris purging and with 
a water sensor – illuminating a light and 
audible alarm in wheelhouse if excessive 
water is present. all returns from main, wing 
and generator plumbed into reservoir via a 
return manifold. transfer manifold and 24vdc 
orberdorfer gear pump 3.5-gpm fuel pump 
with timer switch and racor 1000 fuel filter 
with 10 micron element which can transfer 
fuel from one tank to another and scrub fuel 
while transferring. all hardware that comes 
in contact with fuel will be bonded into the 
24vdc ground system.

Tankage
fuel 3,200 gal u.S./ 12,113 l

water 575 gal u.S./ 2,177 l

black water 150 gal u.S./ 568 l

gray water 150 gal u.S./ 568 l

accommodations
number of staterooms 3 standard

number of berths 7 standard

saloon Seating for 10

dinette Seating for 10

Galley
refrigerator/freezer Sub-Zero 

refrigerator/freezer with teak doors. Sub 
Zero drawer freezer with teak doors 
(installed under stairway at port side)

cooking gE stainless steel
LPg cooktop with stainless steel pot holder 
rails. gE stainless steel electric convection 
wall oven. gE advantium convection/
microwave oven with exhaust blower

other miele dishwasher, 
gE monogram stainless steel trash compactor, 
insinkerator 3/4-hp garbage disposal 

Flying Bridge
engine controls ddEc iv Electronic 

controls with brushed S/S finish, ritchie SS 
5000 compass and cover

aPProx base Price $3.2 million 

in September 07. Because of the semi-custom 
nature of nordhavns, contact PaE for pricing details

Equipment highlights
For additional details, visit www.nordhavn.com.

General dimensions
length oVerall (loa) 71 ft/21.64 m

length on deck (lod) 62 ft 3 in/18.97 m

length waterline (lwl) 63 ft 2 in/19.25 m

beam 20 ft 4 in/6.20 m

beam waterline (bwl) 20 ft 0 in/6.1 m

draft (full load) 6 ft 10 in/2.08 m

air draft (toP of stack) 30 ft 4 in/9.24 m

ballast 11,000 lb/4.91 long tons

disPlacement (full load) 198,000 lb/89.39
 long tons

disPlacement/length 350

aboVe/below waterline 2.54:1

Prismatic co-efficient (cP) 0.61

Machinery
single-engine configuration detroit diesel 

Series 60 14L 400 hp continuous duty 
@1800 rpm, keel cooled (Fernstrum) with 
dry exhaust

twin-engine configuration 2 detroit 
diesel Series 60 14L engines with a 
continuous duty rating of 400 hp @ 1800 rpm 
with wet exhausts

transmission twin disc #5114, 
 3.43:1 reduction

wing engine Lugger 1064a
drive Hurth marine gear 2.5:1 ratio heat 
exchanger cooled, 1.75 in/4.45 cm shaft 
aquamet 22Ht, Spurs line cutter on wing 
engine shaft, gori 3-blade folding propeller, 
dedicated batteries, day tank and fuel filter

engine alternator 100 amp 24vdc 
 belt driven

engine instruments three Edm electronic 
displays (one at each helm plus engine 
room), monitoring fuel consumption, engine 
load, turbo boost, Ecm voltage, fuel pressure, 
fuel temperature, smoke control status, and 
total fuel used.

engine controls ddEc iv electronic 
controls with brushed stainless steel finish 
at 6 stations (wheelhouse, flying bridge, 
Portuguese bridge port and starboard, 
cockpit aft, engine room)

ProPeller shaft aquamet 22Ht
  3.5 in/8.9 cm

ProPeller Hungshen “Silent” 
4-blade left-hand rotation

fuel filters one racor 
75-900mac duplex with 2 micron filter 
elements in addition to secondary engine 
mounted filter

nordhavn 68
sPECIFICaTIons

Performance
maximum sPeed (s/l 1.32) 10.5 knots

coast cruising sPeed (s/l 1.19) 9.5 knots

long-range sPeed (s/l 1.07) 8.5 knots

range at long-range sPeed 3,300 nm

measurements for speed and range are at half load

designer jeff Leishman
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The Nordhavn 64 is 
the perfect size—big 
and spacious, but can 
still be operated by a 
cruising couple. With 
the TRAC stabilizers 
engaged, she tracks 
true and with an easy 
motion, and with 
virtually no noise or
vibration.

In a family of yachts that ranges from 40 to 86 feet, the Nordhavn 
64 occupies the middle ground. And like a middle child, it inherits 
some of the best characteristics of its bigger and smaller siblings. 

From its big sisters—the Nordhavn 68, 72 and 86—the 64 gets 
speed and range: top speed is 11 knots and it will go 3,000 miles at 
nine knots. It’s also a roomy boat, with a spacious saloon and galley, 
big pilothouse and plenty of deck and cockpit space for stretching 
out. It even has enough berths to accommodate a crew of six. But 
the Nordhavn 64’s other big attraction is a trait it inherits from its 
smaller siblings: for all its size, it’s not too big to be handled by an 
experienced couple.

“This is the perfect boat for an owner and his wife cruising with 
another couple,” says Jim Leishman, co-founder of Pacific Asian 
Enterprises. An accurate observation, considering  that all 15 Nord-
havn 64’s to date have been purchased by cruising couples, five of 
whom are previous Nordhavn owners who wanted to move up to a 
boat with more capability, range and comfort. For these owners it’s 
the Goldilocks Nordhavn: not too big, not too small—just right.

Performance
To get a feel for its performance, the editors of CirCumnavigator 
accompanied new owners Richard and Ann Rinaldi on a sea trial 
of their new Nordhavn 64, Hull #4, Samurai. At the helm was Jim 
Leishman and also along was Nordhavn 64 project manager Justin 
Zumwalt. The day before, the usually calm Pacific waters off Dana 
Point had been the recipient of a storm out of the Gulf of Alaska, 
courtesy of the jet stream. Samurai was running south, parallel to 
the coastline, at about nine knots, with a big swell running under 
her starboard quarter. Still, with the TRAC stabilizers engaged, 
she tracked true, with an easy motion. Using the fly-by-wire steer-
ing joystick, Leishman only needed to make minor corrections to 
her course to avoid the occasional fishing vessel or sailboat.  
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with its speed, size, room and comfort, the nordhavn 64
combines the best traits of its bigger and smaller siblings

By James Kirby
 contriButing editor

 photography by david j. shuler
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38-horsepower bow and stern thrusters to 
gently move the 73-ton yacht sideways until 
its fenders softly touched the dock.

Pilothouse
There is no better indicator that the Nord-
havn 64 is a seagoing boat than its dedi-
cated pilothouse. Offshore at night, the 
helm needs to be free of distracting light 
and activity. At the same time, the off watch 
needs to use the galley, dining and living 
areas. The pilothouse has evolved as the 
ideal solution.  For someone accustomed 
to the pilothouses on Nordhavn 40 and 50 
series boats, the 64’s pilothouse requires a 
completely new sense of scale. This isn’t a 
pilothouse so much as it is the bridge. Lo-
cated amidships, where motion is minimal, 
it measures 14 feet by 18 feet, with 6 feet 9 
inches of headroom.  Sitting at the helm, 
your eye point is about 14 feet above the 
waterline. Eleven tempered-glass windows, 
each of them a half-inch thick, provide a 
commanding view in all directions.

Paneled in varnished teak, with a teak 
and spruce sole, the pilothouse will make 

a wonderful spare guest cabin. The elevat-
ed settee, with a teak table, seats four, and 
affords an excellent view of the surround-
ings. There is a comfy double pilot berth, 
and plenty of storage space, including num-
erous cupboards, drawers, bookcases, and 
a hanging locker three feet wide. But the 
pilothouse’s first and foremost function is 
to be the command center of the yacht—
and at this it excels.  

The helm station, with its side-by-side 
Stidd Slimline chairs, 30-inch diameter de-
stroyer wheel and imposing 6-foot-8-inch-
wide instrument console, dominates this 
space. The console easily accommodates all 
of the yacht’s instruments and controls, and 
still has plenty of space left over for an ex-
tensive suite of communications and navi-
gation equipment. There is also a second 
panel overhead that runs the entire width 
of the pilothouse and serves as a conven-
ient location for smaller gauges and read-
outs. A third instrument panel is built into 
the starboard end of the console, along with 
a chart table (there are chart drawers be-
neath the settee).

What was perhaps most impressive was 
the virtual absence of noise or vibration in 
the yacht. A decibel meter held by one of 
the editors measured 62 dB in the pilot-
house—that’s a sound level lower than the 
average conversation! Turning around and 
heading north, into the swell, Samurai was 
equally stable, with hardly any pitching. 
After entering the harbor, she reached a 
small turning basin where boats make a 90-
degree left and continue up the fairway to 
their slips. Here Leishman unexpected-
ly put the helm hard over and executed 
a full 360 turn in little more than a boat 
length, demonstrating to everyone aboard 
the yacht’s impressive turning circle and 
rudder authority.

The effectiveness of the hydraulically-pow-
ered bow and stern thrusters was also dem-
onstrated when Leishman docked the boat. 
After a U-turn in the fairway, Samurai was still 
about 20 feet off its end-tie at the dock. With 
the main engine ticking over just enough 
to maintain the boat’s position against a 
bow-on current, and the wing engine sup-
plying full hydraulic pressure, he used the 
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The flying bridge features a 
complete set of instruments and 

controls for conning the yacht 
in fair weather, and is sure to be 
an inviting and relaxing place to 

spend time at anchor.



bunny slippers on and a cup of hot cocoa 
in your hand. . .  i said, ‘oK, sign me up!’ ”  

Hence the bunny slippers.
While they share much in common with 

other nordhavn 64 owners, including 
cruising plans for their boat, what really 
sets them apart is how they have decorat-
ed its interior.  

richard is a retired executive for a large 
computer manufacturer, and at one time 
also worked for a large Japanese electron-
ics company. during that time, the rinal-
dis lived in Japan for several years and 
became interested in traditional Japanese 
culture and style. christening their yacht 
Samurai was only the beginning.

they enlisted the help of interior de-
signer Bob rubel of the exotica design 
group, whose work is known for its sim-
plicity, continuity of line and use of quality 
materials. together they created a Zen-in-
spired interior style for the yacht that is 
also modern, minimalist and functional. 

“i wanted to create a calm, monochro-
matic interior that was very Zen-like and 
where the backdrop of the scenery out-
side the windows would provide the ever-
changing natural artwork,” says ann.

Japanese art and artifacts that the 
rinaldis have collected over the years 

highlight the interior: antique Japanese  
woodblock prints hang on the walls, an 
elaborately embroidered obi (kimono 
sash)—with its elegant floral design—
is used as a tablecloth, a Katana and 
Wakizashi—Samurai swords—rest in a 
place of honor on a shelf behind the 
settee. all these pieces are perfectly com-
plemented by the natural beauty of the 
yacht’s select teak paneling, and the 
muted grays and earth tones that design-
er rubel has chosen for the upholstery, 
carpet and overhead. 

the dining and coffee tables are two of 
the interior’s visual focal points. they’re 
hewn from a solid block of hardwood by  
sculptor Peter gutkin, who first meditates 
on the nature of the wood, then carves 
each table in one inspired session. an 
inlaid tile in the center of the settee table-
top is engraved with the Japanese Kanji 
character for Samurai.

the rinaldis put the same Kanji charac-
ter, along with the yacht’s name, Samurai, 
on its transom. they also put dana Point 
as their home port, but “home” is a state of 
mind more than a place, and on Samurai 
the rinaldis will be at home anywhere.  iii

If you’re ever invited aboard samurai, 
the nordhavn 64 that is now the oceango-
ing home of richard and ann rinaldi, keep 
an eye out when you reach the master 
cabin. Sitting on the end of the bed you’ll 
see a pair of pink bunny slippers. While 
they might seem at odds with the decor, 
they represent part of the process that 
helped launch the couple’s new lives.

Like other nordhavn 64 owners, the 
rinaldis had prior cruising experience—
in their case a 48-foot cherubini staysail 
schooner—and had decided to move from 
sail to power.

“When rich started looking to make 
the switch from sail to power, really what 
it came down to was a nordhavn, that’s all 
he wanted after all the research he did,” 
says ann.

“We saw a nordhavn 62,” recalls ri-
chard, “and noticed that there was an older 
couple on board and i said, ‘You know, 
it can’t be that hard to run that boat.’ a 
friend of mine’s father, who was an expert 
in powerboats, gave me a list of possible 
choices and nordhavn was one of them. So 
i did the research and selected nordhavn.”

Why did they choose the nordhavn 64? 
“i wanted a 72 at the time,” says richard, 

“but after going on one i was just a little bit 
intimidated. this is about as big as we can 
go without taking on a crew.” 

ann, however, came to her decision to 
buy their nordhavn 64 from a slightly dif-
ferent direction.

 “Brad Smith, our salesman, was en-
thusiastically telling us a story,” she re-
lates. “(He was) saying, ‘Yeah, we were 
crossing the atlantic and the waves were 
breaking over the pilothouse and it was 
so cool!’ and i’m sitting there going, umm, 
you’re not selling me on the boat. . . and he 
turns to me with this blank look on his face 
and says, ‘But ann, it’s not like your sail-
boat, where you’re driving outside in the 
elements. Here, you’re going to have your 
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also a freshwater spigot to facilitate clean-
up and washing down the deck.  

Flying bridge
Sitting 15 feet above the water, the Nord-
havn 64’s flying bridge can be reached 
either by steps from the boat deck or by a 
set that leads directly from the pilothouse 
interior. A hinged watertight door secures 
these steps. With a virtually unobstruct-
ed view in all directions, it’s a great place 
from which to conn the yacht in fair weath-
er, or just to hang out and enjoy the view. 
The helm position has a single Stidd chair 
and an instrument panel that houses a full 
set of controls and gauges. The U-shaped 
fiberglass settee aft of the helm has seating 
for four around a teak table, and there is 
also a wet bar and a Norcold refrigerator. 
At anchor, it will no doubt be a popular 
place to gather, share a drink, and watch 
the sunset.

Portuguese bridge 
and Foredeck
Stepping forward through either pilothouse 

door puts you on the Nordhavn 64’s Por-
tuguese bridge. Another indispensable 
feature of a seagoing boat, which is often 
deleted from other yachts, it provides a 
safe area if you have to venture outside 
of the pilothouse in rough weather. With 
unobstructed sight lines fore and aft, it’s 
also the perfect place from which to con-
trol the yacht when maneuvering or dock-
ing. Control stations are built into lockers 
on the port and starboard sides of the Por-
tuguese bridge for precisely this purpose. 
Each station has an engine start and stop, 
throttle, and shifting controls, as well as bow 
and stern thruster controls, a jog lever that 
controls the yacht’s steering (with a rudder 
angle indicator), an air horn button and 
controls for the forward windlass. There 
is also illumination for night use. Storage 
compartments built into the Portuguese 
bridge will hold fenders and docking 
lines, and a door provides access to the 
foredeck.

The Nordhavn 64’s foredeck extends 
over 16 feet beyond the Portuguese bridge. 
Twelve-inch-high bulwarks topped with 36-

A set of steps in the after part of the pilot-
house descends to the galley and saloon, and 
a second set leads up to the flying bridge. A 
third set on the forward, portside, leads to 
the owner and guest cabins via a passageway. 
Starboard and port Dutch sea doors provide 
ready access to the Portuguese bridge, and 
also aft to the boat deck.

boat deck
At 18 feet wide and 16 feet long, the Nord-
havn 64’s boat deck will easily accommo-
date an 18-foot RIB tender athwartships, 
with plenty of room left for such things as 
surfboards and kayaks. An Airtex hydraulic-
powered davit, rated at 2,200 pounds, with 
power rotation and a boom that extends 
to 14 feet, handles launching and retriev-
ing from either the port side of the yacht 
or over its transom. Like all decks on the 
Nordhavn 64, the boat deck is finished in a 
non-skid pattern and is surrounded by a 36-
inch-high stainless steel railing for added 
safety. A locker built into the pilothouse 
holds a 40-gallon gasoline tank and elec-
tric pump for fueling the tender. There is 
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Command Center: Richly 
appointed and well equipped, 
the Nordhavn 64 pilothouse 
offers a commanding view 
of the surroundings. It also 
makes a perfect spare
guests cabin.
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With a range of 3,000 
nautical miles at a 
cruising speed of nine 
knots, the Nordhavn 
64 has the range and 
speed to go anywhere 
in the world.

from the saloon doors to the after railing.  
With more than 157 square feet of area, it 
is so large that it should probably be called 
an aft deck instead of a cockpit. A built-in 
settee, with vinyl cushions, and three fold-
ing chairs, makes it a great place for enter-
taining in fair weather. 

The cockpit can also be enclosed to 
provide added living space in cooler cli-
mates. Additional features include a stor-
age locker, with a sink and hot and cold 
running water spigots, and a dedicated 
LP-gas bottle locker. There are even fish-
ing rod holders built into the bulwarks. A 
Maxwell capstan helps take the stress out 
of mooring and docking the yacht in a 
crowded marina.

An 18-inch-wide deck runs forward from 
the cockpit along the starboard side of the 
saloon to a door amidships, and then con-
tinues forward to steps that lead up to the 
foredeck. A ladder on the port side of the 
cockpit leads up to the boat deck, and doors 
in the starboard and port corners of the 
transom provide access to the 24-inch-wide 
swim platform.

Lazarette
Two 30-inch by 40-inch watertight hatch-
es in the deck of the cockpit lead to the 
large lazarette below via built-in stainless 
steel ladders. Running the full width of the 
yacht, the lazarette houses the rudderstock 
tube, beefy 3.5-inch diameter Aquamet 22 
rudderstock, and proven hydraulic steer-
ing system, with a manual backup. The elec-
trical system’s inverters, 12 house batteries, 
four of the yacht’s six air conditioning com-
pressors, and two GE freezers, are also 
housed here, along with the storage bar-
rels for the two Glendinning Cable Master 
shore power cable retrieval units.

main saloon
From the cockpit, you step through a set of 
weather-tight double doors into the yacht’s 
main saloon. When open, these doors turn 
the cockpit into an inviting extension of 
the saloon. The main saloon itself is large 
and appealing, with wall-to-wall carpeting 
that includes a sound-deadening under-
layment, exquisite varnished teak panel-
ing and a padded overhead with spotlights. 

inch-high stainless railings run all the way 
forward, ensuring a secure foot and hand-
hold. Four opening Lewmar Ocean hatch-
es in the deck—one over each guest cabin 
and two over the guest head—provide il-
lumination and ventilation in fair weath-
er, as well as an alternate means of escape 
in an emergency.

The stainless steel double bow roller 
holds a 300-pound Airtex plow anchor 
on 400 feet of half-inch high-tensile chain 
rhode. A Maxwell hydraulic windlass, with 
two control stations and a chain stopper, 
handles anchor retrieval. A spigot for the 
180-gallon-per-minute anchor washdown 
system is also conveniently located on the 
foredeck, near the bow. 

Cockpit
When it’s tied fast to the dock, you step 
aboard the Nordhavn 64 through either 
its port or starboard boarding doors and 
onto its spacious covered cockpit. Sur-
rounded by solid 36-inch-high bulwarks, 
the cockpit runs the full width of the stern 
(17 feet 6 inches) and extends nine feet 
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Let’s say you were doing an informal 
study of the design history of nordhavns. 
the 64 would be classed among what 
might be called the current second genera-
tion of boats, which would also include the 
nordhavn 55, 68, 72-74 and 86. What dis-
tinguishes them from their predecessors is 
that Pae chief designer and naval architect 
Jeff Leishman has placed a greater empha-
sis on roominess and space.  

the nordhavn 64 still has the pilothouse 
amidships, and functional oceangoing 
trawler look that has become a nordhavn 
trademark. However, compared to the 
older nordhavn 62, the 64 is noticeably 
bigger, with 20 percent more volume—fully 
loaded it displaces 180,000 pounds com-
pared to 155,000 pounds for the n62. much 
of this volume comes from the 64’s high 
topsides, with the foredeck and bow 10 feet 
above the waterline.  

Leishman used this added volume to 
increase the living space below decks, 
making the nordhavn 64 into what is es-
sentially a three-level boat. the upper level 
consists of the foredeck, pilothouse and 

The sPACIous geNeRATIoN
“it’s the culmination of all we’ve learned in building

an offshore passagemaking boat”

boat deck. the cockpit, saloon and galley 
occupy the center level, with the master and 
guest cabins forward and slightly lower. and 
the engine room, machinery, fuel and water 
tanks are at the lowest level. 

the benefit of this arrangement is that 
the yacht’s machinery does not intrude into 
living space. “You don’t have to go through 
the master bedroom, or disturb anyone to 
get to the engine room,” observes Justin 
Zumwalt, the nordhavn 64 project manager. 
also, placing these heavy items low, along 
the keel, contributes to the vessel’s stabil-
ity. all that freeboard, with a pilothouse and 
flying bridge on top, could easily make the 
yacht look tubby, but its long waterline helps 
spread the mass out, resulting in a sleeker, 
balanced appearance.

the nordhavn 64 has four feet more 
waterline than the older nordhavn 62, but 
at 66 feet 3 inches Loa (length overall), it 
is about two feet shorter. that’s because 
the 62 has more bow overhang, which is 
where it gets the reserve buoyancy needed 
for driving into heavy seas. the n64, on the 
other hand, gets its reserve buoyancy from 
the greater volume under its higher bow 
and topsides, with the added benefit of less 
green water over the foredeck when seas 
are running.

in his quest for more volume, Leishman 
also modified the nordhavn 64’s hull below 
the waterline, changing it from the pure full-
displacement type used on previous boats to 
a modified full-displacement type that carries 
its width (beam) farther aft. as a result, the 
64’s hull sacrifices some hydrodynamic effi-
ciency and range, compared to its narrower 
stern predecessors; however, it also carries 
40 percent more fuel, so it recovers the lost 
range and gains living space in the bargain.  

its wider stern is also less prone to squat-
ting at higher speeds and better resists pitch-
ing. “it’s the culmination of all we’ve learned 
in building an offshore passagemaking 
boat,” says Jeff. “the 64 draws on many of 
the elements of other nordhavn designs, but 
it’s also uniquely beautiful and elegant in its 
own way.” —JK

In the Nordhavn 64, 
designer Jeff Leishman 
has stacked the decks 
adding volume. The 
result is a 64-foot yacht 
with the room and living 
space of a larger vessel. 
opposite page, the main 
saloon is both elegant and 
spacious, offering infinite 
opportunity to decorate 
to the owner’s tastes.

n64



secure them with earthquake putty since, 
after all, this is a seagoing yacht). The 6 
foot 6 inch-long settee, with storage under-
neath and built-in end tables, occupies the 
starboard wall. A high-gloss, varnished teak 
coffee table sits in front of it. There are also 
two lounge chairs. Altogether, the saloon 
will seat about 10 guests. 
 
utility Room
A staircase, forward of the galley and 
saloon and just inside the starboard door, 
leads down to the utility room and pantry. 
Measuring 10 feet by 6 feet 6 inches, with 
countertops along three walls, and cabinets 
above and below them, the utility room and 
pantry provide plenty of storage for items 
like cleaning supplies, bedding and linen. 
A Bosch combination washer and dryer and 
two freezers are also conveniently located 
here. The starboard side has a day head, so 
guests and crew don’t have to trek through 
the living spaces. The floor is finished in 
Lonseal and the counter tops are Formica. 
The utility room can also be set up as an op-
tional crew cabin, with two bunks on the 

port wall, the lower bunk is a double bed. 
In this configuration, a teak-faced closet 
and drawers take the place of the counter-
tops and freezers, and a shower is includ-
ed with the day head.

master stateroom
The same stairs that lead down from the 
saloon to the utility room also lead to the 
yacht’s master cabin, which can also be 
reached through a door at its forward end 
that opens onto the lower passageway. Like 
all the living and working spaces on the 
Nordhavn 64, the master cabin requires a 
different sense of scale when compared to 
most other yachts of the same size. So spa-
cious that it would be more appropriate to 
call it the master suite instead of a cabin, 
it measures an impressive 15 feet 6 inches 
wide—nearly the full width of the yacht—
and  nine feet long. Four large 16-inch, 
opening oval port lights (two in each wall), 
and an overhead hatch, furnish illumina-
tion, a view and fresh air in fair weather.  

The cabin sole is covered in luxurious 
wall-to-wall carpet. The teak paneling on 

Strategically placed overhead handholds 
are about the only reminder that you are 
on a yacht and not in the living room of an 
elegant house or apartment. Headroom is 
a generous 6 feet 6 inches and the saloon 
measurements are 11 feet 3 inches by 17 
feet. Designer Jeff Leishman has extended 
the saloon all the way to the port side of the 
boat, dispensing with a portside walkway, 
in order to maximize living space. Four 26-
inch by 42-inch windows and two 36-inch 
by 42-inch aft windows (all half-inch-thick 
tempered glass), create a light, airy atmos-
phere and afford an outstanding view of 
the surroundings.

There is a large three-sided dinette on 
the port side of the saloon, which can seat 
up to eight guests, with all upholstery leath-
er in the owner’s choice of colors. A Sub-Ze-
ro wine cooler, with slide-out drawers, is also 
built into the port wall.  A 42-inch plasma 
screen TV on a hideaway lift is built into 
the shelf that runs along the port wall, and 
a Bose entertainment system is tied into the 
TV. Shelves along the walls give the owner a 
place to display art objects. (Remember to 
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The star of the show is the yacht’s prime mover—an 855-cubic-inch, 
turbocharged, 6-cylinder, Series 60 Detroit Diesel engine.‘‘ ’’

The guest head and shower is in the bow, 
forward of the cabins and is accessible by a 
door in each cabin. Like the master cabin 
head, it too features a tiled floor, large mir-
rored medicine cabinet, and a teak vanity 
with a granite countertop.

engine Room
From the utility room you enter the engine 
room through an insulated, watertight door 
that’s 6 feet 1 inch high and 21 inches wide. 
For anyone who has attempted to work on a 
yacht’s engine through the saloon floor, or 
in a cramped, grubby engine compartment, 
the Nordhavn 64’s gleaming white engine 
room is a truly impressive sight measuring 
12 feet by 15 feet 6 inches with more than 
six feet of headroom. It has a workbench 
with a vise, a built-in cabinet and drawers 
for tool storage, and a sink for cleanup. 
The star of the show is the yacht’s prime 
mover—an 855-cubic-inch, turbocharged, 
6-cylinder, Series 60 Detroit Diesel engine. 
There is also a twin engine option. PAE 
derates this engine to its lowest continu-
ous duty rating—400 horsepower at 1,800 
RPM—to ensure reliability and a long ser-
vice life. A stainless steel railing surrounds 
the engine and provides a solid handhold 
when working on it at sea, and there is easy 
access to all sides for servicing.

The engine’s impressive 1,450 pounds-
feet of torque drives the 3.5-inch Aquamet 
propeller shaft and 42-inch four-blade pro-
peller, via a Twin Disc gearbox with a 3.43:1 
gear reduction. Even when accounting for 
hydraulic power takeoff, alternator power 
consumption and gearbox inefficiency, 
there is still probably in the neighborhood 
of 4,000 pounds-feet of torque available at 
the yacht’s propeller—enough for Nord-
havn 64 owners to joke about renting their 
boats out as tugs when they’re not cruis-
ing. With all that torque, the yacht’s pro-
peller doesn’t have to turn as fast to drive 
the vessel, which means less vibration and 
noise.

The starboard side of the engine room 
also houses the hydraulic alternators and 

the yacht’s wing (get-home) engine—a 
Lugger L1064A marine diesel, driving a 
separate three-bladed folding prop. This 
backup propulsion system, with its own fuel 
supply starting system and separate takeoffs 
for powering the yacht’s hydraulic and elec-
trical systems, is a proven Nordhavn feature 
that will drive the boat at four to five knots 
in the unlikely event of a complete failure 
of the main engine.

Another example of how PAE has em-
ployed modern systems to simplify main-
tenance for a short-handed crew is the 
Nordhavn 64’s oil change system. Locat-
ed on the port side of the engine room, it 
consists of an electric pump and distribu-
tion manifold, plumbed into separate fresh, 
and used, oil tanks. With this system, oper-
ating a few valves and switches transforms 
what was once a hot, dirty job—changing 
the main engine, wing engine or gener-
ator oil—into a simple task. Maintenance 
becomes more regular and the captain’s 
language is less colorful.

The port side of the engine room also 
accommodates a hush-box enclosed 25-
kilowatt Northern Lights generator, an 
optional Village Marine water maker, and 
the distribution manifold and filters for the 
yacht’s fuel system. 

systems
All the comforts of home while on the move 
mean that the Nordhavn 64 has all the sys-
tems one would find in a modern home, 
plus what it takes to sail a yacht to far-off 
remote destinations and remain there. 

However, if something stops working 
500 miles offshore, you can’t call the util-
ity company. That’s why in the Nordhavn 
64, Jeff Leishman and PAE have gone to 
great lengths to specify reliable engineer-
ing systems that can be easily operated and 
maintained by a cruising couple. “Some-
body who has a brain, but isn’t necessar-
ily technical, can run one of these boats,” 
says Zumwalt. 

In addition to the peace of mind that 
comes from its stout construction and 
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the walls and teak joiner work are superb. 
There is an abundance of storage space: 
three camphor wood-lined hanging lock-
ers offer a total of eight feet of closet space, 
and the walls are lined with drawers, topped 
with bookcases. At the center of the room 
is a king-size walk-around bed, flanked by 
built-in teak bedside tables, bookcases and 
Cantalupi swing-out lamps. The bed’s pos-
ition puts it close to the yacht’s pitch axis, 
so sleepers are subjected to a minimum 
of motion when under way. Opposite the 
bed is another cabinet with drawers, along 
with wall space for an owner-provided flat-
screen TV. A vanity and chair sit to star-
board, and there is room left over for a 
club chair.

A full-size head is located at the star-
board, forward end of the master cabin. 
It boasts a tiled floor and a teak vanity with 
a granite counter top. A large mirrored 
medicine cabinet is set above the vanity 
and mirrors also run the full width of the 
wall.  The toilet, shower and sink all fea-
ture high-quality fixtures.

guest Cabins
The forward passageway leads to the guest 
cabins and head. Compared to typical yacht 
guest cabins, the Nordhavn 64’s are quite 
roomy, measuring eight and a half feet by 
nine and a half feet at their widest and long-
est points, with seven feet of headroom. 
Thick carpeting, with sound and vibration 
absorbing material underneath, extends 
from wall to wall. Since the N64 is intend-
ed to be cruised by a couple with most likely 
a second couple as guests, the port guest 
cabin is furnished with a queen-size bed, 
while the starboard cabin has twin beds. 
Cantalupi reading lights are by each sleep-
ing position and all the beds have built-in 
teak night stands. Storage space has been 
maximized—the walls are lined with draw-
ers (topped with a bookcase) and there are 
more drawers under the beds. There are 
also a large hanging locker and hamper in 
each cabin. An opening port light and over-
head hatch add light and air.
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Combine portions of tasteful style, carefully considered utility and high 
quality and the result is the nordhavn 64’s galley.

the floor in this 21-square-foot space is finished in a choice of tile or factory 
stone and the countertops are bull-nosed granite, all in the owner’s choice of 
colors. there is a generous eight feet of counter space and numerous teak-faced 
cabinets and drawers above and below the countertops provide plenty of stor-
age for dishes, pots and pans, cooking utensils and food. 

a pass-through to the saloon, and three bar chairs on the saloon side, will 
make this a popular gathering place while meals are being prepared, or when 
grabbing a quick snack. a window in the port wall of the galley provides light and 
gives the cook a view. 

all galley appliances are first rate. there is a Kohler stainless double sink, a 
four-burner LP gas cook top, ge microwave/convection oven, a full-sized miele 
dishwasher, a garbage disposal, a ge side-by-side refrigerator freezer with ice-
maker, a ge trash compactor, and a ge top-load freezer.  all the appliances are fin-
ished in brushed stainless steel.

opposite the galley is the passageway and stairs up to the pilothouse and 
down to the master stateroom, utility room, day head and engine room. a weath-
er-tight dutch door leads out onto the side deck. —JK

exceptional stability, the Nordhavn 64 utiliz-
es proven components, such as long-lasting 
fiberglass fuel and water tanks, a simple-to-
operate Nordhavn gravity-feed fuel system, 
a highly reliable diesel main engine, backed 
up by a get-home wing engine and a low-
maintenance keel cooler and dry exhaust 
system. In addition, all major systems, in-
cluding propulsion, fire protection, water, 
bilge pumps, fuel, electrical and maneu-
vering have redundant backup.

The fuel system is PAE’s foolproof gravity-
feed type. Four baffled fiberglass tanks, with 
inspection plates and sight gauges, hold a 
total of 3,200 gallons of fuel and feed into 
one 80-gallon “day tank.”

electrical system
When people started making their yachts 
their homes, it was inevitable that they 
would demand the same modern conven-
iences for their seagoing lifestyle that made 
life ashore pleasant and easy. Appliances 
that were unheard of aboard cruising yachts 
a generation ago, such as trash compactors, 
disposals, freezers, washer/dryers and air 
conditioning, are now commonplace. As 
a result, the capacity and complexity of a 
modern yacht’s electrical system has grown. 
At the same time, owners want this system 
to be as reliable and easy to use as it is at 
home. In this respect, the Nordhavn 64’s 
electrical system is state-of-the art.

The yacht has both a 24-volt DC and a 
240/110-volt AC electrical system. Two 250-
amp, 24-volt, hydraulic alternators, driven 
by pumps on the main engine and wing 
engine, supply 12 kilowatts of electricity for 
the yacht’s lighting, appliances, hot water 
heater, various pumps and electric motors 
(the system also supplies 12-volts for the 
engine instruments, controls, communica-
tions and navigation equipment). A 12-kilo-
watt Northern Lights generator augments 
the alternators and supplies power when 
the engine is shut down—for example, 
when at anchor.

Shore power comes aboard via two 
50-amp, 240-volt receptacles and one 
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LeT’s eAT!
the right ingredients for the perfect

seagoing cooking space

there’s generous space on these granite countertops in a galley loaded with top-notch appliances



Like all sea-go-
ing Nordhavns, the 
N64 boasts a proper 
engine room, with 
ready access to all to 
machinery and equip-
ment for inspection 
and maintenance.

30-amp, 120-volt receptacle, and feeds an iso-
lation transformer. All wiring is color coded 
and installed to ABYC specifications, and the 
entire system is monitored and protected by an 
AC/DC electrical panel, custom made to PAE’s 
specifications.

Yes, this is a large, complicated and very ca-
pable electrical system with extensive backup 
built into it, but it’s what you want and need 
if you’re going to live aboard and travel to far-
off shores. Furthermore, it is almost completely 
automatic. Other than routine inspection, the 
only thing the owner/operator needs to do is 
switch on the appropriate equipment and turn 
on the generator when the air conditioning or 
washer-dryer is being used, or when the yacht is 
at anchor. Your home should be envious.

Plumbing and Water systems
Nothing seems to limit a yacht’s range more 

than an inadequate supply of fresh water. You 
have enough fuel, you have enough food, but 
after a few days on the hook in some quiet an-
chorage or deserted lagoon, you discover you’re 
running low on H2O. So you have to weigh 
anchor and return to civilization for fresh 
water, which, aside from the inconvenience, 
may end up being expensive and of question-
able quality. That’s why the Nordhavn 64 can 
carry up to 500 gallons of fresh water in two 250-
gallon tanks. Samurai also has an optional Vil-
lage Marine water maker capable of producing 
1,200 gallons of water per day. Each fiberglass 
water tank is constructed of vinylester resin, with 
an FDA-approved gel coated interior. Like all 
tanks on the boat, they are baffled, have large in-
spection plates that permit complete access for 
cleaning, and are an integral part of the yacht’s 

structure. The water goes through a five-micron 
filter and then on to the various plumbing fix-
tures throughout the yacht.

The system also has a 150-gallon grey water 
tank that stores drain water from the sinks and 
showers, and a 150-gallon black water tank for 
sewage. Both tanks are connected to deck pump-
outs, or their contents can be pumped overboard 
using electric or manual pumps.

summing up
The Nordhavn 64 is built in PAE’s state-of-the-
art Ta Shing shipbuilding yard in Taiwan. PAE 
has been working with Ta Shing for over 25 years 
and the relationship is a close one. PAE project 
managers constantly monitor the build process 
and are routinely on site during critical stages 
of production. The yacht’s level of finish, with 
its gleaming polished fiberglass topsides, and 
superstructure, is world class. The craftsmanship 
and interior joinery work are first rate.

Although technically a production boat, PAE 
is always willing to modify the yacht during manu-
facture to accommodate the buyer’s wishes; 
however, the Nordhavn 64 already comes fully 
equipped. “There’s not even an option list,” says 
Jim Leishman. “We include everything: stabiliz-
ers, hydraulic bow and stern thrusters, air condi-
tioning, big davit, high-end appliances, granite 
countertops, wing engine, plasma TV and lots 
more.”  With the Nordhavn 64, fully equipped 
means just that: fully equipped.  

Of course you also get some things that are 
only offered with a Nordhavn—its famous repu-
tation for durability, reliability and lasting value, 
and PAE’s outstanding reputation for service 
and quality. And you get the world to explore 
on your terms. Not a bad bargain. iii

Few things are as dangerous 
or require more immedi-
ate action than a fire at sea. 
that’s why the nordhavn 
64’s fire suppression system 
is designed with multiple 
layers of  protection.     

there are three auto-
matic fire suppression sys-
tems onboard: one in the 
main engine room, one in 
the lazarette, and one in the 
forward bilge/machinery 
compartment. each system 
also has a remote, manually 
activated backup. an alarm 
sounds if any of these sys-
tems is activated.  

a fire in the engine room 
will also activate an auto-
matic engine shutdown 
system, as well as fire and 
smoke dampers that shut off 
the air supply.  

a total of eight combin-
ation smoke and carbon 
monoxide detectors 
are strategically located 
throughout the yacht, and 
there are portable fire extin-
guishers in the pilothouse, 
flying bridge, galley, saloon, 
and in each cabin.  —JK
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in case of fire
the n64’s fire suppression 
system will  serve and 
protect in an emergency

n64



bers to be FrP with white gel coated surfaces

Construction materials
hull Solid series of 

fiberglass laminates using mat and woven 
roving, vinylester resin used in first 
laminations, exterior gelcoat is arocoat

core cabin side, vertical 
surfaces: Foam or equivalent cross-linked 
foam; cabin top and deck, horizontal 
surface: egB Baltek (9-12 lb per sq ft); Hull 
interior: solid series of laminates

Noise Control 
engine room ceiling and fwd bulkhead 

treated with “tHinSuLate”.  inboard tank 
sides, aft bulkhead, underside of deck, 
forward side of engine room bulkhead and 
ventilation ducts to be treated with 
“tHinSuLate” and covered with white 
aluminum panels by Soundown.

saloon/galley, cabin sole cabin sole 
filled with lead shot for vibration absorption 
and mounted on Soundown rubber mounts

engine room hatches rubber gasket and 
lockdown mechanism

living areas tHinSuLate 
insulated bulkheads

Fuel
capacity Four (4) totalling 

3,200 gal/12,113 l with one centerline 
aluminum day tank 80 gal/302.8 l which will 
gravity feed from main wing tanks. FrP 
construction. inspection plates for interior 
access by average-sized man.  each internal 
baffle has removable panel to allow access 
to entire interior of all four tanks.

system aluminum supply 
reservoir, Sight gauges provided for all tanks 
(4 tanks total), transfer manifold and 24vdc 
oberdorfer gear pump with timer switch and 
racor 1000 fuel filter, which can transfer fuel 
from one tank to another and scrub fuel 
while transferring, all hardware that comes 
in contact with fuel to be bonded into 24vdc 
ground system.

Tankage
fuel 3200 gal u.S./12,113 l

freshwater 500 gal u.S./1,893 l

black water 150 gal u.S./568 l

gray water 150 gal u.S./568 l

Accommodation
number of staterooms 3

number of births 6 standard

saloon Seating for 8 to 10 

dinette Seating for 3

galley
refrigerator/freezer Sub zero side-by-

side refrigerator/freezer with teak panels.  
two (2) ge-5 cubic foot freezers located in 
utility room

cooking ge stainless steel 
LPg cook top, ge stainless steel electric 
convection wall oven, ge “advantium” 
convection/microwave oven with exhaust 
blower.

other ge monogram 
12 in/30.5 cm stainless steel trash compactor, 
miele dishwasher, insinkerator garbage 
disposal

countertops granite

cabinetry/paneling teak with satin 
varnish, interior locker lined with Formica

Flying bridge 
design Pae design

engine controls ddec iv electronic 
controls with brushed S/S finish, ritchie SS 
5000 compass and cover

equipment one (1) Stidd 
“Slimline” helm chair, Settee with vinyl 
cushions and high gloss teak table

sink Sink, norcold
#de-0051 drinks refrigerator

Approx base price $2.8 million
in September 07. Because of the semi-
custom nature of nordhavns, contact Pae 
for pricing details.

equipment highlights
Kobelt hydraulic steering system; 30-inch 
(76 cm) destroyer type wheel; emergency till-
er: to attach to top of rudder post and stow in 
lazarette; rudder stock 3.5 in/8.89 cm stain-
less steel. trac #300 digital stabilizer sys-
tem, 38-hp bow and stern thrusters, air condi-
tioning with 7 air handler zones.
electrical panel set consisting of on engine 
emergency shut-off switch and panel with par-
allel switches, 12 kva isolation transformer, 
two glendinning shore power cord retrieval 
systems, two 250-amp, 24-volt, electrodyne 
hydraulic alternators, two trace 4000-watt 
charger/inverters with remote panel, ac and 
dc distribution panels, LP gas control panel; 
all galley and head outlets gFci type; Battery 
and dc system per Pae design with 12 255+aH 
(8d) LiFeLine batteries for house applications 
(1530 amps) and two additional 8d for engine 
starting isolated from house batteries.

general dimensions
length overall (loa) 64 ft /19.51 m

length on deck (lod) 60 ft 7 in ≤/18.46 m

length waterline (lwl) 59 ft 2 in/18.0 m

beam 20 ft 4 in/6.20 m

draft (no load) 6 ft 0 in/1.83 m

air draft (top of stack) 33 ft 2 in/10.11 m

ballast 11, 000 lb fixed lead 

displacement 176,000 lb/78.57
 long tons

displacement/length 376

above/below waterline 2.49

prismatic coefficient (cp) 0.507

machinery
standard engine Single detroit diesel/

mtu  Series 60 14L with continuous duty 
rating of 400 hp @ 1800 rpm 

transmission  twin disc w/reverse 
gear 3.43:1 reduction

wing engine Lugger L1064a 
diesel, v-drive Hurth marine gear 
transmission with 2.47:1 ratio, gori 3-blade 
folding propeller, dedicated battery, day tank 
and fuel filter

engine instruments electronic display 
module instrument panels with alarm to 
monitor tachometer, station active, engine 
oil pressure, engine water temp, fuel 
consumption gPH, system voltage, gear oil 
temp, gear oil pressure

engine alternator 100 amp 24 vdc 
belt driven

engine controls ddec iv electronic 
controls with brushed S/S finish, six (6) 
stations: pilothouse, flying bridge, and aft 
deck, P & S Portuguese bridge and engine 
room

propeller shaft aquamet 22Ht
  3.5 in/8.9 cm

propeller  Hungshen “Silent”
4-blade left-hand rotation

fuel filters  one (1) racor 75-
900mac duplex with 2 micron filter 
elements in addition to secondary engine 
mounted filter

keel coolers charged air & gear 
circuit Keel cooler: r.W. Fernstrum model 
with jacket water circuit

dry exhaust 6 in/15.2 cm i.d.

engine room finish engine room floors:  
all engine room floors and structural mem-
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NoRdhAvN 64
sPeCIFICATIoNs

Performance
maximum speed (s/l 1.34) 10.3 knots

coast cruising speed (s/l 1.23) 9.5 knots

long-range speed (s/l 1.1) 8.5 knots

range at long-range speed 3,500 nm

measurements for speed and range are at half load

designer Jeff Leishman
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revo lution
 n o r d h a v n  7 5  e y f

no horizon is too distant for the new nordhavn 75 expediton yachtfisher

By Peter Swanson
 contributing editor

nordhavn’s entry into the luxury sportfish market has produced 
a revolutionary alternative to the Battlewagons of America.

Large sportfish boats are often called battlewagons for good 
reason. They are all about deep-throated roaring engines, the 
sounds of water slamming against fiberglass and the ruckus of rat-
tling gear—too much rattle, not enough hum. To reduce weight, 
interior comforts are Spartan even on the priciest of the breed. 

Noise and motion are two elements that any mariner knows 
contribute to stress, exhaustion and seasickness. The fishing part 
may be soul-satisfying, but having to endure the trip to productive 
fishing grounds—a ride which seems to grow farther each year—
can be deeply discouraging.

Really, the battlewagons are designed entirely around the speed 
needed in tournament competition; other than a noble profile, 
speed is a sportfisher’s strongest suit. “Not a pleasant ride,” ob-
serves Jim Leishman, co-founder and vice president of Pacific 
Asian Enterprises and a fishing nut. “I’ve been on a 72 (battle-
wagon), a beautiful boat, but I kept saying to myself, ‘When is it 
going to be over?’ ”

The Nordhavn 75 Expedition Yachtfisher is designed for the 
enthusiast who would test the far horizons of fishing—in comfort 
and with considerable style—rather than follow the tournament 
circuit close to home.

 Indeed, the Expedition Yachtfisher will never be a tournament 
boat; its full-displacement hull limits her top speed to an estimated 

14 knots. “Put that aside and everything else is a positive,” says Leish-
man. “The superb finish, the seakeeping abilities of a Nordhavn, 
and with a 4,000-mile range, you can go anywhere in the world 
you want to go fishing.”

The Expedition Yachtfisher, a twin-engine yacht displacing 
235,000 pounds, carries 5,000 gallons of fuel and 600 gallons of 
water. The boat is designed to cruise economically at 12.5 knots, at 
which speed it can travel 1,850 nautical miles between fuel stops. 
For ocean crossings, its estimated range increases to 3,949 naut-
ical miles while running at nine knots.

Leishman envisions the buyer of an Expedition Yachtfisher to 
be a fishing and scuba enthusiast who may now own a tradition-
al sport fishing boat, 60 foot or longer, and who has balked at the 
notion that more of the same would be better. Often, sportfishers 
in the 70-80 foot range employ a captain and a mate who spend 
their days polishing until the owner decides on a long weekend in 
the Bahamas. But as fishing in U.S. waters and adjacent areas be-
comes increasingly less productive, the option would be to move 
the vessel to richer grounds either on its own bottom or on the 
deck of a ship.

The Expedition Yachtfisher gives the owner another way to 
indulge a passion for fishing while seeing the world at the same 
time, says Leishman. Since he would be paying a crew anyway, why 
not employ them moving the vessel to the rich, nearly virgin fish-
ing grounds of the near and far Pacific? The owner, friends and 
family can then fly in to meet the boat once it nears the fishing 
grounds. Better still, they can go along for the ride and enjoy an 

n75eyf under conStruction
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in equine terms the exped-
ition yachtfisher shows 
what happens when a draft 
horse—a tradtional nord-
havn—meets a thorough-
bred racer. this rendering 
conveys the skillful integra-
tion of a megayacht super-
structure with a sportfish-
ing hull—the thoroughbred 
element. the draft horse 
lineage—that is the full-
displacement hull—lies 
beneath the water.



and hired hands. Leishman insists, how-
ever, that a knowledgeable couple would 
have no problem managing the boat with-
out a professional captain.

For one thing, much of the stress has 
been taken out of docking because of the 
Expedition Yachtfisher’s 50-horsepower 
bow and stern thrusters. These thrust-
ers allow the skipper to come parallel to 
a dock and move the vessel sideways until 
hard alongside, then hold her there gently 
while lines are made fast. Control of the 
boat for docking and other close maneu-
vers (such as backing down on a fish) can 
be achieved not only from the wheelhouse 
and flying bridge but also from stations at 
the upper and lower aft decks. Such are the 

wonders of electronic controls.
With a fuel burn at cruise of 12 to 15 gal-

lons an hour, the Nordhavn Expedition 
Yachtfisher also represents an alternative to 
fossil fuel gluttony. Compare it to a Battle-
wagon 74 on plane guzzling in excess of 100 
gallons during that same hour. Leishman 
believes the market in the U.S. is right for 
an economical big sportfisher as stigma at-
taches to frivolous fuel consumption while 
the nation sheds blood for oil.

Jeff Leishman, PAE principal and lead 
naval architect, says the genesis of the Ex-
pedition Yachtfisher began with brother 
Jim’s passion for sportfishing, and it was 
inevitable that Jim brought this passion 
to work with him. The first thought was 

ocean passage in luxurious comfort.
Leishman owns a 30-foot Rampage, 

which he fishes off the California coast 
with his sons. “Here we catch a few dorado 
and have to work at it, but there are far-off 
places where you can catch more fish in 
one day than in an entire season of sport-
fishing here. I’d want to be out in Costa Rica 
in November and then off to the Marques-
as in January,” Leishman says.

Why not time the voyage to arrive in time 
for Alaska’s summer season, and an entire-
ly different style of fishing?

With six heads and berths for nine in five 
staterooms, including one with bunk beds 
abaft the wheelhouse, the Expedition Yacht-
fisher has plenty of room for family, friends 
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interior features such as these are 
impossible to achieve on conven-
tional sportfishing boats because of 
their sensitivity to weight. note the 
number of berths and heads—plenty 
of privacy for passagemaking with 
friends, family and professional crew.

n75eyf under conStruction
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once can be called an accident. twice 
explained as coincidence. three times? 
that’s a trend, at least the beginning of 
one, and so it is noteworthy that three 
nordhavn 75 expedition yachtfishers 
have sold by press time since nordhavn 
unveiled this unique concept in draw-
ings. and it should come as no surprise, 
therefore, that one of the three has al-
ready owned a nordhavn product. 

andrew nowaczek, owner of Hull #1, 
remembers with affection his family’s ad-
ventures aboard audrey d., their nord-
havn 57.

“she never let us down in the one 
year of sailing from dana Point all the 
way to Barra navidad in mexico. and 
believe me, when you are on the water 
with a three-month-old baby, a thousand 
miles from civilization, that is important,” 
nowaczek says.

nowaczek wanted a bigger boat to ac-
commodate his growing family and a 
cruising style that often includes guests. 
He said the choice of a four-stateroom 
expedition yachtfisher seemed particu-
larly wise, considering that the sale of his 
norhavn 57 had fetched $65,000 more 
than he had paid for her.

“and we believe that the people from 
nordhavn, going into a new type of boat, 
are going to do anything and more to 
make the boat very special for people who 
like to cruise long distances, go diving or 
fishing, and don’t have to compromise.”

the buyers of Hulls 2 and 3 chose the 
nordhavn expedition yachtfisher after 
having owned traditional go-fast fishing 
platforms. “i needed a long-range fishing 
boat and one that would be more eco-
nomical to operate. my previous boat, a 
61 viking, consumed 170 gallons of diesel 
per hour, whereas this nordhavn con-
sumes 30 gallons per hour,” says tim 
Bainum, m.d., referring to fuel burn at 
wide-open throttle.

nowaczek plans to cruise the mexican 
riviera and costa rica before transiting 
the Panama canal for a one-year sabbat-
ical among the caribbean islands.

For Bainum, of Hull #3, having em-
braced the benefits of an economical 
full-displacement hull, his cruising am-
bitions have grown to encompass the 
entire planet. 

“i plan to sail in January 2009 for the 
Baja, central america and then to gal-
apagos, then follow the equator through 
the south Pacific to australia and then 
fish there a season, diving etc.,” he says. 
“then through micronesia diving and 
fishing and then to Hawaii for three 
to five months. next year through the 
(Panama canal) to the east coast, Baha-
mas and maybe circumnavigation of the 
world.”
 –peter swanson

to bring a conventional sportfish boat to 
market, but that idea failed to take root. 
That’s when PAE decided to build a full-
displacement boat designed and equipped 
for fishing and diving. Jeff Leishman began 
printing out the drawings for vessels that 
looked like Nordhavn trawlers, complete 
with forward-raked windshield.

Jim Leishman wasn’t happy with the 
look. To him, the look of the boat needed to 
make a mission statement; she would need 
to look the part. Jeff then drew boats with 
a reverse sheer that straightened as it ran 
aft and wrapped around the cockpit. This 
is the classic “powderhorn sheer” that typi-
fies a sportfishing vessel and distinguish-
es the class from every full-displacement 
boat ever built.

Sportfish boats, the Leishman brothers 
argue, come with plenty of baggage, but no 
one ever accused them of being homely. 
The Expedition Yachtfisher is proof that 
a sportfish profile looks just as pleasing 
to the eye attached to the underbody of a 
trawler. With the design of the new Nord-
havn 86 a recent memory, Jeff Leishman 
says he “did something with the windows 
and threw a few curves in” to give the Ex-
pedition Yachtfisher’s superstructure some 
of the 86’s megayacht feel. The finished 
product was topped with a steel or alum-
inum tuna tower, although the first three 
orders specified a flying bridge instead, so 
that became the standard.

As you can see from the renderings ac-
companying this article, the result was 
a unique 21st century motor vessel. Jeff 
Leishman insists the boat would be rec-
ognizable as a Nordhavn, but the observ-
er would need a subtle eye, particularly if 
she were painted a tropical color. True, 
there’s always Nordhavn’s signature Por-
tuguese bridge to suggest authorship, but 
within an entirely different esthetic. Not a 
trawler but not entirely a sportfish boat or 
megayacht either, the Expedition Yacht-
fisher incorporates the best features of 
each class.

Jeff Leishman’s Expedition Yachtfish-
er superstructure evokes the lines of the 
sportfisher because of the way the pilot-
house brow appears to be a continuation 
of the slope of the Portuguese bridge, but 

BuyerS hooked
three commit to new cruising concept immediately

andrew nowaczek, son aleksander, wife audrey 

and daughter amber entertain the local wild-

life on mexico’s gold coast
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build process and in late 2001 we took 
our first long voyage from san diego to 
manzanillo, mexico, and back. it was a 
treat to have a bigger boat with a large 
pilothouse cooled or warmed to our 
comfort, the midship stateroom at sea, 
the flying bridge for fishing those warm 
tropical waters, a good trolling vessel 
with a dry stack and single screw, and 
the special flopper stoppers that allowed 
us to anchor at sea on remote offshore 
banks during the night. granted, this was 
not a fast, sleek sport fisher with growling 
monster engines, a tower to the heavens, 
a low-slung cockpit filled with bronzed, 
tattooed, necklaced and muscular crew 
and all that other cool stuff. no, this was 
more like a log cabin gone to sea—rough, 
ready and salty-cozy for marie and me.

the following november we set off 
for Panama to complete our quest for the 
black marlin. our son Pete was aboard 
with our friend mark Henwood, who 
had helped us so much getting the boat 
ready for these adventures. on our way 
to the cape, we found an area loaded 
with striped marlin and managed to 
catch and release 74 in four and a half 
days of epic marlin fishing.  mark and i 

spent another two weeks fishing these 
fabled waters, and then it was back to the 
snow in colorado for christmas. 

 the new year found marie, mark and 
i leaving cabo in a strong breeze for our 
trip across to the mexican mainland. 
We tried a course for Puerto vallarta, 
but after 10 hours of increasingly nasty 
weather, we turned downswell with the 
bow to only turn left when things calmed 
down a bit. and so, it was after 200 miles 
that we finally made the turn and set 
course for Barra de navidad, a course 
that happily coincided with the wander-
ing of a hungry, bored or lost black mar-
lin—usually a shallow water fish caught 
on live bait.

stunned jubilation best describes 
our mood after catching the black. that 
night i took a double watch from 2400 
to 0600 as we left the semi-tropics trav-
eling into the languid, humid, balmy air 
of southern waters. a large school of 
porpoise surrounded the boat during 
my entire watch, chasing the flying fish 
pushed up by the marie-B. it was one 
of those special times at sea with the 
glowing wakes of the porpoise surging 
toward the boat. 

at dawn we pulled into the lavish 
beauty of isla navidad, our home base 
for the mexican riviera, where we would 
fish, cruise and just hang out for the next 
six months. We never did get to Panama. 

oh, one more thing. that Hallow-
een day 2000 that we met to design 
and build the marie-B was my last of 39 
days of radiation following surgery for 
advanced prostate cancer. thanks to 
everybody at nordhavn for helping to 
make one man’s dream come true. gone 
fishin’—the best therapy of all.  iii

 –rich Johnson

editor’s note: as of January 2007, only 
51 people had been officially recorded as 
having completed the Billfish royal slam. 
rich’s next goal is to involve himself in 
billfish research.

it is our favorite time at sea. a bril-
liant sunset was building in the west as 
the marie-B glided down the long Pacif-
ic swell after a rough crossing from cabo 
san lucas to the mexican mainland. We 
were beyond the 1,000-fathom curve 
when a marlin struck our trolled lure and 
the battle was joined. the fish was un-
usually strong on the leader when mark 
said, “rich, do you want to see the first 
black marlin you have ever caught?”  

that was in January 2003, but the 
saga actually begins labor day week-
end 1976, off catalina island, when our 
family landed its first striped marlin. that 
launched a quest that would involve a 
grand Banks 36 in california, a grand 
Banks 42 in st. thomas, a small com-
mercial skiff in Kona, Hawaii, and, finally, 
marie-B, nordhavn 50 Hull #16. 

there is an obscure challenge called 
the Billfish royal slam, known only to the 
truly addicted big-game fisherman. the 
objective is to catch all nine of the billfish 
of the world—atlantic and Pacific sailfish, 
atlantic and Pacific blue marlin, black 
marlin, striped marlin, white marlin, 
swordfish and spearfish. 

the journey did, indeed, become the 
destination as we landed the striped 
marlin and swordfish in california, the 
atlantic blue and white marlin togeth-
er with sailfish in st. thomas, and a Pacif-
ic blue marlin and shortbill spearfish in 
Hawaii. We wanted to accomplish this 
feat on our own family boat with no paid 
captain and no charter boats—a do-it-
yourself operation all the way.

and so it was in late october 2000 
that we gathered in the conference room 
at Pacific asian enterprises. Just one 
billfish remained on the list—the Pacif-
ic black marlin. the one and only Bruce 
Kessler flew in to help us design the 
nordhavn 50 as a long-range fisher for 
our voyage to Panama, where the black 
marlin swims in January and February. 

larry gieselman and dave Harlow of 
Pae helped us through the design-and-

grand Slam
nordhavn’s allure played a part in helping hook the black marlin

rick Johnson, left, and son Pete are all smiles 
after landing a wahoo in magdelena Bay, mexico
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the parallel glass of the saloon and pilot-
house makes this Nordhavn stand out at 
the dock. 

“I thought it was really important to have 
that look,” Jim Leishman said. “If you look 
at the development of the boat, it was com-
pletely different in the beginning, but ul-
timately we went for the sportfish style to 
try something different. Without the re-
verse sheer it would not be differentiated 
enough from our other boats. The result is 
a unique-looking boat—not a copy of any-
thing. It’s a macho boat for going offshore, 
but with an interior any wife will like. And 
this boat can do anything as good as any 
trawler, as good as any Nordhavn, and pos-
sibly better.”

The beauty of the boat is that it does with-
out the blank, absence of a windshield that 
is a disconcerting aspect of a normal sport-
fisher’s looks.

To appreciate her trawler heritage you 
would have to look below the waterline. 
The hull is essentially that of the Nordhavn 
72 as configured for twin engines, explains 
Jeff Leishman, adding that Nordhavn ar-
rived at this shape based on years of blue-
water experience. 

This, says Jeff Leishman, led to several 
performance improvements—form sta-
bility for one. Such a hull shape dampens 
motion. “On the newer boats, starting with 
the 50 and 57, we brought that waterline 
width all the way back to get more stabil-
ity,” he says. “It really reduced the pitching 
of the boat and the roll.” Even though the 
Expedition Yachtfisher is fully stabilized 
for ocean conditions, not needing stabil-
ization in coastal conditions or at anchor 
is an advantage, he says. Furthermore, the 
hull shape maximizes interior volume, al-
lowing tankage to be concentrated farther 
aft than in earlier Nordhavns, around the 
machinery spaces amidships. For that 
matter, the reverse sheer added some ac-
commodations volume as well.

Builders have long known that it takes 
two to buy a boat. There’s a final question 
or two; then he gives her a look; she gives 

PaPa knowS BeSt
nordhavn yachtfisher harkens back

to hemingway’s pilar

it began in this cockpit. ernest hemingway hauled 
in record catches braced in a fighting chair sold 
by the outfitters at abercrombie and fitch, a 
company now known for its racy clothing ads.

Somewhere in a parallel dimension, the nordhavn 75 expedition yachtfisher 
is not unique at all.

let’s go back to 1930s, 40s and 50s, when men such as iconic author ernest 
Hemingway (along with michael lerner, tommy gifford and West coast writer 
Zane grey) were developing the sport of fishing.

in 1934 Hemingway asked Wheeler shipyards of Brooklyn, new york, to build 
him a Playmate cabin cruiser with the following modifications: extra tankage so 
he could fish farther and longer, a transom lowered 12 inches for landing fish, a 
live-fish well and an auxiliary inboard motor. (sound familiar?) if you get a chance 
to visit Pilar, on display in cuba, you will note another quaint modification: she has 
wooden rollers spanning her low transom to ease fish into the cockpit. transom 
gates hadn’t been invented.

Pilar was a 10-knot boat with a range of more than 500 miles, impressive in her 
day. she was outfitted for long periods under way. Hemingway and his friends 
took her to what were then remote fishing grounds along cuba and in the Baha-
mas. Pilar’s logbooks record incredible numbers of fish taken, and the author him-
self landed record-size catches.

Papa Hemingway was an innovator who undertook a holistic approach toward 
the sport of fishing. He was an early adopter of outriggers (which were enormous 
and reported to handle up to 10-pound baitfish), and added a flying bridge with 
controls to Pilar a few years after he bought her. 

He perfected his craft by listening to both native fisherman and top ichthyolo-
gists, with whom he shared observations. He was the first person ever to bring a 
giant tuna onto Bimini’s docks undamaged by sharks, a feat he accomplished by 
boating the fish before it tired and could be ripped into. this took skill and sheer 
strength, and thereafter the technique was called “Hemingwaying” a fish.

in their collective gut, Jim leishman and crew felt the time was right to make old 
things new again. nordhavn’s answer, the 75-foot expedition yachtfisher, hark-
ens back to the origins of sportfishing as well as anything built since Hemingway 
prowled in his beloved Pilar. –peter swanson

Footnote: Pilar is a traditional woman’s name in spain. Hemingway used the name for a 

leading character in For Whom the Bell tolls, written eight years after he built the boat.PH
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. . . the Expedition Yachtfisher gives the owner another way to indulge a 
passion for fishing while seeing the world . . .            - Jim Leishman

however, puts the decision in a different 
perspective.

One of the capabilities that define Nord-
havn, he says, is the long legs to cross oceans. 
Albeit at reduced speeds, they must be able 
to travel 3,000 miles without refueling. With 
LOAs in the 40s, 50s and even 60s, the abil-
ity to distribute fuel tankage around twin 
engines was limited, so fuel consumption 
became greater at the same time as tank-
age for fuel was reduced. 

With bigger, beamier boats, however, the 
use of twin engines had no such penalty be-
cause tankage could be added to maintain 
the 3,000-mile standard for range. That’s 
why the Nordhavn offered twin screws as an 
option on its biggest yachts, the 72/76 and 
the 86. To protect the props, shafts and rud-
ders come from twin keels and skegs that 
make it difficult for potential damage from 
debris and lines in the water. These keels 
are not just bonded to the hull, they are in-
tegral to the hull—very strong stuff.

One of the great distinguishing features 
of a Nordhavn boat is its dry stack clever-
ly incorporated into the superstructure. 
Nordhavn perfected the use of keel-cool-
ing and dry exhaust on yachts early on, and 
has touted the benefits of this system even 
as their boats and engines grew.

With the 75, however, the dry stack 

tradition was broken; the Expedition Yacht-
fisher would be equipped with the trad-
itional wet exhaust. Blame it, if you must, 
on the government. Ever-stricter anti-pollu-
tion standards force engine manufacturers 
to improve efficiency through electronic-
ally controlled fuel injection and turbo 
charging. Air inducted by the turbo char-
gers needs to be cooled before it is intro-
duced into the combustion system; this is 
what is meant by “aftercoolers.” 

To dry-stack the 740-horsepower Detroit 
60 engines would require a second dedicat-
ed keel cooler that was actually bigger than 
the one passing water through the blocks. 
Add to this challenge, having to incorporate 
the stack for twin engines into the elegantly 
sculpted superstructure of the Expedition 
Yachtfisher. Under the circumstances, Jim 
Leishman says, a wet exhaust represented 
“the path of least resistance.” 

To prevent failures at the raw water intake 
due to clogging, the Expedition Yachtfisher 
uses a “sea chest” system. This integral fiber-
glass box, inset into the hull and access-
ible in the machinery, creates a reservoir of 
ocean water without the accelerating flow 
found through the comparatively narrow 
diameter of a traditional seacock. Without 
that acceleration, weeds and other clog-
ging debris are far less likely to get sucked 
into the system.

There you have it: Gleam, glamour and 
guts.

Usually in reviews of new yachts, the price 
is discussed as if it were an afterthought, as if 
talking money were a trifle rude. PAE need 
not be shy about the pricing for the 75-foot 
Expedition Yachtfisher: $4 million may be 
real money in anybody’s wallet, but com-
pared to the $4-million price tag on a Battle-
wagon 74, the Nordhavn—with its attention 
to detail, superb equipment package, sea-
going heritage and luxury accommoda-
tions—is nothing short of a bargain.

But this new Nordhavn’s real value is 
the only one that counts—the Expedition 
Yachtfisher’s unique ability to make the 
memories of a life well lived.  iii
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him a nod; he strokes the check. Cham-
pagne all around. If anything, the femin-
ization of boat buying accelerated during 
the reign of Martha Stewart, whose work 
promoted the nuts and bolts of fine living. 
Increasingly, beginning in the 1990s, the in-
terior details that distinguished the finest 
custom homes were brought aboard the 
family yacht as well. 

PAE took up the challenge and raised 
the quality and complexity of its interior 
design and finish to the megayacht level 
on their flagship 86, the newest and big-
gest Nordhavn yet.  

As with so many other of the 75’s advan-
tages, this luxury is a benefit derived from 
the design of the hull. The battlewagons of 
the world are bred for speed, which they 
achieve by rising to plane; and for planing 
hulls, weight is an issue. 

Nordhavns, like all true trawlers, feature 
full-displacement hulls, which no amount 
of horsepower can raise to plane. Only in 
the narrowest sense can this be considered 
a disadvantage, and certainly not in the 
luxury department. Displacement hulls 
don’t mind the extra weight added by tile 
floors, marble sinks and granite counter-
tops. Likewise, there is no performance 
penalty for the acres of exquisite wood 
paneling and furniture.

Nordhavn looked to the megayacht in-
dustry, not just to achieve a higher level 
of finish in the interior, but on exterior 
surfaces as well. As a result, Expedition 
Yachtfisher will be finished to the same 
specifications as the Nordhavn 86. After 
deck hardware has been dry-fitted, it is re-
moved and all gelcoat surfaces are sprayed 
with five coats of Awlgrip-type paint.

The Expedition Yachtfisher breaks with 
Nordhavn tradition in so many ways, but 
one of the most significant is in the engine 
room. The Expedition Yachtfisher is the 
first Nordhavn to come standard with twin 
engines; a single screw is not an option. 
From a marketing perspective, you could 
make the argument that twin screws are 
expected on a sportfish boat. Leishman, 

‘‘

nordhavn 75 expedition yachtfisher
loa 59 ft/17.98 m

lod 55 ft/16.764 m

lwl 50 ft 1/15.27 m

beam 18 ft/5.49 m

draft at full load 6 ft 4 in/1.93 m

displacement
at full load 124,500 lb/56.47 t

d/l 370

cp .57

a/b ratio 2.47

fuel capacity
approx 2,250 gal/8515 l

water capacity
approx 600 gal/2,271 l

engines twin John deere 6081

power output 330 hp @ 2100 rpm

’’

n75eyf under conStruction



yachts on the market that can boast a level 
floor plan from bow to transom, with only 
a couple of low steps at the galley.

The guest suite has a sliding partition 
that enables it to convert quickly from a 
large, open bedroom to a private bedroom 
with an adjoining, separate office or dress-
ing room. The owners’ accommodations 
are just forward of the galley at the center 
of the yacht, putting the king-size bed aft of 
the axis of pitch for the most comfortable 
sleeping position on a long passage.

 For even more interior space on the 60, 
the wide-body cabin pushes the port side 
wall out to and flush with the hull, making 
the interior commodious. The saloon is big 
and bright with comfortable furniture that 
will seat eight, and a table that serves equally 
well for relaxed coffee or elegant dining. 

The standard machinery package is 
based on a single diesel with dry stack ex-
haust plus optional get-home wing engine. 

Additionally, the Nordhavn 60 can also 
be ordered with twin engines and wet 
exhausts. The single-engine version has 
a long central keel with the prop and 
rudder protected by a skeg. The twin 
configuration has two long keels and two 
skegs to protect the attached rudders and 
the counter-rotating propellers.

By creating a sibling with a much larger 
cockpit, PAE has responded to those 
whose interests require space for fish-
ing and diving, or al fresco dining and 
partying. 

As a bonus, for about 10 percent more 
than the price of the 55, owners of the 
Nordhavn 60 will gain added speed at 
the top end, a little more cruising range 
at moderate speeds, and, of course, the 
bragging rights that always accompany 
larger yachts. 

At least three Nordhavn aficionados 
were paying close attention—and liked 
the possibilities—because they placed 
orders for the boat in the summer of 2007 
before it even came off Jeff Leishman’s 
drawing board. iii

By Garrett Lambert
 contributing editor

The dazzling array of exciting new 
models seemed complete with the recent 
introduction of the Nordhavn 64 and 68 
series, but someone must have noticed 
that a gap still lurked in the mid-range 
between the  Nordhavn 55 and the Nord-
havn 64. 

No longer. Meet the Nordhavn 60.
By adding a five-foot hull extension 

to the popular Nordhavn 55, Jeff Leish-
man has tailored yet another yacht to the 
specific needs of a group of PAE’s clients. 
The Nordhavn 60 is simply more of all 
that is so good about the Nordhavn 55.

True ocean-crossing passagemakers, 
the two models share a high bow provid-
ing extra buoyancy and deflecting large 
head seas, while a higher deck takes on 
less blue water during rough conditions. 
The covered side deck is wide for easy 
walking and line-handling, and the bul-
wark—the upper side of the hull pro-
tecting the side deck—is perceptibly 
higher than usual, ensuring safety and 
comfort without sacrificing view. These 
and other design features ensure secur-
ity in the worst of conditions. 

The main deck’s height provides an 
enormous amount of space inside the 
hull—all of it put to exquisite use. The 
Nordhavn 55/60 reigns among only a  few 
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The Nordhavn 60 is simply 
more of all that is good 
about the Nordhavn 55.
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more of a
good thing

 n o r d h a v n  6 0
the latest nordhavn fits into the gap between the popular n55

and the brand-new n64/68 series



Perfect
Passagemaker
 n o r d h a v n  5 6  m o t o r s a i l e r

the NordhavN 56 motorsailer coNNects Pae’s Past as a builder
of quality sailboats with its PreseNt
as a world leader iN trawler yachts

the new nordhavn 56 motorsailer combines the comfort and 
long-distance capability of a Nordhavn trawler yacht with the 
power of the wind. Designed for long ocean passages where added 
speed and range are desirable assets, it has the ability to efficient-
ly travel long distances and venture off the beaten path to remote 
cruising areas.

“Motorsailers have always appealed to a different kind of per-
son—someone who’s comfortable with a leg in each camp,” says 
Jim Leishman, co-owner of Pacific Asian Enterprises. “Sailors who 
might be getting older and still love to sail, but don’t want the 
physical demands of a sailboat.” Of course PAE is no stranger to 
sailboats, having built more than 200 Mason sloops and cutters 
in the 1970s and ’80s. For the past 18 years, however, the people 

at PAE have devoted themselves to building the Nordhavn line 
of offshore, passagemaking trawlers. 

The Nordhavn Motorsailer is the missing link between the 
Masons and the Nordhavns. 

The idea of building a Nordhavn motorsailer first came to Leish-
man and his brother Jeff, PAE’s chief designer, during their 2001-02 
circumnavigation aboard a Nordhavn 40. “When we went around 
the world in that 40,” says Jeff, “we’d often find ideal conditions 
for a boat like this—down swell, downwind with the trade winds 
blowing a minimum of 15 knots, maximum 20 knots. It would have 
been so perfect for a set of sails.”  

Indeed, the need for an efficient long-range vessel is the main 
reason motorsailers were developed, and it’s their chief asset. 
Historically, they have fallen into one of two camps, either being 
long-distance sailboats, with a pilothouse and larger fuel tanks 
for longer range while motoring, or powerboats, with sails for 
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By James Kirby
 contriButing editor
 3d reNderiNgs by ali motevaselaNi

N56MS under construction



the comfort level and capabilities of a true trawler,” says Jim.
 Originally designed as a 50-foot boat, Jeff grew it to 56 feet in 

order to maximize space and performance. It displaces 70,500 
pounds (about the same as a Nordhavn 47) and it has 17,000 
pounds of ballast, which gives it the necessary broad range of 
positive stability offshore trawlers and sailboats both need. Over 
16 feet of beam help make it a “stiff” boat, so it should sail com-
fortably upright.

Also, like a powered yacht, the Nordhavn Motorsailer features a 
deck-level saloon, so its crew can remain inside, out of the weath-
er, safe and comfortable, enjoying a view that sailors only know 
from an open cockpit.  However, by combining the wheelhouse 
with the main saloon, rather than putting a separate pilothouse 
on a higher level—trawler fashion—Jeff has reduced windage, so 
the yacht will sail more efficiently. He has also included a sailing 

assistance (harkening back to Captain Robert Beebe’s original 
passagemaker design). So it’s not surprising that PAE, having pur-
sued the same concept in their long-range trawler yachts, would 
also find the motorsailer concept attractive. However, as the re-
sults show, they went about it in their own unique way.  

One look at the Nordhavn Motorsailer and you realize that Jeff 
Leishman has elegantly combined the proven Nordhavn trawl-
er paradigm with the cruising sailboat, incorporating the best 
elements of each into his own unique design. Like her trawler 
cousins, the Nordhavn 56 is a heavy, full-displacement yacht—
optimized for powered passagemaking. Her large internal volume 
means she can carry the big fuel and water tanks necessary for 
ocean-crossing range. There’s also lots of room for all the comfort 
and convenience features common to a powered yacht, such as air 
conditioning, heating, and refrigeration. “It’s going to really have 

Built for the long haul, 
the nordhavn 56 
motorsailer uniquely 
combines the comfort, 
stability and engin-
eering of a nordhavn 
trawler yacht with the 
free speed and range 
of a sloop-rigged 
sailboat.
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N56MS under construction

this cutaway drawing of the nordhavn 56 ms interior reveals its trawl-
er-like spaciousness:  large, fore and aft cabins, each with its own head, a 
dedicated engine room and plenty of tankage for long-range cruising.

looking at the starboard side of the n56 below deck, we see its 
large well-ventilated sea-going galley, with ample counter and 
space and storage. Built-in dinette lets the off watch eat and 
socialize without disturbing the helmsman’s night vision.



deck layout of the 
nordhavn 56 effectively 
combines passagemaker 
elements, such as a 
high foredeck, saloon/
wheelhouse and aft cockpit, 
with a sailing yacht’s sloop 
rig and open center cockpit.

would say it would easily have a 7,000-mile range,” says Jim.
Ocean-going powerboats such as trawler yachts require some 

type of roll damping system—either towed paravanes or active sta-
bilizers. When operating, these can cost a boat anywhere from a 
half-knot to a knot in speed, which translates into additional fuel 
burned. In effect, you may have to burn seven knots worth of fuel 
to go six knots.

On the Nordhavn Motorsailer, the sails, spars and rigging func-
tion as the roll damping system, eliminating the need to deploy 
towed paravanes or engage stabilizers. So, with the engine run-
ning and the sails drawing, that same seven knots of fuel could get 
you nine or ten knots of speed. 

One special performance feature that Jeff Leishman has speci-
fied for the Nordhavn Motorsailer is a four-bladed, 36-inch, 
Hundested controllable-pitch propeller. The Hundested allows 
the skipper to precisely dial in the optimum pitch for a given engine 
rpm/speed combination, thereby ensuring maximum efficiency. 
When cruising, the engine can be set in the rpm range that results 
in its most efficient power setting, and then the propeller pitch can 
be set to provide optimum load at that rpm, thereby extending 
range. Or, when the yacht is maneuvering at low speeds, a large 
amount of pitch can be dialed in, to ensure that any throttle input 
is immediately translated into thrust. Conversely, if the boat needs 
to operate at a very slow speed, the pitch can be dialed out of the 
prop and the engine left in a safe operating range. And if the boat 
is sailing, the engine can be completely shut down and the propel-
ler can be feathered, thereby eliminating any drag. 

saloon
In the Nordhavn Motorsailer’s interior, designer Jeff Leishman 
has continued the practice of combining the best features of both 
powered and sailing yachts.  For example, the N56MS’s bright, airy 

cockpit in the design, so it can be sailed in the traditional manner 
in good weather. Somehow, it all came out looking just right.

 From the sailboat side of the equation, the Nordhavn 56 Motor-
sailer inherits two big performance advantages that make her the 
envy of any long-distance passagemaking skipper: free speed and 
range. The speed comes from the yacht’s combination of a highly 
efficient diesel engine, fast hull (by trawler standards), and sailing 
rig. “In the conditions we were running in from Hawaii all the way 
to Singapore, primarily out in the central Pacific where there’s 25-
knot winds coming over your quarter, with this boat throttled back 
to just that magic rpm where you could barely hear the engine run-
ning, you’d be doing maybe 10 knots,” says Jim Leishman.

“Compared to other Nordhavns, it’s got a real efficient hull 
form—easily driven, with a long waterline,” says brother Jeff. “It’s 
narrower and it tapers much more at the stern than what I would 
do on a pure powerboat.”

The Nordhavn Motorsailer also gains an added turn of speed 
from not having a wing engine prop, or stabilizers, to drag through 
the water. Its full keel gives it stable tracking in a seaway (another 
desirable characteristic in an off-shore boat), and a skeg protects 
the rudder and propeller from damage. The boat’s large rudder 
and big, slow-turning prop, combined with a 15-horsepower bow 
thruster, should take the stress out of docking and maneuvering 
in tight quarters.

Range is the other big asset that the sailing rig offers. If an owner 
has a big ocean to cross, or he is operating in a remote part of the 
world where fuel is scarce or expensive, he can throttle back and 
take advantage of the added free mileage provided by the wind. 
And if conditions are favorable, he can even turn off the engine 
altogether.

“With the sail assist and everything going the way you wanted it to 
go—the engine throttled back and a speed of seven or eight knots—I 
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says richard. “initially, maybe just long 
weekends aboard, until we finish our 
parenting duties.”

   there is also a possibility they will 
bring the boat up the east coast and 
through the St. Lawrence Seaway to the 
great Lakes during the summer months. 
“We own a cabin in a little town called 
rockport on Lake Superior and we see 
boats there from europe and Florida, 
and even the cayman islands, every-
where, because it’s an adventure destin-
ation, so that will be one destination that 
we’ll enjoy,” says richard.  

   “We’re also thinking that the can-
adian maritime provinces will be really 
interesting to explore in the coming 
years.” after retirement, the Westins 
plan to explore more far-off locations.  
“the mediterranean will probably be our 
first really distant cruising destination,” 
says richard.

   What about their sailing experience? 
“i’ve always sailed,” says richard. “Here 
on Lake minnetonka aboard my dad’s 
gaff-rigged wooden norwegian sail-
boat as a child. X Boats at sailing school, 
on Lake Superior, on a tartan 30, 34 and 
37 and some racing, including one Key 
West race week.”

  When he married Karen, who already 
had three sons from a previous mar-
riage, he introduced them to the lifestyle. 

“this is a potential adventure that i and 
the boys have never been exposed to,” 
says Karen. currently the Westins own 
a Fisher 31 motorsailer, which has given 
them a chance to learn about sailing and 
cruising.

   as a sailor, richard is looking for-
ward to experiencing the nordhavn 
motorsailer’s unique performance char-
acteristics. “With its speed and the built-
in stabilization from the sails, it would be 
interesting to see how it performs along-
side a fleet of trawlers.”

   How did they decide on the nord-
havn 56 motorsailer? 

   richard says he has known Pae 
broker Larry gieselman for years and 
had spoken with him at several boat 
shows before he and Karen placed an 
order for the nordhavn motorsailer. 

    “i saw it first in the CirCumnaviga-
tor article and called Larry immedi-
ately. However, by then the plans for 
the 50 had been (temporarily shelved). 
then later, when plans for the nordhavn 
motorsailer resurfaced, i called Larry 
again and we signed a letter of intent, 
even while negotiations were still going 
on between Pae and ta Shing over the 
particulars.”  

   about working with Pae, he says, 
“they are an interesting company, never 
a hard sell. i have been on Larry’s list for 
several years. they understand that it 
can take years to turn a passionate pros-
pect into a customer.” 

   as for naming their nordhavn motor-
sailer, an early candidate was Pas-
sagesailer, but they settled on Kindred 
Spirits. “it represented how we felt about 
each other, and how when we met two 
years ago we found that we were kin-
dred spirits,” explains Karen. “then 
we expanded our thoughts to how kin-
dred spirits also described the boat. the 
design of the boat blends the  spirits of 
the trawler yacht and the sailboat—that 
they will now be Kindred Spirits in the 
n56mS.” —James Kirby

Nothing like the Nordhavn 56 motor-
sailer has existed before. it combines 
the luxury, comfort, and capabilities of 
a nordhavn trawler yacht with the effi-
ciency of a cruising sailboat.  

   So, who is attracted to such a vessel? 
Who are these motorsailer people? are 
they rugged seafaring types—sailors 
with many ocean passages under their 
belts? or are they more like typical trawl-
er people? 

   richard and Karen Westin, owners 
of the first nordhavn motorsailer, are a 
bit of both. they have plans for a cruis-
ing retirement, but they also come from a 
sailing background—in their case on the 
great Lakes. 

   Still in their late 40s, richard and 
Karen own and operate a small busi-
ness in the minneapolis area, and live 
in the nearby suburb of edina. and they 
are also still very busy raising their chil-
dren. “We don’t plan to retire for about 
15 years,” says richard.  

   However, the Westins still intend 
to do a lot of cruising before then. after 
taking delivery of nordhavn 56 motor-
sailer Hull #2 at Pae’s facility in Stuart, 
Florida, they plan to keep it in Florida, 
where they can cruise the east coast and 
caribbean during the winter months. 
“We plan to keep the boat in south-
ern Florida, but not be on it full time,” 

long-range Boat, long-range plans
owNers of the first NordhavN 56 motorsailer

aim to begiN close to home, theN exPaNd their cruisiNg raNge
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the port and starboard railings and a door 
on the stern rail permits access to the 16-
inch-long swim platform that runs the full 
width of the yacht. The platform also has 
a folding swim step. A port locker houses 
two LPG bottles and the starboard locker 
will hold additional gear.

Access to the boat deck is via a stainless 
steel ladder with teak steps, on the port 
side of the aft deck. A hatch keeps rain out. 
There’s enough room on the boat deck to 
accommodate a 10-foot RIB athwartships. 
A powered winch is provided for launching 
and retrieving the tender. At the aft end of 
the boat deck is a fiberglass radar arch with 
ample room for radar units, satellite com-
munications domes and various antennas.

A 42-inch by 28-inch hatch in the aft deck 
leads to the large 420-cubic-foot lazarette 
below. Incandescent and 110-volt fluores-
cent lights ensure adequate illumination. 

Wheelhouse
The forward part of the saloon is the Nord-
havn Motorsailer’s wheelhouse. The cen-
tral helm features a Stidd “slim line” chair 
and a 30-inch destroyer wheel. A teak and 
gray laminate-finished instrument panel 
curves around the helm so that all controls 
are within reach and the helmsman has an 
unobstructed view of all instruments. Stan-
dard instrumentation includes gauges for 
oil pressure, water temperature, voltage, 
engine rpm, an engine hour meter, and an 
alarm that warns of water contamination in 

the fuel supply. The owner specifies his 
own navigation, communications and 
radar suite. A separate 105-amp-hour 
battery, with its own charger, supplies 
12-volt power for the instruments. A 
large chart table is built into the right 
side of the instrument panel. Five large 
windows surround the helm, giving the 
helmsman a panoramic view. The for-
ward outboard windows have hinged 
lower sections for added ventilation, 
and an overhead hatch provides addi-

tional light and ventilation.
Steps on the port side, at the forward 

end of the saloon, lead down to the lower 
level where the galley, engine room, and 
cabins for the owner and guests are locat-
ed. Starboard and port Dutch sea doors, 
on either side of the helm, provide quick 
access to the 17-inch-wide side decks that 
lead all the way to the bow. A 33-inch-high 
coaming, just outside the wheelhouse 
doors, serves as a Portuguese bridge, and 
33-inch-high stainless stanchions provide 
added security when going forward. The 
port and starboard genoa sheet winches 
are conveniently located on coamings just 
outside the wheelhouse doors.

One of the big advantages of the Nord-
havn Motorsailer is that it can be motored 
or sailed from the wheelhouse, making it 
much safer, more secure and more comfort-
able, than the open cockpit of a sailboat, 
especially in inclement weather. How-
ever, when conditions are right, the fully 
equipped sailing cockpit beckons.

sailing cockpit and Foredeck
Set securely within 26-inch-wide coam-
ings, the Nordhavn Motorsailer’s center 
sailing cockpit features an Edson “Vision” 
series pedestal with a 36-inch destroyer 
wheel, controls for the engine, transmis-
sion and bow thruster, and a panel for in-
struments. Seats that are 20 inches wide 
by 7 feet 3 inches long provide plenty of 
room for lounging on those long, balmy 
trade wind passages, and the raised lead-
ing edge of the cockpit forms a deflector 

deck-level combination saloon, with its 
panoramic view, is a common feature 
of powerboats. Extending the full width 
of the yacht, it measures 14 feet at its 
widest point by 12 feet in length (includ-
ing the wheelhouse section), for a total 
of 168 square feet of living area. Head-
room is 78 inches. Large 42-inch-wide 
by 31-inch-high side windows, a 24-inch-
wide rear window, and the windows of 
the wheelhouse, combine to give the 
crew and helm a true 360-degree view. 
The wheelhouse and saloon side windows 
are half-inch thick tempered glass, and the 
starboard-aft window is a drop-slide type 
with a screen. The saloon side windows 
also have fittings for storm windows. All 
cabinetry and paneling is varnished teak, 
with a 60-percent gloss, and all flooring 
throughout the yacht is teak and spruce, 
with a satin finish.

The curved settee and dinette table, set 
against the starboard side of the saloon, can 
be used for lounging or dining. The settee 
is upholstered in waterproof, stain-resist-
ant Ultraleather®, in the owner’s choice of 
colors, and the table is solid teak, finished to 
a high gloss, and features an elegant “sun-
burst” design in contrasting veneer. The 
settee can also double as a pilot berth, so 
the off watch can remain on call, near the 
helm, during night passages or inclement 
weather. Two Ultraleather® upholstered 
lounge chairs on the port side offer plenty 
of room to stretch out. An optional dis-
appearing plasma screen TV will fit into 
the port side paneling.

aft deck
The saloon’s aft Dutch door leads to a truly 
spacious 75-square-foot aft deck. The deck’s 
roof (an extension of the boat deck) makes 
it a cool, shady place for relaxing at anchor 
or on a passage, and the area can also be 
enclosed to serve as added living space in 
cooler weather. Its 33-inch-high railing has 
a varnished teak cap rail topped by stain-
less steel railings one and a quarter inches 
in diameter.  Boarding doors are built into 

What better place to be in fair weather, with a fair 
wind, than the center cockpit of a sailboat.

From the sailboat side of the equation, the Nordhavn 56 inherits two big 
performance advantages that make her the envy of any long-distance 

passagemaking skipper: free speed and range.
‘‘

’’
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lifelong Southern California sailor and racer, 
contributed his ideas and expertise to the 
design of the Nordhavn Motorsailer sail-
ing rig. “It’s a good sail plan,” says Jeff. “I 
went through the drawings and walked the 
decks in my mind, and offered my sugges-
tions about the layout, size of rigging and 
hardware.” Merrill, who crewed on Heart 
of America during the Americas Cup chal-
lenge in Australia, thinks the Nordhavn 56 
will have the sailing characteristics people 
are looking for in a motorsailer. “Since it’s 
most likely going to be sailed by a couple, we 

interiors, provide plenty of storage.
All appliances and fixtures are first 

rate: A built-in Force Ten three-burner, 
gimbaled LPG stove is standard equip-
ment (all LPG hose fittings comply with 
ABYC codes and USCG regulations, and a 
Xantex LPG detection system is also stan-
dard). Additional galley appliances include 
a GE microwave oven, GE trash compact-
er and a SubZero stacked refrigerator/
freezer, with icemaker (a second, option-
al, 8.8-cubic-foot freezer can be located in 
the lazarette). Two large tempered-glass 
windows 30 inches by 12 inches and five-
eighths of an inch thick provide daytime il-
lumination and a view, and there’s also an 
opening Lewmar Ocean hatch for addi-
tional ventilation and light.

The dinette area, aft of the galley, gives 
the off-watch a place to eat and socialize, 
especially after dark when using the main 
saloon lighting would distract the helms-
man. Four to five people can sit at the teak 
table, which can also be lowered to form an 
additional berth. Two opening port lights 
provide ventilation and light.

On the port side of the boat, opposite 
the galley and dinette, is a machinery room 
where additional equipment, such as an op-
tional Village Marine watermaker, can be 
housed. Next door is the main AC/DC elec-
trical panel and a Bosch washer and dryer. 
Two windows illuminate the area during 
the day, and there is an overhead hatch, 
like the one over the galley.

owner’s cabin
Stepping aft and down three steps from the 
galley level brings us to the owner’s cabin. 
Measuring 84-square feet, with 78 inches 
of headroom, the word “stateroom” more 
aptly describes this spacious area. Immedi-
ately to the right, on the port side is a large 
cedar-lined hanging locker that can easily 
hold enough clothing for an extended 
voyage, and next to the locker is a vanity 
with mirror. Farther back, along the port 
wall, is a large built-in dresser, and next to 
it another hanging locker.

to help divert green water running over 
the foredeck away from the cockpit. The 
teak grate in the cockpit sole is a nice sea-
going boat touch.

The raised foredeck ahead of the cock-
pit has a diamond-pattern non-skid finish. 
Two large dorade vents, with stainless steel 
guards, ensure that the guest cabin and 
engine room are well ventilated, even in 
rough conditions, and a Lewmar Ocean 
series hatch vents the guest cabin in fair 
weather. Two more opening Lewmar hatch-
es over the forward head provide addition-
al light and ventilation.

A hatch permits access to the 250-cubic-
foot sail locker, with shelves for line stor-
age. Ahead of the sail locker, separated 
by a watertight bulkhead, is a large chain 
locker. The stainless steel double bow roller 
will accommodate a 105-pound plow-type 
anchor and chain rhode on its starboard 
roller, and a second, light anchor, or moor-
ing lines, could be deployed on the port 
side. A Maxwell windlass and chain stopper 
sits on a raised center portion of the anchor-
ing platform, with recessed drains for mud 
and gunk on either side. Fresh-water wash 
downs fore and aft and a raw water anchor 
wash down system are standard.

sailing rig
The Nordhavn Motorsailer’s 73-foot-tall 
sloop rig is an integral part of the yacht. It’s 
designed primarily for off-the-wind sailing, 
but should provide a net gain in speed on 
many points of sail over what would be pos-
sible with the engine alone. As well as pro-
viding the benefits of free power, stability 
and increased range, it also gives the skip-
per the peace of mind of knowing he can 
always get somewhere without needing the 
added complexity of a wing engine. Lewmar 
supplies all the sail-handling gear, including 
the winches, blocks and tracks. The 654-s-
quare-foot, full-batten mainsail is a hydraul-
ic-powered Forespar in-boom furling unit, 
and the 563-square-foot 100 percent Genoa 
will also be on a hydraulic furler. 

Jeff Merrill, a PAE sales representative and 

site see
For a slide show of renderings of the 

nordhavn 56 motorsailer and under-

construction photos, visit:

www.nordhavn.com/56/slideshow.php

‘Putting a sailing cockpit on the boat was a brilliant move. It’s going to be a real 
rewarding place to sail the boat from. You can sail it from the cockpit during the day 

and set it up to sail from the wheelhouse at night.’            - Jeff Merrill

‘‘
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wanted to make the boat easy to single-hand. 
In light air you’re going to be running the 
engine anyway, but when you get to 15- to 20-
knot stuff, I think it’s going to handle fine. 
Putting a sailing cockpit on the boat was a 
brilliant move. It’s going to be a real reward-
ing place to sail the boat from. You can sail it 
from the cockpit during the day and set it up 
to sail from the wheelhouse at night.” 

galley and dinette
Designed and equipped for long-distance 
passagemaking, the U-shaped galley is lo-
cated on the lower-level starboard side, be-
neath the sailing cockpit. Placing it on the 
same level as the main saloon is more de-
sirable, but the need to make it big enough 
to adequately serve the crew on a boat in-
tended to be at sea for extended periods of 
time dictated its placement below deck. It 
is, however, easily accessed by the stairs adja-
cent to the helm position, so popping down 
for a quick snack shouldn’t be a problem.

The galley’s generous 15 feet of counter 
space rivals many home kitchens. The 
counter tops are durable Corian® with teak 
fiddles, and double stainless sinks, with a 
Grohe faucet, are standard. Numerous teak-
faced cabinets and drawers, with Formica® 

N56MS under construction

’’



sailboats, a wet exhaust system is used. A 
Lewmar Commander 400  supplies power 
for the sail furling system.

electrical
Electricity to power various systems on the 
boat, and to charge its four 8D house bat-
teries, is supplied by an engine-driven 24-
volt, 175-amp Leese Neville alternator. A 
separate engine-driven 24-volt, 40-amp 
alternator charges two 4D engine-starting 
batteries. The Nordhavn 56 is a 24-volt boat, 
but 110-volt outlets and fixtures are locat-
ed throughout the yacht. A Victron Phoe-
nix Multiplus 24-volt, 3000-watt inverter/
charger with a remote panel and separ-
ate bypass switch, is also supplied.  Shore 
power comes aboard via a 50-amp and a 
30-amp receptacle and feeds Olsun isola-
tion and balancing transformers. The com-
bination AC, 24/12-volt DC electrical panel 
is custom made to PAE specifications. All 
wiring and installation are done to ABYC 
standards, and GFI receptacles are located 
in the galley and heads.

Fuel and plumbing system
The fuel system is the proven Nordhavn 
gravity feed system utilizing three 250-gal-
lon fiberglass main tanks supplying one 12-
gallon aluminum supply tank on the yacht’s 
centerline. The supply tank has a sight tube 
with a one-gallon range, marked in tenths of 
a gallon, for checking fuel consumption.

A fuel transfer manifold and Walbro fuel 

pump with a timer permit fuel to be drawn 
from, or returned to, any tank, including 
the supply tank, and along with the Racor 
900MA fuel filter, facilitate fuel polishing 
while transferring.

Three baffled fiberglass water tanks, with 
inspection plates, are located around the 
yacht, and hold a total of 250 gallons of 
fresh water. Like the fuel tanks, each tank is 
pressure tested and has a sight gauge.

Tecma “Silent Plus Short” freshwater toi-
lets are standard. A Y-valve permits pump-
ing overboard or to the Sealand holding 
tank and deck pump-out system.

Nothing like the Nordhavn 56 Motorsail-
er exists. No light-displacement motorsail-
er, or other yacht of its size, offers its unique 
combination of speed, range, comfort, ef-
ficiency and world-class fit and finish. And 
people have begun to take notice. Inter-
est in the Nordhavn 56 Motorsailer is run-
ning high, which is gratifying to PAE since 
they are moving into an entirely new market 
niche—the heavy displacement motorsail-
er. Already, there is talk of a larger model.

 “I think it’s a big market,” says Jim Leish-
man. “I mean, no one wanted to talk to us 
about the Nordhavn 46 when we first intro-
duced it. They didn’t understand it. Then 
people started realizing how logical it is. 
And I think the same thing’s going to apply 
to our motorsailer. We’re getting more in-
quiries about the motorsailer than all the 
other boats combined.”

PAE plans to build four boats a year at the 
Ta-Shing yard in Taiwan. Hull #1 is due to 
arrive in Dana Point in spring 2008 and will 
be kept by PAE as a prototype for demon-
strations and boat shows and, considering 
the enthusiasm of the staff for the project, 
perhaps for some cruising as well.

Having built more than 400 long-dis-
tance trawler yachts ranging from 40 to 
86 feet in length, and having their roots in 
well-found sailboats, it was only natural that 
the folks at PAE would come full circle and 
build their own unique interpretation of a 
yacht many consider the perfect long-dis-
tance passagemaker.  iii

Opposite the vanity, on the starboard side, 
are a built-in seat and a bookcase with a cup-
board under it. The adjoining head, with its 
sink, large medicine cabinet and separate 
shower, occupies the remaining starboard 
side of the owner’s cabin. Counter tops are 
Corian and all cabinetry is teak.

In the center-aft portion of the owner’s 
cabin sits a queen-size bed, with overhead 
reading lights and nightstands on either 
side. Four opening port lights—two in the 
cabin and two in the head—provide day-
time illumination and cross ventilation, and 
a blower helps supply ventilation during in-
clement weather.

guest cabin
The portside lower-level passageway leads 
past the engine room to the guest cabin. 
With 64 square feet of space, it is almost 
as roomy as the owner’s cabin.  Spacious 
hanging lockers are located to port and star-
board, and the rest of the wall space on both 
sides is taken up by dresser drawers, with 
bookcases above them. At the forward end 
of the guest cabin is the adjoining head, 
shower, sink and medicine cabinet.

The aft end of the cabin has a queen-
size bed amidships, facing fore and aft, with 
nightstands on either side. Four port lights 
provide light and cross ventilation.

engine room and machinery
Below deck and amidships, the Nordhavn 
Motorsailer’s engine room can be accessed 
via an insulated aluminum door with a view-
ing port. The engine room measures 5 feet 
6 inches at its widest point, by six feet in 
length, with a much appreciated 6 feet 4 
inches of headroom.  

At the center of the engine room is the 
yacht’s prime mover—a highly reliable 165-
horsepower Lugger L1066T, six-cylinder 
marine diesel engine. The engine drives 
a 36-inch Hundested propeller via a Twin 
Disc transmission with a 3:00 to 1 reduction 
ratio. A stainless steel railing protects the 
port side of the engine and there is ample 
access to the engine on all sides. Like other 

nordhavn 56 motorsailer
leNgth overall 57 ft/17.37 m

load waterliNe  52 ft 6 in/16.0 m

beam 16 ft 7 in/5.05 m

draft 6 ft/1.83 m (full load)

disPlacemeNt 70,410 lb/32.0 metric tons 

 (full load)

fuel 750 gal u.S./2,839 l

water 250 gal u.S./946 l

eNgiNe Lugger L1066t diesel 

Power outPut 165 hp @ 2,400 rpm

sail area 1,217 sq ft/113.1 sq m

estimated raNge 3,000 nm plus

 . . . no one wanted to talk to us about the Nordhavn 46 when we first introduced it. 
They didn’t understand it. Then people started realizing how logical it is. And I think 

the same thing’s going to apply to our motorsailer.             - JiM leishMan
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Nordhavn 120
Length overall: 120 ft 7 in/36.75 m

Length waterline: 108 ft 4 in/33.02 m

Beam: 27 ft 11 in/8.51 m

Draft: 9 ft/2.74 m (half load)

Displacement: 352.5 long tons (full),

 318.6 long tons (half)

Fuel: 17,500 gal u.S./66,245 l

Water: 2,800 gal u.S./10,599 l

Engines: twin mtu model 

 8v-2000-m2

Power output: 965 hp @ 2,250 rpm

Estimated range: to be determined 

 after tank tests

big,bold,beautiful
 N o r d h a v N  1 2 0

the n120’s size enables pae to offer unparalleled comfort and facilities

By Garrett lambert
contriButing EDitor

3d renderings by ali motevaselani

N120 uNder coNstructioN



the 120 blends the trad-
itional Nordhavn look with 
the sleeker, more rakish 
elements of a mega-yacht. 
it’s big inside and out, but 
can still be brought into a 
marina anchorage.
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it could be sold after a few years of use 
without losing any money on the initial 
base cost. Buyers really appreciate the ab-
sence of financial risk, the really attract-
ive payment schedule, and the fact that 
it’s fully costed.”

Jeff Leishman explains, “The N120’s 
size enables us to offer unparalleled com-
fort and facilities. Its length makes it just 
about the largest yacht that can still be 
brought into a marina anchorage. (Any-
thing much bigger has to ‘be the des-
tination’ because the increase in draft 
requires it be anchored well out in deep 
water.) The waterline length of the N120 
is a sweet spot in terms of wave period, 
in that it reduces the boat’s tendency to 
pitch, and thus makes long passages a 
much more comfortable experience.”

And, it’s beautiful.
The introduction of the Nordhavn 120 

is yet another step in Jeff’s subtle blend-
ing of the traditional Nordhavn commer-
cial or industrial look with the sleeker, 
more rakish elements of mega-yachts. 
The combination works, and the 120’s 

graceful muscularity will appeal to both 
genders. However, no one will ever mis-
take it for other than a Nordhavn. This is 
a yacht that projects a sense of purpose.

Purchasers will customize the interior of 
this boat to suit their own desires, and PAE 
expects the clients’ designers to be fully 
engaged in creating and specifying the lay-
out and finish to a high standard.

The “standard design” that Jeff has pre-
pared provides a mouth-watering taste 
of what is possible. His concept revolves 
around maximizing comfort and con-
venience for the owners and up to eight 
guests.
 
All aboard
Boarding is via a generous stern platform 
that is a step above typical dock height. 
Curved staircases sweep up to port and 
starboard to an aft deck featuring an ex-
ceptionally large cockpit with an ellip-
tical table seating 10 for al fresco drinks 
or dining. Entry to the main interior’s 
huge space begins in a saloon that seats 
10 in comfort. A small divider with a flat-

Just how big is a 120-foot nordhavn? 
Think personal luxury ocean liner. 

Although it’s “only” three times longer 
than a Nordhavn 40, its interior volume 
is equal to 10 N40s and it weighs as much 
as 16 of the smaller vessels.

Next question: Is there a market for 
such a large yacht? 

Almost as soon as naval architect Jeff 
Leishman had completed the prelimin-
ary drawings and specifications, Pacific 
Asian Enterprises had a signed commit-
ment from one buyer, already a Nord-
havn owner, and was in negotiation with 
a second prospective purchaser. 

Final question: Why would someone 
buy the Nordhavn 120? 

“This yacht encompasses everything 
we know about ocean crossing,” declares 
Jim Leishman, PAE co-founder and vice 
president. “It’s an expedition type of boat 
that can go anywhere and be self-suffi-
cient for long periods of time.

“It’s a world-class, ABS-certified yacht, 
offered at an excellent price. In terms 
of value, it is reasonable to assume that 



spacious, luxurious accommodations are complemented by a large cockpit 
and a huge saloon for entertaining, both capable of seating 10 in comfort.
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screen television gives visual separation from the dining area that, 
of course, also seats 10. 

A fully-enclosed gourmet galley occupies the center of the boat 
behind a wall of furniture that provides for china and crystal storage. 
Access is from a large vestibule just ahead and to starboard of the 
dining area. It has a door to the side deck for efficient and unobtru-
sive provisioning, as well as a day head and separate coat closet. 

A staircase descends to guest accommodations on the deck below. 
On the other side of the dining area, a broad, private foyer to port 
of the galley serves as an office. It also leads to the master cabin 
where large windows on both sides provide natural illumination 
in what is a truly vast space. A king-size bed lying amidships seems 
small in proportion to the floor area, and four closets provide more 
than ample wardrobe storage. Hers and his bathrooms to starboard 
and port fill the bow, and are separated by a steam shower and a Ja-
cuzzi, each more than large enough for two.

The lower deck guest accommodations surround a large, oct-
agonal foyer that provides entry to four generous guest suites, 
each with a king-size bed and three-piece bath. 

The upper deck is accessible via two staircases, one exterior (from 
the aft main deck) and the other interior (just forward of the main 
saloon). There are two main spaces. Aft is an intimate sky lounge 
with great visibility and comfortable seating, a wonderful place for 
relaxation, easy conversation, or quiet reading. Snacks or light meals 
can be provided from a small galley to port, and served either in 
the lounge or at a table for three that is tucked in an alcove to star-
board. A door opens out to a large covered deck at the stern, while 
another door forward opens into a broad passageway from which 
a day head is to starboard while on the other side is the entry to 
the captain’s quarters that contain a double bed, a large desk and 
chair, and a head. 

This space leads into the wheelhouse, the control center for 
the yacht. Three Stidd chairs sit side by side in front of the elec-
tronics array and the centered destroyer wheel. However, the 
wheel will be used rarely if at all, for this yacht will be driven by 
electronic controls and/or joysticks positioned for best maneu-
vering visibility in eight different locations on the vessel. Behind 
the helm chairs, a raised banquette and table will accommodate 
guests who want to follow the action on the screens in front of 
them. Looking down to the forward deck below, they would also 
see a pair of rigid-inflatables, a 25-footer and a smaller 12-footer, 
together with a hydraulic crane to launch and retrieve them. 

N120 uNder coNstructioN



Completing the accommodations are the crew quarters at the stern 
on the lower deck. Reached by a stairway from the stern, two cabins 
provide self-contained accommodations for four people, while an-
other contains a kitchenette and banquette table. The ship’s laun-
dry is also located in this area.

Big dreams
While PAE remains dedicated to serving the market for smaller boats, 
it has always been a dream to build ever bigger boats. The new yards 
were constructed precisely with this in mind, especially with respect 
to the sizing of such things as the travel lifts, tanks and launch basins, 
just as PAE has been steadily beefing up its engineering and design 
capacities. 

The N120 will be offered with a bulb and will be tank tested at the 
University of British Columbia’s world-class facility. 

The yacht will be sea-trialed and commissioned at the factory in 
the presence of its owners’ crew, who will then deliver it on its own 
bottom at a cruising speed of about 12 knots. Since the use of outside 

interior designers and the process for ABS certification adds time, 
build time will be 14 to 16 months. Nordhavn 120 Hull #1, which will 
take 30 months to complete, is expected to launch in 2009.

As for what the future holds, PAE will do what it has always done, 
create yachts that consumers desire. If customers want 150- or 200-
foot Nordhavns, PAE will design and build them.  However, buyers 
of smaller Nordhavns need not be concerned—they will continue to 
be the core of PAE’s business. PAE is making significant investments 
in the people and facilities necessary to maintain and expand this all-
important market segment.   

Currently two-thirds of sales are to North American customers, 
but there is huge potential in other parts of the world, many of them 
not so obvious. For example, big Nordhavns are now being pur-
chased by customers in Russia.

This yacht—the largest and most luxurious Nordhavn to date—
heralds PAE’s push into a new market space. And it marks yet another 
milestone in PAE’s progress toward being the world’s pre-eminent 
producer of luxury trawler yachts.  iii
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. . . the wheel will be used rarely, if at all, for this yacht will be driven 
by electronic controls and/or joysticks. . .‘‘
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Nordhavn 35
LOA 35 ft 4.75 in/10.79 m

LWL 33 ft 4 in/10.16 m

BeAm   13 ft 2 in/4.01 m

DrAft    3 ft 9 in/1.14 m

DispLAcement 23,000 lb/8.58 t

D/L 270

cp 0.64

A/B rAtiO 2.3:1

engine Yanmar 6LYA STE

HOrsepOWer 370

fueL 590 gal/2,233 l

cruising speeD

(s/L 1.2) 9 knots

rAnge At

cruising speeD 1,600 nm

YeArs prODuceD 2000-2004 

numBer LAuncHeD 23
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The increasing demands of today’s busy 
lifestyles have brought a growing popu-
larity of trawler-styled yachts that reach 
speeds in the 10-to 13-knot range, so PAE 
introduced the Nordhavn 35 Coastal Pilot. 
However, PAE raised the bar for seakeep-
ing performance of today’s moderately fast 
coastal passagemakers with production 
of the 35, which is unlike other current-
ly available semi-displacement boats. The 
only limitation of this vessel is the result 
of its fuel-carrying capacity (a still gener-
ous 590 gallons), not its ability to handle 
rough seas and heavy winds.

The 35 was designed to provide two 
people with comfortable, spacious ac-
commodations, since in reality most pas-
sagemakers are run by a couple with only 
occasional overnight guests. 

One large, private stateroom; one 
household-sized head with a stall shower; 
a workable, fully equipped galley; a spa-
cious saloon with a dining table for four; 
and a helm seat built for two are the high-
lights of the 35’s inviting interior. This 
boat is at once friendly, cozy and ser-
ious in purpose. To sailors used to being 

who have spent a good part of their lives 
at sea.

Realizing that the majority of today’s 
cruising is done well within 300 to 400 
miles of fuel stops, the 35 has a range of 
400 nautical miles at its top speed and 
a range of over 900 miles at a comfort-
able eight knots. Throttle back to seven 
knots, and the range climbs to over 2,000 
miles, giving her owner a wide variety of 
options. When threatening weather or 
time deadlines require a quick transit, 
the 35 can get up and go. When sea con-
ditions dictate slowing down or schedules 
allow, the 590-gallon fuel capacity will pro-
vide ranges approaching that of her full-
displacement sister ships.

With an overall height from keel to 
cabin of less than 13 feet 6 inches, she 
can be cost-effectively moved over land, 
so a summer cruise to Glacier Bay, Alaska, 
can be followed by a winter spent explor-
ing the Bahamas.

With the 35 Coastal Pilot, PAE’s passion 
for building exceptionally seaworthy ves-
sels is brought to the world of semi-displace-
ment, moderately fast motor yachts.

“below,” it is spacious, airy and full of nat-
ural light. To those familiar with the ubi-
quitous “teaky trawlers,” it represents a 
refreshing approach that combines low 
maintenance practicalities with the ro-
mance of salty, work boat esthetics. Like 
all Nordhavns, the 35 is a perfect balance 
of form and function designed by those 
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Nordhavn 40
LOA 39 ft 9 in/12.12 m

LWL 35 ft 5 in /10.8 m

BeAm 14 ft 6 in/4.42 m

DrAft 4 ft 9 in/1.45 m

DispLAcement 50,000 lb/ 22.68t

D/L 380

cp .60

A/B rAtiO 2.3:1

engine Lugger L1066T

HOrsepOWer 165

fueL 920 gal/3,483 l

cruising speeD 7.5 knots

rAnge At 

cruising speeD 2,500 nm

YeAr intrODuceD 1998 n40, 2004 n40/ii

numBer LAuncHeD 45 n40; 16 n40/ii

With 45 hulls sold, the Nordhavn 40 es-
tablished herself as the most capable ship 
of her size with both a circumnavigation 
and an Atlantic crossing under her belt. 
From the start she turned the heads of 
many with her impressive range and sea-
kindliness, but the minds at PAE set out 
to refine her and keep her at the top of 
her game. 

By moving the molds from the Pacific 
Seacraft factory in California to the South 
Coast yard in China, it not only allowed the 
company to moderate costs, it raised the 
level of fit and finish in keeping with the 
rest of the Nordhavn line.

The 40 is set up as the ideal couple’s 
cruiser, capable of taking her owners and 
two guests around the world safely, eco-
nomically and comfortably. An owner’s 
stateroom forward with queen berth and 
guest stateroom to port, head with stan-
dup shower, comfortable saloon and 
surprisingly roomy pilothouse with off-
watch berth offer enough space that pas-
sengers don’t feel cramped on extended 
voyages. 

Inspired by salty commercial fishing 

More important than her range is her 
impressive seakeeping ability. This stout, 
tough ship is designed to punch through 
heavy head seas without hesitation and to 
track down swell as if on rails. Her high 
bow provides extraordinary buoyancy and 
contributes to her dry ride. Beneath the 
surface her forefoot of moderate depth 
eliminates pounding and helps provide 
a smooth, gentle motion. Her long keel 
with a large, protected rudder keeps her 
going exactly where she’s pointed.

The 40/II is essentially the same boat 
as the Mark 1 version, but now standard 
are granite countertops in the head and 
galley, higher quality teak with enough var-
nish to fill the grain resulting in a perfect 
finish, a superior class of exterior stainless 
including a new stainless rub rail, and a re-
designed hull/deck joint that accomplish-
es a precision fit. 

Upon inspection, the most obvious 
change is with the pilothouse and saloon 
windows which were enlarged and fitted 
with tempered glass three-eighths of an 
inch thick for more visibility, more light 
and more durability.

vessels, the Nordhavn 40’s modest size 
does not limit her incredible, nonstop 
cruising range. Thanks to a highly effi-
cient, full-displacement hull design and 
a fuel capacity of over 900 gallons, a heav-
ily loaded N40 ready for ocean crossing 
will cover more than 2,400 nautical miles 
at seven knots.
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When Pae took their Nordhavn 40 
around the world, they wanted to prove 
the seakeeping abilities of the boat, while 
at the same time explore ways to refine 
all the designs in the line. From that mo-
mentous journey, they applied their re-
search to the Nordhavn 43 and turned out 
a full-displacement passagemaker that in-
corporates the popular features of larger 
Nordhavns in a smaller, less-expensive 
vessel designed for easy handling. 

Crew comfort, whether on deck or 
below, is one of the most important and 
often-overlooked facets of long-range cruis-
ing. Paying special attention to modifica-
tions that make onboard living pleasant in 
any climate, key accommodations on the 
Nordhavn 43 have been moved out of the 
places where pitching and noise are at their 
most extreme. Hence, the owner’s cabin 
is amidships and guest accommodations 
fairly far aft. A second guest head and stall 
shower are located all the way forward. 

The huge wheelhouse allows adequate 
space for a large helm chair and a 6-foot 
4-inch settee and pilot berth. The spacious 
saloon settees not only provide comfortable 
lounging space for up to eight people, they 
also can be used as extra berths.

to 10 feet 6 inches with additional room 
for kayaks or water toys. And for the most 
serious cruises, an additional five-cubic-
foot, top-loading freezer is included op-
posite the galley. 

Despite the roominess on board, the 43 
is meant to be easily handled by a cruising 
couple alone. On-deck features typical of 
the Nordhavn line have been added with 
long-range, short-handed cruising in mind 
such as the raised anchoring platform with 
a Maxwell 3500 windlass and a heavy-duty 
double bow roller. Integral deck storage 
boxes are molded-in forward of the Portu-
guese bridge. An 18-inch-wide starboard 
side deck allows exterior access from the 
cockpit to the Portuguese bridge. 

The 43 offers great range by delivering 
1,200 gallons of fuel from molded fiber-
glass fuel tanks to a central supply reservoir. 
The venerable Lugger L1066T powering 
the Nordhavn 43 has been fitted with a 
ZF W220 transmission in a reduction gear 
of 3.96 to 1 that spins a two-and-a-quarter 
inch Aquamet shaft and 34-inch propeller. 
That reduction significantly increases ef-
ficiency and reduces noise. At a cruising 
speed of 7.8 knots, the Nordhavn 43 has a 
range of 2,800 nautical miles.

In addition to ample quarters for a 
number of guests, the Nordhavn 43 is out-
fitted with enough storage space to stow 
away provisions needed for long journeys. 
Beneath the pilothouse settee are full-size 
chart drawers and added storage space. 
Locker space abounds in the galley and 
beneath the port and starboard settees in 
the saloon is space for months of supplies. 
The boat deck accommodates tenders up 

Nordhavn 43
LOA 43 ft/13.1 m

LWL 38 ft 4 in/11.68 m

BeAm 14 ft 10 in/4.52 m

DrAft 4 ft 11 in/1.50 m

DispLAcement 54,540 lb/24.74t

D/L 425

cp .59

A/B rAtiO 1.875

engine Lugger L1066T

HOrsepOWer 165

fueL 1,200 gal/4,542 l

cruising speeD

(s/L 1.12) 7.8 knots

rAnge At 

cruising speeD 2,800 nm

YeAr intrODuceD 2004

numBer LAuncHeD 30
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From the very beginning, the Nordhavn 
46 has stood out from all other “trawler 
yachts.” There was nothing on the market 
that could compare with its offshore abil-
ity, economical operation and luxurious 
accommodations. After a production run 
of over 10 years, the Nordhavn 46 has con-
tinued its position of prominence. 

In early 2007, an N46 became the first 
Nordhavn—and one of only a few produc-
tion powerboats—to round Cape Horn. 
Such journeys like this grew to be com-
monplace for Nordhavn 46s, and as their 
owners cruised the world they became a 
source of inspiration for hundreds of in-
novative refinements to the model. In-
terior layout details were finessed to 
increase the boat’s level of comfort and 
convenience.

Superior systems were developed and 
engineered for improved dependability 
and performance. Later models bene-
fited from new materials like fiberglass 
fuel tanks, vinylester resins and Divinicell 
cores used to increase life expectancy of 
components. Engine room sound insula-
tion materials were upgraded; new, quiet-
er mufflers were used; and even engine 
air intakes were designed to be quieter. 

Nordhavn 46’s electrical system under-
went a series of upgrades. All wiring is done 
with fully tinned, marine grade wire, and 
an easy-to-see, custom designed AC/DC 
distribution panel is installed in the wheel-
house. A heavy-duty inverter system is now 
standard, as is a foolproof charging system 
for all battery banks.

All windows are extra heavy, tempered 
glass, and all window and door frames are 
built to withstand boarding seas. Non-skid 
steps with night lighting add a nice touch, 
and rounded corners on furniture and 
cabinets show extra thought. The wheel-
house is located where sea motion is 
minimized, its wrap-around windows and 
angled equipment console providing ex-
cellent visibility for driving the boat.

Overall, the Nordhavn’s interior strikes 
a fine balance between luxury and func-
tionality. Two staterooms, two heads, a spa-
cious galley and lots of storage provide 
ideal accommodations for overnight cruis-
es and beyond. The 46’s engine room is de-
signed to encourage routine maintenance 
and frequent inspection of machinery and 
systems. Neat, organized, well lighted and 
with room to work, it provides a safe, wel-
coming environment.

The dry exhaust system was suspended 
to mechanically isolate it from the rest of 
the boat, and by extending it to the top 
of the mast, the exhaust became quieter 
and cleaner. Fine-tuning the prop specifi-
cations resulted in a more efficient, quiet-
er ride at all speeds.

And because today’s modern cruising 
vessel depends more and more on elec-
trical accessories and appliances, the 

Nordhavn 46
LOA 45 ft 9 in/13.94 m

LWL 38 ft 4 in/11.68 m

BeAm 15 ft 5 in/4.70 m

DrAft 5 ft 5 in/1.65 m

DispLAcement 60,000 lb/27.22 t

D/L 383

cp 0.63

A/B rAtiO 2.3:1

engine Lugger L-688d

HOrsepOWer 105

fueL 1,000 gal/3,785 l

cruising speeD 

(s/L 1.2) 7.4 knots

rAnge At 

cruising speeD 2,800 nm est

YeArs prODuceD 1989-2004

numBer LAuncHeD 82
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The Nordhavn 47 was inspired by the 
success of the N40’s celebrated Around 
The World Voyage and has since made 
some impressive ocean passages herself 
with two 47s having crossed the Atlantic 
and Pacific oceans.

The Nordhavn 47 reflects PAE’s latest 
thinking in hull form, construction details 
and interior space planning. Cruising effi-
ciently at eight to nine knots, she has a range 
of over 3,000 nautical miles. At full load, 
this rugged ship displaces 85,000 pounds 
and will carry enough stores, water and fuel 
for weeks of self-sufficient cruising.

At first glance, the Nordhavn 47 is a very 
large 47-foot boat, and with her high bow 
and broad beam, she dwarfs 60-footers 
berthed next to her. This proud bow, rem-
iniscent of West Coast fishing trawlers, will 
punch through heavy head seas with a re-
serve buoyancy that builds confidence in 
even inexperienced captains. Her stout 
construction, heavy-duty hardware, com-
mercial grade machinery and ship-like 
design all work in perfect harmony to create 
an extraordinary vessel that can take her 
owners anywhere in safety and comfort.

Throughout this roomy boat, there is 6 

and the new stuff doesn’t fit the old holes, 
a new face panel can be made inexpensive-
ly and simply dropped into place.

The main saloon has two seating areas, 
each of which can become an overnight 
berth. A heavy-duty Dutch door opens 
to the aft cockpit, creating an expanded 
living area in fair weather. The galley was 
designed to rival the finest homes’ gour-
met kitchens with top-of-the-line appli-
ances and granite countertops.

The standard layout features two large 
staterooms and two heads. The owner’s 
room is amidships, where the least pitch-
ing motion is experienced and where 
anchor chain noise is at a minimum. 
The guest stateroom is so spacious and 
comfortable, it is often mistaken for the 
owner’s room. With a double berth to 
port and a full sized desk to starboard, it 
can serve many needs.

A honeycomb material called Nidacore 
is used in bulkheads and deck beams to 
help make machinery noise barely notice-
able. The N47’s walk-in, stand-up engine 
room is so well organized, bright and un-
cluttered, that doing routine maintenance 
is a pleasant experience, not a chore.

feet 6  inches of headroom or more. Even 
the engine room has 6 feet 2 inches of 
headroom. With a beam of 16 feet, her in-
terior volume is enormous. The spectacu-
lar pilothouse is large enough to host six 
people, and it has its own wet locker. There 
is room for a comfortable helm chair. Ex-
cellent design has gone into the electron-
ics panel. If the instrumentation changes 

Nordhavn 47
LOA 51 ft 0 in/15.54 m

LWL 43 ft 4 in/13.21 m

BeAm 16 ft 1 in/4.90 m

DrAft 5 ft 11 in/1.80 m

DispLAcement 85,000 lb/38.56 t

D/L 450

cp 0.61

AB/ rAtiO 2.5:1

engine Lugger L1066T.2

HOrsepOWer 173

fueL 1,480 gal/5,602 l

cruising speeD

(s/L 1.2) 8 knots

rAnge At 

cruising speeD 3,000 nm est

YeAr intrODuceD 2002

numBer LAuncHeD 49
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The Nordhavn 50 fuses a unique blend 
of seakeeping ability, surprising per-
formance and modern styling. And in 
doing so, she represents the best of both 
boating worlds. Designed for bluewater 
voyaging off soundings, she is equally at 
home moored in the world’s most glam-
orous harbor or tied up at one’s favor-
ite yacht club.

The Nordhavn 50 offers several different 
layouts. The main saloon comes in a stan-
dard or asymmetric wide-body version, the 
latter offering more interior room. Plans 
show a portside galley on the saloon level 
and a spacious amidships master state-
room with private head on the lower level 
beneath the pilothouse. This location 
offers the best motion in a seaway. Going 
forward, the owner can specify either one 
or two staterooms.

A spacious, well-equipped galley fea-
tures a separate refrigerator and freezer, 
a trash compactor and abundant storage 
and counter space.

The Nordhavn 50 has a pilothouse that 
serves as an all-weather command cen-
ter—a focal point for navigation, com-
munications, maneuvering and operations 

components, as well as ship systems mon-
itors and controls, can be mounted on the 
console in logical layouts for efficient use. 
An uncluttered charting area adjoining 
the helm keeps vital charts close at hand, 
and an L-shaped seating area is ideal for 
the off-watch guests.

With approximately five feet of head-
room on both sides of the main power 
plant, the Nordhavn 50 engine compart-
ment is where a captain doesn’t mind 
spending time. An optional, auxiliary “get-
home” diesel engine is available in case it’s 
ever needed. 

Fuel tanks are individually-molded, 
heavy-duty fiberglass units which are then 
glassed into the vessel, creating added 
structural integrity. Fiberglass tanks will 
also last far longer than metal tanks. Huge 
inspection plates encourage periodic 
cleaning, and large baffles reduce slosh-
ing of fuel while at sea. A simple-to-use fuel 
management system takes the guesswork 
out of which tank is being used and per-
mits on-the-run fuel filter changing. Well 
insulated, the loudest sounds one hears 
on a Nordhavn 50 are often nothing more 
than wind and water.

oversight. Protected from the weather by 
half-inch tempered glass windows, the 
Nordhavn 50 skipper has a virtually un-
interrupted view of the waters all around 
the vessel. Heavy fiberglass doors on both 
sides allow quick access to the Portuguese 
bridge or the side decks for a quick trip to 
the aft cockpit. A wide selection of flush-
mount navigation and communications 

Nordhavn 50
 LOA 51 ft 2 in /15.60 m

LWL 44 ft 2 in/13.46 m

BeAm 16 ft 0 in /4.88 m

DrAft 5 ft 8 in/1.73 m

DispLAcement 80,000 lb/36.29 t

D/L 290

cp 0.63

A/B rAtiO 2.1:1

engine Lugger L-6108A

HOrsepOWer 300

fueL 1,320 gal/4,997 l

cruising speeD

 (s/L 1.2) 8 knots

rAnge At 

cruising speeD 2,800 nm est

YeArs prODuceD 1996-2005

numBer LAuncHeD 29
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as the marketplace began dictating a 
need for enhanced styling and interior 
accommodations, PAE responded by de-
signing their newest models with a focus 
on living space and creature-comfort fea-
tures. Setting out to build a yacht that 
provided such luxuries without sacrifi-
cing offshore capabilities, PAE achieved 
their goal with the Nordhavn 55, which 
offers the interior room of many well-ap-
pointed 60-plus footers yet has the abil-
ity to cross oceans and take her owners to 
the far corners of the globe.

The Nordhavn 55’s spacious interior 
is courtesy of an asymmetrical layout. 
Outside, the wide side deck to starboard 
still allows for trouble-free handling, and 
inside a large main saloon and galley give 
the feel of a much larger ship. One of 
the Nordhavn 55’s greatest attributes 
is its mostly unilateral design. Just one 
step separates the saloon from the galley 
and sleeping quarters. The owner’s state-
room—located amidships where motion 
is least objectionable—comes equipped 
with a queen-size, walk-around berth, two 

commercial-like pilothouse is simplified 
with controls and electronics within easy 
reach of the comfortable helm chair. On 
long passages, the off-watch crew can rest 
in the pilothouse’s private stateroom com-
plete with double-sized berth and head.

The lavish and relaxing setting is wel-
come even more during extended cruises. 
A range of 3,000 nautical miles at a com-
fortable 8.5 knots allows plenty of time 
to settle in with a good book or favor-
ite DVD. The Nordhavn 55’s waterline 
is slightly more than 50 feet, and under 
full load conditions she has an efficient 
hull speed of 9.5 knots and a 1,500-naut-
ical mile range.

Meanwhile, seakeeping abilities are 
optimum thanks to the relatively high 
bow and freeboard which provide extra 
buoyancy and protection against blue-
water taken on during rougher condi-
tions. It’s no wonder the Nordhavn 55, 
which earned PAE its most spectacu-
lar launch with 23 orders taken sight 
unseen, remains its most popular model 
to this day.

hanging lockers and a spacious head with 
shower/bathtub. Roomy guest quarters 
with ensuite head and a separate office 
(or third stateroom) are accessed either 
through the master or via a staircase lead-
ing from the pilothouse.

Operating the Nordhavn 55 from her 

Nordhavn 55
LOA 59 ft /17.98 m

LWL 50 ft 1 in /15.27 m

BeAm 18 ft/5.49 m

DrAft 6 ft 4 in/1.93 m

DispLAcement 124,500 lb/56.6 t (full load)

D/L 441

cp .56 

A/B rAtiO 2.47

engine John deere 6081Afm

HOrsepOWer 330 

fueL 2,250 gal/8,517 l

cruising speeD 8.5 knots

rAnge At

cruising speeD 2,761 nm

YeAr intrODuceD 2005

numBer LAuncHeD 27
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While many bluewater purists have 
become enamored by the unique com-
mercial-looking appearance of both the 
Nordhavn 46 and 62, PAE recognized a 
demand for a more contemporary styled 
yacht. The Nordhavn 57 was born, creating 
a state-of-the-art passagemaker with lines 
that will grace the world’s finest marinas 
and yacht clubs. 

And ever since the Nordhavn Atlan-
tic Rally in 2004, the Nordhavn 57 has 
experienced a bit of a resurgence with 
Europeans falling in love with the mod-
ern-looking Nordhavn at first sight. With 
a range of over 3,000 nautical miles, the 
57 is designed to take her owner and crew 
wherever they desire in style. Beautifully 
handcrafted, her modern, contemporary 
look provides spacious, luxurious accom-
modations, yet she maintains a sense of ser-
ious determination that will endear her to 
the most salty traditionalist.

Thanks to extraordinary attention to 
hull design and a commitment to exten-
sive tank testing, the Nordhavn 57 has ex-
ceeded PAE’s expectations for speed and 
efficiency. A close look at its wide range of 
cruising speeds, coupled with its efficient 
fuel burning rate, will clearly demonstrate 

and settee that seats five faces an entertain-
ment center, and two large chairs provide 
additional  comfortable seating. Alternate 
plans with a second settee are available. 
The adjacent location of the large, fully 
equipped galley is convenient for entertain-
ing. Several galley layouts are available.

Access to three staterooms is through a 
stairway from the wheelhouse. The stan-
dard layout includes two staterooms with 
double berths and a third stateroom with 
upper and lower berths. The master state-
room is located amidships and includes a 
private head with separate shower. The for-
ward staterooms share another large head 
with separate stall shower.

Luxury and offshore capability are two 
qualities that stand out on the Nordhavn 
57. From her custom designed electric-
al system to the roomy 5-foot-6 engine 
room to her reliable hydraulic system 
for running stabilizers, bow thrusters, 
davits and windlasses, the Nordhavn 57 
is a large, magnificent yacht that can be 
run and managed by a couple. She can 
take her owners anywhere in the world, 
providing them with luxury and comfort 
for weeks and even months without land-
based support.

that this boat is the embodiment of today’s 
modern long-distance cruiser.

PAE has raised the bar of luxury with its 
interior design of the 57. Because it incor-
porates a greater beam/length ratio, an 
increased volume in its hull sections and 
carries its beam farther aft than other de-
signs, the 57 offers a significant increase 
in interior space.

The main saloon is available with a num-
ber of layouts. Typically, a large dining table 

Nordhavn 57
LOA 60 ft 7 in/18.46 m

LWL 53 ft 3 in/16.23 m

BeAm 17 ft 7 in/5.36 m

DrAft 6 ft 8 in/2.03 m

DispLAcement 122,000 lb/55.34 t

D/L 320

cp 0.65

A/B rAtiO 2.1:1

engine Lugger L-6125A

HOrsepOWer 325

fueL 2,000 gal/7,571 l

cruising speeD 8.5 knots

rAnge At

cruising speeD 3,000 nm est

YeAr intrODuceD 1996

numBer LAuncHeD 40
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The Nordhavn 62 has been described by 
experts as “the finest ocean-going luxury 
yacht ever produced under 70 feet.” And 
she is truly Nordhavn’s venerable model, 
still going strong today. Despite being the 
second Nordhavn design ever introduced, 
orders continue to be taken for her. Enjoy-
ing the benefits of a decade-long evolution, 
the 62 has matured into a proven, timeless 
passagemaker that has achieved an impres-
sive record of successful ocean voyages. 
Capable of cruising nonstop in excess of 
3,000 nautical miles at nine knots, it is a 
vessel designed to take her owners around 
the world in comfort, style and safety.

Compared to large, semi-displacement 
motor yachts with huge horsepower re-
quirements and complex systems that 
need constant attention, the Nordhavn 62 
gives her owners the freedom to go where 
and when they choose without the need 
of a support crew. And compared to even 
the most luxurious sailboats, the 62 will 
enable the captain and his guests to enjoy 
their journey in total comfort, even during 
less-than-ideal conditions.

PAE offers a number of layout arrange-
ments which have proven to be extremely 
functional for live-aboard use and extended 

family and guests. No two Nordhavn 62 
interiors are alike, and most owners pro-
vide extensive input into the layout, fur-
nishings and details of their yacht.

One of the more popular engines for 
the 62 has been Lugger’s L-1267A, deliv-
ering 340 continuous horsepower. Built to 
run days on end, this engine is perfectly 
suited to the Nordhavn 62, which has the 
capacity to run 15 continuous days and 
nights with its standard fuel supply. Cater-
pillar, Cummins, John Deere and Mann 
engines have also been successfully in-
stalled in the Nordhavn 62.

While the Nordhavn 62 is a sophisticat-
ed ship designed to provide all the com-
forts of home, every effort has been made 
to keep the electrical and mechanical sys-
tems as simple as possible and to provide 
backup systems where required.

Since each Nordhavn 62 is built to the 
owner’s specifications, there is abundant 
flexibility in choosing equipment and 
accessories. The PAE staff knows how to 
design systems and knows what equipment 
works best. With this experience, they will 
help to personally customize each individ-
ual boat and turn dreams of Nordhavns 
into reality.

cruising. In addition, the PAE design team 
will often work closely with the client in cus-
tomizing the interior to suit the owner’s 
particular needs. A typical layout includes 
a large master stateroom, two guest state-
rooms, plus one or more staterooms for 
captain and crew. Because the 62 is an in-
herently self-sufficient ship designed for 
short-handed voyaging, most owners run 
their own ship, leaving more room for 

Nordhavn 62
LOA 66 ft 6 in/20.27 m

LWL 65 ft 0 in/19.81 m

BeAm 19 ft 4 in/5.89 m

DrAft 6 ft 0 in/1.83 m

DispLAcement 155,000 lb/70.31 t

D/L 265

cp 0.60

A/B rAtiO 2.0:1

engine Lugger L-1276A

HOrsepOWer 340

fueL 2,652 gal/10,039 l

cruising speeD

(s/L 1.2) 9 knots

rAnge At

cruising speeD 3,000 nm est

YeAr intrODuceD 1992

numBer LAuncHeD 36
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For almost 10 years, the flagship of the 
Nordhavn line remained the revered 62 
with its rugged looks and standout perform-
ance. But it became apparent that—for 
existing Nordhavn owners and some new 
to the brand alike—there was a legitimate 
need for a bigger, more luxurious yacht. 

The simple goal was not to merely extend 
the length of the then-flagship, but rather 
to create a small superyacht: true to the 
rugged ocean-going heritage of other 
Nordhavns while at once stunning in her 
elegance, beauty, fit and finish, systems and 
engineering. The lines for the Nordhavn 
72 were drawn and it became immediate-
ly evident that the boat would take PAE to 
the next level. The stylish interior is replete 
with crown moldings, granite, leather, well-
engineered lighting, soffets, flat screens, 
sound systems, the finest appliances, exquis-
ite woodworking and the like. At the same 
time, the fundamental lineage of Nordhavn 
is not forgotten. There are numerous hand-
rails, half-inch tempered glass windows, 
dogged doors, watertight bulkheads and 
the many other features which are essen-
tial for safe operation offshore.

The Nordhavn 72 is available in 

like chilled water air conditioning, TRAC 
stabilizers, bow and stern thrusters, Mar-
Quipt davit, wing engine, dry exhaust, 
two inverters, 20 batteries, windlass and 
ground tackle are standard.

Upon seeing this spectacular vessel, it’s 
no surprise that 18 months were spent in 
the tooling and mold-building phase of 
this project alone. Hundreds of large and 
small highly polished molds were required 
to build the 72 in gleaming gelcoat-fin-
ished GRP (fiberglass) construction. In 
fact, recognizing the complexity of this 
design, a 50,000-square-foot factory annex 
was built solely for the purpose of produ-
cing these boats, and more recently it has 
been used to build the N76.

Climbing on board the Nordhavn 72, 
the fit and finish and refined ergonomics 
are at once appreciated. While under way, 
the boat offers a smooth ride, low noise 
levels, seakindliness and comfort. Despite 
the Nordhavn 72’s label as a “production 
boat,” it can still be very much customized 
with décor, equipment and features. No 
two N72s will be alike, but all share the 
same quality, seaworthiness, factory sup-
port and excellent resale value.

numerous configurations, as a single- or 
twin-engine model and with either a con-
ventional or bulbous bow, so a buyer has 
lots of choices to consider when putting 
together their ideal boat.

However, the standard equipment list 
for the Nordhavn 72 is so complete that 
it eliminates countless hours of deciding 
what options to include. There is no regu-
lar options list provided because features 

Nordhavn 72
LOA 73 ft 8 in/22.45 m

LWL 65 ft/19.81 m

BeAm 21 ft/6.40 m

DrAft 7 ft 6 in/2.29 m

DispLAcement 240,000 lb/108.86 t

D/L 325

cp .58

A/B rAtiO 2.1:1

engine detroit diesel Series 60 14L

HOrsepOWer 535

fueL 4,100 gal/15,520 l

cruising speeD 10 knots

rAnge At

cruising speeD 3,000 nm

YeAr intrODuceD 2004

numBer LAuncHeD 3
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www.nordhAvn.com/72/ovErviEwSmALL SupErYAchT
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With popularity of the “northwest trawler”-
style boat on the rise, PAE set out to create 
a new, big modern passagemaker that fused 
a salty look with the advanced systems of the 
latest Nordhavns. The result was the Nord-
havn 76: developed for those yachtsmen who 
want an aft pilothouse boat that carries its 
shore boats on the foredeck. This setup also 
allows room for the crane enabling shore 
boats to be launched off either the port or 
starboard side. Based on the hull form and 
specifications of the N72, the simple goal of 
this new model was to create a small super-
yacht which was true to the rugged ocean-
going heritage of other Nordhavns while at 
the same time stunning in her elegance, fit 
and finish, systems and engineering.

Inside, an interior decorator was com-
missioned to up the degree of style most 
megayachts are known for—including 
crown moldings, granite, leather, well-
engineered lighting, and the finest appli-
ances. Though a little more glitzy, there’s 
no denying that a Nordhavn exists at the 
heart of this boat with its numerous hand-
rails, half-inch tempered glass windows, 
watertight doors and bulkheads and many 
other features essential for safe operation 

electrical systems on the N76 achieve a 
new level of sophistication for Nordhavn 
and allow for semi-automatic operation of 
this feature-packed vessel by a small crew 
or even one couple.

Available with or without a bulb and as a 
twin or single-engine boat, the staff at PAE 
will work with the buyer to decide which con-
figuration is right for them. The standard 
engine—whether one or two of them—is 
the Detroit Diesel series 60 in the 535HP 
configuration with its 25,000-hour life ex-
pectancy. Dry exhaust and keel cooling are 
standard as is the Lugger 668 wing engine.

Unlike other semi-custom yachts out 
there, the Nordhavn 76 is fundamental-
ly a production boat built in molds on an 
established production schedule.  And, 
in fact, the boat is so complete, a regular 
options list does not exist. Standard on 
the 76 is chilled water air conditioning, 
TRAC stabilizers, bow and stern thrust-
ers, MarQuipt davit, wing engine, dry ex-
haust, two inverters, 20 batteries, windlass 
and ground tackle, and a lot more. Simply 
add your electronics package, tenders on 
deck, and personal effects and you’re 
ready to go.

offshore. A huge saloon and galley, three 
staterooms, separate crew quarters, sep-
arate off-watch quarters and five heads 
make this boat ideal for an owner with a 
large family or one who enjoys entertain-
ing many friends at sea. 

While clearly a boat that will most likely 
be hosting lots of people, operation of the 
boat doesn’t require an entire staff. The 
highly developed standard AC and DC 

Nordhavn 76
LOA 78 ft 3 in/23.85 m

LWL 69 ft/21.03 m

BeAm 21 ft/6.40 m

DrAft 7 ft 8 in/2.34 m

DispLAcement 252,000 lb/114.31 t

D/L 313

cp .58

A/B rAtiO 2.1:1

engine detroit diesel Series 60 14L

HOrsepOWer 535

fueL 4,030 gal/15,255 l

cruising speeD: 10 knots

rAnge At

cruising speeD: 3,200 nm

YeAr intrODuceD: 2006

numBer LAuncHeD 6

buyer’s
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NordhavN 76

www.nordhAvn.com/76/ovErviEwSALTY YET ELEgAnT

Due to the semi-custom 
nature of its trawler yachts, 
pacific Asian enterprises 
prefers to discuss options, 
equipment selection and 
pricing on a one-on-one 
basis. using the directory 
on page 207, please 
contact the nearest pAe 
sales office or visit 
www.nordhavn.com.



Adjustable cut in pressure
Operates on 12 or 24VDC

Under voltage protection
Anti-flooding protection

Variable Speed

Adjustable power setting
Over voltage protection
Over current protection
Dry run protection
Rotating bracket

ADVANCED FEATURES

TM

12-24 VDC Water Pressure System
PATENTed

Max Pressure          
Max Flow      
Suction/Discharge                   

67 PSI (4.5 bar)
10 GPM (38 lpm)
3/4” FPT (Metric 
adapter Availible)

SPECIFICATIONS

WWW.HEADHUNTERINC.COM

R

All Royal Flush Toilets are built 
around a simple, no nonsense, 
water jet macerator. Every Royal 
Flush toilet is designed, 
manufactured and tested to provide 
years of trouble free service, and 
includes our unmatched five year 
warranty.

*Salt Water Version Availible

The Stingray Saltwater Pressure System is 
designed specifically for continuous duty in the 
harsh marine environment, and is the perfect 
solution for saltwater toilet flushing, live bait 
wells, aquaculture, and anywhere else high 
flow/pressure salt or fresh water is needed.

Blast into the future with the advanced 
technology of the new X-Caliber DC water 
pressure system. The stealthy X-Caliber 
delivers high performance water pressure 
that will invigorate showers, and 
dramatically improve overall water 
pressure system capability.SUPERBOWL NEOCLASSIC

3380 SW 11th AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33315
ph: (954) 581-6996
fax: (954) 587-0403

The Mach 5 water pressur 
system incorporates a 
state-of-the-art multistage 
impeller system driven by a 
super-efficient water-cooled 
motor to generate up to 20 
gallons per minute, 
instantaneously, on demand, 
and in virtual silence. 
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Let’s face it: a private yacht of any size is an out-and-out 
luxury and few are bought because they make good investments. 
Like it or not, the truth is that privately-owned yachts are depreci-
ating assets—a year from now just about every one afloat will be 
worth less money than it is today. With that in mind, is it possible 
to find value in a cruising motor yacht?

As the owner of a new Nordhavn, my answer is an unquali-
fied yes.

It’s natural to think of value in purely financial terms, but in 
reality value encompasses more than the price of a yacht so let’s 
begin by defining what we mean by value in a yacht. Two ways to 
consider the value of a yacht are:
•	 What	can	it	be	bought	or	sold	for?
•	 Of	what	use	or	importance	is	it	to	its	owners?

Let’s start with the financial side.
First, let’s make certain not to confuse price and value because 

a low price does not necessarily mean good value. The market 
is full of low-priced  yachts, used and new, but few represent real 
value. Let’s take a look at what goes into value in a yacht.

Since we’ve established that a privately-owned yacht is always 
depreciating, it’s easy to conclude that yacht ownership is with-
out value, or carries negative value. That’s the half-empty view. 
My half-full way of looking at it, however, is this: everything is rela-
tive, so if my yacht is depreciating less than a competing or sim-
ilar yacht, in one way that represents better value.

A savvy owner seeks ways to maximize the value of his invest-
ment, even when he knows it’s depreciating. That leads to one of 
the central questions in considering financial value: how to de-
termine which yachts will depreciate faster or more slowly.

Value and Brand
When it comes to yachts in today’s market, separating value from 
brand is all but impossible. Buying what the market considers 
a good brand is usually step one on the path to true value in a 
yacht. Buying something less is almost always a giant step in the 
other direction.

Regardless of their longevity, all of today’s top yacht brands 
have one thing in common: they have been built over a period 
of a decade or more and they connote the quality of the yachts 
that wear the brand. A buyer should expect to pay more up front 
to acquire a yacht with a top brand, new or used, than to acquire 
a lesser yacht.

The payback comes over the course of ownership and at resale 
time. The record shows that serious problems with top brand 
yachts usually occur far less frequently, and when they do, the 
company can lend a hand. That’s one reason resale history shows 
that quality brand yachts tend to hold their value better.

 Yacht buyers most at risk today are those who succumb to the 
compelling image of an effortless journey to ownership created 
by designers and builders of custom yachts. In truth, it’s a long 
road between the preliminary designs and the final delivery of 
a fully functioning yacht. The road is full of potholes and other 
surprises, and it’s fraught with danger for a first-time buyer. Even 
experienced buyers can be had. 

Anyone ordering a new yacht needs to feel a certain level of 
comfort with the company designing, engineering, and build-
ing the yacht, something easy to do with Pacific Asian Enter-
prises Inc. (PAE). 

“PAE is in the sweet spot with age, wisdom and experience—a 
healthy company without turmoil or change or weird stuff going 
on,” PAE president Dan Streech says. “A guy comes in to buy a 
new boat and he can get competent service, safe and well-proven 
design work, and good engineering. But his money is safe.”

“The bitter taste of poor quality remains long after 
the sweetness of low price is forgotten.” –AnOnymOus

Pricing value
Is it possible to find value in a trawler yacht? Most definitely, 
insists Senior Contributing Editor Milt Baker, who has owned 
and cruised seven yachts under 50 feet over the past thirty-
some years, the latest Nordhavn 47 #32
By Milt Baker
 Senior contributing editor

buyer’s guide
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Smart buyers do their own due diligence 
on companies building yachts, checking fi-
nancial strength and talking with owners 
who have had boats built by the company. 
This is where PAE and its 18-year-old Nord-
havn brand shine.

“So many builders of semi-custom yachts 
have very limited financial resources, and 
they’re strapped for cash,” Streech says. 
“PAE, on the other hand, defies indus-
try tradition by requiring only 20 percent 
down.”

The next payment isn’t due until the 
boat is complete and ready to ship from 
the factory, when another 75 percent is 
paid. The final five percent is paid after 
commissioning, at the time the boat is de-
livered	to	the	customer.	“unlike	lots	of	
companies building yachts like this,” he 
says, “PAE finances the construction from 
our own cash flow, which means there’s es-
sentially zero risk to the customer. I cannot 
conceive of a more risk-free way for anyone 
to build a new yacht of this size.”

Just as the buyer of a Lexus or a Mer-
cedes-Benz has a reasonable expecta-
tion of high quality in the automobile 
he’s buying, so does the buyer of a new or 
used Nordhavn. The expectation comes 
because the market places a high value 
on those brands, and that’s because the 
brands have proven their quality time after 
time over the years.
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Buying what the market 
considers a good brand is 

usually step one on the path 
to true value in a yacht. 
Buying something less is 

almost always a giant step 
in the other direction.
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Building Value
What goes into building value and making 
a top quality brand? While answers vary 
from builder to builder, let’s take a look 
at some of the key factors that have put 
PAE and its Nordhavn brand in the cat-
bird seat.
Pre-eminence. When it comes to build-
ing mom-and-pop ocean-crossing motor 
yachts, Nordhavn is the world’s pre-emi-
nent brand. The market says that nobody 
does it better.
going to sea. Much of PAE’s experience 
derives from company owners and em-
ployees who go to sea and cross oceans 
in the yachts they build. The company 
put its brand and reputation on the line 
with its Around-the-World trip in a stock 
Nordhavn 40 in 2001-02 and again when 
18 yachts (15 of them Nordhavns) crossed 
the Atlantic in Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 
2004.
Company.	Over	the	long	haul	for	more	
than 30 years, PAE has shown consistent-
ly that it has the experience, management 
skills, cash flow, industry reputation, and 
proven ability to design, build and deliv-
er quality ocean-crossing yachts.
No Middlemen. PAE has no dealers or 
other middlemen to add to costs, so the 
company can deliver a lot of yacht for the 
money.
experience. By any measure, no company 
anywhere in the world has as much experi-
ence as PAE building ocean-going motor 
yachts under 100 feet.
Perception. Based on the prices at which 
new and used Nordhavns change hands, 
it’s easy to see that buyers are willing to pay 
premium prices to own Nordhavn yachts. 
History shows that Nordhavns typically sell 
for a higher percentage of their origin-
al cost than competing yachts and they 
also sell at higher prices than competing 
yachts.
Ability. Nordhavn owners are almost cult-
like in their devotion of the Nordhavn 
brand, reporting over and over again 
that their Nordhavn yachts have success-
fully done what they were built to do: cross 
oceans and make safe, comfortable off-
shore passages.
Confidence. Ask any owner what he thinks 
of his Nordhavn and you’ll find that owner 
confidence levels in their Nordhavn yachts 

10 Rules for Maximizing 
Value in a Cruising Yacht
Whether you buy a Nordhavn or 
some other trawler yacht, here are 
10 rules for getting the best value 
in a new or used cruising yacht: 

1 Define what you want to do 
with your yacht, and then find 
one you can afford that will do it 
safely, comfortably and capably.
2 Don’t confuse low price 
with good value.
3 Buying a top brand is the 
first step on the road to value; 
buying anything less is a giant 
step in the wrong direction.
4 Buy new or buy used, but buy 
a yacht that makes your heart 
sing. if the admiral is a part of 
your team, it should make the 
admiral’s heart sing too.
5 Be careful not to pay too 
much money too soon when 
you’re building a new yacht.
6 can you take advantage of 
introductory pricing in a new model? 
Do you want to? Know the trade-offs.
7 Be cognizant of models that 
are new and those going out 
of production, and use this 
information to your advantage 
in buying and selling.
8 Sell your yacht when you’ve 
done with it what you wanted and 
you’re ready for new challenges.
9 Keep in mind that the true 
financial cost of a yacht is the 
difference between what you buy 
it for and what you sell it for.
10 though it’s impossible to 
quantify, the very best value a 
yacht can offer is the enjoyment it 
brings its owners. take advantage 
of the value and enjoy your yacht!

are high. That’s one reason you’ll find lots 
of owners in their second Nordhavn and 
some in their third.
systems integrity. No production yacht 
builder in the world designs and constructs 
yachts with greater proven-at-sea systems 
integrity. Systems integrity begins with the 
design and specifying quality equipment 
and redundancy. Proper, seamanlike in-
stallations and in-the-water testing are the 
norm. Nordhavn systems work well and 
keep on working.

New or Used?
From a value standpoint, whether to buy a 
new or used yacht is a tough call. 

Buying a new Nordhavn, you have the 
opportunity to order a current model and 
to spec the boat exactly the way you want 
it. You can pick the exact configuration, 
equipment and electronics you want—
nothing more and nothing less—and 
you can also decorate the boat the way you 
want.	Once	you	take	delivery,	you	receive	
a squeaky clean yacht with a full warranty 
and lots of hand-holding from PAE to get 
you up and running.

Those are powerful arguments for 
buying a new yacht. But consider some of 
the downsides:
•	 Depending	on	the	model	you	want,	
it may be a year or two more before you 
can take delivery—and delivery dates are 
not cast in stone.
•	 It’s	hard	to	determine	up	front	what	
the final cost of the yacht will be because 
you’ll make changes and add equipment 
along the way.
•	 There	are	many	decisions	to	be	made	
by the buyer. To get the boat you want, 
managing a new build will take as much 
time and effort as you’re willing to give it.
•	 Commissioning,	shaking	down	the	
boat and getting the systems working in 
harmony with one another takes time 
and effort on the owner’s part.

Nordhavn yachts typically hold their 
value well, which means buying a nearly 
new one could cost close to as much as a 
new one. Nevertheless, buying a used boat 
allows you to see exactly what you’re get-
ting in advance and to know exactly when 
you can take delivery, and the yacht will 
likely have been shaken down before you 
see it. You may also be able to negotiate a 

buyer’s guide



nly TRIDENT has the Full Range of Flexible 
Marine Wet Exhaust Hose, Bellows & Elbows • Built to
SAE J2006 • Original Heavy Wall, High Temp, Long Life,

Guaranteed Performance • Supported by our 316
Stainless Steel Clamps & Fiberglass Connectors
SAE J2006 Compliance & Labeling is Required in North America 

for NMMA Boat Certification and ABYC Surveys.

585 Plum Run Road
Canonsburg, PA 15317, USA 
Web: www.tridentmarine.com
Email: trident@tridentmarine.com 
Phone 1-724-745-9311 • Fax 1(724) 745-1709 

Blue VHT Silicone
350°F (177°C) Max. Temp. 

Meets SAE J2006 
10 Yr. Warranty

Red XHT Silicone
500°F (260°C) Max. Temp.

Meets SAE J2006 
10 Yr. Warranty

Black H.T. Rubber
250°F (121°C) Max. Temp.

Meets SAE J2006 
5 Yr. Warranty

If getting a good price on a 
new yacht is your principal 
goal, there’s a strong case 
to be made for going after 
what PAE calls “introductory 
pricing” on a new design—but 
your timing must be perfect!

better price on a used boat. The level and 
style of care and maintenance provided by 
previous owners will have a direct effect on 
price and value, something particularly im-
portant with yachts more than a few years 
old.

In short, the choice between new and used 
is a personal one; there’s no right answer 
for everyone and there’s value to be found 
in both new and used yachts. Whatever you 
do, buy a yacht that will do what you want it 
to and one that makes your heart sing.

Non-financial Value
It’s normal to think first of yacht value in 

purely financial terms, and certainly there’s 
a huge financial component to value. But 
there’s another facet to value as well, argu-
ably more important than the price at which 
a yacht is bought and sold. In terms of value, 
the non-financial side of yacht value goes to 
the very core of why we buy yachts in the first 
place: to enjoy owning and using them.

Though it’s impossible to quantify, I think 
most Nordhavn owners would agree that 
the best measure of true value in a yacht is 
the enjoyment they derive from owning and 
using their yachts. If a yacht is often broken 
down or smells  bad or doesn’t perform, ask 
yourself what kind of value that represents. 
On	the	other	hand,	if	it	runs	like	a	top,	
is mostly trouble-free, smells good, shines 
up nicely with a coat of wax, and your ad-
miral loves it, what kind of value does that 
represent? And how can you put a dollar 
amount on that?

Simply put, most owners buy yachts for 
the enjoyment and adventure we expect 
them to bring. With a top quality brand like 
Nordhavn, that’s a reasonable expectation. 
However, a yacht that brings nothing but 
breakdowns, delays, headaches and boat-
yard bills has less intrinsic value than one 
that’s working well and doing what it was 
designed to do.

Final Analysis
I’ve long felt that the best true measure of 

the financial cost of a yacht is the difference 
between what an owner buys it for and what 
he sells it for. Looking at the price an owner 
paid for a yacht and the price he sold it for 
will tell you a lot about value. The real truth, 
however, is that it says nothing about the en-
joyment an owner gets from his yacht, and 

that’s where you find the real value in any 
cruising yacht.  iii

Milt Baker, senior contrtibuting editor of Circum-

navigator, with his wife Judy founded the respected 

Bluewater Books & Charts in Fort Lauderdale. Since 

selling the business, they have enjoyed the cruising life, 

with one hectic year devoted to managing Nordhavn 

Atlantic Rally 2004.  He also planned, managed and 

led Med Bound 2007. 
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Purchasing a new Nordhavn
With three decades of experience, PAE gives buyers choice, 
financial security and service 
By Jim Leishman
 pacific aSian enterpriSeS
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to sell a specific model and hull number, and 
a basic price and delivery date are agreed 
upon. The prospective buyer submits a de-
posit check of $10,000 and a time is given 
to develop a mutually agreeable contract, 
usually two to four weeks. At the end of the 
allotted time period one of two things hap-
pens: either the contract with detailed terms, 
prices and specifications is developed and 
accepted by the prospective buyer, or the 
deposit is refunded in full. 

A	signed	LOI	usually	leads	to	a	purchase	
agreement—the final phase in the contract 
process—but often it does not. In fact, pros-
pects sometimes sign and let numerous 
LOI’s	expire	before	finally	signing	a	formal	
purchase agreement. 

Financial security for our buyers is a 
cornerstone of PAE’s business. For over 30 
years we’ve watched inexperienced, under-
capitalized, sometimes unscrupulous but 
usually just incompetent boat builders come 
and go, often leaving a trail of financial havoc 
and broken dreams behind them. Nordhavn 
takes most of the financial risk away from the 
transaction. Rather than onerous progress 
payments tied to construction milestones, 
a Nordhavn buyer makes two payments—
10 percent upon signing a purchase agree-
ment and another 10 percent payment when 
his boat begins the construction process. A 
third payment of 75 percent is due at the 
time of factory completion and the buyer’s 
acceptance of the vessel, his receipt of title 
documents and an insurance policy which 
collateralizes all three payments, securing 
the buyer’s position. A final payment of 
five percent is made upon the buyer’s ac-
ceptance of his yacht after commissioning 
and sea trials. A maximum of 20 percent of 
the vessel purchase price is temporarily un-
secured, and while this is reasonable cause 
for concern by any discerning buyer it is far 
less than what is typically required in this 
type of transaction. 

While the vessel is being built and 

For most people the purchase of a new 
yacht is the largest non-business or real estate 
transaction of their lives, and for many the 
decision process can take years. If there is 
one thing we know that Nordhavn buyers 
are not, it is impulsive.  After almost two dec-
ades since the introduction of the Nordhavn 
46, we also know two other important things 
about our customers—they demand the best 
of value, and each buyer is unique, as are the 
boats they buy. This knowledge has become 
the foundation upon which Pacific Asian En-
terprises has built its business, allowing us 
to deliver over 600 new vessels.  

 Beginning the process of buying a new 
Nordhavn is as easy as making an Internet 
inquiry requesting information. The inquiry 
is distributed to the appropriate region and 
then to the salesperson in a rotation “up” 
system.	One	could	simply	call	PAE	and	ask	
for Jim Leishman or Dan Streech and we’re 
happy to help. As well, people can call our 
regional offices, or they can visit us at a boat 
show, meet the salespeople and choose one 
to assist. 

This initial contact begins the first of 
three contract phases at PAE. The custom-
er first must decide that he wants to own a 
Nordhavn, which can take weeks, months 
and even years of consideration. Talking 
with Nordhavn owners, viewing and often 
crewing on their vessels, and hours of con-
versations with the PAE sales staff all serve 
to generate the confidence needed to move 
ahead. 

The second phase is the show of intent by 
the prospective buyer—a way that the PAE 
designers, project managers and sales staff 
can recognize the true desire of a prospect 
to purchase. This allows us to focus and pro-
vide the detailed information, price quotes, 
and design modifications required by him 
before going to contract. We call this a letter 
of	intent.	The	LOI	involves	a	simple	three-
paragraph agreement stating that the pro-
spective buyer wishes to buy and PAE wishes 

In addition to 
financial security 
and post-delivery 

service, PAE is unique 
in the industry in 

giving its customers a 
high degree of choice 

and involvement in 
the design of their 

Nordhavn.
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commissioned, the salesperson is in charge 
of all communication with the buyer. How-
ever, the buyer will be introduced to the 
project manager early on and will have free 
access to him anytime. It’s often necessary 
for the project manager and buyer to com-
municate directly, but the salesperson is in-
volved each step of the way. 

A customer can take delivery of his vessel 
at any of our locations or anywhere else in 
the world for that matter. It is most cost effi-
cient to commission the vessel at one of our 
locations, however many of our Nordhavns 
are commissioned far from our facilities, in 
such places as Australia and Hong Kong. 
There is a comprehensive manual provid-
ed with each Nordhavn that is unique to 
that boat. It contains information about 
every system aboard and the salesperson 
is responsible for going through a detailed 
checklist to ensure the buyer understands 
the operation of all the vessel systems and 
equipment.

Even after the boat has been delivered 
and commissioning is complete, PAE is re-
nowned for its support should anything go 
wrong. We routinely provide assistance to 
Nordhavn owners around the world. We 
have the ability to trouble-shoot our sys-
tems and often we can resolve issues over 
the phone. Generally, when a Nordhavn is 
cruising in remote locations, we ask that an 
owner allow small warranty issues to accumu-
late and be fixed at the most convenient lo-
cation for necessary facilities and expertise. 
On	those	rare	occasions	when	a	problem	
can adversely affect the safe operation of a 
vessel or even significantly affect its enjoy-
able operation, we will fly personnel to the 
location to make repairs. 

We know that purchasing a semi custom 
yacht is not always a pleasurable experience. 
The promise of a bigger, better, stronger, 
shinier, faster boat and for a lot less money 
is often irresistible. It’s a familiar story. A 
new and appealing design, a color render-
ing, an incredible price, the opportunity to 
customize without restraint and a reason-
able delivery time—it sounds great. Just re-
member the adage: “If it sounds too good 
to be true, it probably is.” In addition to fi-
nancial security and post-delivery service, 
PAE is unique in the industry in giving its 
customers a high degree of choice and in-
volvement in the design of their Nordhavn. 

paid. This success is due to PAE’s ex-
perience, expertise, commitment and 
the financial strength to make good on 
promises. This success is also due to PAE 
providing its customers with vessels of un-
paralleled quality capable of safely and 
comfortably circling the globe in the most 
extreme conditions, even if they choose 
never to make such a trip.   iii  

In fact, over the past five years a stock Nord-
havn has been a rare event, as most buyers 
opt to order their new vessels, waiting from 
a few months to as many as three years.   

We’ve operated without interruption 
through economic recessions, wars, 20-
percent interest rates, and luxury taxes; 
and without exception every purchase con-
tract has been fulfilled and every supplier 
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The next best thing to owning a new 
Nordhavn is buying a used one.

The brokerage business operates much 
like real estate. The seller hires a broker 
to list and sell his boat. A buyer makes an 
offer that includes a refundable 10 per-
cent deposit held in the broker’s trust 
account. The offer includes several im-
portant contingencies:  
1	 Closing	date:	During	this	time	
(typically 30 days) a thorough evaluation 
takes place and the transaction is either 
completed or canceled. 
2 Sea trial: The boat is run to determine 
the operational status of equipment and 
to confirm what is included in the ship’s 
inventory.
3 Survey: A certified marine surveyor 
is hired to assess and submit findings 
on the boat, equipment and systems. 
Financial lenders and insurance 
providers usually require a surveyor’s 
report.
4 Financing: The buyer confirms funds 
are available. 

Once	an	offer	is	accepted,	the	clock	
starts and the process begins for such 

things as making travel arrangements, 
hiring a surveyor, and finding a yard for 
the haul-out. The buyer pays all expenses 
involved to evaluate the boat. This “due 
diligence” investment in time and money 
determines value and condition and helps 
the buyer decide if he should proceed. At 
the same time, a title search takes place, 
insurance is organized and the buyer pre-
pares for taking delivery. If the survey re-
veals problems, the seller should be made 
aware of them and sometimes a price re-
duction can be negotiated. After signing 
off, funds and title are transferred to com-
plete the sale. 

Nordhavns are specialized yachts. For 
such an important purchase you are best 
served by establishing a close working re-
lationship with a knowledgeable sales pro-
fessional. Before you contact any broker, 
do your homework and research which 
Nordhavn model you want, what equip-
ment you need and establish a budget 
that includes a reserve for upgrades and 
improvements. Most companies “register” 
you as a client once you make direct con-
tact and this can restrict who can represent 
you if you want to purchase their particu-
lar listing. Remember, the listing agent 
works for the seller and only a Nordhavn 
broker can provide you with a direct rela-
tionship that includes the after-sales ser-
vice and company support you deserve. 
Selecting a Nordhavn broker to represent 
you is the only way to guarantee you have 
“insider” access to the most current prod-
uct knowledge, firsthand operational and 
systems experience, and market updates 
such as asking and selling prices for similar 
Nordhavns, all of which can have a huge 
impact on your purchase decision.  

With four offices and 15 salespersons, 
Pacific Asian Enterprises is standing by to 
help hunt down the right used Nordhavn 
for you. iii

Jeff Merrill is a California-based Nordhavn sales-

man. You can e-mail him questions: jeff.merrill@

nordhavn.com.

Buying a used Nordhavn
Going for brokerage
By Jeff Merrill
 pacific aSian enterpriSeS

Before you contact 
any broker, do your 

homework and research 
which Nordhavn 

model you want, what 
equipment you need 

and establish a budget 
that includes a reserve 

for upgrades and 
improvements.

buyer’s guide



A supper at sunset is enough to whet one’s appetite for cruising,

if you’re not quite ready to buy into the 
cruising lifestyle, how about just renting 
it for awhile? That’s the basic idea behind 
chartering a Nordhavn trawler yacht.

Chartering,	of	course,	is	nothing	new.	It’s	
yet another outlet for people looking for 
an exotic vacation adventure, but for those 
considering the cruising life, it’s also a great 
way to test the waters—better than simply 
being along as guests or even crew on some-
one else’s boat. For those heading for the 
cruising life but undecided what boat will 
get them there, a week instead of maybe just 
an afternoon aboard is certain to provide a 
much more accurate picture of a particu-
lar boat. 

Three firms provide the Nordhavn char-
ter	experience—Over	The	seas	Expeditions	
in Prince William Sound, Alaska, Newport 
Yacht Management in Rhode Island and 
AquaCruise	mediterranean	yacht	Charters	
in	the	mediterranean,	and	Caribbean.	If	you	
choose	either	of	the	two	u.s.-based	oper-
ations, you’ll cruise aboard a Nordhavn 40, 
the durable trawler that circled the planet 
in 2001-2002. Across the pond, meanwhile, 
the charter is aboard a Nordhavn 64.

B2
Launched in 2006, B2, a Nordhavn 64, can 
accommodate up to seven overnight guests 
and 12 day guests and is available for weekly 
charters with crew. Three-day-long week-
ends will always be considered, depending 
on the time of year and current schedule. 
Included on B2 are two tenders, two trans-
parent kayaks, gym equipment, mountain 
bikes, water toys and four sets of profession-
al	dive	equipment.	Charter	destinations	in-
clude	the	south	of	France,	Corsica,	sardinia,	
Amalfi coast, Sicily, and Spain.

Weekly rates are between £10,000 and 
£16,000, not including fuel, provisioning 
of food and drink, port fees, taxes, and 
crew gratuities. For availability and a specif-
ic	quote,	contact	AquaCruise	at	+44	1425	
673374;	Daniel	Barber,	Charter	manager	
+44	7944	778652;		www.aquacruise.com.

Faithfully 
Tom	Love	at	Over	The	seas	will	put	you	aboard	Faithfully, and provide the choice 
of	multi-day	“bareboat”	cruises,	but	with	a	captain.	(usually,	bareboat	means	just	
that—no skipper, no crew and no provisions, just the boat.) It can accommodate four 
people comfortably and up to six if two are children. A six-day charter in Prince Wil-
liam Sound (available from May to August) costs $7,500 (including fuel). An Inside 
Passage cruise runs twice a year—from Seattle to Juneau in April, and Juneau to Se-
attle	in	september.	Orientation	cruises	can	be	arranged	for	those	with	a	nordhavn	
in their future. Faithfully is based in Whittier, the gateway to Prince William Sound, 
about 60 miles from the Anchorage airport.

Contact	Over	the	seas	Expeditions	toll-free	in	the	u.s.	at	888-947-7327,	or	907-
644-8855; www.over-the-seas.com.

Commander
On	the	right	coast,	Commander, a Nordhavn 40 Mark II, is available with or with-
out	owner	Barry	Kallander,	a	Coast	Guard-licensed	captain,	depending	upon	his	
availability. 

Kallander will work with you and Newport Yacht Management to create a New 
England	itinerary.	Charters	start	from	Portsmouth,	Rhode	Island.	Destinations	such	
as	Cape	Cod,	nantucket,	Block	Island,	martha’s	Vineyard,	and	Long	Island	sound,	
are among the possibilities. The weekly rate for two people is $6,000. Day trips are 
$1,100 per day while long weekends are $4,000. Commander can accommodate up 
to	two	people	for	the	overnight	cruises.	Charters	are	available	from	late	may	to	early	
October.	

Contact	newport	yacht	management	at	401-683-1616;	www.trawlercharters.net.	iiir
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Renting a Nordhavn
Chartering a Nordhavn is a great  way to test the waters of a cruising life
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Milt Baker has crossed the Atlantic on a motor yacht only 
once, but as one of the key planners for the Nordhavn Atlan-
tic Rally 2004 (NAR), author of the NAR operations manual, 
and head of the NAR advance team, Milt has learned a thing 
or two about crossing the Atlantic in small motor yachts. As 

he prepared this special editorial feature, he and his wife Judy were well into 
organizing another rally, Med Bound 2007, set to leave Fort Lauderdale in 
May 2007 for Gibraltar. After crossing, they hope to cruise in the Mediter-
ranean aboard Bluewater, their Nordhavn 47, for several years.

Atlantic
Across the

trawler yacht
in your own

TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

Med Bound 2007 Start: Nine Nordhavns taste the salt off Fort Lauderdale as they begin a 1,035-mile passage to Bermuda. 
Left to right: New Frontier, Summer Skis, Salty Dawg, Bluewater, Beso, Moana Kuewa, Imagine, Grey Pearl, and Down-
time. At right, a closer view of (left to right) New Frontier, Beso and Bluewater as they head into open ocean.

A CirCumnAvigAtor Primer

Atlantic
Across the

trawler yacht
in your own
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sure, it won’t answer your every question 
and it won’t consider every route or possi-
bility. What it will do is force-feed you with 
much of what you need to know and tell 
you where to go for more.

the unknown
If there’s a single element that stymies 
most of us when it comes to planning an 
ocean crossing, it’s the unknown. For any 
captain who hopes to take a motor yacht 
across an ocean for the first time, the sheer 
number and magnitude of unknowns is 
so overwhelming it can be hard to know 
where even to begin. But the unknowns 
are just that—unknown—and the more 

hy take your yacht across the atlan-

tic on its own bottom when you can 
ship it there in a few weeks?

For me, it’s the challenge and the ad-
venture of it all—doing the research, 
working for months to prepare the boat, 
loading final provisions, checking weath-
er one last time, and finally letting go the 
docklines . . . the excitement of setting 
out. I like the slow, steady rhythm of the 
passages themselves, the calm days and 
even the rough ones, because I feel at 
home on the sea in my small boat. I’m ex-
cited by the anticipation of what I’ll find 
at the end of the passage. And landfalls—
that great rush that comes when I arrive 

in a distant port. I just like it all! 
I am not alone. Whether they admit it 

or not, deep in the hearts of many Nord-
havn owners is a serious itch to cross an 
ocean in their own yachts. Scratch the itch 
with a long offshore passage or two and it 
might disappear for a time, but for many 
of us it keeps coming back. The only sure 
cure is to give in and take the yacht across 
an ocean.

If the itch to cross is troubling you, read 
on. In this special section, circumnaviga-
tor aims to walk you through the logis-
tics of preparing for an eastward crossing 
of the North Atlantic Ocean to Europe 
in your own offshore motor yacht. To be 

TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

Imagine that: Like the rest of the Med Bound fleet, the Nordhavn 47 Imagine did plenty of planning and preparation before making an ocean crossing.
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middle of the ocean when there are no 
mechanics or other technicians aboard 
to help?
•	 What	about	crew?
•	 Can	I	get	insurance?
•	 How	do	we	stay	in	touch?	
•	 Where	do	I	go	for	weather	forecasts?	
What if there’s bad weather?

the boat
Not every motor yacht can cross an ocean. 
While there are worthy exceptions, most 
experts agree the best choice for an ocean-
crossing powerboat is a full displacement 
design, a boat built to go slow and carry a 
big load of fuel and provisions—in short, 

you learn, the more approachable they 
become.

Let’s address some of the most im-
portant.

unknowns
•	 Is	my	boat	up	to	crossing	an	ocean?	
How	do	I	know?
•	 Do	I	have	the	experience	needed?	
If not, what do I do?
•	 When	is	the	best	time	to	go?	The	best	
route	to	take?	How	long	will	it	take?
•	 What	do	I	need	to	do	to	make	my	boat	
ready? What backup systems do I need? 
What spares?
•	 How	do	I	keep	the	boat	running	in	the	

a vessel designed and built from the keel 
up for crossing oceans. Ideally you want a 
model with an ocean-crossing track record. 
A good pedigree counts!

If you own a Nordhavn 40 or larger, 
you’ve already passed Test One. Pacific 
Asian Enterprises (PAE) builds its boats 
to cross oceans, so making your own Nord-
havn ready to cross on its own bottom is 
usually just a matter of fine-tuning. In fact, 
PAE’s Jim Leishman conceived Nordhavn’s 
Around the World voyage to demonstrate 
just that: that a standard, off-the-shelf 
Nordhavn 40 was fully capable of circum-
navigating the earth. That yacht departed 
Dana	Point,	California,	November	1,	2001,	

Ship ahoy: Not exactly ships passing in the night, but Summer Skis, a Nordhavn 43, throws up spray under blue skies as she encounters a cruise ship.
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and	returned	home	26	weeks	and	24,211	
miles later, her trip around the world com-
plete—all without a single major failure.

While the record book shows that more 
Nordhavn trawlers have crossed oceans 
than all other kinds of production power-
boats combined, there are other good 
ocean-crossers out there. If you already 
own one—or believe you do—get an ex-
perienced marine surveyor, one who 
knows offshore motor yachts, involved 
from the get-go and request an Atlantic-
crossing “voyage survey.” Ask your surveyor 
for his best professional opinion whether 
your yacht is up to the rigors of an ocean 
crossing. If so, what changes and additions 
are needed?

is a giant step in the right direction.

experience
Offshore experience on the part of the 
crew is the cornerstone of any ocean cross-
ing.	Nothing	can	take	its	place.	Don’t	even	
consider	crossing	an	ocean	without	it!	How	
do you gain offshore experience? It boils 
down to two choices: build it yourself or 
take along crew that has it.

Hal	Wyman,	owner	of	the	custom	52-
foot Seaton-designed trawler Que Linda, 
took his yacht across the Atlantic on the 
NAR, and is a good example of someone 
who took a long-term, systematic approach 
to gain experience. A Seattle native who 
sailed	the	Pacific	Northwest	for	years,	Hal	

Even if you own a Nordhavn, getting 
a surveyor involved at the early stages of 
planning an ocean crossing can be a good 
idea. For the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 2004 
(NAR), voyage surveys were required for 
all but the newest yachts, using a PAE-de-
veloped survey checklist for each Nord-
havn model. The owners’ consensus was 
that the surveyors more than earned their 
keep by recommending changes and up-
grades and by highlighting neglected 
maintenance issues with the potential to 
cause mid-ocean problems.

If nothing else, a surveyor offers a critical 
and independent look at the yacht, some-
thing no skipper should try to do for him-
self. An up-check from a reputable surveyor 

TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

Prepare to set paravanes: The Nordhavn 47 Bluewater, leaving Bermuda for the 1,800-mile leg to the Azores, prepares to set her stabilizing paravanes.
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navigated the inside passage to Alaska on 
his own boats several times, then expanded 
his horizons by joining others on offshore 
passages as crew and later as navigator. 
With a solid record of Bluewater cruising, 
Hal	purchased	his	own	motor	yacht	and,	
with his wife as crew, took it from Maine 
to St. Martin via Bermuda. By the time 
he left on the NAR, he had the hands-on 
knowledge that comes from thousands of 
miles	of	ocean	passages.	He	built	his	off-
shore skills and his knowledge one step 
at a time.

Any captain who hopes to take a motor 
yacht across an ocean can build experi-
ence incrementally. The usual approach is 
learning how to handle a yacht in protected 

nautical	miles	in	the	12	months	before	the	
rally. Six hundred miles is not an ironclad 
guarantee, but a skipper who has been able 
to put it all together, manage his yacht and 
his crew, and cover those miles from Point 
A to Point B successfully is certainly on 
his	way.	Depending	on	the	yacht,	that’s	
three to four days and nights offshore in 
the ocean, a fair trial and shakedown for 
any yacht and crew.

If there’s no way you can gain the off-
shore experience needed, there’s always 
the option to hire professional crew or 
locate volunteer crew with the requisite 
offshore experience. Look in the right 
places and odds are you’ll find the ideal 
experienced crew, a person or couple with 

coastal waters, then venturing “outside” for 
short offshore passages in settled weather 
before moving on to more ambitious off-
shore passages—the first overnight pas-
sage, the first non-stop passages of a few 
days or more, perhaps then a trip to Ber-
muda	or	Hawaii	or	the	Caribbean.	For	
those new to passagemaking, the Eastern 
Seaboard offers a good testing ground for 
building experience, especially in spring 
and summer, because when the usually 
benign weather turns sour there’s usually 
a passable inlet nearby.

Want a benchmark for experience, a 
bare minimum? Each NAR skipper had 
to certify that he had taken his own yacht 
on a non-stop ocean passage of at least 600 

Big swells: The Nordhavn 55 Moana Kuewa, with a bone in her teeth, midway between Bermuda to the Azores.
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ocean-crossing experience in small power-
boats and the desire to do it again.

What route, when to go, 
and how long does it take?
Les	Weatheritt,	author	of	Atlantic	Crossing,	
a Sailor’s Guide to Europe and Beyond, 
points out that it’s easy for a new skipper 
to confuse himself by looking at the whole 
length of the Atlantic seaboard of North 
America and the equally long European 
seaboard, and trying to work out the best 
place to begin and end an ocean crossing. 
Weatheritt, who has twice crossed the At-
lantic, likens the Atlantic crossing to driv-
ing on a turnpike: from many points of 
departure drivers funnel into a single 

memory and the tropical storms have not 
yet begun to blow. A late spring departure 
gets a small motor yacht to the other side 
in late June or early July allowing plenty of 
time for summer cruising in Europe.

Unless you have a good reason to do 
otherwise, for your first Atlantic crossing 
consider leaving in late May and follow-
ing the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally’s route 
from Fort Lauderdale to the Mediterran-
ean Sea. The route is 3,869 nautical miles 
and offers ample opportunity to stop and 
smell the roses for a week or so in balmy 
Bermuda and the friendly Azores Islands. 
The entire trip can typically be complet-
ed in less than 40 days including island 
respites.	The	longest	leg	is	1,818	nautical	

stream, travel along a fixed route, then 
spread out at the end towards their sep-
arate destinations. “So it is with crossing 
the Atlantic,” he writes. “From almost any-
where on the Eastern Seaboard, the first 
step for most yachts is to head towards Ber-
muda. After that you join the pack running 
almost due east to the Azores. And after 
that you diverge onto one of a handful of 
well-traveled routes depending on where 
you want to go in Europe.”

Yes, Virginia, it’s that simple! At least 
in concept.

Spring is the traditional time for an east-
bound Atlantic crossing. That’s because 
in the latitudes where most yachts cross in 
the spring, winter gales are usually just a 

TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

Tight squeeze: Springtime is the busiest at Marina Horta in the Azores, but Med Bound 2007 flagship Bluewater finds a spot on the quay.
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miles,	or	about	12	days	under	way.
If you want to plan your trip from an-

other port, help is available from three 
tried and true references: 

Jimmy	Cornell’s	well-respected	World 
Cruising Routes, a popular guide show-
ing	almost	1,000	routes	covering	all	areas	
of the world. Intended for sailors, this 
book is a boon to powerboaters as well be-
cause it includes sections on route plan-
ning, routes across oceans and around the 
world, climatology, winds and currents, 
and much more.

The	Defense	Department’s	Atlas of 
Pilot Charts, North Atlantic Ocean (NV-
PUB106),	available	from	chart	agents,	
offers a graphic portrayal of monthly 

Unlike a sailing yacht where you’re at 
the whim of the wind gods, with a motor 
yacht the captain can make very precise 
estimates of how long a passage will take. 
You may not always be spot-on, but you’ll 
usually be close. For example, the passage 
to	Gibraltar	from	Horta,	on	the	island	of	
Faial	in	the	Azores,	is	1,136	nautical	miles.	
Set your speed at 6.6 knots as most of the 
NAR skippers did and you’ll likely reach 
Gib	in	170	hours	or	seven	days—just	as	the	
division 2 NAR yachts did.

making the boat ready
Getting a motor yacht ready to cross the 
Atlantic Ocean and cruise in Europe is not 

North Atlantic weather compiled over 
many years. Each monthly page shows 
prevailing weather patterns—average 
wind direction and force, currents, wave 
heights, sea surface temperature, and even 
the percentage of calms. And it’s all shown 
for	each	5°	x		5°	square	of	ocean,	making	
it easy to plan a trip. While the pilot charts 
show the historical averages, the actual 
weather can vary considerably.

Visual Passage Planner, a Windows-
based computer program, uses the data 
from pilot charts but allows you to optimize 
your route by plotting passages on-screen 
to see what effect typical winds and currents 
will have on your progress. This program is 
available from: www.digwave.com.

Picture perfect: The Nordhavn 55 Moana Kuewa passing a misty Rock of Gibraltar after crossing more than 4,000 miles of ocean.

continuED on PagE 94
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A spring crossing of the North Atlantic 
from Florida to Gibraltar via the Azores 
and Bermuda in a motor yacht of any size 
can be a challenge, but having an experi-
enced weather router can ease the burden 
and, perhaps, result in a smoother passage 
for captain and crew. While there can be a 
vast difference between what climatology 
says ought to happen and what the weather 
systems actually produce, it’s a good idea to 
start by looking at the climatology.

may Climatogy
The erratic storm patterns and stationary 
fronts usually seen in late March and April 
are being replaced by broader areas of 
high pressure across the mid-latitudes, and 
warmer, more tropical air tends to domin-
ate the lower latitudes. This warmer, more 
stable air happens because of increased 
hours of sunshine. As well, the jet stream 
takes on a more zonal pattern, meaning 
that the colder air across the Arctic and 
polar regions is not able to move south-
ward. As a result, broader and more dom-
inating areas of high pressure develop. 
During	May,	smaller,	weaker	pockets	of	
cool air can move southeast across west-
ern Atlantic waters and with each passing 
day these pockets of cool air become less 
common. The few remaining pockets tend 
to move southward, preceded by weak cold 
fronts with the southern portion of these 
cold fronts reaching only as far south as 
about	30°	North.

High	pressure	ridging	tends	to	expand	
across the SW Atlantic with the broad high 
center becoming more dominant and 
tending to lay closer to the Bermuda area 
with ridging extending along a more SW 
direction toward the Bahamas. With less 
and less cold air moving southward, a more 
stable wind pattern develops between 

Florida and Bermuda. 
The same pattern continues eastward 

from	Bermuda.	However,	the	more	north-
ern latitudes between Bermuda and the 
Azores tend to experience the slightly 
stronger	cold	front	passages	north	of	35°	
North.	Here,	the	approaching	and	passing	
cold fronts and associated low centers tend 
to	move	quickly	west	to	east	between	45-55°	
North with increased wind/sea forces, but 
usually not reaching gale force.

June Climatology
Typically during June, cold air is forced 
to	remain	north	of	the	40°	North	area	as	
the jet stream maintains its west-to-east 
pattern. The prevailing high pressure 
ridge tends to remain centered near Ber-
muda with stationary high pressure ridg-
ing WSW across Florida/Gulf of Mexico 
and ENE’ward south of the Azores toward 
northern Portugal and southern Bay of 
Biscay area.

Florida to Bermuda
So what does this mean for the May-June 

weather between Florida and Bermuda? 
With high pressure ridging generally 
established from near Bermuda WSW 
toward Florida, a generally light S-SW 
wind and wave pattern tends to domin-
ate. Sea heights are lowest near the ridge 
but can increase slightly farther north of 
the ridge toward Bermuda. Any easterly 
swells south of the ridge the first day or 
two out of Florida will likely be replaced 
by a mixed swell pattern from the ESE and 
SW. SW-SSW swells aft of the beam of the 
Bermuda-bound yachts will tend to be 
more	dominant.	However,	during	May,	
with the ridge farther north the E-ESE 
swell can persist farther north, tending 
to ease to a more easterly to confused pat-
tern nearing Bermuda. 

Bermuda to Azores
The portion of the crossing with the great-
est threat of exposure to rough conditions 
is between Bermuda and the Azores. With 
lingering surges of cold air still possible 
through mid- to late May, taking an initial 
easterly heading from Bermuda toward 

By Bob Jones
 ocean Marine navigation (oMni)

What a leading weather forecaster and router has to say about an eastbound 
crossing of the North Atlantic
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60-50°	West	can	help	keep	a	yacht	south	
and east of approaching cold fronts. From 
50°	West,	a	rhumb	line	course	to	the	Azores	
can be expected to bring not only a more 
SSE to SW flow but easier winds as the 
vessel tends to travel closer to the prevail-
ing ridge and farther away from cold fronts 
extending southward toward/across lati-
tude	40-45°	North.	

Azores to gibraltar
From the Azores to Gibraltar, typically 
the high ridge pattern continues to be 
the dominant feature. A secondary high 
center can develop near the Azores along 
the eastern portion of the ridge. This pat-
tern re-establishes a favorable aft of the 
beam to mostly following wind/sea pat-
tern. Swells tend to come from the WNW 
to NNW due to the west-to-east move-
ment of low centers well to the north of 
the	area.	Comfortable	long	period	swells	
of	10	seconds	are	likely.	

A reminder: the hurricane season 

begins	June	1.	However,	it’s	still	too	early	
to expect development of a tropical storm 
or hurricane over the waters of the North 
Atlantic during the late days of spring and 
early summer. On the other hand, the Gulf 
of Mexico, and gradually spreading to the 
NW	Caribbean,	through	June	can	see	the	
development of a tropical cyclone. Move-
ment of storms in this area tend to be more 
north and north/east which could bring 
one of these early season storms across 
Florida and toward Bermuda. Fortunately, 
early season tropical cyclones are usually 
weak (typically no stronger than a category 
one hurricane). In short, the approach-
ing hurricane season is not likely to be a 
threat to a May-June crossing from Flor-
ida to Gibraltar. 
What to expect from Florida to 
Bermuda
Very likely we should see winds S-SW 20 
knots or less and seas under five feet. 
Nearing Bermuda, cold fronts moving 
off the eastern seaboard could enhance 

winds from the SSW-SW. 
What to expect from Bermuda 
to the Azores
Although the North Atlantic can be un-
predictable at times, June usually provides 
a low-risk transit from Bermuda to the 
Azores. At the outset generally S-W winds 
Force	2-4	(4-16	knots)	with	moderate	seas	
are typical. If the prevailing high-pressure 
ridge stays north of its normal position, 
there is risk that winds could prevail from 
the SE-E, and possibly even ENE. Some 
“rolly” sea conditions are also possible if 
the prevailing low pressure track extends 
farther eastward than normal and creates 
a broader, more intense fetch to the north 
of the forecast area, bringing higher NW 
or N swells to the transit.
What to expect from the Azores 
to Gibraltar
W-NW winds and sea/swell at the outset 
of a rhumb line route to Gibraltar Strait 
will become NW to N’ly by reaching 
10°	West,	 then	 likely	a	backing	of	 the	
wind NW-SW into the Strait of Gibraltar 
should be expected. The Mediterranean 
has its own climate, so changes during 
the final approaches to the Straits are not 
uncommon.

Of course, the patterns described here 
are based on climatology. Variations in the 
west-to-east pattern of the jet stream could 
disrupt the more stable wind/sea pattern 
and therefore, produce increased wind/
sea conditions while in transit. iii

Bob Jones has provided weather routing for yachts and 

ships for more than 20 years. He is the chief meteor-

ologist of Ocean Marine Navigation, Inc. (OMNI), 

which specializes in ocean passages for motor yachts. 

It’s the firm which provided weather routing servi-

ces forNordhavn 40 Around-the-World, Nordhavn 

Atlantic Rally and Med Bound2007.

A graphic reminder: This chart from weather router Bob Jones reflects rough real-world waves 
and swells between Florida and Bermuda just before the start of Med Bound 2007.
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Most Nordhavns have wing engines, small 
engines able to move the boat slowly if some-
thing happens to the main engine, trans-
mission, or drive train. Bill Smith, captain 
and co-owner of the Nordhavn 62 Autumn 
Wind, called his wing engine into service on 
the NAR after the yacht snagged a gnarly 
six-by-six-by-six-foot tangle of polypropyl-
ene line which stopped the main propel-
ler dead in the middle of the night. The 
weather was rough, but the wing engine, 
with its own dedicated shaft and propeller, 
pushed Autumn Wind towards the Azores 
at three to four knots until morning when 
some of the offending line could be cut 
away by a diver. “You may not need your 
wing engine often,” according to Smith, 
“but when you need it, you really need it. 
Don’t	leave	home	without	it.”

Other NAR yachts had other alternate 
means of propulsion, generally a means of 
driving the main shaft and propeller using 
a power takeoff from a generator. That’s far 
better than nothing, but it would not have 
helped in Autumn Wind’s case where the 
problem immobilized the main propeller. 

“Preparation and forward planning are 
crucial,”	says	Chris	Samuelson,	captain	and	
co-owner	of	the	Nordhavn	57	Goleen. “You 
need to carry a full complement of spares, 
the obvious such as fan belts, fuel and oil 
filters, etc., and the less obvious that will 
include components such as alternators, 
starter motors, pumps, etc. The ready avail-
ability of marine items in the U.S. will never 
be the same in Bermuda or the Azores, or 
even in Europe where the largest chand-
lery is very modest compared to an average 
West Marine. Remember that the crossing 
is only stage one, after you arrive the cruis-
ing commences, so be prepared.”

“Systems have a way of coupling un-
expectedly on a boat,” says Michael Perfit, 
captain and co-owner of the Nordhavn 46 
Stargazer, which crossed the Atlantic on the 
NAR.	He	points	to	one	rally	yacht	whose	
inverter was needed to provide power to 
the pump cooling the active fin stabiliz-
er system. “When their inverter failed, 
they needed technical help to wire the 
bypass,” Perfit points out. “These sorts of 
interactions can often be fiendishly diffi-
cult to predict—after all, by definition they 
are unexpected.  

“The safest thing to do is to take the boat 

•	 Steering	systems	and		
 emergency steering
•	 Electronics,	including	GPS,	radar,	
 autopilots, communications
•	 Autopilot	pump(s)
•	 Bilge	pumps
•	 Running	lights
•	 Fuel	system,	including	pumps,	
 filters and plumbing
•	 Battery	charging
•	 Fresh	water	system
•	 Stabilization
•	 Heads	and	associated	plumbing
•	 Generator(s)
•	 Invertor(s)
•	 Refrigeration	and	freezers
•	 Galley	range	and	oven

Where to start?
For a yacht with a single main engine, alter-
nate propulsion must be high on the list. 

TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

for the faint of heart—it demands a posi-
tive attitude, an organized approach, good 
working knowledge of yacht systems, and 
a healthy measure of focus. It also takes 
time!

Built-in redundancy should be a given 
in any ocean-crossing yacht, so if a single 
vital system or piece of equipment mal-
functions or fails, the crew has alternative 
ways either to keep the system online or 
bypass it and use something else to allow 
the voyage to be completed. Weeks before 
departure, take a careful system-by-system 
look at each critical onboard system and 
ask yourself: “What would we do if this 
system	failed	1,000	miles	from	the	near-
est port?” Then formulate a plan for deal-
ing with such failures: underway repairs 
with onboard spares, jury rigs, backup sys-
tems, and other solutions. Be sure to ac-
quire and inventory the parts and pieces 
necessary. As you go through this process, 
at minimum you want to consider the fol-
lowing critically important systems:
•	 Main	engine	systems	and	
 alternate propulsion

Oceans Eleven: These Nordhavn ocean-
crossers take time out to  tour the island of 
Faial. Top row: George Howerton and Bernie 
Francis; center row: David Bock, Mary Ann 
Edson-Plumb, Dennis and Esther Bruckel, 
Dave Plumb, Lowie Bock; bottom row: Judy 
Baker, Milt Baker, Christine Bauman.

continuED from PagE 91
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Pilot charts were created to graphically show historical weather averages ob-
tained from data gathered over more than 100 years (1850 to 1974) and are pub-
lished to assist navigators in selecting the quickest and safest routes.this image, 
taken from a small section of the June pilot chart of the north atlantic, shows the 
north atlantic off the coast of florida.the green arrows show the prevailing cur-
rents with the speed shown in knots.the blue wind roses show wind conditions 
for the month in each 5 x 5-degree square of ocean, with the length of each arrow 
proportional to the percentage of time the wind blows from that direction and the 
“feathers” on each arrow showing the Beaufort force of the wind when it blows 
from that direction, typically force 3-4 (7-16 knots) in June.the number in the center 
of each wind rose represents the percentage of calms in the area.Shown elsewhere 
on the whole chart are magnetic variation, typical wave heights, gales and tropical 
cyclones, barometric pressure, and more.Pilot charts (and their British admiralty 
equivalent “routeing charts”) are available from most good chart agents.

Pilot chartout on a sea trial,” says Perfit. “Shut down 
each system one at a time and see if your re-
dundancy plan really works. Shut down the 
main	engine.	Does	the	wing	engine	push	
the	boat	OK?	Does	the	autopilot	steer	ef-
fectively when the boat is going three knots 
instead	of	six?	Do	its	parameters	need	to	be	
adjusted	for	slow	speed?	Do	the	active	fin	
stabilizers	work?	Is	enough	12-volt	power	
being supplied to keep the lights on and 
all the black boxes black-boxing? What is 
the	DC	load?	How	long	do	we	have	until	
we should start the generator and recharge 
the house batteries? Now go through the 
same drill with the inverter, generator, and 
every other critical piece of equipment.”

Dirty	fuel	and	its	consequences	cause	
more offshore engine problems than any-
thing else. For the NAR, we recommended 
that each yacht open its fuel tanks and have 
them completely cleaned out. Any wise 
skipper of a motor yacht will do the same 
before shoving off to cross an ocean. Let’s 
be clear: we are not talking here about 
having the fuel “agitated” to stir up the 
dirt and then run through a set of filters 
and returned to the tank. No, sir! We are 
talking about removing all fuel from each 
tank, opening the tank, removing the baf-
fles where possible, and scrubbing the tank 
sides, baffles and bottom clean, then re-
moving all accumulated residue. This is 
hard, dirty work; if you don’t want to do it 
yourself and don’t have a willing crewmem-
ber, hire a good tank-cleaning service to do 
it right. The older the boat, the more im-
portant this step.Whatever you do, don’t 
ignore or be talked out of it!

In an ocean-crossing motor yacht, es-
pecially one with a single main engine, a 
well-designed and carefully engineered 
fuel system is critical. One essential fea-
ture is a duplex primary filter system al-
lowing the crew to change filters without 
shutting down the engine in mid-ocean. 
If a trouble-free crossing is high on your 
agenda, it’s a good idea to have your mech-
anic check your fuel system, including all 
fuel lines, valves, fittings and filters. If your 
boat is more than, say, seven years old, con-
sider replacing the fuel lines before you 
depart. If you don’t have one already, this is 
a good time to add a vacuum gauge to your 
fuel system to provide at-a-glance checks 
on the condition of your filter elements. 

Knowing the condition of your filter re-
moves one more unknown.

Every Atlantic crosser in a motor yacht 
should carry a big supply of primary and 
secondary	fuel	filter	elements.	How	many?	
By comparison with European prices, filter 
elements in America are cheap, so taking 
a large supply when crossing to Europe 
is a good investment in more ways than 
one. Personally, I’ll be taking at least 36 
Racor	10	micron	(primary)	filter	elements	
and at least a dozen Lugger (secondary or 
on-engine) filter elements. I’ll also take 
along a half dozen Racor 2 micron ele-
ments for fuel polishing. Better safe than 
sorry! I know one skipper who unknow-
ingly took on a bad load of fuel just before 
an	ocean	crossing	in	2005;	as	his	trip	pro-
gressed, became increasingly concerned 
that he would run out of filter elements 
before reaching port. At one point he 
was	changing	filters	every	few	hours!	(He	
made it safely to port but with only one or 
two filter elements to spare.)

Old salts may disagree, but I consider 
a good stabilizing system vital equipment 
on a passagemaking yacht because it’s a 

safety system as much as a comfort system. 
Indeed, good stabilization helps keep 
the crew comfortable, but it also keeps 
the crew from being thrown around in a 
seaway, reducing the odds of injury. A well 
stabilized yacht also allows crewmembers 
to get better rest and more of it, especial-
ly in heavy weather. A crew with injuries or 
exhausted from lack of rest is a crew prone 
to making mistakes!

Most of the yachts on the NAR carried 
active fin stabilizers and their crews were 
quite	pleased	with	the	job	they	did.	How-
ever, stabilizers proved the most trouble-
some systems on the NAR, and about 30 
percent of the boats had problems with 
their stabilizer systems. These were not 
always problems that caused loss of sta-
bilization, but they were problems that 
needed fixing. One of my own take-away 
lessons was that before the NAR the real 
world database on ocean-crossing use 
of active fin stabilizers was very limited.                                                                                
Some of the stabilizer systems aboard NAR 
yachts were older, some had not been well 
maintained, and some were never sized or 

continuED on PagE 97
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Best guides

Four Across the Atlantic is a captivating 
collection of journal entries and e-mails 
written by Doug Seaver of the nordhavn 
50 four across while preparing for and 
taking part in nordhavn atlantic rally 
2004.

Doug and his partner in the adventure, 
brother-in-law charles metcafe, blame the 
first edition of circumnavigator for their 
participation in nar. they saw the maga-
zine and wanted to be part of the rally.

their adventure started on a wintery 
night in rhode island as they prepared to 
take four across south to florida. Doug 
fell off the dock into freezing water. two 
weeks later, on the chesapeake, they en-
countered a storm, fiercer than anything 
they experienced on the atlantic.

all in all, four across the atlantic has 
the ingredients of a classic sea story.

Books
Atlantic Crossings, a Sailor’s Guide to 
Europe and Beyond, by Les Weatheritt. 
$29.95
World Cruising Routes (5th ed.), by 
Jimmy cornell. $49.95
Ocean Passages for the World, by Brit-
ish admiralty. $135
Crossing an Ocean Under Power, by 
Ken Williams. $19.95
Four Across The Atlantic, by Douglas 
Seaver. $21.95
Atlantic Crossing Guide (6th ed.), by 
anne Hammick and gavin mcLaren, re-
vised by John Lawson. $55
Heavy Weather Tactics Using Sea An-
chors & Drogues (2nd ed.), by Earl r. 
Hinz. $19.95
Rough Weather Seamanship For Sail 
and Power, by roger marshall. $29.95

PAe
request from amy@nordhavn.com:
Operations Manual, nordhavn atlantic 
rally 2004 (on cD) 

UU Net Plus.com — “a robust and reli-
able e-mail solution specifically designed 
for internet e-mail and file transfer over 
satellite phone networks.” www.uuplus.
com/emailservice.htm
Med Bound 2007, reports, logs, maps 
et al. www.nordhavn.com/medbound/
index.php

Pilot Charts
Atlas of Pilot Charts, north atlantic 
ocean, nvPuB106, by u.S. Department of 
Defense. $49.95
Visual Passage Planner, Pilot chart 
Based Passage Planning for Windows by 
Digital Wave. $129. www.digwave.com 

Blogs and forums
Moana Kuewa, nordhavn 55 #11, mike 
Hodges and christine Bauman. 
www.moanakuewa.net
Salty Dawg Expeditions, nordhavn 55 
#04, David and Lowie Bock. 
www.saltydawg.talkspot.com
Meet the Bruckels, Dennis and Esther 
Bruckel crewed aboard Salty Dawg in 
med Bound 2007.
 www.debruckel.com
Blog of Garry & Sue Knopps, crew on 
adventure, nordhavn 62 #22. 
www.travelpod.com/travel-blog/
gknopp/medbound2007/tpod.html
Blog by Ken Williams on the nordhavn 
atlantic rally.
 www.trawlerweb.com/aspx/templates/
modern2.aspx/msgid/49898
Trawler Transatlantic 2004, a blog by 
georgs Kolesnikovs on the nordhavn 
atlantic rally.
www.radio.weblogs.com/0137829/
Bluewater, the home nordhavn 47 #32 
and milt and Judy Baker.
www.bluewaternav.com
Passagemaking Under Power, a 
forum on voyaging the world. www.
passagemaking underpower.com iii

NAR Movie: Living the Dream — Small 
Boats crossing a Big ocean, nordhavn 
atlantic rally 2004 DvD written and 
directed by Bruce Kessler
for help in preparing for passagemaking: 
www.nordhavn.com/pretripguides/

Websites
Noonsite.com — “the most visited 
source of practical information 
for cruising sailors on the 
internet.”www.noonsite.com
Ocens.Net — “Wireless weather, e-mail 
& satellite communication & information 
services.” www.ocens.com 
Global Marine Network — “. . . services 
and products to greatly enhance the per-
formance and reliability of wireless com-
munications while keeping costs low.” 
www.globalmarinenet.net
Explorer Satellite— “satellite phone ser-
vice providing every mobile satellite cus-
tomer with tailor-made satellite solutions 
via the inmarsat, iridium, globalstar and 
thuraya satellite constellations.” www.
explorersatellite.com

TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

Four Across the Atlantic is a captivating collection 
of journal entries and e-mails written by Douglass 
J. Seaver of the Nordhavn 50 Four Across while 
preparing for and taking part in Nordhavn Atlan-
tic Rally 2004.

Resources for crossing the Atlantic
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intended for the kind of hard commercial 
duty cycle imposed over the course of a 
nearly-4,000-mile ocean crossing.

It behooves the captain of any stabiliz-
er-equipped motor yacht to pay particular 
attention to his stabilizer system, some-
thing especially true for an older yacht. 
Best bet is to have a factory-trained team 
to go over your system, check everything, 
take care of any necessary repairs or up-
grades, then confirm proper operation 
on a sea trial. Many stabilizer system hoses 
operate under substantial hydraulic pres-
sure, so if your hoses have not been re-
placed in the last seven years, replacing 
them may save you a big mid-ocean prob-
lem. I vividly recall a long, hot day of clean-
ing up gallons and gallons of oil from the 
bilge of a trawler yacht in the Mediterran-
ean after a stabilizer system hose split and 
doused our engine room with oil. We then 
replaced the ruptured hose with an on-
board spare.

As active fin stabilizer systems become 
more capable and robust, fewer ocean-
crossing motor yachts are being equipped 
with paravane systems for stabilization. Al-
though paravanes have downsides (they 
slow the boat down and require a lot of rig-
ging), they represent a relatively inexpen-
sive low-tech approach to stabilization that 
works well for many ocean-crossing yachts 
up	to	perhaps	50	feet.

“Before I purchased Stargazer,” said Mi-
chael Perfit, “I decided that paravanes were 
a mission requirement and would consider 
no Nordhavn without them. Paravanes are 
redundant from the beginning because 
there are two of them and a single one 
is	well	more	than	50	percent	compared	
to using both.”Stargazer’s crossing was 
trouble-free and her paravanes worked 
perfectly for every mile.

Dennis	Fox,	owner	and	captain	of	the	
Krogen	58	Sea Fox, also crossed on the 
NAR, and had active fin stabilizer prob-
lems	all	the	way	across.	He	looked	long-
ingly at the Nordhavns stabilized with 
paravanes. “The paravanes rig provided 
by PAE was foolproof,” he said. “It worked 
very well.”

Keeping the boat running
“Contrary	to	popular	belief,	this	boat	

smile. “If you can’t fix it, get someone who 
can!”	His	point,	of	course,	is	that	self-suffi-
ciency is a key element in crossing oceans, 
and a captain unable to make repairs him-
self needs someone aboard who can. Also, 
the captain needs the parts, spares, and 
supplies too, especially for the ocean-cross-
ing part where getting parts is just about 
impossible.

 “When stuff breaks, I swear a whole new 
set of nautical expletives, but when I fix it 
I brag,” says Rothman. One of his joys of 
cruising, he says, “is the occasional feel-
ing of genius when a successful repair is 
completed.” 

Many experienced skippers believe 
that	95	percent	of	the	failures	can	be	pre-
vented before leaving the dock. The best 
way to do that is to specify and buy reli-
able, robust equipment and maintain 
it impeccably—with proper preventive 
maintenance. Once the yacht leaves the 
dock, frequent engine room checks can 

is NOT self-docking, self-cleaning, self-
anchoring, or self-fixing,” says octogen-
arian skipper Bob Rothman, captain of 
the	 Nordhavn	 57	 Emeritus. Rothman 
was 77 years old when he crossed the At-
lantic in the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally in 
2004.	He	and	his	wife	Jan,	then	a	youth-
ful	75,	call	themselves	the	ancient	mar-
iners. Since taking delivery of their boat 
in	California	six	years	ago,	they	have	cov-
ered about 36,000 nautical miles includ-
ing what he terms “innumerable stops in 
Spain, France, Italy, Greece, Malta, Turkey, 
Croatia,	Tunisia.	.	.	and	many	places	we’ve	
forgotten.” Most of their cruising has been 
with just the two of them aboard, though 
they had a granddaughter and her hus-
band as crew for their Atlantic crossing.

Crossing	the	Atlantic	and	cruising	in	the	
Mediterranean “requires the continual ser-
vices of an electrician, plumber, janitor, 
mechanic, electronics master, navigator, 
and window washer—or a crew to address 
all of the above,” says Rothman, with a wry 

Visual passage planner chart

This image, a screen capture of the June pilot chart from the Windows-based 
program visual Passage Planner, provides the same kind of historical informa-
tion found on paper pilot charts. Here, wind roses are shown in red.no only does 
this program show greater detail than the paper chart (a wind rose every 1 x 1-de-
gree square of ocean, for example, instead of every 5 x 5-degree square on the 
paper chart), but it can also display additional information including mean wind 
speed at any location for the month, current roses, the percentage of gales, wave 
heights, sea and air temperatures, dew points, barometric pressure and more—any 
of which can be displayed individually or layered to show everything or a selec-
tion. Data is drawn from the same source data as pilot charts, so, like pilot charts, 
visual Passage Planner shows historical averages.the program is available from 
Digital Wave, www.digwave.com/

continuED from PagE 95
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Med Bound 2007
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Bound–might not make history, yet the simple fact that they are 
completed by ‘civilians’ without drama or support may be the 
greater accomplishment.”

Milt Baker agrees: “We Med Bounders have the right to be 
proud of what we accomplished. Three motor yachts captained 
and crewed by ordinary people made a safe and seamanlike trip, 
crossing more than 4,000 miles of open ocean without incident—
no heroics, no accidents, no injuries, no health problems, no 
engine stoppages, no catastrophic engineering problems, no 
fires, no flooding. For the most part our yachts and our gear 
just kept working, and our crews handled the trip without com-
plaint. We’re all in awe of our Nordhavns and their fine John 
Deere	and	Lugger	engines,	which	never	missed	a	beat	in	more	
than	26	days	under	way	—	611	running	hours	from	Fort	Lauder-
dale to Gibraltar.

“The Atlantic crossing segment of Med Bound 2007 is history, 
and crew members of the three ocean-crossing Nordhavns are 
just beginning our Mediterranean adventures. After the cold, 
hard North Atlantic, we can feel a kinder, gentler Mediterran-
ean, and we’re eager to get on with the more benign cruising of-
fered by the Med. If the accomplishment of crossing the North 
Atlantic this summer was the main course, cruising in the Medi-
terranean is surely the dessert.”  iii

Two Nordhavn 55s and a Nordhavn 47 successfully completed 
an Atlantic crossing when they reached Gibraltar in July, culmin-
ating the 3,800-nautical-mile Med Bound 2007 rally that began 
in Fort Lauderdale.

Having	endured	gale	force	winds	and	rough	seas	during	the	
last	days	of	the	final	leg,	the	three	Nordhavns	and	their	11	crew	
members safely reached Europe, albeit amidst considerably less 
fanfare	than	what	was	displayed	three	years	ago	when	18	trawl-
er yachts completed the identical course as part of Nordhavn 
Atlantic Rally 2004. 

Milt Baker, Med Bound organizer and captain of the Nord-
havn 47Bluewater, says the achievement was nonetheless mo-
mentous. “We all feel a great sense of accomplishment and are 
delighted that we have done what so few human beings ever get 
to do: cross an ocean aboard a small, well-found yacht.”

Nine Nordhavns, ranging in size from 40 to 62 feet, set out from 
Fort	Lauderdale	bound	for	Bermuda.	While	en	route,	a	50-foot	
Nordhavn had to abort due to failed stabilization. The remain-
ing	boats	converged	at	Royal	Bermuda	Yacht	Club	in	Hamilton	
where they stayed for a week before five of the boats left for the 
U.S.	northeast	coast;	the	other	three	continued	on	to	Horta	in	
the Azorean Islands, and finally Gibraltar.

Thousands followed the journey via www.nordhavn.com, where 
daily log reports described all the details. “This was something 
very memorable for all of us (who participated) and I hope that 
following Med Bound inspired others to realize that crossing an 
ocean is a great adventure,” says Baker, adding that the armchair 
sailors “should know they can do it too.”

For the trip, Bluewater estimated burning just under 3,000 gal-
lons of fuel for all three legs combined, while traveling an aver-
age speed of 6.8 knots.

Nordhavns had a banner year for ocean crossings in 2007. 
While the three Med Bound yachts crossed the Atlantic Ocean, 
two	Nordhavn	43s	and	a	Nordhavn	55	crossed	the	Pacific	
Ocean.

Although it might seem big-time voyages such as these have 
become commonplace, Pacific Asian Enterprises continues to 
be excited each time a Nordhavn owner successfully tackles a 
challenge. “We at PAE are very proud of the owners and crew 
who	participated	in	Med	Bound,”	says	PAE	president	Dan	
Streech. “The great adventures our owners make–such as Med 

Captains of the fleet
Beso, nordhavn 40, Chip Marsh

Bluewater, nordhavn 47, Milt Baker*

Downtime, nordhavn 50, Walter Smithe III

grey Pearl, nordhavn 62, Braun Jones

imagine, nordhavn 47, Greg Beckner

moana Kuewa, nordhavn 55, Christine Bauman*

new frontier, nordhavn 62, Jerry Reynolds

Salty Dawg, nordhavn 55, David Bock*

Summer Skiis, nordhavn 43, Jim Fuller
*tranS-atLantic ParticiPantS

By Jennifer Stern
 pacific asian enterprises

Accomplishment without drama Safe arrival: 
Three Nordhavns 
in Gibraltar
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spot small problems before they become 
big problems and allow for making re-
pairs sooner. My own rule is to check the 
engine room two or three times during 
the first hour under way, then at least once 
every two to three hours for the rest of the 
passage. We have TV monitors looking at 
engine room and lazarette, but they do 
not take the place of a walk-in look where 
we check for anything unusual — sounds, 
smells, leaks, smoke, chafing, vibration, 
high vacuum readings showing clogged fil-
ters, hot stuffing box, or what have you.

Before leaving, a good skipper will estab-
lish good working relationships at home: 
the project manager for his boat, a good 
diesel mechanic, an experienced electron-
ics installer/trouble-shooter, and a good 
boatyard, to name a few. Many owners 
make it a point to be on board when work 
is going on aboard the boat, looking over 
shoulders and asking questions, learn-
ing all the while. Others attend seminars 
like the excellent captain’s seminar for 
Lugger/Northern Lights owners con-
ducted	by	popular	Alaska	Diesel	trainer	
Bob Senter.

“It’s important to perform your own pre-
ventive maintenance to acquaint yourself 
with your boat’s systems,” said John Imle, 
who traveled thousands of miles across the 
Pacific	aboard	his	Nordhavn	57.	“And	work	
with and watch mechanics doing the more 
sophisticated work. It’s also important to 
establish relationships with suppliers of 
major mechanical equipment, such as en-
gines and stabilizers. Thanks to today’s sat-
ellite phone and e-mail communication 
systems, it is possible to get top-quality diag-
nostic assistance, usually within hours.”

If you own a Nordhavn and find your-
self in a fix offshore, don’t be afraid to get 
on your satellite phone and call PAE. PAE 
principals, project managers and others 
have been called together in the confer-
ence	room	in	Dana	Point	many	times	to	
help a frustrated owner solve a vexing prob-
lem at sea—nearly always successfully.

Most every cruiser carries common 
spares such as belts, impellers, filters and 
hose	clamps,	to	name	a	few.	However,	the	
serious offshore voyager goes deeper, 
especially for the main engine(s) and 
generator(s): spare raw water pumps and 

coolant circulating pumps, spare alterna-
tors and alternator pulleys, spare starters 
and solenoids, and more. Many engine 
and generator manufacturers have off-the-
shelf spares kits, a lesser one for coastal 
cruising and a “world class” kit for more 
distant voyaging. The ocean-crosser goes 
beyond even the “world class” kit, work-
ing with the engine and generator build-
er or, perhaps, a trusted dealer to develop 
a custom list, including—very important—
an operator’s manual, shop manual, and 
parts manual for each engine and gener-
ator aboard and any special tools such as 
the injector pulling tool, injector nozzle 
bore cleaning tool, and injector pilot tool 
I carry for my Lugger engine. I may or may 
not know how to use such tools, but having 
them on board is like insurance; remov-
ing and replacing injectors on my engine 
is almost impossible without them.

Be sure to carry spares (or replace-
ments) for other critical service items 

such as pumps for fresh water, gray water 
and black water tanks, heads, watermakers. 
Also for inverters, chargers, refrigerators, 
freezers, and more. Rebuild kits, too.

Crew
A fair-weather trans-ocean passage with the 
perfect crew can be like poetry in motion. 
But pick the wrong crew and your dream 
cruise can quickly turn into a nightmare. 
Likewise, from the crew’s perspective sign-
ing on with a knowledgeable, experienced 
captain and a well-found yacht is one thing, 
but sometimes crewmembers learn too late 
that	they’ve	signed	on	with	Captain	Bligh	
or the ship from hell, and jump ship at 
the first port.

Whether your trip lasts a month or a 
day, it’s good practice to take crew whose 
strengths offset your own weaknesses. If 
you’re a terrific navigator and diesel mech-
anic but a lousy plumber and electrician, 

continuED from PagE 97

continuED on PagE 101

Bermuda layover: Bluewater 
at rest at Royal Bermuda Yacht 
Club prior to the second leg to 
the Azores.
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Out of the blue
TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

Seven days out of Newport, Rhode Island—half way across the 
atlantic to Horta, azores—we started tracking two deep low-pressure 
cells northwest of us. the noaa high seas forecast talked of a serious 
gale, and the weather charts confirmed that. in our daily report to com-
manders’ Weather, we asked for tailored forecasts every 24 hours instead 
of the scheduled 48 hours. We also prepared for heavy weather.

over a year earlier, i began planning for an atlantic crossing in my nord-
havn 46 long-range passagemaker. Detailed study of the Pilot charts and the 
rcc atlantic crossing guide told me June was the best month for an eastbound 
passage from new England to Europe. 

Winter storms were over and the summer hurricane season wouldn’t have start-
ed. So we set out from rhode island on a sunny June 4, 2005, figuring 1,975 miles in 
14 days at 5.6 knots direct to Horta, and another eight days up to falmouth, England. 
We weren’t expecting a gale, just moderate westerlies. 

We were three: mike mcfadden, who had been aboard from Puget Sound in Septem-
ber 2004, Zack Blum, who had joined in florida in april, and me.

as the storm approached, commanders’ said alter course southeast, to put the wind and 
seas behind you. We rigged storm plates on the starboard windows; the port windows had 
been covered in rhode island. We deployed the paravanes to back up the active stabilizers. We 
checked for loose gear. We tested the wing engine. We were ready.

the skies slowly grew darker, the wind and waves began to build behind us and the barometer 
began to drop. By June 14, the winds were a steady 35 to 40 knots, with long 15- to 20-foot seas roll-
ing up behind us.

at the height of the storm a paravane cable snagged on the swim platform, so mike and Zack suited 
up with life vests and harnesses. With sailboat tethers clipped onto grab rails in the cockpit, they freed 
the cable using the boat hook and fish gaff. mike then climbed to the boat deck, using two tethers so he was 
always tied in, to re-secure the boom. i slowed a bit to ease the motion, but a 25-foot wave caught up with 
us and foamed over the top of the boat deck, soaking mike. Pretty exciting at the time.

the barometer bottomed at 994.3 millibars as the front passed over us late in the afternoon and the 
wind snapped from southwest to northwest. We could even see the line squall and frontal passage ap-
proaching on the radar. 

By the following morning the wind had dropped off substantially, although the seas stayed pretty 
high. on the next day the sun came out!

that beer at Peter’s café Sport in Horta sure tasted great two days later. fourteen days averaging 
6.3 knots, 2,050 nautical miles, a quarter tank of fuel remaining—another successful nordhavn at-
lantic crossing. 
Andy Lund is the owner of resolution, Nordhavn 46 #81. He wrote this article aboard resolution 
in the Balearic Islands of Spain.

Winter storms were behind us, hurricane season lay ahead. We weren’t 
expecting the gale that struck half way across the atlantic

By Andy Lund
 nordhavn 46 resolution
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look for crewmembers who can diagnose 
and repair problems with the pumps, 
plumbing and wiring. If computers and 
electronic	charting	and	NMEA	0183	mys-
tify you, find a computer-savvy crewmem-
ber to round out your crew. If you hate 
trying to speak a foreign language and 
you’re bound for Spain, try to include a 
Spanish speaker in your crew.

On a trans-Atlantic passage, a small 
motor yacht can be under way continu-
ously for two weeks or more, so it’s im-
portant that all crewmembers be in good 
physical condition on departure—as veri-
fied by a physical examination—and that 
the yacht carry a thoughtful inventory of 
medical supplies and over-the-counter 
and prescription medications for treating 
common ailments and injuries. One crew-
member, perhaps the captain or mate or 
someone with medical training, should be 
designated as the onboard medical officer, 
with another crewmember as backup. 

How	many	crew	to	take?	While	some	
yachts cross oceans singlehanded or with 
a mom-and-pop crew, most motor yachts 
have a crew of three or more. A three-per-
son crew, with each member standing a 
watch, allows plenty of time for rest no 
matter	what	the	watch	schedule.	However,	
if one of a three-person crew is injured 
or becomes ill, suddenly it’s back-to-back 
watches, so many captains prefer a crew 
of four or more. One of the NAR yachts 
lost its autopilot, leaving the crew to hand-
steer	the	1,100	miles	from	the	Azores	to	
Gibraltar.	Hand	steering	a	large	yacht	in	
the ocean is hard work that tests muscles 
and concentration, and the skipper was 
happy to have a large crew onboard. An-
other rally yacht had more crewmembers 
than bunks, definitely not a good idea! 
(See sidebar It’s All About Safety by Wayne 
Davis	on	Page	101.)

Circumnavigator	Bruce	Kessler	recom-
mends picking crew carefully, then con-
ducting a trial run of a few days offshore 
with potential crewmembers onboard. A 
trial run of even a couple of days will usual-
ly afford the captain ample opportunity to 
observe whether a potential crewmember 
is a good fit. Not surprisingly, what appears 
on a resume or comes across in a personal 
interview can be quite different from what 

Determining	what	kind	of	experience	
is needed can be like chasing a moving 
target; every underwriter seems to use a 
different yardstick.

According to Al Golden, principal of 
International Marine Insurance Services 
whose company insures many ocean-cross-
ing yachts, attitude is perhaps the single 
most important determinant of whether a 
skipper will get offshore insurance to cross 
an ocean. “The right attitude makes all the 
difference,” said Golden. “With that, every-
thing else falls right into place.” And, as far 
as underwriters are concerned, it takes an 
experienced insurance professional like 
Golden (who has crossed the Atlantic in 
his own yacht) to be a good judge of what 
constitutes the right attitude.

What else are underwriters looking for? 
Serious cruising experience—a record of 
increasingly challenging coastal cruises, 
preferably rounded out with at least some 
Bluewater experience such as a round trip 
to Bermuda. “The underwriter wants to 
know that this guy is not going to start hol-
lering mayday and abandon his yacht if a 
little weather comes up,” says Golden.

One underwriter prefers three years of 
ownership of the vessel making the cross-
ing	or	a	similar	type	of	yacht	within	10	feet	
of its size. The owner of an ocean-capable 
motor yacht who has no personal offshore 
experience but who has a Bluewater-experi-
enced crew onboard for the crossing will 
usually get an OK from an insurer.

A	U.S.	Coast	Guard	master’s	license	
carries some credibility with insurers be-
cause it shows commitment. A British 
“Yachtmaster” certificate, however, carries 
more because getting one requires dem-
onstration of the practical skills needed to 
manage	a	yacht	at	sea.	Hands-on	onboard	
training with offshore-experienced skip-
pers counts for a lot, especially when cer-
tified in writing.

Staying in touch
Once you leave the coast of the U.S. bound 
for Europe, you can turn off your cell 
phone and put it away. You can also remove 
the aircard in your laptop and pack it.

While not cheap, staying in touch from 
an ocean-crossing motor yacht is no longer 
prohibitively expensive. Using a portable 

one sees going to sea with a new crewmem-
ber. Two days out on a trans-Atlantic voyage 
is absolutely the wrong time to discover you 
have the crew from hell onboard.

expectations
Expectations vary. The captain expects 
competent crew who can stand a watch 
capably without hazarding the vessel and 
without falling asleep even on the longest 
mid-watch, someone who is pleasant, neat, 
makes a real contribution, works hard, and 
is good company. The crewmember ex-
pects a captain who is a capable mariner, 
a good leader, who says what he wants with 
no ambiguity, and who is good company. 
As bridge management classes make clear, 
however, expectations often clash, lead-
ing to strained communications among 
crewmembers. When that happens, every-
one suffers.

Scott Strickland, who has crossed the 
Atlantic in both directions as captain of 
his Nordhavn 47 Strickly for Fun, address-
es	expectations	in	no	uncertain	terms.	He	
has	prepared	a	17-page	manual	for	crew-
members, and he sends it to them in ad-
vance. Some might consider this overkill, 
but Strickland’s manual aims to answer 
the questions any crewmember might ask, 
including what to expect on the passage, 
the route planned and how long the trip 
should take, onboard safety concerns, food 
(including a questionnaire covering food 
allergies, food preferences, favorite foods 
and soft drinks and hot drinks, favorite 
snacks, and special meals the crewmem-
ber would like to prepare). The manual 
also covers anticipated weather, communi-
cations, daily schedule, chores, watch 
schedules and watch standing, onboard 
entertainment, seasickness, and what to 
bring—and	not	bring.(The	Crew	Manual	
is one of many pre-trip guides written by 
Scott Strickland that can be downloaded as 
a .pdf at nordhavn.com/pretripguides.)

“This trip is not for everyone,” the 
manual concludes. “(It’s) for people who 
want to grow. You must be willing to learn 
new skills . . . In short, this trip is not for the 
boring, lazy, stupid, inflexible or grumpy 
people.”

Getting insurance coverage to cross an 
ocean can be hard, especially for a first-
timer with little or no offshore experience. 

By Andy Lund
 nordhavn 46 resolution

continuED from PagE 99
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All about safety
Watch-keeping is a key part of safe passagemaking,
especially at night when the dark brings its own
particular challenges

It’s 3:20 a.m. and I am being awakened by my wife, Patricia, 
who reports that we are approaching two converging targets 
on the radar and wants a second opinion. She has, of course, 
done exactly the right thing. Our night watch orders insist that 
in case of any doubt, it is the duty of the watch-stander to get as-
sistance. Since there are only two of us aboard, I am the assist-
ance she seeks. 

It isn’t always this way. On the first offshore trip in Envoy, our 
Nordhavn 46, I was assisted by two good friends, one a sailor and 
the other an experienced small-boat fisherman. Each had limit-
ed offshore experience. It was a three-day trip from Fort Lauder-
dale	to	Wilmington,	North	Carolina,	and	I	had	stayed	up	too	
long the first night and was now fast asleep in the middle of the 
second night offshore. I was awakened by my sailing buddy, who 
was	convinced	we	were	being	harassed	by	a	tug	pulling	a	tow.	He	
had been watching two blips on the radar for some time as they 
came ever closer to Envoy. No matter what course change he 
made, the two blips seemed to correct their course to maintain 
a collision course with Envoy. Finally, when they were less than 
two miles away and closing fast, he decided to wake me.

What appeared to him to be a tug and tow that changed course 
every time he tried to avoid them were actually two commercial 
fishing boats on intersecting courses, and we were much too close 
for a safe passage. After a rapid 90-degree course change we were 
narrowly out of harm’s way. Given the difficulty in deciphering 
the radar images, the crewmember should have wakened the cap-
tain much sooner to ensure a safe passing in the night.

Watch-keeping is all about safety. Possibly the biggest threat 
a yacht faces crossing the Atlantic—or any offshore passage for 
that	matter—is	being	hit	by	another	vessel.	Constant	vigilance	day	
and night is required of small boat operators, but even more so at 
night. Limitations in visibility require competence in radar oper-
ation; situations that are easy to interpret in broad daylight are 
sometimes confusing at night and, at the very least, require more 
skill in interpreting. There is also the fatigue factor, which brings 
with it decreased judgment and decision-making abilities.

When passagemaking, we actually prefer around the clock, 
24-hour-a-day passages to the more popular island hopping (or 
coastal) passages preferred by many of our friends. There is some-
thing attractive about the rhythm and the solitude of passage-
making that suits our personalities. 

When it comes to sleep and alertness, the first day of any pas-
sage is always the most difficult. Because the excitement level 
is high, it is more difficult to sleep and it is tempting to stay up 
later than usual (or all night). The price of yielding to this temp-
tation is fatigue or exhaustion the next day. After the second 
night offshore, we are tired enough that sleep in the middle of 

the day is quite easy. We are in a rhythm with the boat and the 
sea; life is good. 

We won’t try to describe all the possible schedules for watch-
keeping, but we will share some of the experience we have gained 
in many night passages.

What is a watch schedule? 
Quite simply, it is a method of determining who is responsible for 
the ship for periods of time. It ensures someone will be standing 
“watch” over the vessel and, if properly designed, it will ensure 
that those off watch will have ample opportunity for sleep. The 
goal is to ensure the safe operation of the vessel.
An effective watch schedule should:
1 identify the times for which each crewmember 
 is responsible for operating the ship.
2 allow uninterrupted sleep at some time 
 during the day for those off watch.
3 Schedule on-watch times that are short enough at night 
 to allow the watch-keeper to maintain an alert status.
4 allow the crew to spend some time  
 together, for example at meals.
5 adjust for the skill/competence levels 
 of the individual crewmembers.
6 accommodate to the idiosyncratic sleep/wake 
 patterns of the individual crewmembers.
Several experienced cruising couples we know do not have fixed 
watch schedules. They argue that they know when they are alert 
and when they need sleep, and it is likely that other members 
of the crew (or their spouse) will be alert at different times than 
they are. They allow their natural body rhythms to dictate when 
they stand watch. This reasoning reminds me of an old Smoth-
ers	Brothers	routine.	At	some	point	in	a	song,	older	brother	Dick	
would call out, “Take it, Tommy,” but Tommy wasn’t always in a 
mood to take responsibility. We wonder how often a reluctant, 
tired crewmember takes over for another tired crewmember.

Since most of our cruising is with just the two of us aboard, we 
believe in a fixed schedule so that we know when we are to be on 
watch and can plan our day accordingly. We know how long we 
have to sleep, and make the best use of this off-duty time to rest. 
There is no uncertainty and no misunderstanding. Emergencies 
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by Wayne Davis
 norDHavn 46 EnvoY
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and unexpected problems do arise, of course, but flexibility in 
schedule and standing orders will help deal with them.

the Handoff 
It is our practice to overlap the person coming off watch with the 
on-coming watch member. The time immediately before a new 
watch	(10	to	15	minutes)	is	devoted	to	an	engine	room	check	and	
briefing by the off-going watch stander on what occurred during 
the watch just coming to an end. Any information about the oper-
ation of the boat, radar targets, other vessels in the area, hazards 
to navigation, radio transmissions, weather etc. is passed along. 
The on-coming crewmember typically gets up early for his/her 
watch and relieves the crewmember at the end of his/her watch 
a bit early. We use alarm clocks, but others prefer to have the on-
watch person awaken the upcoming watch.

Diversions 
Many cruisers find that remaining alert at night is one of the 
toughest parts of offshore passagemaking. On Nordhavn Atlan-
tic	Rally	2004,	several	boats	used	the	VHF	radio	to	keep	“chatter”	
going through the night, allowing tired crews standing watch to 
pass the hours with relatively little interruption to their tasks as 
watch-standers. Although most of the conversation was small 
talk, they did pass along information about such things as fleet 
movement, weather, and interpretation of blips on the radar. 
With	the	VHF	radios	on	low	power,	using	a	ship-to-ship	channel	
and in an area where there was no other traffic, this was an ef-
fective way to pass the time.

Many	cruisers	use	books	on	tape	or	CDs	to	pass	the	time	while	
others blast rock music into the pilothouse. Although we do not 
believe	that	watching	movies	on	DVD	while	on	watch	is	a	safe	
practice, we know that some boats do. We’ve found that snacks 
help keep us alert; microwave popcorn and apples are the treats 
of choice on Envoy.

If the crew is large enough, assigning two people simultaneous-
ly to night watch can be effective. We have only done this once, 
on the way from Norfolk to Virgin Gorda, and found that one 
person must be designated as the watch-stander and the other 
as the assistant to ensure that someone is in charge. We have also 
learned that we prefer a rotating schedule where crewmember 

B comes on watch in the middle of crewmember A’s watch and 
then	stays	on	as	crewmember	A	is	replaced	by	crew	member	C.	
This overlapping rotation provides continuity and lessens the 
chance of conflicts between crewmembers that would otherwise 
always be assigned to watch together.

Figure	1	displays	the	watch	schedule	we	prefer	for	a	husband-
and-wife team aboard Envoy. Since we both have over 30 years 
of boat operation, and since we are both comfortable operat-
ing Envoy at night, we make no accommodation to skill level in 
the watch schedule. If one of us is uncertain about what is going 
on with the boat, on the water, or on the radar, we immediately 
wake the other person for a second opinion. If there are differ-
ences in the skill levels of the crewmembers, modify the night 
orders and watch-standing rotation schedule to accommodate 
these differences.

Hours On Watch
06:00-12:00 Wayne
12:00-18:00 Patricia
18:00-21:00 Wayne
 (Patricia PrEParES & SErvES DinnEr)

21:00-24:00 Patricia
00:00-03:00 Wayne
03:00-06:00 Patricia

We prefer longer watches during the day when it’s easier to stay 
alert, and shorter cycles at night and early morning when stay-
ing awake is more difficult. For the person off watch, the longer 
daytime rest periods allow enough time for some uninterrupted 
sleep. We have tried the traditional Port and Starboard (six-by-
four hour) watch schedule and find that four hours is too long 
to stay alert at night and four hours is too short to allow for recu-
perative sleep in the daytime.

Dinner	is	a	special	time	for	us	to	enjoy	the	setting	sun,	eat	a	
leisurely meal and share our thoughts. Patricia usually prepares 
the meals beforehand and places them in the freezer, so the 
burden of food preparation is lessened and we can enjoy this 
time together.

Although there are many other types of schedules and the 
crew of each yacht will develop one to suit their circumstances, 
the watch system described here has served us well for many 
passages. iii

Wayne Davis and his wife, Patricia, are retired after careers in education 

and have three decades of experience boating. With Envoy, Nordhavn 46 

#19, they have been exploring the Med since the crossing over on the Nord-

havn Atlantic Rally.

Watch Standing: 
The Nordhavn 55

Moana Kuewa heads 
for the Azores.
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Don’t forget the duct tape 
a not-too-serious survival guide for those planning their 
first ocean crossing. By William D. Seaver 
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Crossing the Atlantic Ocean was a 
great experience, but like most adven-
tures it had its rough spots. So, with 
knowledge gained from some hard-
learned lessons, here’s a to-do list for 
those with an atlantic crossing still in 
their future.
1 American beer: nothing wrong 
with the local ale, but for bartering, 
a cold coors Light is worth twice its 
weight in fuel filters.
2 Diapers: not for the baby, but for 
oil, which will, does, and cannot be 
stopped from leaking.
3 A journal: Whether you have used 
one before the trip or not, this is a key 
item. You can’t yell at a crew member 
without risking a “mid-atlantic man 
overboard,” so take it out on them via 
paper.
4 Fishing gear: You might hate fish 
and think fishing is boring, but when 
cruising along at six knots it’s just one 
more thing with which to fiddle. it can 
take a good 15 minutes to reel in a line 
and switch lures. 
5 Paperback books: Books serve 
two purposes: the obvious—read-
ing them, and the second (not-so-
obvious)—they’re great emergency 
alarms that bad weather is upon you. 
nothing quite says “big seas” like 
being awakened in the middle of the 
night by two or three Stephen King 
novels bouncing off your head.

6 Develop a bad habit: cigar smok-
ing is the number one choice of sail-
ors. a good smoke cannot only break 
up the monotony of the day, but it can 
keep away pesky crew members who 
are afraid of second-hand smoke.
7 Digital camera: Pictures from your 
trip across the atlantic can become 
family heirlooms. But don’t forget to 
delete some of those pictures; sorry, 
folks, but mile three hundred and 
thirty-five looks exactly like mile thir-
teen hundred.
8 Music and a personal listening 
device: there is no better way to shut 
out other crew than a good set of head-
phones and a large cache of batteries. 
Plus, on your 0200 -0400 watch, noth-
ing keeps the mind awake like blaring 
megadeath or marilyn manson.
9 Zip ties: (a.k.a. cable ties, straps, rat 
belts, mouse belts, or tie wraps) if you 
leave to cross the atlantic (or any other 
ocean for that matter) without them, 
you have a 40 percent lower chance of 
making it.
10 Duct tape: You all knew it was 
coming, so the best was saved for 
last. the universal glue that holds 
the world, and just about anything 
else, together – duct tape. it seals split 
hoses, can be used in splinting broken 
body parts, and if a beer is placed in the 
center of the roll, it makes the ultimate 
non-slide coaster.

TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

satellite phone and standing on deck, you 
can call Mom, order parts, make a marina 
reservation, confer with your doctor, or call 
Dana	Point	for	advice	on	fixing	a	broken	
widget. You can also send and receive basic 
e-mail using your satellite phone, though 
attachments are best left off unless you’re 
on an unlimited budget. If cost is no object, 
you can even have a 24/7 Internet connec-
tion all the way across by satellite, as Ken 
Williams, the Internet-centric captain and 
co-owner of the Nordhavn 62 Sans Souci, 
did on the NAR. But Williams paid more 
than $7,000 in airtime for the privilege, 
not to mention the cost of acquiring and 
installing a large F77 satellite dome and 
the associated equipment.

If ever there were a moving target it’s 
offshore communications, and what’s writ-
ten here will surely change in the next few 
years — if not the next few months. Never-
theless, let’s take a look at the basics as 
things stand in mid-2007.

At the low end, it’s possible to use single 
sideband radio for long-range communi-
cations and many ocean-crossers, especial-
ly budget-conscious sailors, do just that. 
However,	if	you	don’t	have	a	background	
in ham radio and long-time experience 
using single sideband radio the reality is 
you’ll be far more comfortable using a sat-
ellite telephone. The entry-level models 
look a lot like those big klunky cell phones 
of two decades ago, and at the high end 
you can have a fixed installation for two-
way communications through INMAR-
SAT	satellites	in	high	earth	orbit	(HEO)	
22,500	miles	overhead,	including	both	
voice and a slow but reliable 24/7 Inter-
net connection. 

While there are many choices, the most 
popular service aboard most small passage-
making motor yachts today is Iridium, low 
earth orbiting (LEO) global satellite tele-
phone service. You can buy a basic port-
able Iridium phone for less than one “boat 
unit”	($1,000),	and	you	can	get	voice	and	
e-mail	service	at	less	than	$1	a	minute	with	
no monthly charges. Practically speaking, 
however, you’ll probably want a built-in 
Iridium system that costs $3,000 and up 
(plus	installation).	To	get	sub-$1/minute	
pricing you’ll need to prepay for 3,000 
minutes; the minutes are good for two 

Will Seaver holds a frayed 
generator belt aboard 

Four Across during the 
Nordhavn Atlantic Rally

continuED from PagE 101
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years but can be extended if you buy addi-
tional minutes.

Voice quality on Iridium is usually fair 
to occasionally good, and dropped calls 
are a fact of life. Moreover, Iridium was 
developed before e-mail came of age, so 
it must be “forced” to use e-mail, doing so 
at	a	very	slow	rate—think	10	percent	of	
the speed of dialup service and you’re still 
thinking too fast. As a consequence, most 
cruisers using Iridium for e-mail stick to 
text messages, no pictures and no attach-
ments. When it’s important, however, you 
can send and receive attachments—it just 
takes a lot of airtime and dollars. Iridium’s 
limitations notwithstanding, most passage-
making cruisers find that Iridium is the 
most cost effective worldwide service avail-
able and are accepting of its limitations.

For good performance, easy oper-
ation, and the fastest uploads and down-
loads using an onboard satellite phone 
system for e-mail, it pays to use a service de-
signed specifically to combine e-mail and 
slow baud rate communications. The two 
most popular, both using the same XGate 
technology, are Ocens (www.ocens.net) 
and Global Marine Network (www.global-
marinenet.net).(See the sidebar: No More 
Pokey E-mail by Luis Soltero.)

Forget receiving mid-ocean satellite tele-
vision	on	a	small	passagemaking	yacht.	Dir-
ecTV will work up to 200 miles or so off 

offshore communications and don’t have 
hands-on working knowledge of it, you 
may find yourself with a very steep learn-
ing curve at the time you least need it—
your first or second day offshore when your 
only line to tech support (and the inevit-
able interminable wait) is an expensive 
satellite phone.

Europe’s mobile phone systems all oper-
ate on GSM, so when you arrive you’ll want 
to have an “open” GSM mobile phone. 
That way, you can easily acquire a new SIM 
(subscriber identification module) for 
each country you visit, meaning you’ll be 
making “local” calls on your mobile phone. 
GSM phone signals often extend up to 
40-50	miles	at	sea	in	the	Mediterranean.

Weather
Experienced passagemakers know that 
even the best forecasters cannot reliably 
predict weather more than about 72 hours 
in advance. What that means is that when 
you leave on any leg of your Atlantic cross-
ing you may depart on a terrific forecast 
for the first few days but weather after that 
will be a big question mark. That’s why it’s 
a good idea to make an eastbound cross-
ing to Europe in spring when climatol-
ogy calls for the most benign conditions. 
Any captain making an Atlantic crossing 
needs to recognize, however, that there’s 

the U.S. coast. XM Radio and Sirius signal 
footprints	fade	about	100	to	200	miles	out.	
On offshore passages, news aboard Blue-
water comes in a short daily e-mail sum-
mary from USA Today (sign up at: http://
reg.e.usatoday.com) and we occasionally 
listen	in	to	Voice	of	America	or	the	BBC	
on our single sideband radio. For enter-
tainment, most ocean-crossing cruisers 
take	along	a	collection	of	movies,	CDs,	
and iPod music. 

When you get to Bermuda, you’ll be able 
to plug into real communications again. 
Some U.S. cell phones work there (albeit 
at high cost), and you’ll find some wi-fi 
and a good selection of Internet cafes with 
fast connections. Save those pictures of the 
passage and send them from Bermuda. In-
ternet service is also available in Internet 
cafes and shops in the Azores and Gibral-
tar—as it is around the world.

No matter what equipment and service 
you choose, be sure to get your offshore 
communications equipment installed, set 
up, and tested before you say goodbye to 
the U.S. tech support world. Also, make 
certain you’re up to speed on how to use 
your communications equipment by using 
it intensively for several days before you 
depart. There’s always the temptation to 
continue using the faster and cheaper In-
ternet services in the U.S. right up until 
you depart, but if you haven’t tested your 

Cooling down: Captain 
Christine Bauman of 
the Nordhavn 55 Moana 
Kuewa returns from her 
morning run in Horta.
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Make it magical
Good food and a well-chosen, happy crew are key ingredients for a successful trip 
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Being part of the 2004 Nordhavn Atlan-
tic Rally was the ultimate Magical Mystery 
Tour.

The “tour” actually began more than 20 
years ago when I met my husband, Braun 
Jones. I was uncertain about nautical voya-
ging, but after years of sailing the nearby 
Chesapeake	Bay	on	his	Mason	43	sailboat,	
we ventured into powerboating in the 90s, 
and eventually became owners of a Nord-
havn 62. 

It took some getting used to, but three 
years after purchasing Grey Pearl we were 
ready to cross the Atlantic, coincidentally 
around the time Nordhavn announced the 
Atlantic Rally. I had evolved. I now felt the 
desire, the confidence and the excitement 
to undertake such a crossing. My magical 
tour had begun. 

And while a little mystery can be a good 
thing, experience had taught me that it’s 

not what you want when it comes to crew-
ing and provisioning.

We elected to have three crewmembers 
join us for the Atlantic crossing. Luckily, we 
had a pool of family and friends to choose 
from who had spent some time cruising 
aboard our boat. 

A	word	of	advice:	Choose	carefully	and	
use due diligence. Search out those who 
have had some cruising experience and 
can provide a useful skill, be it a medical 
professional, engineer or someone who 
enjoys cooking. Also important is to de-
termine both their ability to cope with an 
extended passage as well as any propen-
sity to motion sickness. 

When we invite someone to stay on 
board we present an outline of “boat rules” 
covering everything from where the fire 
extinguishers are located to what does 
NOT get flushed down the heads.

The captain lays out the watch sched-
ule, details what is expected when doing 
an engine-room check, carefully covers 
the operation of electronics on the bridge, 
reviews the “man overboard” drill, and 
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by Tina Jones
 norDHavn 62 grEY PEarL

Top photo: Dennis Bruckel 
proved himself to be Med 
Bound’s magician when it
came to fishin’.  The crew of 
Grey Pearl, left to right, Tina 
Jones, Braun Jones, Carrie 
Poole, and Jose Guitierrez. 
Christine Bauman enjoys 
some social time.
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explains how to properly document in 
the captain’s log after each watch shift. As 
they say, “safety is first.” 

To maintain our crew’s morale, we en-
couraged them when not on watch to rest, 
read,	eat,	e-mail,	or	enjoy	a	DVD—in	gen-
eral to chill out. That way they would be 
rested and ready if needed to help with 
an emergency or to sub for a fellow crew-
member who was seasick.

Now, for some morsels on provision-
ing. No matter what the other priorities, 
for such an extended passage it is ALL 
about the food! I remember waking up 
one evening in a panic months before our 
departure, thinking about the longest leg, 
Bermuda	to	the	Azores,	1,800	miles,	about	
10	days	and	how	was	I	going	to	feed	five	of	
us.	That’s	50	dinners!

Acting on a suggestion I had read from 
Joy Smith’s book, The Perfect Mate, I 
bought a vacuum-sealer and it was the 
best decision I had ever made. Two months 
later,	 I	had	almost	140	vacuum-sealed	
meals. Everyone was able to select what 
they wanted from a list of meals that ranged 
from chicken curry to beef stroganoff to 

chili mac. I even had “hungry man por-
tions” for those with a hearty appetite. As 
well, I baked and froze dozens of brown-
ies and morning muffins. 

Snacks are essential and they better be 
good! Popcorn, dried fruit and peanut 
butter/cheese crackers help to quiet a 
growling stomach on those late night watch-
es. I made several gallon-size Ziploc bags 
of	spicy	Chex	Mix.	The	crew	seemed	quite	
happy with the galley wench offerings. 

As for produce, buy items that will last 
for days if not weeks, such as apples, oran-
ges, cabbage, carrots and potatoes. Freeze 
meats and fish. Although fishing constant-
ly, no one in the rally fleet caught many fish, 
but when we did hook the occasional tuna it 
was that day’s featured menu item. 

Bottom line: planning and keeping 
inventory of what you have on hand are 
important. You get better at it as you go 
along—have fun! You can always supple-
ment with food items you encounter wher-
ever you land.

The crossing was exhilarating. Was I 
scared? A bit . . . especially at night. I would 
close my eyes, pray to God and Neptune, 
and drift off to the comfort of that purr-
ing Lugger engine. As time went by, the 
anxiety subsided.

Our unique 2004 Atlantic crossing en-
abled us to experience a journey I never 
would have dreamed possible. It truly was 
magical.  iii

After extensive cruising on the East Coast, crossing 

the Atlantic and voyaging through the Med, Braun 

and Tina Jones returned their Nordhavn 62 Grey 

Pearl to the U.S. in 2007 and immediately set out 

to Bermuda in Med Bound 2007.

Above:  Judy Baker 
prepares dinner with 
Bluewater rolling 
heavily in a gale off 
the coast of Portugal.  
The plates hug 
the black nonskid 
material on the galley 
counter, but the food 
doesn’t always stay 
put on the plates. 

Below: Christine Bauman comes aboard Bluewater in 
mid-ocean after a short swim in three-mile-deep water.
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customized for your yacht, route, speed 
and position, telling you what to expect 
along your track in the days ahead. When 
there’s a bad weather system in your path, 
a weather router will often recommend a 
new course to take you clear of the rough 
stuff. With slow-moving yachts, however, 
sometimes the options are limited and the 
only true option is to tough it out.

While a weather router is the weather 
forecasting keystone for many passage-
makers, some want additional informa-
tion—or at least a second opinion. One of 
the best resources available is WeatherNet, 
which bills itself as “the most comprehen-
sive wireless weather marine resource on 

steep and it takes practice both to master 
using WeatherNet and to determine which 
weather products are most useful to you.

As a “belt and suspenders” captain, I use 
both a professional weather router and in-
formation from WeatherNet. Most days off-
shore I’ll use nothing but my daily e-mail 
from OMNI and a look out the window, but 
when it begins to appear that the weath-
er may get dicey I love having WeatherNet 
as a backup resource because it allows me 
to form my own picture of what’s happen-
ing and, when necessary, ask more intel-
ligent questions of my weather router to 
sharpen my focus.

What are the odds of encountering 

a real difference between the usual weath-
er, which is what the climatology calls for, 
and the actual weather for a passage.  (See 
sidebar WX by meteorologist Bob Jones 
on Page 92.)

Most experienced passagemakers 
have at least a basic working knowledge 
of weather systems, and many have devot-
ed years to the study of weather. Others 
are content to leave prognostication to the 
professionals and pay a weather router like 
Bob Jones of Ocean Marine Navigation 
Inc. (OMNI). The Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 
2004 relied on OMNI for its forecasts, and 
Med Bound 2007 is also using OMNI, but 
there are other good weather routing ser-
vices available as well. With a professional 
weather router, you pay a fee and receive 
periodic e-mail weather updates (or satel-
lite phone calls with the same information) 

heavy weather on a typical spring-to-sum-
mer Atlantic crossing? Extremely low! 
According	to	the	Pilot	Chart	Atlas	of	the	
North Atlantic, “Winds of Force 8 (34 to 40 
knots) or greater are infrequent over the 
North	Atlantic	in	June.”	The	Pilot	Chart	
Atlas also puts the odds of encountering 
wave	heights	greater	than	12	feet	in	June	
at	substantially	below	10	percent	anywhere	
in the North Atlantic.

There’s a difference between sea con-
ditions that are dangerous and those that 
are	merely	uncomfortable.	Climatology	
and the best weather information not-
withstanding, the time seems to come in 
every passagemaking captain’s life when 
a serious weather system cannot be avoid-
ed. This is a time we all dread—not so 
much because it’s dangerous but be-
cause it’s just plain uncomfortable. But 
the risk of heavy weather is an integral 
part of the passagemaking equation; it’s 
a risk anyone who crosses an ocean in a 
small yacht must take.
What if it becomes clear your ship 
cannot avoid bad weather?
Listen to your weather router and pre-
pare the yacht and her crew for what 
lies ahead. Before bad weather strikes, 
eat hearty meals, prepare other nourish-
ing meals that can be easily reheated (or 
eaten cold) later, and place a high pri-
ority on plenty of rest for the crew. Any 
crewmember prone to seasickness should 
begin medication well before bad weath-
er hits. Rig for heavy weather well in ad-
vance. Storm shutters should be in place 
before departure, but check the mount-
ings to confirm that they’re secure. Verify 
that all bilge pumps, electric and manual, 
are working properly and strainers are 
clear.	 Dog	 down	 hatches	 and	 doors.	
Securely tie down anything moveable, es-
pecially large, heavy objects such as fur-
niture. Make certain the anchor is well 
secured and cannot come loose. One 
skipper recalls how hard it was to wrestle 
with his dinghy in heavy winds and high 
seas at night after it broke loose from its 
mounts—remember that as you secure 
your dinghy. Another recently told me 
about the rough time his crew had sub-
duing his home-sized refrigerator which 
broke loose from its mounting in heavy 

the planet.” WeatherNet is available from 
both Ocens (www.ocens.net) and Global 
Marine Network (www.globalmarinenet.
net). For a small per-product charge, typ-
ically	between	15	and	25	cents	(plus	airtime	
on your satellite phone), you can select 
from over 20,000 weather products such 
as forecasts, charts, and satellite pictures 
to download. While much of what you can 
obtain through WeatherNet is available 
from other sources, WeatherNet has put it 
all together and made it easily accessible to 
anyone with low-speed communications. 
The data is highly compressed, significant-
ly reducing airtime using expensive satel-
lite communications. 

If WeatherNet appeals to you, be sure 
to sign up early and learn how to use it 
while you still have a fast Internet con-
nection. As with any complex comput-
er-based resource, the learning curve is 
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TUTORIAL

No more pokey e-mail
If you want to use your Iridium satellite telephone to stay in touch by e-mail, using 
compression-based software can reduce your connect time and save you money

To minimize airtime expenses and to 
assure good performance and easy, 
trouble-free operation when using Iridium 
and other low-speed connections for on-
board e-mail, it’s important to use a service 
designed for the job from the ground up. 
Standard Internet protocols, such as those 
used by standard e-mail clients like Micro-
soft Outlook and Outlook Express, cannot 
perform over Iridium because they can’t 
deal with four important factors: latency, 
lack duplex operation, mid-stream restart 
and compression.

One of the disadvantages of using Irid-
ium for e-mail is that the satellite system 
introduces large network “latencies” or 
lags when communicating with the In-
ternet. Standard Internet programs, ac-
customed to instant acknowledgments, 
perform poorly when used over a medium 
like Iridium that can have line turnaround 
time lags of one to three seconds. Let’s take 
a look, for example, at sending a single 
small e-mail to five e-mail addresses using 
MS Outlook’s SMTP (simple mail transfer 
protocol). The SMTP protocol requires 
five line turnarounds to set up a transfer 
and an additional line turnaround for 
every recipient e-mail address. Because 
of the latency introduced by Iridium, this 
means 30 seconds of dead air time are lost 
setting up this single mail transfer. And 
this is time lost before a single byte of the 
e-mail is sent! To optimize performance 
the dead time has to be removed.

Lack of duplex operation is another 
factor that reduces performance of stan-
dard Internet software with Iridium. For all 
practical purposes, transfers over the Inter-
net are instant and inexpensive. Because of 
this, standard programs such as Outlook 
Express expect to receive all their e-mail 
before they send out a single message. By 
comparison, Iridium is slow and expensive. 
Considerable	time	savings	can	be	obtained	
by sending and receiving at the same time, 
known as duplex transmission. Using this, 

for external e-mail clients, and certifica-
tion by satellite providers.

With software that implements these fac-
tors, users can expect to be able to send/
receive approximately ten 2-8 KB messages 
(5	KB	is	about	one	page	of	single	spaced	
type written text) in one minute over a 
normal Iridium connection. Actual trans-
mission performance will vary depending 
on the compressibility of the data and the 
quality of the Iridium signal at the time of 
connection.	Dropped	calls	will	slow	this	
down.

Global Marine Networks’ XGate soft-
ware was developed specifically to address 
these factors. The two most popular ser-
vices offering XGate are Global Marine 
Network www.globalmarinenet.com and 
by	OCENS	www.ocens.com.		 iii

Luis Soltero and his wife put their careers on hold 

in 1992 and went cruising aboard a 39-foot sail-

ing yacht, visiting 34 countries and covering thou-

sands of miles over the next 10 years. With a master’s 

and doctorate in computer science, Luis was might-

ily frustrated by the poor communications services 

available to cruisers, and in 1996 he began work-

ing on solutions using then state-of-the-art hard-

ware and software. In 1999 he began developing, 

refining, testing and expanding what is now XGate 

software, which is marketed by his company, Global 

Marine Network, and by Ocens.net.

air time savings of up to 40 percent can be 
obtained.

Frequent dropped calls are a fact of life 
for low-earth orbiting satellite systems such 
as Iridium. Because of the stable nature 
of the Internet standard, normal e-mail 
protocols do not take such failures into 
account. Mid-file restart is a must of any 
program aimed at optimizing Iridium data 
transfer. The software needs to detect a 
failed connection and then restart data 
transfers where they left off on reconnect, 
rather than starting all over again. 

Finally, standard Internet protocols 
do not use compression, yet compres-
sion is a vital component required to im-
prove e-mail performance over Iridium. 
On average a typical text file can be com-
pressed	by	a	factor	of	50	percent.	Com-
bining multiple e-mails into a single block 
often produces compression factors larger 
than	50	percent.	So	using	compression	for	
e-mail Iridium transmissions can result in 
great cost savings through reduced Irid-
ium airtime.

Other important factors to consider 
when selecting e-mail service for Iridium 
include	management	of	spam,	HTML	
content, mail forwarding, security (en-
cryption), large e-mails and attachments, 
reliability, Web mail, access to server over 
Internet, multi-lingual support, support 

by Luis Soltero
 gLoBaL marinE nEtWorK

A reliable e-mail connection puts a smile on the face of every captain, including Milt Baker.
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VAT’s up?
Plenty — especially if you fail to heed EU residency rules and find yourself 
facing a hefty Value Added Tax bill on your yacht

for 22 months, and as a result, we must un-
fortunately charge you VAT (Value Added 
Tax) of X Euros? I see from your insur-
ance papers your boat is worth Y dollars 
and VAT here is Z percent. Further, I am 
afraid we must impound your boat until 
payment.”

With the VAT running around 20 per-
cent in most of the pertinent European 
Union (EU) countries, give or take a few 
percentage points, we are talking substan-
tial bucks here. This is not a can’t-happen 
scenario. It can, and has, happened in one 
form or another. 

Any American taking a yacht across the 
Atlantic to cruise in the EU runs the risk of 
coming face-to-face with the issue of value 
added tax. Muddying the waters is the fact 
there is no unified approach because en-
forcement of key VAT regulations is left to 
each member country of the EU.

So, how do you deal with the VAT prob-
lem? There are some relatively hassle-free 
steps, but first let me issue this qualifier: 
I am not a lawyer and offer only my opin-
ion, although it is based on extensive re-
search and legal counsel provided relative 
to our situation.

First off, VAT becomes due once a 
yacht has been in the European Union 
for	18	months.	So,	the	most	obvious	way	
to avoid it is by not staying that long. One 
approach, and the most common, is to 
spend alternate winters in non-EU coun-
tries	such	as	Turkey,	Croatia,	or	Tunisia.	

TRANS-ATLANTIC PASSAGE GUIDE 

weather. A stitch in time saves nine, espe-
cially when heavy weather is on the way!

The captain is the ship’s chief morale of-
ficer. A positive attitude on his part pays big 
dividends in keeping up morale, as does 
keeping crewmembers busy with meaning-
ful work and practical jobs—dishing up 
nourishing food from the galley, talking 
to other vessels by radio or satellite phone, 
plotting the progress of the storm, check-
ing the engine room and bilges more 

frequently. The lethargy that grows out 
of motion sickness and fatigue can be de-
bilitating, and the resulting apathy is a ser-
ious onboard enemy—it’s the captain’s job 
to steer the crew away from apathy. 

Books have been written on handling 
vessels in heavy weather, but most on the 
subject are written for sailing yachts with 
little covering the differing needs of ocean-
crossing motor yachts. While seriously 
heavy weather is unlikely on a spring or 

summer eastbound Atlantic crossing, it 
nonetheless behooves the skipper of any 
yacht undertaking the crossing to be pre-
pared, to have read extensively on the sub-
ject, and to have a plan.

Keep in mind that with an offshore 
motor yacht, slowing the boat and find-
ing the most comfortable course is often 
a useful heavy weather tactic because it 
eases motion on the boat and the crew, 
reducing the likelihood of damage to the 

FAQ on VAT
ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/
customs/procedural_aspects/im-
ports/temporary_importation/
article_994_en.htm

You’ve enjoyed a couple of wondrous 
cruising seasons on the Med. It’s now Octo-
ber, and as you sit on your boat enjoying a 
sundowner, contemplating another great 
winter ahead, your eye catches a couple 
of men in uniforms. They appear headed 
toward your slip. 

Moments later they are asking you for 
your passport and boat papers. What fol-
lows next gives you a headache that no 
amount of sundowners can take away.

“Do	you	realize,”	begins	one	of	the	uni-
forms, “that your boat has been in the EU 

by Bill Bane
 norDHavn 46 SatcHmo

Beware the tax:  A foreign-flag 
Nordhavn in a European port 
can draw unwelcome atten-
tion from officials seeking to 
collect value added tax.
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boat and injury to the crew.
It may make you feel better to know 

that no Nordhavn has ever been lost at 
sea, abandoned at sea or seriously dam-
aged at sea by heavy weather. A tough boat 
buttoned up with storm shutters and se-
cured for heavy seas may not be where 
you’d like to be in a storm, but the truth is 
it’s a lot like a cork—it’ll survive the storm 
and so will its crew. Most storms pass in 
72 hours or less.

ready, set, go!
If you have read this far, you know that 
crossing the Atlantic in a small motor yacht 
is	not	for	everyone.	But	neither	is	it	a	Her-
culean undertaking to be approached only 
by old salts with thousands of sea miles. 
As the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally showed, 
skippers with moderate experience can 
safely cross the Atlantic aboard their own 
oceangoing motor yachts in spring and 
summer and have a terrific time doing it. 

Like so much in life, planning and execut-
ing a successful Atlantic crossing requires 
commitment, organization, judgment, 
and energy.

Crossing	the	Atlantic	in	command	of	
your own yacht can be a life-changing 
experience—and it lands you right at 
the	shores	of	the	Continent,	ready	to	
embark on yet another adventure: cruis-
ing	in	Europe.	Could	there	be	a	better	
reward? iii

Staying outside the EU for six months and 
having the papers to prove it will make 
you eligible to “temporarily import” your 
yacht	for	a	new	18-month	tax-free	period.	
When you return you simply restart your 
“VAT clock.”

Prefer to winter only in EU countries? 
It is possible but you must plan ahead. 
Before	visiting	Turkey,	Croatia,	or	Tuni-
sia, you should first visit with appropriate 
officials where you expect to winter and 
ask if your planned schedule will allow you 
to	be	issued	a	new	18-month	tax-free	tem-
porary importation.

While remaining outside the EU at least 
six months guarantees approval, there is 
no fixed rule and member countries can 
choose shorter periods. Generally, the 
longer your schedule takes you out of the 
EU, the more likely you are to get the de-
sired “yes” to another tax-free period. But 
if you say you plan to go into internation-
al waters to fish for a few hours, you can 
count	on	a	“no.”	Decisions	on	anything	in	
between can be, and generally are, made 
locally.

M/V Satchmo faced these questions 
following the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally. 
After a fall 2004 temporary importation 
in Spain, we wondered what to do as we ap-
proached our planned wintering in Italy 
over	2005/06.	

Our uncertainty was solved by an Italian 
lawyer,	Andrea	Petragnani	Ciancarelli.	I	
would not normally single out one lawyer, 

but	he	might	be	unique.	He	came	to	us	
highly recommended, speaks English 
well, is a published recreational mari-
time lawyer, and is active in the Italian and 
broader	EU	boating	community.	He	con-
firmed that the authority to define your 
minimum period outside the EU is indeed 
delegated to local authorities. Go in un-
prepared on the wrong day, encounter a 
bureaucrat with a bad hangover, and you 
could be in for the hassle of your life. 

With Andrea’s help, we gained advance 
permission	to	a	renewed	18	months	of	tem-
porary importation upon our return from 
Croatia	some	months	later	in	the	year.	
Upon our return, if we had had problems 
we had Andrea’s cell number (and he had 
his own numbers.) But we never needed 
to call him. 

One workable plan might go like this. 
Toward	the	end	of	your	first	18-month	
“safe period,” visit your preferred coun-
try’s port office and say something along 
these lines: “Officer, I and my boat plan to 
leave your country and visit non-EU coun-
try X between dates A and B. We would 
like	to	return	here	on	date	C.	We	love	your	
country and want badly to winter here and 
spend money like crazy. . . When we arrive 
on	date	C,	do	you	see	any	problem	with	us	
successfully completing the temporary im-
portation process?” (Recognize that you 
are conducting international trade discus-
sions and put on your best smile.)

If you get a good answer, get a name 

and telephone number. If you get a “no” 
try another country (or port, assuming 
you did not make too much of a hassle.) 
Finally— and this is important—try your 
best to return before your protected first 
18-month	period	expires.	If	you	reapply	
while	you’re	still	in	the	first	18	months	
since you entered the EU, you should be 
home free. (Other than needing to get out 
of the country on short notice.)

One last wrinkle. Many port officials 
say	you	can	extend	your	18	months	to	24	
months if you put your boat in “bond.” 
This approach rests on quite subjective 
legal grounds, as some EU countries re-
portedly do not recognize this process. 
Be very careful if you bet the ranch on 
“bond.”

Because my experience with this is based 
in Italy, ship lawyers may protest, correctly, 
that this information could be Italy-specif-
ic. That is why we most strongly suggest you 
consider local counsel.

Alternatively, like most do, you can roll 
the dice and do none of this. Most people 
never roll snake eyes and have no prob-
lems.	Do	not	kid	yourself,	however,	and	
believe you face no risk. For us, the above 
procedure was not a big burden and we 
slept well.  iii

Bill and Ellen Bane crossed the Atlantic in Nord-

havn Atlantic Rally 2004 aboard their Nordhavn 

46 Satchmo and are still cruising in the Mediter-

ranean. They say they aren’t even close to taking the 

boat back to the U.S.
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cape horn
d o u b l e h e a d e r

Two views of the approach to Cape horn: 
a blustery day in the Strait of Magellan from 
the pilothouse of Ice dancer II on this page, 
Cape Stiff crowned with low clouds from the 
Portuguese bridge of egret on the page opposite.
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Circumnavigator 
salutes Scott and Mary Flanders 

of Egret and Dick and Gail Barnes of Ice 
Dancer II for successfully reaching the Everest 

of the Seas: Cape Horn.
They are the first Nordhavns to cruise Cape Stiff, as seafarers 

have called the infamous cliff for centuries.
By heading south across the Atlantic, Egret, a Nordhavn 46, 
had quite an adventure. Ice Dancer II, a Nordhavn 57, cruising 
south on the Pacific, had a dream cruise.
The two American crews missed each other at the Horn by three 

weeks, but eventually rafted up in calmer waters at the bottom of 
the world to swap sea stories—which they share with you on 

the following pages. 
—GeorGS KoleSNiKovS, Editor
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HiGH oN
lATiTude
It took two years of planning and preparation,
plus some good luck for the crew of Egret to
round the notorious landmark
by scott and mary flanders
nordhavn 47 egret

cape horn double



at exactly 2:32 p.m., January 21, 2007, egret passed south of 
Cape Horn at 56 00.00° South, 67 17.30° West. There were tears 
for sure. So many miles, so much hard work.

Departing Gibraltar on September 15, 2006, it was a routine 
ocean passage to Mar del Plata, Argentina. From there on, it would 
be anything but routine. You’re entering a new world at 40° South 
latitude, where you’re met by a Roaring Forties Welcome that con-
tinues south for 600 miles until the Furious Fifties Welcome. Then 
the fun really begins, continuing until 56° South—a mile and a 
half south of Cape Horn.

Mar del Plata is at about 37.5° South. We received our “wel-
come” a little early—at 39° South. It was there that Egret bore the 
first of four 12-hour maulings, plus one super-weather phenom-
enon a little later.

Egret had seen rough water in her travels, but nothing like this. 
There was no way to hold course. We learned rapidly we needed 
to turn Egret’s bow into the waves, just a little off center to length-
en the wave, then adjust speed to match the wave sets. If you over-
power the boat, the bow drives through the second wave instead 
of rising. If you under-power, the boat can broach (turn sideways). 
With this pattern Egret held her own. In due time we were able to 
fall off 12°, turning more southwest toward our course, and even-
tually resume our initial course but closer to shore.  

The last 12-hour mauling was memorable and deserves mention. 
When the front (westerly) hit, two things happened. First, during 
the rapidly building seas Egret was still experiencing the occasion-
al residual wave sets. One particularly extra-large set came rolling 
in from the northwest. Egret was traveling west by this point. The 
first wave literally picked her up and threw her into the waves on 
the port side. Egret submerged her port lights, along with the rub 
rail, up to the bulwarks. We rolled nearly 40° each time the balance 
of the wave set roared through. But that wasn’t all. Once the wave 
sets were established, we found every ninth or tenth wave had no 
back. Egret would climb the backless wave until the wave could no 
longer support her weight, then she would fall into the trough, 
burying the forward half of the boat to the rub rail and again sub-
merging the portlights.  

At one point the GPS was reading minus 0.3 knots even though 
we were running at 1,630 RPM at the time. There was never any 
complaint—no shudder or pounding—from our little ship, just 
water noise and the wind howling in the rigging. After times like 
these, we can’t stress enough the confidence we have in Egret’s 
ability to deliver us safely to our destination. Her little Lugger—
the main engine—never missed a beat, nor has it ever missed a 
beat in six years of voyaging.

The weather phenomenon occurred in late afternoon while 
Egret was running comfortably in five- to six-foot following seas off 
the stern quarter in 25 knots of wind. We were running in the rain 
with an occasional lightning strike far away. Suddenly the wind shift-
ed to just off the bow. Within minutes the wind accelerated to 35, 
40, 60, then 81 knots. It was like a giant hand pushing from ahead 
and holding her from behind. The pressure was incredible!

When the wind dropped to 60 knots there was a giant release of 

Cruising in the high latitudes means ice, snow and spectacular scenery. 
Scott and Mary Flanders are so enthralled with the people, land and 
unspoiled, unvisited waters at the bottom of the americas, they’ve 
decided to spend a year aboard egret in the very deep South.
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pressure gradually ramping down to 
40 knots and below. But there were 
no waves and   no spray, just a flat 
ocean with a fog-like mist rising per-
haps two feet off the surface. Two 
hours later, after battling confused 
seas, the wind went back over the 
stern quarter and all was well.

The snowcapped mountains of 
Tierra del Fuego began showing 
themselves through the daybreak 
mist. The last major obstacle be-
tween Egret and Ushuaia was the en-
trance to the LeMaire. There are 
standing waves up to 30 feet with 
overfalls dangerous even to small 
ships, with a strong wind against tide 
condition. The tidal waves extend 

eight miles out to sea. Day and night we ran hard. In due time we 
could see waves at the entrance. At the time, Egret was rocketing 
along at 11.4 knots riding the tide. 

On we raced to the entrance. Egret entered tidal waves, how-
ever, they were not threatening. We decided to give it a try with 
the ability in the late afternoon to retreat to a tiny anchorage 
under the cliffs at the entrance. Egret rode this magic carpet of 
tide around the corner and the 15 miles to the actual entrance of 
the Canal Beagle.  

Here we encountered the opposing tide, but in a low-wind situa-
tion. By now it didn’t matter. We were safe with no obstacles in our 
way. Twenty-two hours later Egret dropped her anchor in Ushuaia’s 
harbor. It was blowing 35 knots.  

  Comfortable or not, Egret had been picked up and tossed like 
a toy into the waves, receiving twisting and slamming abuse. The 
hull-to-deck joint on many boats would have ruptured and if the 

rupture were substantial after the set of three waves, a boat would 
lose her rigidity and be in mortal danger. Egret sustained zero 
damage, not even a gel coat stress crack. Our only casualty: the 
yellow ribbon we fly off the bow pennant staff for wind direction 
had disappeared in the 80-knot blow. We had a spare.

Cape Horn was next. Joining us was Jim Leishman, co-founder 
of Pacific Asian Enterprises, along with our crewman, Steve Law-
rence, who had joined Egret in the Canary Islands. On January 
20, Egret left Ushuaia for Puerto Williams, Chile, to check in and 
stage for Cape Horn. 

The route to Cape Horn is strictly dictated by the Chilean 
Armada (Coast Guard). This area is so dangerous at times that 
the Chileans keep a watchful eye on every boat entering the south-
ern group of islands near Cape Horn. There is a mandatory VHF 
radio check-in with the Armada stations along the route. There 
are only two approved anchorages to stage for Cape Horn. 

After checking in and armed with a promise of good weath-
er, Egret departed right away for Puerto Toro (Bull Port) for the 
evening. At daybreak the next morning Egret departed in such 
good weather that we decided to make a run for the Horn with-
out the usual second staging port. Egret skirted Isla Navarino, then 
crossed 25 miles of the usually nasty Bahia Nassau in calm weath-
er. Next came the chore of threading our way through the islands, 
in and out of fog.  

At 1:22 PM we spotted the infamous Horn as it appeared, dis-
appeared, then reappeared through the mist. After cruising south 
along the east side of Cabo de Hornos—Cape Horn—to 56° South, 
Egret turned west below the great cape.

We had made it. Job done. Goal accomplished.
Returning to Puerto Toro for the night, we realized how lucky we were 

just to be there, and to have been blessed by such great weather.   III

The scale and grandeur of Chile and argentina’s mountains and glaciers are 
similar to alaska but inaccessible for casual cruising. Sea lions, on the other 
hand, show the same penchant for sunbathing, no matter the location.
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Is antarctica next?
Scott and Mary Flanders 
have decided to spend 
2007-08 exploring what 
they regard as the last 
untouched cruising 
grounds on the planet, 
the chilean canals and 
other waters at the bottom 
of South america.

as a result, they have 
postponed their departure 
for new Zealand via 
Galapagos by one year. 

Follow the voyage of 
egret at www.nordhavn.
com/egret/index.php4.
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dowels through the eyes while 
under way. (Egret has custom 
drawers on the starboard side, 
three high, with a berth on 
top).  There is a lot of weight 
in some drawers from spares 
and fishing gear.
• In addition to the usual 
ocean crossing spares, we 
nearly doubled the number of 
spares to hopefully insure that 
in remote areas Egret can be 
as self- sufficient as possible. 
Flight logistics and bureau-
cracy make delivery practical-
ly impossible.

Communications
• For communication at sea 
and while cruising, we up-
graded from our single side-
band radio/Pactor modem/
Sailmail (e-mail) program to 
an “always available” Iridium 
satellite phone and Ocens 
e-mail and weather program 
software. With the Iridium 
phone we have tradition-
al voice communication any-
where in the world along with 
e-mail capability. 
• We loaded two laptops with 
Ocens software. It is import-
ant to have a fixed antenna 
for the Iridium phone. 
• We bought a second Irid-
ium phone as a backup. 
• We also bought 3,000 min-
utes of air time, usable over a 
two-year period. We wanted 
no restrictions to phone use 
in a potential emergency.

and finally
One intangible—but abso-
lutely essential—safety item is 
planning. With information 
comes knowledge. With know-
ledge comes safety. With safety 
comes comfort.                          III

To prepare egret for high-
latitude cruising we made 
a number of additions and 
modifications we would not 
have made for a normal 
circumnavigation.  
 What follows are the chan-
ges we made specifically for 
safety, comfort or redundancy 
in high latitudes, not just the 
the normal ocean-crossing 
preparations such as cleaning 
fuel tanks.

Major additions/
modifications:
• Upgrading the Naiad stabil-
izers to the Naiad Multi Sea II 
electronic controls from our 
gyro controls. (The difference 
is amazing.)
• With the number of sea 
miles ahead of us, we felt it 
prudent to have a second-
ary source of stabilization, 
so during our winter stay in 
Turkey, 2005-06, we added 
paravanes.  
• Heat is critical in high lati-
tudes. Again in Turkey, we 
added a Dickinson Antarc-
tic diesel heater with a gravity 
feed tank. 
• We also added a Dickinson 
bus heater for use while under 
way taking hot water from the 
Lugger’s hot water loop to the 
water heater.

Minor additions
• Stainless steel hatch dams to 
the three foredeck hatches to 
prevent boarding waves from 
forcing water under the hatch 
seals.  
• A forward stay from the 
masthead to a reinforced for-
ward bow rail.  
• We changed Egret’s main 
anchor to a heavier anchor 

shreds itself on the mussels, 
climbing on VERY slippery 
rocks. For this you need three 
hands. The grapnel thrown 
ashore to secure the dink be-
comes the third hand. 
• We also installed four-pad 
eyes to lash down the dock 
box forward of the Portu-
guese bridge.
• We installed our half-inch 
Lexan storm windows pro-
tecting the salon windows.

helpful hints
• As in any long distance 
cruise, motion can move 
items that have never moved 
previously. Preparing for high 
latitudes with the potential for 
much rougher weather, items 
must be triply secure. Mary 
used rolls of bubble wrap 
along with soft matting to 
secure galley items and food 
stores.
• We contain additional 
food stores in lightweight but 
strong plastic bins (lashed 
down). 
• For securing the main draw-
ers in the forward stateroom 
we screwed in screw eyes and 
put five-eighths inch wood 

Southern comfort
Scott FlanderS deScribeS the ModiFicationS and additionS
needed to enSure coMFortable cruiSinG in hiGh latitudeS

of a better design (110 lb). 
Anchor weight is everything 
when anchoring in kelp.  
• We bought a second anchor 
of that type (75 lb) keeping 
the former main anchor (88 
lb). We also kept our large 
fortress anchor. 
• Anchoring in high winds 
with steeply shelving shore-
lines requires lines ashore. We 
bought three, three quarter 
inch  by 320-foot polypropyl-
ene lines (floating to stay 
above the kelp). For securing 
shorelines to trees or boulders 
we use five sixteenths of an 
inch by 30-foot stainless steel 
wire loops. One end of the 
stainless wire is held in place 
by a snap shackle, making re-
trieval simpler when getting 
under way. 
• In Turkey we bought a sickle 
attached to an eight-foot pole 
to cut away kelp on the anchor 
chain/anchor. 
• A small but priceless item 
is a grapnel anchor for the 
dinghy (fixed, not folding). 
When landing the dinghy you 
are holding the shoreline, tilt-
ing the outboard, stepping 
out of the dinghy BEFORE it 
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“our appetite for adventure is undiminished.” 
After more than 50,000 nautical miles and a visit to Cape Horn, that one statement says it all 
about Dick and Gail Barnes, Alaskans who are truly at home crisscrossing the Pacific Ocean.

With two Nordhavns named Ice Dancer, first a 50, now a 57, they have traveled a distance equal 
to circumnavigating the world 1.5 times—and they are not about to stop there.

Here are excerpts from the log of Ice Dancer II which Dick e-mails to family, friends and CirCum-
navigator, and posts at www.nordhavn.com. He starts with a recap of their voyages:

cape horn double

PASSAGemAKerS
The word is personified by Ice Dancer’s crew
text and photoGraphy by dick and Gail barneS
nordhavn 57 ice dancer ii



Two Cape horners, egret and Ice dancer II, gam in a secure anchorage in Canal beagle. Ice dancer II rests on the hook at Puerto 
Caldera, a mining town in northern Chile. dick and Gail barnes, shown with nesting frigate birds, were thrilled to visit the Galapa-
gos twice in three months. dick lands a 25-pound yellowfin tuna off Mexico’s Gulfo de Tehauntepec, on the southbound crossing 
between Zihautanejo and Islas Galapagos. opposite page: Winds aloft streak clouds over an anchorage in Canal b eagle.
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Ice Dancer II performed very well for more 
than 26,000 nautical miles traveled in our 
first 17 months of cruising. In that period, 
we traveled from California to the Sea 
of Cortez, to the Kodiak Island group of 
Alaska, to Cape Horn, Chile, back to Cali-
fornia and then Hawaii. In our Nordhavn 
50, we cruised over 24,000 nautical miles, 
covering California to the Sea of Cortez, 
to the Kodiak Island group of Alaska, to 
California, to Hawaii, to all of the French 
Polynesia groups, to Hawaii and finally to 
California, where a lucky couple became 
her new owner.

We pick up the wake of Ice Dancer II as 
she runs south from the Galapagos Islands, 
heading for the Chilean “inside passage” 
which will lead Dick and Gail to Cape 
Horn:
Wednesday 12/20/06
05 37.2S  086 34.4W
We are plugging along against the Hum-
bolt Current, just like a salmon running 
upstream.  No salmon here, this morning, 
but we did catch a nice mahi mahi.  That 
means putting the fishing poles away for 
a while, until we thin out contents of the 
freezers.

Things are routine, on board, with three-
hour watches alternating overnight.  We 
have detected no boats on radar, by sight 
or by our automatic information system 
(transponder) since leaving Islas Galapa-
gos.  The AIS would pick up any ship within 
50 miles.  For entertainment, we are watch-
ing a Middlebury College physics course, 
on relativity.  It is challenging, but like a 
sedative if you are tired.  In the middle of 
the night, action movies or up-tempo music 
work better.
Tuesday 12/26/06
19 40.6S  075 05.9W
Gail has been a great trooper on this cross-
ing, only complaining when the apparent 
wind on the nose gets up to 30 knots and we 
start pounding.  The wind waves are local 
and therefore steep and close when that 
happens.  
Sunday 12/31/06
antofagasta
23 38.6S lat.  070 23.9W long.



We are attending tonight the gala New 
Year’s Eve dinner and party at the Anto-
fagasta Yacht Club.  Everyone here has 
been extremely nice and friendly.  Arriv-
al of our boat is unusual for the club and 
local citizens.
Thursday 1/2/07  
caleta cifuncho
25 39.1S  070 38.7W
Last night, we enjoyed Caleta Blanco En-
calada, a hook and rock pile that is pro-
tected from the predominant south wind.  
The cove had several skiffs of double ended 
design, brightly painted in red.  Ashore 
were fishermen’s shacks, but no people.  One guess is they were 
at home for the holidays.

Sea birds keep changing as we head south.  More surprising 
than the shapes, sizes and plumage are the songs they sing; dif-
ferent from anywhere we have traveled.  Large fur sea lions look 
somewhat like the shaggy male lions of Africa.  Air temperatures 
are moderate for the latitude, cooled by the Humboldt Current.  
The backdrop for all of this is the stark, barren desert that rises 
sharply from the coast.
Monday 1/8/07 
bahia tongoy
31 14.0S   071 42.3W
Tomorrow morning we will show up unannounced at Algarrobo 
and try to get into the harbor.  I say unannounced because every 
time I call the marina on sat phone, the girl listens to my Spanish 
for a minute and hangs up.  Maybe it is just a wrong number and 
I am talking to the hairdresser.
Wednesday 1/17/07
puerto corral, rio valdivia
39 53.6S 073 23.1W
After a bumpy night, we anchored this afternoon behind an island 
in the mouth of Rio Valdivia.  The Spanish occupied this little 
island from the 1760s to the early 1900s.  Unlike the rivers of the 
northwest U.S., there is no bar to deal with entering this sanctu-
ary, which is a welcome advantage.  The vista is reminiscent of the 
San Juan Islands, north of Seattle, except the hillsides are even 
more lush with trees.

It can’t last long, but still we have seen only one other cruiser 
since Zihuatenejo, a French family in Islas Galapagos, with a sail-
ing catamaran.
Monday 1/22/07
puerto montt
41 29.4S  072 58.9W
Obtained our Zarpe from Armada de Chile, today.  The Armada 
absolutely controls all movement of boats and ships in its waters.  
Conditions require twice daily reporting of position.  This is hard 
to achieve over radio, VHF or HF.  This is especially true if you are 
not fluent in Spanish, which we are not.  Many Chilean radio oper-
ators freeze when an unfamiliar accent turns up.  It is not just us, 
we hear it when large ships try to communicate with ports.  We hear 
them call over and over again.  Our way out is to e-mail our required 
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information, using our Winlink system over ham radio.  We still have 
to communicate with lighthouses and other watch posts as we travel 
along.  It seems that they try harder than the port radio stations.
Tuesday 1/23/07
puerto montt
Yachties in Puerto Montt were interesting types.  A large portion 
of the sailboats were motorsailers, with large, enclosed cabins.  
Most of the other sailboats had extensive dodgers.  Two were large 
Swans.  There were many trawler style boats, mostly manufactured 
locally, and several large Hatteras yachts with cabins extending to 
the transom. Enclosed designs are probably attributable to the 
wet climate. Trawlers we visited had interiors styled like commer-
cial working boats.  Many owners came by to look over our Nord-
havn.  They were very impressed with what they saw.  Marina del 
Sur, where we stayed, saw one American cruiser in a sailboat last 
year.  They had never seen a motor-driven foreign cruiser come 
through before Ice Dancer II.  At Marina Oxxean, there were six 
cruising sailboats tied up when we fueled, one from Seattle and 
the remainder from other countries. 
Sunday 1/28/07
fondeado de (anchored at) isla huepan, bahia tictoc
43 38.3S  073 00.4W
We are relaxing in a delightful anchorage in Puerto Tictoc, on the 
east side of Golfo Corcovado.  Thanks to drawings from two cruis-
ing guides and scanning sonar, we threaded our way into a group 
of islands reminiscent of atolls of the Tuomotus, French Polynesia.  
It has a steep-to bottom, so we have 300 feet of chain out and two 
heavy lines tied to shore.  Our stern is sheltered from today’s rachas, 
or wind gusts, by the heavily forested islands.  The tall mountains 
above the eastern shore generate williwaw winds during unsettled 
weather.  Low pressure systems pass every three days, on average, 
according to the guides.  We were joined by two small fishing boats 
this morning, but have the spot to ourselves, again.

If weather allows, we plan for tonight a bonfire and hot dog 
roast, ashore.
Wednesday 1/31/07  
45 50.5S   075 06.6W
The Armada de Chile gave us personal attention yesterday, as 

before the final run to Cape horn, dick and Gail barnes enjoyed a barbecue on 
Isla Navarino, Chile, looking north across Canal beagle at ushuaia, argentina.

cape horn double



granted permission to anchor in an un-
authorized anchorage (Boy, are they par-
ticular here!), just across from the city of 
Ushuaia.  Under sunny skies, we roasted hot 
dogs, finally.  There was lots of driftwood 
and it was dry, unlike the wood we found on 
the shores just north of here.  This is Canal 
Beagle, with Argentina on one side, Tierra 
del Fuego, and Chile on the other, on Isla 
Navarino.  We just want to get by, thank you.  
So, I talked to the Armada guys in Spanish, 
they try to respond in English, and I talk 
back in Spanish.  It is really funny.  It is like 
we are all practicing.  

Tomorrow, we will zoom past Puerto Williams, the seat of Armada 
power on the Chilean side, and head for Puerto Toro, the south-
ern-most settlement in the world.  From there, we will jump to the 
offshore islands and then for Cape Horn.  If the weather doesn’t 
cooperate, we will sit.

Tonight’s roast and bonfire were grand, and we are watching the 
lights of Ushuaia, right now.  This whole deal is beyond delight.
Tuesday 2/13/07 
55 39.4S  067 06.6W
Yesterday, we left Puerto Navarino with the idea of heading on 
around Isla Navarino, and later out to the Cape.  The Armada con-
tingent at Puerto Williams had another idea for us.  All traffic head-
ing in or out of the area is required to stop and get a new Zarpe, in 
each direction.  Our plan was to bypass them, go to the Cape and 
then stop on the way back at Puerto 
Williams to check out of the country, to 
Ushuaia, Argentina.  When we return 
from the Cape, we will have to anchor, 
dinghy to shore and get another Zarpe 
before going to Argentina.  Before we 
can head north, we must backtrack 
from Ushuaia to Puerto Williams to 
check back into Chile,  about 58 miles 
out of the way.  On the positive side, we 
were able to buy fresh fruit, vegetables 
and a few needed groceries.
Wednesday 2/14/07 
55 59.6S  067 17.0W
Yesterday afternoon, we anchored in 35 to 40 knot winds at Caleta 
Martial, in Islas Wollaston (55 49.3S  067 17.6W).  Sailboats from 
Sweden and Argentina joined us in the anchorage, our first shar-
ing with cruisers in a remote cove, since Islas Galapagos.  We took 
advantage of early morning, mild conditions and made our run 
to Cape Horn, doubling its south side.  The Armada kept close 
track of us all the way from Puerto Williams, giving us good ser-
vice for fees charged.

Ice Dancer II rounded Cape Horn at 8:50 this morning.  We re-
belled against the typical photos taken with salty, foul-weather 
gear.  Instead we walked from our toasty wheelhouse to the bow 
for photos, wearing Hawaiian shirts and shorts.  Idling downwind 
in the morning sunshine, it was quite pleasant.  III
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The land of Tierra del Fuego and the Chilean channels are often windswept 
and barren, but lush landscapes also exist on account of heavy rainfall.

we cruised through Canal Chacabuco.  Two navy ships hailed us 
within an hour; one that approached from behind, then dropped 
off, and another that passed from ahead.  They wanted to know all 
about us, where we were coming from and our next port.  These 
were not your U.S. Homeland Security boats, but ships in the de-
stroyer to cruiser size.  Well, they do have to keep the rascals from 
Peru and Argentina from invading, perhaps.
Wednesday 2/7/07 
53 11.4S  073 20.1W
Two hours after pulling anchor at Caleta Burgoyne this morning 
(52 37.6S  073 38.9W),  we turned east from Canal Smyth into the 
historic Strait of Magellan.  The S-shaped, 310-mile waterway links 
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.  Four months after Fernao de 
Magallanes discovered the new route in 1520, he was killed by an 
Indian in the Philippines, who took offence to his zeal for Chris-
tianizing the population.  We passed three large ships by noon, 
that were using this short cut that avoids rounding Cape Horn.  
We will turn south from the Strait after 90 miles, at Canal Acwalis-
nan (53 55S  071 37W), and head toward Canal Beagle.
Saturday 2/10/07
caleta huajra, canal ballenero
54 53.9W  070 29.2W
The southern end of Chile is having a little weather, right now.  
There is a parade of low-pressure systems trotting by.  We anchored 
last night in a small cove, dropped anchor and tied two stern lines 
ashore.  It was just as well, there is a nasty front passing, today, and 
we have had sustained winds of 30 knots and gusts of 40.  With this 
system, you don’t swing at all, but it takes about a half hour to rig 
it up and take it down. Today, we are hanging out in the cove and 
Gail is getting some chores done, while we wait for the winds to die 
down.  It has been raining quite a bit, here at the very south.  We will 
be in Canal Beagle, tomorrow, which is the last one down here.  
Monday 2/12/07
caleta lewaia, canal beagle, cerca de puerto navarino
54 55.7S  068 20.4W
The front passed, as they do.  Today turned out to be spectacu-
lar.  We passed one tidal glacier after another, crashing off the 
close-by mountains and into the canals.  We requested and were ph
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What’s next for 
Ice dancer II ?
“We are planning our next 
trip, south from hawaii.  
the general route is to 
Samoa, tonga, new Zea-
land, mainland australia, 
tasmania and then north-
ward along the west 
rim of the pacific, per-
haps following the aleu-
tian islands to alaska.”
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There will be no escort vessels, mech-
anics, divers, or medical personnel on 
this multi-boat ocean crossing. Nor will 
there be  official sponsorship or up-front 
fees—when it comes to expenses it will be 
every captain for himself. In fact, the idea 
doesn’t even have an official name.

What it does have is the guiding hand 
of Ken Williams and the like-minded atti-
tude of cruisers who are big on camarad-
erie and adventure and plenty flexible on 
organization.

The goal is for this informal fleet of 
boats to cross the Pacific Ocean en route 
to Hawaii, Galapagos, Marquesas, Poly-
nesia and possibly continuing on or 
circumnavigating. 

Two groups have already started 
making plans to cross the Pacific, with 
departures in 2008 and in 2009. The 
2008 group headed to Galapagos/Poly-
nesia so far includes five Nordhavns, a Willard 40 and a Selene 
53. The 2009 group includes seven Nordhavns and a Selene 53, 

You probably think you know what 
FUBAR means, especially if you’ve spent 
time in the military. But some Southern 
California cruisers are giving it a whole 
new meaning—one that emphasizes good 
times over grumbling.

 Instead of Fouled Up Beyond All Recog-
nition (Editor’s note: Yes, we know there’s 
a much ruder version), this FUBAR stands 
for Fleet Under Way to Baja Rally. The plan 
is for a flotilla of boats to cruise from San 
Diego to La Paz Mexico, with stops and 
mucho partying along the  way for the 
16-day trek. 

  The requirements are pretty basic: you 
need a powerboat capable of going 450 
nautical miles at eight knots. Oh, and $500. 
Thus far the FUBAR Odyssey has attracted 
vessels ranging in size from 30 feet to 96 
feet, 10 of them Nordhavns. Participation 
is limited to 60 boats.

  Providing the 
organization-
al expertise is 
circumnavigator Bruce Kessler, 
who produced the DVD Living the 
Dream for Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 
2004, along with other members of 
the Del Rey Yacht Club, in San Diego. 
The club is presenting the event in part-
nership with Mexico’s tourist board. 

  Seven escort vessels coordinated by 
Jim Leishman in a Nordhavn 55, Pacific 
Escort, will accompany the fleet, which will 
include a fleet surgeon, Spanish translator, 
technical advisers and Internet support. 

  The tentative schedule has the fleet 
gathering in San Diego on November 
3rd for check-in, seminars and a get-ac-
quainted party, and departing November 
7th. Once in La Paz, participants can ar-
range for lodging at the CostaBaja Resort  

Trawler TransPac+
Plans are shaping up for an informal fleet of cruisers to cross the Pacific—and beyond

Partying to La Paz
This rally will give new meaning to an old phrase

with a special 
Thanksgiving 

buffet for those who stay 
Thanksgiving night. Ar-

rangements can also be made for 
return options for those not wish-
ing to to cruise further.

  Any money left over after expens-
es will benefit the Del Ray Yacht Club jun-
iors through the Santa Monica Bay Sailing 
Foundation.

For more info
fubar odyssey 2007: 

www.fubarodyssey.com
del rey yacht club: 
www.dryc.org
costabaja resort:

www.costabajaresort.com
original meaning of fubar:

www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/fubar

but this list is changing constantly.
While it won’t have the organization-

al perks of the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 
or FUBAR Odyssey, this trans-Pacific 
fleet will offer the comfort and secur-
ity, as well as the camaraderie, of going 
in a group. Using the buddy-boat system 
makes an ocean crossing just a bit less 
daunting, while raising the safety factor 
significantly.

Ken and wife Roberta were part of the 
NAR aboard their Nordhavn 62 Sans 
Souci, and will be part of the 2009 cross-
ing of the Pacific in their new New Nord-
havn 68, also named Sans Souci.  

Ken has set up a Web site—www.rtw-
cruising.com—with more information 
about the adventure. Plans are still pre-
liminary as to departure points and des-
tinations. Anyone with an ocean-crossing 
capable trawler, and who is interested in 

joining the group, will be asked to fill out a survey on the site. You 
can also e-mail Ken for more information at kenw@seanet.

buddY boaTING

don’t leave for the Pacific without the classic 
cruising guide for the region, landfalls of Para-
dise, by earl hinz and Jim howard. a great read 
even for those staying at home.
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albert gowen u.s. speejacks custom 98' 1921-22 first yacht without sails to circumnavigate
 east to West

don & ann gumpertz u.s. Westward custom 86' 1970-76 first yacht without sails to circumnavigate
 West to east

larry briggs u.s. champion custom lapworth 52'  1977-80 first trawler yacht to circumnavigate, east to West

eilco kasemier holland bylgia ii custom 39' 1/2" 1983-84 first trawler yacht to circumnavigate
 and still the smallest, east to West

david scott cowper england mabel e. holland converted lifeboat 42' 1984-85 first singlehanded circumnavigation under power,
 east to West

david scott cowper england mabel e. holland converted lifeboat 42' 1986-1990 singlehanded circumnavigation via the 
 northwest passage, east to West

bruce & joan kessler u.s. Zopilote delta 70 70' 1990-93 east to West circumnavigation by a tireless advocate 
 of passagemaking under power

jim & susy sink u.s. salvation ii nordhavn 46 45' 9" 1990-95 first production trawler yacht to circumnavigate 

ghanim al-othman kuwait othmani nordhavn 46 45' 9"  1998-99 first arab trawler yacht to circumnavigate,
 West to east

jim leishman et al u.s. nordhavn nordhavn 40 39' 9" 2001-02 smallest production trawler yacht to
 circumnavigate, east to West

heidi & Wolfgang hass germany kanaloa nordhavn 46 45’ 9” 1996-2002 first german trawler yacht to
 circumnavigate, east to West

larry briggs u.s. chartwell cheoy lee 55' 1998-2003 second circumnavigation, east to West. he has 
 started his third circumnavigation, also with
 chartwell, also westabout

don & alicia hallerberg u.s. alicia dawn hatteras 77' 2000-03 two years and seven months, out of fort lauderdale, 
 east to West. they have started a second 
 circumnavigation, also westabout

david scott cowper england polar bound custom 48'  2003-04 third circumnavigation under power, second via the 
 northwest passage, all singlehanded, all east to West

ben gray & sons canada idlewild custom buehler 57’ 2005-06 via the northwest passage, after starting far inland 
 and portaging to the sea, in a quick 329 days,
 West to east

other noteworthy circumnavigations under power:
•	Ben	Carlin	in	half-safe, an amphibious jeep
•	Bryan	Peterson	of	the	U.S.	in	sunrider, a modified Zodiac 24
•	Jock	Wishart	in	cable & Wireless adventurer, 
 a custom 115-foot trimaran
•	Alan	Priddy	in	spirit of cardiff, a 33-foot hard-bottom inflatable

Most miles voyaged without actually completing a circumnavigation:
•	Michael	Poliza	in	starship, a northern marine 75, who covered 75,000 
 nautical milers in 1,009 days at sea during a voyage from anacortes, 
 Washington, to hamburg in his native germany
Most honorable mention:
•	Robert	Beebe	whose	50,000	sea	miles	in	the	original	passagemaker 
 launched the trawler yacht era

for updates, visit: www.trawlersandtrawlering.com/circumnavigators/
circumnavigators.html

additions to the CirCumnavigator honor roll can be submitted to the 
editor as per the contact particulars on page 3.

naMe country naMe oF VeSSel Make or type loa dateS noteS

Over the top
Last two circumnavigations have 
been via the Northwest Passage

Idlewild, a 57-foot buehler design, is trapped by 
ice in the Northwest Passage across the top of 
North america. eventually, ben Gray, a 67-year-old 
grandfather from Canada, succeeded in taking the 
aluminum boat around the world with two sons 
among the crew. earlier, david Scott Cowper, a 
brit, completed his third circumnavigation, which 
was his second via the Northwest Passage. appar-
ently, more than one Nordhavn owner is think-
ing about tackling the passage, which would be a 
first for a production and fiberglass yacht. Mean-
while, larry briggs, an american who shuns the 
limelight, is in the midst of his third voyage around 
the world.
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Honor roll: Circumnavigators under power
Powerboats that have voyaged around the world
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Nordhavns have become a familiar sight 
Down Under with many American and 
European owners making Australia, New 
Zealand and the Pacific Islands a must-see 
on their South Seas itineraries. And it’s 
not just visitors. As more and more Aus-
sies get into recreational boating, they’re 
buying Nordhavns in recognition of their 
renowned seafaring abilities. 

Because of their location, Australia 
and New Zealand play a large part in the 
world’s recreational boating industry. 
When you’re surrounded by the Indian, 
Southern, and Pacific oceans, you can’t 
afford to compromise on engineering, 
performance, or safety.  

The continuous growth in the Austral-
asian region is evidence of the success 
of the Nordhavn brand. Since opening 
is doors in 2006, the Australian Nord-
havn team boasts many new Nordhavn 
owners, with the latest being a Nordhavn 
43 at the 2007 Sydney International Boat 
Show. Among the stars of the show was 
the team from Nordhavn Australasia dis-
playing the Nordhavn 47 owned by Derek 
and Julie Townsend. Hundreds lined the 
dock, eager to board the vessel, proving 
the extent of Nordhavn’s fame amongst 
the Australian cruising community.    

The team also triumphed at the 2007 
Auckland Boat Show in New Zealand. 
Peter Mott allowed his Nordhavn 47 to be 
displayed at the show, enabling plenty of 
curious boaters the opportunity to jump 
aboard for a tour.  

The Sanctuary Cove International Boat 
Show was probably the largest showing of 
luxury vessels, with over 800 boats on dis-
play. This was only Nordhavn’s second 
showing at Sanctuary Cove, but the over-
whelming interest among visitors of the 
vessel suggests that the Nordhavn brand 
with its reliable sea performance and atten-
tion to detail designs are exactly what the 
Aussies have been eagerly awaiting.  

The boom in Australia’s  recreation-
al boating market has prompted the 

on beautiful Pittwater in Sydney’s Nation-
al Parks.  

Peter Devers and David Flynn are the 
force behind the success of Nordhavn 
Australasia. They both have endless enthusi-
asm for their work, and share a wealth of ex-
pertise in the boating world.  III 
contact

Nordhavn australasia
telephone: +61 (0) 1300 783 010
fax: +61 (7) 3102 6253
www.nordhavn.com/
australasia/index.htm

Australasian team to relocate to the new 
Rivergate marina on the Brisbane River. 
Rivergate is a fully integrated superyacht 
marina located next to the gateway bridge 
at Murarrie.   

The latest Nordhavns to be commis-
sioned include Skie (Spending the Kids 
Inheritance Early), Nordhavn 55 #38 
owned by Peter and Margaret Sheppard, 
who departed for the glorious Whitsun-
day Islands on Queensland’s Great Bar-
rier Reef; Dauntless,  Nordhavn 47 #47, 
owned by Iain and Roslyn Couper, who 
are planning their first cruise; Barquita, 
Nordhavn 43 #28 owned by Sydney couple 
Graham and Margarita Weir, home-ported 

Boom  Down Under
Nordhavn’s Australasia team is tapping into a flourishing cruising scene
By Nicole Williams
 nordhavn australasia

Peter devers and david Flynn are the go-to men 
for Nordhavn in australasia.

derek Townsend and Julie Nunn, one of the first australian purchasers of a Nordhavn, idle past 
Sydney opera house aboard Sapphire, their N47.

SPoTlIGhT oN auSTralaSIa



The popularity of Nordhavn is no longer 
a North American phenomenon as the 
passagemakers created by Pacific Asian En-
terprises are just as likely to bear a Euro-
pean flag as the Stars and Stripes.

Even before Nordhavn Europe opened 
its doors in 2004, a German couple, Heidi 
and Wolfgang Hass, purchased a Nord-
havn 46 in 1996 and completed a circum-
navigation over a leisurely six years. 

In midsummer 2007, Kanaloa was 
somewhere in the Pacific—on her second 
circumnavigation, which will be the third 
for the Hasses as they have been around 
under sail, too. They have been voyaging 
the world full time since 1982.

European purchasers of Nordhavns fall 
into two groups: Those who commission 
their boats in the U.S., generally at Dana 
Point, California, and those who take pos-
session at Hamble, Southampton, where 
Nordhavn Europe is based.

In the latter group, there are a number 
of new owners:
• JimHenderson, Nordhavn 47 #34, 
cruised Ireland in 2006 before heading 
through the Mediterranean to South 
Africa.
• David Whalley, Nordhavn 47 #43, vis-
ited the Channel Islands and coast of 
France before starting a lengthy tour of 
the Mediterranean.

fish, observe wildlife and take in the “awe-
some” scenery.

“It was a bittersweet experience,” Ri-
chard says of the five weeks in Alaska. “We 
enjoyed ourselves immensely but missed 
our friends and particularly family.”

They planned to rotate friends and 
family as crew as they took Spirit of Ulys-
ses to the Caribbean for winter 2007-08, 
aiming to return to the Pacific in 2008.
• Christopher Samuelson and Sonaia 
Maryon-Davis, captain and admiral aboard 
Goleen, Nordhavn 57 #29, exemplify the 
new breed of owners who have been suc-
cessful in business and life and now want 
to travel in an independent and adventur-
ous manner.

Chris and Sonaia commissioned Goleen 
in Dana Point in 2003, took the boat north 
to Alaska and then south to Florida via 
Panama to participate in Nordhavn At-
lantic Rally the following year. Happy to 
be home in Europe, they planned to cruise 
the Med extensively. 

Well . . . they have done that now . . . for 
three seasons, and far horizons beckon. 
Here’s the ambitious plan as outlined by 
Chris:

“Our plans for 2007 are . . . before going 
to Southampton and shipping Goleen 
across the Atlantic to the British Virgin 
Islands. After that, we want to cruise the 
northern Caribbean in 2008, up the East 
Coast to Maine and back down to Flor-
ida after the hurricane season. We hope 
to cruise with Grey Pearl and other Nord-
havns to Alaska in 2009, and then cross the 
Pacific together in 2010 to New Zealand, 
followed by Japan in 2011 and on around 
the world until we return to the Med and 
southern Spain.”

Aboard a Nordhavn, it seems, the 
human condition has no boundaries.  III

contact

Nordhavn europe
telephone: + 44 2380 456342
www.nordhavn.com/europe/

• Owen Maze, Nordhavn 40 #52, explored 
the west coast of Scotland.
• Bill Hynd, Nordhavn 40 #58, also cruised 
the west coast of Scotland.
• Peter Kristensen, Nordhavn 57 #18, has 
begun an extensive cruise of the Baltic.
• John and Kim Severs, who purchased 
Atlantic Escort, Nordhavn 57 #35, follow-
ing its command role in Nordhavn Atlan-
tic Rally 2004, have moved up to Mighty 
Mouse, Nordhavn 72 #01. They have 
plans to cruise far and wide in European 
waters.  
• Meanwhile, Richard and Lorna Maybin, 
who hail from Ireland, enjoyed the time 
of their lives during the summer of 2007 
in Southeast Alaska.

They commissioned Spirit of Ulysses, 
their Nordhavn 76, in Dana Point, ran 
nonstop to Seattle with crew, then cruised 
north to Alaska via the Inside Passage on 
their own.

Did they have any difficulties handling 
such a large boat with only two aboard? 
“Not at all, “ says Richard. “The 76 is as 
easy to handle as a 47. It’s extremely man-
euverable.” They generally ran short days, 
only during daylight hours, perhaps cov-
ering 50 to 60 miles before anchoring to 

Europeans  embrace voyaging
From across the pond to around the world, Nordhavn owners are on the move
By Blake August
 contributing editor

Sonaia Maryon-davis enjoys cruising the Med 
aboard the Nordhavn 57 Goleen, after a long 
voyage home to europe from California.
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Fjord speed ahead!
Nessie was a no-show but there was plenty to occupy the crew of Resolution
during a summer exploring the lochs, fjords and canals round the North Sea
Text and photos by Andy Lund
 nordhavn 46 resolution

(Top left) Valberg 
Tower watches over 
Vagen Harbor in 
Stavenger, Norway, 
where the crew of 
Resolution spent 
three days that 
included an excur-
sion up the magnifi-
cent Lysefjord. (Right) 
Nordhavn 46 Star-
gazer rests at St. 
Katharine’s Dock on 
the Thames River in 
London, where Reso-
lution ended her 
summer’s journey.

We searched hard for the legendary sea monster, Nessie, 
as we traversed Loch Ness, Scotland, in our Nordhavn 46, 
Resolution, in warm, sunny July weather. Nessie was shy, and 
not to be found. Maybe the weather was too nice, and she 
just came out in mysterious mists and fogs.

We’d crossed the Atlantic the previous month, making 
landfall in Falmouth, England, and were doing the circuit 
round Britain and the North Sea, headed for London for 
the winter. 

So, how does a bluewater passagemaker like the Nord-
havn 46 find its way into Loch Ness? The 60-mile Caledon-
ian Canal runs through a deep diagonal glacial slash across 
Scotland from Fort William through the deep lakes of Loch 
Lochy, Loch Oich and Loch Ness to Inverness on the North 
Sea. Twenty-nine locks with lifting or swing bridges through-
out allow passage of sailboats with 35-meter masts. The 

canal climbs to 105 feet above sea level. 
Later in our voyage we’d transit the Kiel 

Canal, 50 miles across northern Germany, 
and the Dutch standing-mast route canals, 
from the German to the Belgian border, 
right through Amsterdam. 

The crew aboard Resolution changed 
along the way. Zack Blum, who had 
crossed the Atlantic with me, was aboard 
from Falmouth all the way to Keil. Zack’s 
girlfriend, Anna Deck, spent a couple of 
weeks in the Irish Sea with us, then Chase 
Kaufman, a school friend of Zack’s, joined 
in Scotland, through to Sweden. My old 
German air force friend, Karlo Munch, 
was aboard from Kiel to Amsterdam, and 
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Mike McFadden made the rest of the trip 
from Amsterdam to London. He had been 
aboard from Puget Sound through the 
Panama Canal and across the Atlantic.

From Falmouth we sailed round Land’s 
End, at the southwest tip of England, up 
across the Irish Sea to Dun Laoghaire 
(“Leary”), the ferry port for Dublin. 
Mooring for three nights in the very nice 
marina, we found the rail station just steps 
away, with Dublin only a half-hour ride. 
What a vibrant, lively city, sparkling in the 
hot July sunshine! Zack, Anna and I walked 
and walked, had a pint of Guinness in the 
famous Temple Bar Pub, wandered round 
Trinity College, and walked some more. 

Crossing the River Liffey we found a life size statue of James 
Joyce in a rakishly tilted bowler hat. 

We cruised on up the Irish Sea, calling at Carlingford 
Loch, Bangor (Northern Ireland), the Isle of Islay, Ard-
fern and Oban, all in Scotland. At Oban we toured the 
Oban scotch whiskey distillery, just a couple of blocks from 
the waterfront. Every summer the Clyde Cruising Club and 
others put on the Single Malts cruise, round western Scot-
land with organized visits to a number of distilleries—good 
fun if you have the time. 

The Caledonian Canal was a delight, and is worth a ser-
ious detour. The scenery is gorgeous, with views of Ben Nevis, 
the highest mountain in Britain, from the pilothouse. The 
lockkeepers were most helpful and efficient.

All the facilities were in tip-top condition. Mooring was 
easy, with alongside floating pontoons or stone quays, often 

(Top left) Resolution 
waits at the bustling 
waterfront in 
Willemstad, Holland, 
while her crew 
takes some down 
time. (Right) Among 
Resolution’s many 
adventures in Holland 
was a side trip to 
Sneek, home of the 
famous Waterpoort, 
or water gate.
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There the customs officer and I discussed 
“ship’s stores,” the ample stock of wine, 
beer and Scotch we had aboard Resolu-
tion. The Norwegians have incredibly 
high liquor taxes, and the import limit is 
one bottle, but they accepted the idea of 
ship’s stores, stamped our passports and 
we were in. Maybe the novelty of an Amer-
ican boat, and my Norwegian ancestry and 
name, helped. 

Bergen’s fish market is at the head of the 
central harbor, and there we found whale 
meat. It’s dark, really rich and not unpleas-
ant in small portions eaten smoked. The 
sun finally came out and we moved on 
south through the fjords, spending a night 
in the lovely village of Hjellestad, another 
in Haugesund and three pleasant days in 
Stavanger, where we took an excursion 
boat up the magnificent Lysefjord, before 
setting off overnight round the bottom of 
Norway to Kristiansand. 

departure for weather, we set out across 
the North Sea for Bergen, Norway, two 
days to the east. The passage was benign, 
with the biggest hazard a series of huge oil 
platforms. They showed large on the radar, 
and were lit up like cities at night. 

Making landfall on the central Norwe-
gian coast early the morning of August 3, 
we picked our way through narrow, rocky 
channels, then out into the wide Byfjord 
leading to Bergen. We tied to a stone quay 
in a grey rain in central Bergen, and after 
a VHF radio chat, were greeted by a help-
ful harbor official. He told us there was 
soon to be a gathering of steam-powered 
ships, and directed us to a berth across the 
harbor in front of a warehouse. While we 
crossed the harbor, he drove around and 
assisted us with lines. 

Since we were a non-EU flagged boat, 
the harbor officer drove me down to the 
old stone customs house in pouring rain. 

Here we discovered our carefully ac-
cumulated collection of European shore 
power plugs wouldn’t fit—the dock power 
points were the German household style 
two-round-pin type. So off I went searching 
out the bits I needed for another adaptor. 
A chandlery sold me the blue 16-amp boat 
socket, a hardware store had the German 
two-prong plug and an electrical shop 
came up with a length of three-conduct-
or cable. Out came the electrical kit, and a 
half hour later we were all hooked up. 

The next day was spent winding through 
the Blindleia, an incredibly intricate maze 
of narrow rocky channels and islets. Some 
spots were no more than 10 meters wide, 
so we sounded the horn to warn oncoming 
traffic. The channel markers were posts 
with boards pointing toward the correct 
side of the rocks. 

All the islets were dotted with brilliantly 
painted summer cabins, reds, blues, and 

maze of small islands and channels, with 
more posts and wooden arrows marking 
the passages. Good charts and sharp bin-
oculars are essential to safe navigation 
here. There were hundreds of sailboats, 
a few fast powerboats and our Nord-
havn, so we became a tourist attraction, 
especially with our American flag on the 
stern. Everyone was friendly and welcom-
ing, and, when they asked where we had 
come from, were fascinated by our trans-
atlantic crossing. 

At Goteborg (Gothenburg), the second 
city of Sweden, at the west end of the Gota 
Canal, we moored in the Lilla Brommen, 
right in the center. Chase Kaufman bid us 
farewell, taking a train to Amsterdam to fly 
home. Goteborg, large and commercial, 
didn’t have the same appeal as the small-
er Scandinavian towns, so we soon moved 
on, overnight to Copenhagen, passing by 
Kronborg Castle, at Helsingor, made world-

(Left to right)Andy Lund holds the line at the Muirtown Locks on Caledonian Canal, inverness, Scotland. A stopover at the Royal irish Yacht Club, Dun Laoghaire, 
gave the crew a chance to head to Dublin for a pint of guinness at the famous Temple Bar pub. At Bergen, Norway, the SS Bohuslan arrives for the Steam Festival.

yellows, each flying a Norwegian flag. After 
30 miles wending our way through the 
Blindleia we came to the lovely little town 
of Grimstad, where we spent the afternoon 
at the town quay. 

That evening we took off across the 
mouth of the Oslo Fjord for Fredrikstad, 
berthing the next morning nearby on 
Hanko Island, right below a royal summer 
home. A foot ferry took us across to the 
mainland. Here we met up with one of 
Zack Blum’s childhood au-pairs, Marethe 
Slensvick. Her parents entertained us with 
a great feast of prawns at their summer 
home in the village of Slevik, looking 
across the harbor. 

After a day trip by train up to Oslo, and a 
look at the Viking museum with its superb 
collection of ancient longboats, we moved 
down the coast into Sweden, spending the 
night of August 15 in Stromstad. 

The northern Swedish coast is another 

in lovely little villages. My Royal Air Force 
friend Mark Attrill, his wife, Melanie, and 
their two kids came up from Edinburgh 
for a day, and rode part way through the 
canal. Alexander, age 11, thought steer-
ing Resolution along the canal west of Cul-
lochy was awesome. 

After provisioning in Inverness, we 
headed out into the North Sea, up along 
the Scottish coast and across the notori-
ous Pentland Firth, through Scapa Flow, 
the famous Royal Navy anchorage of two 
world wars, to the Orkney Islands. We spent 
four days in Stromness. This delightful but 
bleak and stony town is the major ferry 
port for the island. Zach and Chase made 
friends with some Scottish guys their age 
and spent time in the pubs with them. We 
bussed over to Kirkwall, the ancient cap-
ital of the Orkneys, with its 10th century 
Cathedral of St. Magnus. 

Four days later, having delayed our 
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the air against a huge counterbalance. 
We took a side trip up to Sneek, an an-

cient city with an amazing town water 
gate, the Waterpoort. After a quick walk 
around, we continued into the Zuider Zee, 
the huge inland sea east of Amsterdam, 
to Lelystad. Here Karlo Munch left Reso-
lution, and I flew home to the Seattle area 
for two weeks, after arranging some rou-
tine engine and boat maintenance. 

The voyage resumed September 27 
and rejoining was Mike McFadden, my 
shipmate of the previous two years, and 
veteran of the Atlantic crossing. We quick-
ly crossed the top of Amsterdam, made 
the twice-daily Spaarndam A9 motorway 
bridge opening and moored up in Haar-
lem, on a floating pontoon tied to the in-
evitable brick and stone quay. We stayed 
a week in Haarlem, often visiting Amster-
dam, just 15 minutes east by train. 

On October 13, with no weather delays, 

full swing. The main street was covered in 
straw and lined with stalls selling such deli-
cacies as mead (a honey-based sweet wine 
type drink), with people all in period cos-
tumes. Great fun, even with heavy thunder-
showers. We visited Aarhus, an ancient 
university town about 25 miles north of 
Horsens, by train. 

A 110-mile voyage to the south found 
us in Kiel, Germany, moored at the Kiel 
Yacht Club in a leafy, pleasant residential 
area of town. There we provisioned as we 
prepared to head west through the 50-mile 
Kiel Canal across the neck of Germany. 

Kiel was also the site of another crew 
change, as Zack Blum left for home after 
five months aboard, including the Atlantic 
crossing. Karlo Munch, a German friend 
from my days as an air force officer on the 
NATO staff, came up from Munster for 
the two-week trip through to Amsterdam. 
On September 1, we locked into the Kiel 

opening bridges throughout. Sailboats, and 
our Nordhavn 46 with its nine-meter (29 
feet)-high mast and stack, can make the pas-
sage without taking down any rigging. 

Crossing northern Holland, looking 
down from the canal on the fat cows graz-
ing in the fields below, was a marvelous 
experience. Twenty-five kilometers (14 
miles) west of Delfzijl was the lovely old 
university town of Groningen, with a nice 
stone quay, complete with electricity and 
water, for the princely sum of seven euros. 
Leaving Groningen we passed through 
10 opening bridges in 30 minutes—good 
thing they time the openings, forming 
small convoys of boats. In Dokkum we de-
posited our bridge toll in a wooden shoe 
held out on a pole by the bridge keeper. At 
Leeuwarden, we moored under drooping 
willow trees, again alongside a stone quay, 
then sailed under the Slauerhof bridge, 
which lifted a whole panel of the road into 

we made the overnight crossing of the 
North Sea into the Thames estuary of Eng-
land, timing our arrival to catch the incom-
ing tide for the 60-mile run up the Thames 
to London. The North Sea looks straight-
forward until you examine a chart. It’s full 
of sandbars which channel all the shipping 
into narrow deep-water passages.  

Just before noon on October 14 we 
sighted Tower Bridge and the entrance 
to St. Katharine’s Dock. Resolution was 
soon locked in and secured in her London 
winter home. Round the North Sea made 
for a marvelous summer’s journey.  III

Andy Lund has cruised his Nordhavn 46 Resolu-

tion over 25,000 miles in the past three years, from 

his home waters of Puget Sound through the Panama 

Canal to northern Europe and the Mediterranean. 

A veteran boater and a USCG licensed Master, he 

was the Grand Banks dealer for the Pacific North-

west in the late 1990s. He wrote this aboard Reso-

lution in the Balearic Islands of Spain.

(Left to right) Karlo Munch, who joined the crew for two weeks, helps out on the east Lock of the Kiel Canal in germany. The bridge is up as boats enter 
the Dutch canal system at Delfzijl, Holland, from the ems River. McCaig’s Tower overlooks oban, Scotland, home of the oban scotch whisky distillery.

Canal, built in the late 1800s to save ships 
the long trip around the top of Denmark 
from the Baltic to the North Sea. 

Floating pontoons in the small lock 
made the process simple, and by evening 
we were tied up in Rendsburg at a dock 
overhung with large, leafy trees just off the 
main canal. We locked out into the tidal 
Elbe River at Brunsbuttel, and moored at 
Cuxhaven. After an overnight run along 
the German North Sea coast and a stop 
in Borkum, one of the German Frisian 
Islands, we sailed up the Ems River be-
tween Germany and the Netherlands, en-
tering the Dutch canal system at Delfsijl. 

The Dutch canal authorities have organ-
ized a standing mast route right across Hol-
land from Delfsijl through Amsterdam to 
Vlissingen, across the Scheldt from Bel-
gium. The ANWB, who publish all the 
canal charts and bridge/lock timetables, 
issue a special chart for this route, which has 

famous by Shakespeare’s Hamlet, as we sailed 
down the Skaggerak early in the morning. 

We worked our way up a narrow canal in 
the heart of Copenhagen, and were lucky 
enough to find space on the quay wall in 
Christianshavn, in amongst the houseboats 
and sailboats. Moorage here was free, as 
there was no sign of a harbor office, or any 
visits from officials. Everything was within 
walking distance, so Zack and I did exact-
ly that, hiking all over the city. Tivoli Gar-
dens was bustling in the warm sunshine of 
a late August day. 

We cruised round the south end of Zee-
land, passing under the long Great Belt 
road bridge, then up a long bay until we 
reached the small town of Horsens, on the 
Jutland peninsula, the Danish mainland. 
Here we met up with Jabob Carlsen, an-
other of Zack’s au-pairs, and his young 
family. Our timing was excellent, as the 
annual Horsens medieval festival was in 
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THe MeDiTeRRANeAN iS A NoRDHAVN oWNeR’S DReAM DeSTiNATioN. Cruising is a calm 
weather affair with simple navigation, excellent charting and just a couple of overnighters 
per year. Along the way lie ports rich with the promise of inland adventure, diverse cultural 
offerings, and the fun and fellowship that flow from meeting up with other cruisers.

Aboard Egret, Nordhavn 46 Hull #74, we arrived in June 2004 to Gibraltar on the final 
stop of the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally (NAR). Departing in July, we spent the next three 
cruising seasons and two winters exploring the Mediterranean, returning to Gibraltar in 
September 2006. 

Although we carried the requisite complement of cruising guides, one thing that became 
apparent early on was the guides were written from a small sailboat perspective at a time 
years ago when most cruisers motored from marina to marina. With the self-sufficiency of 
a modern powerboat this is no longer a necessity. Also, each individual guide had a chosen 
destination as it own entity with no thought to an itinerary.

Nordhavn owners needed a Med guide to call their own. So, drawing on Egret’s experi-
ences and those of fellow NAR participants, we compiled what we hope are useful tips that 
will save you time, frustration and money, leaving you to enjoy what you’re really there 
for—carefree cruising.

Finally—a cruising guide
that embraces the
self-sufficient nature
of your Nordhavn 
By Scott and Mary Flanders

nordhavn 46 egret

Making the most
of the Med

SpoTLigHT oN euRope
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Making the most

(Above)With its pastel 
houses and lush 
greenery, the italian 
town of portafino 
captures perfectly the 
ambience of the Med. 
Located near genoa, 
this ancient town has 
much to offer cruis-
ers. (Bottom, left to 
right) egret rests 
near a quiet beach 
on the west coast of 
Sardinia. Ashore is a 
rare spring-fed fresh-
water spring flowing 
under the sand to the 
sea.  A fishing
boat under construc-
tion in Karpathos, 
Aegean greek islands. 
A mountain village 
home on the Aegean 
greek island of Samos.
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When are you good to go?
For an overall picture of destination timing, there are three 
key factors to consider: weather, seasonal destination timing 
and destination itinerary. We assume you will begin your Med 
cruise in early July if arriving by your own bottom to Gibraltar 
or by a yacht transport service. If you arrive by yacht transport 
it is best to arrive in Palma de Majorca, Balearic Islands off the 
coast of Spain, instead of the second yacht transport drop-off in 
France, which has unstable early season weather. By arriving in 
Palma de Majorca you can avoid having to beat your way south 
to begin your cruise. 

Most all of Europe goes on holiday during July and August, 
resulting in large bareboat charter fleets in most of the popular 
Mediterranean destinations, along with many small and large 
crewed charter sailboats and mega yachts. We scheduled our itin-
erary destination timing for maximum enjoyment away from the 
crowds where possible. By mid July you will have arrived in the 
Balearic Islands after the tower block (condo) excess of the Costa 
del Sol (Sun Coast) of Spain. This will be high season, however 
here is something the guides don’t tell you. The Balearic Islands 
are high relief with many calas (coves) cut into the west side of 
the three larger islands, Ibiza, Majorca, Menorca, providing ex-
cellent anchoring. There are few good anchorages on the east 
side of the three main islands. The calas tend to fill with local 
and charter boats by eleven in the morning, but are mostly de-
serted in the afternoon when the day trippers race back to the 
dock, leaving you with peace and quiet for much of the morning 
and after 4 p.m. You will be agog at the crystal clear water and 
white sand bottom, terrain, villages, and so forth. Swimming and 
hiking are great pastimes. 

Three seasons of cruising the Mediterranean
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In the first season (blue), the Balearic 
Islands will provide a warm welcome to 
the Med. In season two (red) you can wend 
your way to a winter spot in Marmaris. 
You’ll complete the third season (green) 
with a final visit to Barcelona before 
heading to Gibraltar and the trip home.

This home on elba is 
just a short distance 
from where Napoleon 
i stayed during his 
first exile. With some 
careful planning you’ll 
get maximum
enjoyment away from 
the crowds.

SpoTLigHT oN euRope
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A. Yes, but not an insurmountable one. We had an inverter on 
the boat as well as a generator. We also had a battery charger that 
would run off the 50-cycle current we found at most marinas. 
Thus, we never really had a problem. In port, we kept the bat-
teries charged via the 50-cycle battery charger, and at anchor we 
ran the generator to charge the batteries. We also ran the gener-
ator when we needed air conditioning, or to run the washer or 
dryer. After a few years in Europe we did finally “hot wire” the air 
conditioning to run directly off of shore power in the marinas.
Q. Isn’t the Med ultra-expensive?
A. You can cruise on about any budget. Most of the cruisers you’ll 
find in the Med are on sailboats. The average sailor is on a tight 
budget, and finding inexpensive restaurants isn’t hard. Moor-
age can be inexpensive, or outrageously expensive, depending 
on the country and the marina. Name marinas, such as Puerto 
Banus in Marbella, Spain, or San Tropez in France, are off the 
top of the charts. Other marinas are a fraction of the cost, and 
are perfectly good. It is possible to spend a ton of money, but if 
you do a little research, you’ll find that costs are no worse than 
the U.S. in most places.
Q. What did you like most, and least?
A. I’d say that the best is the wide range of cultures, and the feel-
ing that you’ve really gone someplace, without venturing very 
far. Unlike some parts of the world, you are in a safe, pirate-free 
environment, with great restaurants, plenty of marinas, great 
anchorages, good weather information and modern cities. You 
get the sense of adventure without the “roughing it” that you 
might have in the South Pacific or the Caribbean. The only major 
negative I can think of is that it is very difficult to get to or from 
Europe. It’s a major event to take your boat to Europe, and then 
once you get there you need to figure how to get back. It’s not 
something you just decide to do on a lark.
Q. What about chartering in the Med? 
A. The Moorings has bases in many locations on the Med. Tech-
nically, The Moorings boats are sailboats, but many people never 
put the sails up. I think that anyone who drops anchor off one of 
the many islands or bays in the Med will want to take their own 
boat back someday. This said, you will need to check with char-
tering services. Generally speaking, it is hard to rent a power-
boat, bareboat, in the Med without a license.  III

Ken and Roberta Williams have cruised the Med twice with their Nordhavn 62.

Q. You took your Nordhavn 62 to Europe twice. Why?
A. We’re in the process now of planning a circumnavigation. 
As I’m doing research on various places, I appreciate more and 
more how great it was to have our boat in the Med. 

Here are just a few of the things that I think make it one of the 
world’s great cruising grounds:
• No tides. The total tide is under 12 inches throughout the 
Med. 
• Crystal clear, swimmable water. 
• incredible anchorages. 
• infinite variety. From where we based our boat in France, near 
Monaco, we were only about 10 miles from Italy. Cors ica was 80 
miles. Sardinia was perhaps 200 miles. Barcelona was only about 
300 miles away. Mallorca and Minorca were perhaps 300 miles. 
Ibiza was maybe 325 miles. Going east, it was reasonable to think 
about cruising to places like Turkey, Greece, Croatia, and more. 
Most of these destinations were reachable without losing site of 
land, or being far from a good place to hide from bad weather. 
• The beaches! Roberta likes immersing herself in all the differ-
ent cultures but I confess to liking the warm water and the beach-
culture in the summer. I liked anchoring in front of one of the 
thousands of beaches .
Q. Wasn’t language a problem?
A. Sometimes it was, but usually not. Unlike in the U.S., most 
Europeans speak multiple languages, and English is usually one 
of them. Along the Med, the marinas and tourist resorts are ac-
customed to dealing with an international clientele. It is stan-
dard to see a mix of Italians, Russians, British, Spanish, Swedish, 
and more, all eating at the same restaurant in France. English 
is the one common language that most everyone speaks. All of 
the harbormasters are supposed to communicate in English, 
and most do.
Q. Is it hard to find a boat slip?
A. It depends on where you are. France is expensive and diffi-
cult. Spain and Italy aren’t as expensive and moorage is easier 
to find. During the summer we found that the boats are often 
at anchor, so getting into marinas was usually fairly easy. Often, 
the marinas would refuse to give a reservation, but when called 
hours before we wanted into port, space almost always seemed 
to be available. Many large marinas have well sheltered anchor-
age in the entrance to the marina. 
Q. What about the weather?
A. We primarily cruised in the summer when it can be very hot. 
It can also be very windy. There is good weather information 
available, in English, on VHF. There is also great coverage of 
the weather available on the Internet. It was fairly rare for the 
big winds to last more than a few days, and there were plenty of 
places to hide—so, it was never a big deal. 
Q. Was the 240-volt 50-hertz (cycle) power a problem?
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It’s better in the Med
Q & A with Ken Williams, who loves cruising
in Europe’s Middle Sea

out-of-the way fishing villages help make 
the Med such a glorious cruising ground.



(Left)History and new cultures await 
visitors making their way around the 
Mediterranean. (Right) The Church of 
Santa Maria dell’isola sits atop a lime-
stone pinnacle in Tropea, italy.
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Cruising guides: egret and 
most mediterranean cruis-
ers use imray guides, by rod 
Heikell, for the various coun-
tries. in addition dK guides 
or Planet earth guides are 
helpful for inland touring. We 
found dK the better of the 
two. in croatia and the greek 
islands the 777 guides are ex-
cellent (bought on site). avail-
able at Bluewater Books and 
charts in Fort lauderdale and 
elsewhere.
Weather: egret started with a 
plethora of weather programs 
but eventually settled on the 
excellent grib files on ocens 
software via an iridium phone. 
Weather is so localized in the 
med that even the gribs are 
only good for overall weather 
patterns. We also use a navtex 
for storm warnings. With your 
nordhavn weather isn’t an 
issue except in the case of 
early/late season storms from 
the gulf du lyon (France) or 
gulf of genoa (italy). and yes, 
crete is always windy. there 
are reversing winds in some 
anchorages up to twenty-five 
knots in the late afternoons 
lasting a short while. the 

Now hear this
Advice to help you make the most of your Med travels

holding is good everywhere, 
so this is not a problem.
e-mail: again, we use ocens 
e-mail service via the irid-
ium phone. internet cafes are 
everywhere plus gsm cell-
phones near shore. Wi-Fi is 
available in some marinas 
and local restaurants.
electronic Charting:  egret 
started her cruise with an 
early version of map tech. 
We later upgraded to c-map 
charts and max sea software. 
c-map’s accuracy is excellent 
in the med. now, however, 
there are several excellent 
choices that were not avail-
able to egret before she left 
in 2004. a visit to a local boat 
show will give you insight into 
what is best for you.
Spare parts and supplies:  
the united states has far 
and away the best pricing on 
supplies and spares. of the 
former, load your boat with 
your favorite cleaners, paper 
towels, and day-to-day ex-
pendables. as for the latter, 
it is cheaper and much less 
frustrating to carry four times 
what you think you’ll need 
versus buying and flying on 

an as-need basis. look at 
everY detail from water-
maker membrane o-rings 
to dryer belts to refrigerator 
door gaskets. With such con-
siderations as language, cus-
toms regulations, vat (value 
added tax), and probable de-
livery delays it is worth every 
penny to buy what you can 
before you leave. 
the only exception is food. 
Buy what you need for the 
crossing and load up on 
favorite specialty items, but 
that is it. Finding good beef in 
europe is difficult, although 
chicken and pork are no prob-
lem. With the exception of 
the coffee store in Barcelona, 
coffee is not good by our stan-
dards. We regularly haul star-
bucks two-and-a-half-pound 
bags of French roast from 
our yearly visit to the states. 
if we had a third freezer like 
the new nordhavns we would 
add pounds of costco can-
adian maple cured bacon 
and quality steak. there is no 
good bacon in europe. more 
is rarely better, but this is one 
of those times.
Language: We always tried 

to use basic local language 
in every country. in the back 
of the imray/Heikell cruis-
ing guides there are english 
translations for the language 
of that particular guide. using 
these along with smiles, 
pantomime and pointing, 
we always got by. english is 
the business language of the 
world, so just about every-
where you go there is some-
one to help, particularly in 
coastal areas. Bottom line: 
language is not an issue and 
can actually be fun.
Safety: Here we must issue 
an unfortunate but neces-
sary caution. Pickpockets are 
rampant in some major cities. 
rome and naples are the 
worst, and the tourist areas in 
Barcelona are also a problem. 
What became our procedure 
was go to a nearby atm and 
take out 500 or 600 euros 
at a time, taking them direct-
ly back to the boat before 
8:30 in the morning when the 
streets are filling with work-
ers. From there we carry day 
money with glasses/paper 
towels stuffed on top. We 
never carry a wallet or credit 
cards unless we plan a major 
purchase and then we use 
an undergarment purse. We 
carry our “good” camera in a 
nondescript backpack hung 
over one shoulder facing for-
ward. We have our passports 
color copied and plasticized 
to carry as id. this is a real 
threat and you will encoun-
ter it in time; it is up to you 
what they take. one amer-
ican cruiser was victimized 
five times on a single train to 
rome from the marina. even 
as cautious as we were, we 
lost a cell phone in Barcelona. 
do not let this be a deterrent. 
take caution and there will be 
no problem. the good news 
is there is no violence. 
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Finally, you can relax after all the prep-
aration and ocean crossing. 

When you arrive at a small village it is 
time to explore inland and perhaps rent 
a car. Quite a few of Egret’s best Mediter-
ranean experiences were inland travel by 
rental car, or scooters in the Greek islands 
the following two seasons. The northwest 
coast of Majorca was our favorite drive in 
the Balearics, guaranteed to get your heart 
pumping a bit. Our favorite coastal villa-
ges were Andrix on Majorca, and Mahon 
in Menorca. 

After your tour of the Balearics it is time 
to explore the northeast coast of Spain 
before your October 1st arrival in Barce-
lona for the winter. 
Tip: Barcelona is very popular and diffi-
cult to get into, so it’s necessary to apply 
for a berth at the downtown Marina Port 
Vell on April 1, when they begin accepting 
reservations. That’s right—BEFORE you 
depart to cross the Atlantic. Apply at info@
marinaportvell.com Attn: Ingrid. 
Tip: October can be great cruising but 
it also marks the start of winter storms, 
with little protection to be had on Spain’s 
northeast coast. Here it is best to travel to 
your winter berth a little early. Barcelona is 
a wonderful city with history around every 
corner. Rental car trips to inland Spain, the 
Pyrenees or France during the fall when 
all of the tourists have gone are a treat. You 
will fall in love with Barcelona, as did all the 
NAR participants who wintered there.

Timing is everything
April 1 is when to haul. Do that at Monty 
North yard, just west of Marina Port Vell, 
Barcelona, and make your reservations in 
the fall. By leaving Barcelona earlier than 
the cruising guides say, but perfectly doable, 
and with a weather eye toward the Gulf de 
Lyon in France, you will arrive Calvi, Cor-
sica with few other cruisers about. 

Move south along the west coast to Bon-
iffacio, then south to Sardinia cruising the 
west coast. Algero was our favorite. Be sure 
and rent a car here for inland touring. 
Next, travel up the east coast of Sardinia 
to PortoCervo, crossing to Rome (Porto Tu-
ristico, in Ostia) late June, early July. All the 
way you have missed the crowds. A train trip 
from Rome to Venice is great fun and your 

Nordhavn will be secure in the marina. 
Now head south to the Italian islands 

of Ponza, west of Naples, then Ischia, 
through the Straits of Messina, and on 
to Sicily. While in Syracuse, be sure to visit 
their famous open market. Also rent a car, 
and if you do nothing else at least visit 
Mount Etna. A one-week inland tour of 
Sicily would be wonderful. After a short 
hop from Syracuse to the tip of Sicily, it 
is a day hop to Malta for a visit and duty-
free fuel.
Tip: Contrary to what the guides say, you 
do not need an agent in Malta. You will 
save yourself 10 percent-plus. Check into 
Grand Harbour Marina where they will 
arrange customs check-in and put you in 
direct contact with the fuel people. Pay the 
fuel truck driver direct with Maltese lira. 
There is an HSBC ATM down the street 
along the waterfront from the marina to 
pump for lira. After your Malta tour it is 
back to Syracuse, and then off to either 
Croatia or the Greek Ionian Islands.
Tip: This is important! Do not arrive in 
the Aegean Greek islands before Septem-
ber 1. They’re notorious for fierce winds 
during July and August. Enjoy these islands 
in September and early October as the 
Egret crew did.

Let’s talk Turkey
Arrive in Turkey by October 15 for your 
winter stay. Turkey is a multinational 
thumbs-up destination for virtually every 
long-distance cruiser. You will love it. The 
wintering cruisers will keep you as busy as 
you want to be during your stay, and an-
tiquities are everywhere to be found on 
your inland travels. 

As for any concerns that Americans 
might encounter hostility in a country 
that is predominantly Muslim, not to 
worry. The people are very friendly, which 
is why Turkey is a favorite of cruisers from 
all over the world.
Tip: Turkey is impossible to ship parts 
into, so bring as much as you can with 
you. We lugged 350 pounds from the 
States through the nothing-to-declare 
line in Istanbul without a problem. No 
other cruisers we encountered had diffi-
culties either.

When arriving/departing Istanbul, 
every cruiser’s favorite hotel is the Side 
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Site See
CRuiSiNg guiDeS
• imray guides
 www.imray.com
• DK guides
 www.dk.com
• Bluewater Books & Charts
 www.bluewaterweb.com/
 cruisingguides/default.asp
MARiNAS
• Marina port Vell
 Barcelona, spain
 www.marinaportvell.com
• grand Harbour Marina
 malta
 www.cnmarinas.com/?id=1&parent=1
• Netsel Marina
 marmaris, turkey
 www.netselmarina.com/
 index_eng.htm
• Marmaris Yacht Marina
 marmaris, turkey
 www.yachtmarin.com/en/
• Marti Marina
 marmaris, turkey
 www.martimarina.com
• Sky Marine
 Bodrum, turkey
 www.sky-marine.com/?sayfa=location
WeATHeR
• ocens—WeatherNet
 www.ocens.com/wxnet.htm
• NAVTeX
 www.gmdss.com.au/navtex.htm
e-MAiL
• ocens—Mail
 www.ocens.com/mail.htm
eLeCTRoNiC CHARTiNg
• C-Map
 www.c-map.com
• MaxSea Marine Software
 www.maxsea.com
HoTeLS
• The Side Hotel and pension
 istanbul, turkey
 www.sidehotel.com
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Hotel (pronounced Seeday) in the historic Sultanamet district. 
Allow a few days to explore this historic area, making sure to take 
in the Blue Mosque and other points of interest.

Marinas around Marmaris, where Egret and the NAR crew win-
tered are: Netsel Marina, not much social but in town if you have 
projects; and Yacht Marine, twenty minutes away, windy, but a 
great social life. As in Barcelona, haul April 1st in Turkey at either 
Yacht Marine or Marti Marine in or near Marmaris.

Marmaris is the Turkish Fort Lauderdale when it comes to sup-
plies and boat services. Our favorite marine store is Alev, near 
Netsel Marina. Turkey is known for its beautiful and inexpensive 
stainless steel work. The Turkish craftsman who did Egret’s stain-
less work on the paravane installation and bejeweled her with pol-
ished stainless steel goodies is Emin Gadioglu. His interpreter’s 
name is Moohede (phonetic spelling) at 0555-490-2395.

A Grecian formula
On leaving Turkey you can buy duty-free fuel using Sky Marine 
in Bodrum as your agent. Anchor off the castle. Sky Marine is in 
the boatyard. You will save half the cost of non duty-free fuel, but 
you must exit Turkey after buying it. However, the Greek islands 
are just a few miles away. 

Drag your feet in the Greek islands. They will be deserted and 
will welcome you with open arms. 

From here there are numerous options, but you should be in 
Rome in June to start your travels up the west Italian coast. Elba 
is a must on the way, and make plenty of time for the Italian and 
French Rivieras. They are fabulous cruising, not as expensive as 
the guides make them out to be and you can anchor in most every 
harbor comfortably. San Remo is a must-see as is taking a rental 
car on a one hundred-kilometer loop from San Remo through 
the mountains to visit the medieval villages. 

From here it is back to Barcelona for provisioning and a fi nal 
visit before the trip to Gibraltar.

The last word
While this itinerary is infi nitely variable, the weather and des-
tination timing relative to crowds and optimum weather don’t 
change. This was Egret’s rough itinerary and we enjoyed every 
minute. Our stabilizers were centered no less than 70 per cent of 
the time. We had no incidents. Destination people were friend-
ly; the other long-distance cruisers unforgettable. 

This rough itinerary builds on itself with wonder and excite-
ment as you move through the seasons and years. It is important 
not to cherry pick the obvious best. They will fall in line in time, 
always keeping your interest as you move along. Three cruising 
seasons (one abbreviated on arrival) and two winters are the 
minimum to extract the fl avor and overall Mediterranean of-
fering. Few stay a shorter time. The exceptions are the cruisers 
arriving via the Red Sea, fi nishing a circumnavigation as they 
head for the barn. 

No matter what your overall cruising aspirations, your fi rst 
truly long distance cruise should be to the Mediterranean. From 
there it is a simple matter of fi ve or six weeks until you are back 
in the Caribbean ready for your next adventure.  III

SpoTLigHT oN euRope
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The Great Escape never ends

Whether voyaging the World or 

cruising coastal and inland 

Waters, nordhavn oWners 

love getting aWay from it all 

in comfort, safety and style–

and they value meeting other 

traWler travelers 

photo by roddy grimes-graeme/www.acquafilms.com  

B2, a Nordhavn 64, runs to Green Island, Antigua.

f l e e t  r o l l  c A l l

By Rebecca Crosgrey
 &  Joe Hvilivitzky
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NORDHAVN 76

Michael and Miriam Lasky
Voyager III Nordhavn 76 #05
nautical miles cruised: About 10,000 
since April 2006. (Owned Nordhavn 
57 #12 for 3 years and sold it in January 
2004.)
cruising grounds: We left on our maiden 
voyage (shakedown cruise) for Mexico 
in early April 2006, stopping on the way 
and finally arriving in Cabo St. Lucas 
on the Baja Peninsula, which we used 
as the base for our Mexican adventures. 
My wife, Miriam, and I spent some six 
weeks, including the passage from Dana 
Point and the time we spent in the Mex-
ican region up into the Sea of Cortez 
including La Paz and other destina-
tions. During those weeks we had guests 
on board from time to time to share in 
our escapades. Our time in Mexico was 
thoroughly enjoyed and although we 
had minor teething problems, the boat 

cyclone season was no longer a risk 
heading south, Voyager III left for the 
2,300-mile passage from Dana Point to 
the Hawaiian Islands at the end of Nov-
ember 2006, and once again the boat 
performed magnificently. We had car-
ried extra fuel on board as a standby 
but it was not required, which only goes 
towards confirming the Nordhavn’s 
ability to complete long-distance pas-
sages. Miriam and I joined the vessel, 
along with family members, where it 
was berthed at the Waikiki Yacht Club 
and spent the Christmas and New Year 
period cruising the islands and having 
a truly spectacular time. We enjoyed ex-
tensive scuba diving and snorkeling, 
and clearly the wonderful weather con-
ditions add to the reasons why so many 
people migrate to that area of the world 
for the American winter.
favorite destination: Galapagos Islands.
cruising plans: Voyager III will leave the 
Hawaiian Islands at the end of April and 

performed superbly and met all our ex-
pectations. In the second half of 2006, 
including the American summer, our 
Captain and First Mate took Voyager III 
to British Columbia, and Miriam and I 
joined it in early July, together with sev-
eral guests, at Prince Rupert. We spent 
a further six weeks cruising British Col-
umbia via the Inside Passage to Alaska, 
stopping at every fascinating port along 
the way. Miriam and I, together with 
our guests departed in mid-August, and 
the Captain returned the vessel to Dana 
Point for its final inspection. While in 
Alaska we were overwhelmed with the 
amazingly beautiful scenery, including 
the glaciers, wildlife, whales, and the 
variety of bird life. We participated in 
dog sled rides, the Yukon train and of 
course the fabulous fishing for salmon 
and halibut (once we learned “mooch-
ing”) and we left Alaska with our freezers 
full of both. Finally, when the weath-
er conditions became suitable and the 

fleet roll cAll 

Voyager III , a Nord-
havn 76 owned by 
Michael and Miriam 
lasky sits serenely 
off lahaina in Maui, 
Hawaii.
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make its way towards Tahiti where we are 
looking forward to joining it again in 
May. The remainder of 2007 will see the 
boat continuing through the Pacific via 
such places as Fiji, Tonga, French New 
Caledonia and possibly New Zealand 
and back to the northern states of Aus-
tralia for Christmas 2007. We intend to 
spend 2008 in Australian waters with the 
long-term plan for 2009 and 2010 in the 
Mediterranean.
Why nordhavn: PAE has created the 
equivalent of a small ship rather than a 
large pleasure craft. You know when you 
set out on an ocean passage you can rely 
on the safety and dependability of the 
vessel regardless of whatever faraway des-
tination you choose. 
Why cruising: As you can see from the 
above, Miriam and I are loving our 
Nordhavn experience as we did in the 
past with our previous boat, and as all 
true “boaties” comment at some point 
in their lives, “We should have done this 

someone’s home, not just a boat.
Why cruising: The people we met along 
the way and the relationship I developed 
with my captain, Adam Steel, 25 years 
old and the most competent young man 
I have ever known on the sea. Every-
where we went, the boat attracted atten-
tion, since it has been in print in so many 
publications. It made me proud to own 
her.

NORDHAVN 68

Ken and Roberta Williams
Sans Souci Nordhavn 68 #05
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 plus. 
(We owned a Nordhavn 62 from 1996 
through 2005, and will soon be taking 
delivery of Nordhavn 68 #05.)
cruising grounds: Pacific Northwest, 
Mexico, Bahamas, Mediterranean, 
Croatia.
favorite destination: Mediterranean.
cruising plans: Sea of Cortez, Pacific 

earlier.” So, we are certainly not letting 
the grass grow under our feet but rather 
the beautiful crystal blue waters passing 
under the keel.

NORDHAVN 72

Bob Weiland
The Good Life Nordhavn 72 #02 
(Boat is for sale.)
nautical miles cruised: 11,000 in 10 
months.
cruising grounds: Round trip Jackson-
ville, Florida, to St. Barths, Jacksonville 
north to New York City, Kingston, New 
York, north to Bar Harbor, Maine, and 
back to Jacksonville, south to Exumas for 
Christmas and New Year’s.
favorite destination: Big Major In 
Exumas.
Why nordhavn: It is as close to having 
your home at sea as one can get. Nord-
havn 72 #02 was built to exceptional 
standards, designed to look and feel like 

ready for Hawaiian night at the 
Waikiki Yacht club are, left to 
right, Miriam lasky, John Hughes, 
ruth reilly (Miriam’s sister), Janet 
Hughes, and Michael lasky.
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Northwest then across the Pacific.
Why nordhavn: Seaworthiness.
Why cruising: Discovering new beaches, 
life at anchor.
site: www.kensboat.com

NORDHAVN 64

Nils Wager (B2 Limited)
B2 Nordhavn 64 #02
nautical miles cruised: 4,000 in one year. 
B2 was delivered in Florida last May and 
shipped to the Med for last summer. She 
crossed on her own bottom in Novem-
ber 2006 from Ibiza to Antigua. She is 
coming back in spring 2007, again on 
her own bottom, to Ibiza.
cruising grounds: Western Mediter-
ranean, Adriatic, Antilles and Virgin 
Islands. B2 is available for charter.
favorite destination: Western 
Mediterranean.
cruising plans: Western Mediterranean.
Why nordhavn: Freedom to be at 
anchor for days on end. Quiet operation.
Why cruising: Visiting restaurants, hot 
spots ashore and water sports (diving).
site: www.myb2.co.uk/

Scott and Pam Marks
Shearwater Nordhavn 64 #03
nautical miles cruised: 2,420 as of Janu-
ary 18, 2007.
cruising grounds: Stuart, Florida, up the 
East Coast to be part of the Nordhavn 
display at the Annapolis Boat Show, as 
far north as Baltimore, Maryland before 
turning south for the winter. Only one 
week in Bahamas so far (Paradise Island) 
but like this very much. Also enjoyed old 
favorites Hilton Head, South Carolina, 
and Charleston, South Carolina.
cruising plans: Now starting two months 
in the Bahamas before returning to 
southeast coast in mid-March and going 
up the East Coast again. Highlights: 
Three weeks in Charleston in late April, 
July 4th in New York City, Hudson River 
cruise, Vineyard, Nantucket, Maine, 
Boston on the way back, Chesapeake Bay 
in the fall.
Why nordhavn: Comfort, stability, safety. 
Pride of owning a vessel recognized by 
many to be very well constructed.
Why cruising: Relaxation, adventure, 

Why cruising: Just being on the water 
cruising to a favorite anchorage or des-
tination makes our day. Our new Nord-
havn will allow us to expand our cruising 
areas far beyond our expectations.

Eric, Annie and Bear Bloomquist
Oso Blanco Nordhavn 64 #09
nautical miles cruised: Expected deliv-
ery of N64 #09 in late 2007 but previous-
ly owned and cruised N40 #29 and N47 
#15. Cruised 18,000 since purchasing 
our first Nordhavn in 2001, and many 
more on sailboats through the years.
cruising grounds: British Columbia to 
East Coast, including Mexico, El Sal-
vador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama 
Canal, Belize, Honduras, Bahamas, ICW. 
We typically are aboard nine months 
each year and take three summer 
months off the boat.
favorite destination: Bara Navidad, 
Mexico.
cruising plans: After delivery of N64 
#09 we will go to Alaska for a summer 
before heading south to Mexico. We 
then will turn right to the South Pacif-
ic and circumnavigate for the next six or 
seven years.
Why nordhavn: On our first trip to 
Mexico aboard Nordhavn 40 #29 we 
were a rarity in most marinas and an-
chorages. This year we have regularly 
had four to six Nordhavns nearby. They 
are everywhere!
Why cruising: 1. Adventuring and ex-
ploring as a family (Bear moved aboard 
at three months and will be five years old 
when we get Nordhavn 64 #09).
2. The cruising community is a won-
derful and fascinating group. We have 
cruised thousands of miles with other 
Nordhavns.
3. Experiencing new destinations, coun-
tries and cultures.
site: www.osoblanco.info

NORDHAVN 62

Donna and Ronald Bonvie
Bonne Vie Nordhavn 62 #02
nautical miles cruised: 7,500 since 
November 2003.
cruising grounds: Our first long voyage 
was in June 2004, through the Panama 

meeting interesting people.

Richard and Ann Rinaldi
Samurai Nordhavn 64 #04
nautical miles cruised: 0. Delivered 
April 1, 2007, but 20,000 on our Cheru-
bini 48 schooner.
cruising grounds: The Mediterranean, 
the Caribbean, East Coast.
favorite destination: Anguilla (Lesser 
Antilles) and Mallorca.
cruising plans: North to the San Juans 
after taking delivery, and then south to 
Central America.
Why nordhavn: The ease of handling 
for a husband-and-wife team. We were 
sick and tired of pulling on ropes and 
steering from the outside!
Why cruising: Meeting new people and 
seeing new places.

Tim and Clair Johnson
Clairbuoyant Nordhavn 64 #06
nautical miles cruised: Expecting de-
livery in February 2008, but 24,000 on 
Nordhavn 57 #07 between 1999 and 
2004.
cruising grounds: Dana Point, Califor-
nia, to Alaska and return; Dana Point 
to Clearwater, Florida, via the Panama 
Canal; Clearwater to Maine to Solomons, 
Maryland; Solomons to Nova Scotia and 
return; Solomons to Maine and return; 
Solomons to Fort Lauderdale.
favorite destination: British Columbia 
and Alaska.
cruising plans: Alaska.
Why nordhavn: Ability to handle heavy 
weather safely and in relative comfort.
Why cruising: Seeing new places and 
meeting new people.

John and Sandy Henrichs
Tiger Nordhavn 64 #07
nautical miles cruised: Under construc-
tion but we will take our first cruise in 
November 2007 after commissioning at 
Dana Point. In other cruising, 20,000.
cruising grounds: Mostly from Seattle 
to southeast Alaska; also cruised down 
the Pacific Coast from Seattle, Washing-
ton to Mexico. We have helped friends 
cruise from Florida to the Chesapeake.
favorite destination: Most any remote 
anchorage.

fleet roll cAll 
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100-Ton Captain’s Licenses, and the 
knowledge we gained during that time 
just reinforces our confidence in know-
ing we selected the best passagemaking 
trawler available today because of its sea 
ability and comfort. Whether we are at 
a slip, a mooring, or at anchor, we have 
everything we need to be comfortable 
and safe on our Nordhavn.
Why cruising: Just getting away and 
seeing new things, meeting new people. 
We are especially thrilled to meet other 
Nordhavn owners.

Harris and Ann Saunders
Life Support Nordhavn 62 #03
nautical miles cruised: Thousands in 
eight years-plus. Life Support is now for 
sale through Nordhavn in Stuart, Flor-
ida. She has been a wonderful part of 
our lives, but all good things must come 
to an end.
cruising grounds: Alaska, Inside Pas-
sage, Mexico, Panama, the Keys, Carib-
bean to Tobago, Bahamas, East Coast, 
Great Lakes, Mississippi. Spent last 
summer in New England.

Steven and Carol Argosy
Seabird Nordhavn 62 #04
nautical miles cruised: 6,000 in four 
years.

cruising grounds: The East Coast, 
Caribbean, ABC Islands, Cartagena, San 
Blas Islands.
favorite destination: Florida, the 
Grenadines, Venezuelan outer islands.
cruising plans: Panama Canal, Mexico 
to Alaska in 2008, South Pacific in 2009. 
We hope to be part of the Ken Williams 
trans-Pacific group as long as the group’s 
plans do not change too much.
Why nordhavn: The feeling of secur-
ity in adverse conditions, as well as the 

top left: Senjero, a Nordhavn 57 owned by 
Neil and elaine Williamson, explores Princess 
louisa Inlet, British columbia.  top right: eric 
Bloomquist and son Bear fish at Harbor Island. 
Bottom: Braun and tina Jones of Grey Pearl  
are all smiles in Montenegro.

Canal from the Pacific side, to Key West, 
Florida, and then Cape Cod. Since then 
we have been up and down the east coast 
of New England during the summers 
and to the Bahamas and Florida during 
the winters.
favorite destination: The Bahamas.
cruising plans: In late fall of 2007 we are 
looking forward to a winter in the Virgin 
Islands.
Why nordhavn: In 2005 we both got our 

reliability of the mechanical systems.
Why cruising: The freedom it affords us 
to visit interesting places without limita-
tions, and the independence from having 
to depend on marinas and/or dock space 
(not to mention the expense of it!)
site: www.seabirdlrc.com

Bob Dahl
Feeling Nordhavn 62 #06
nautical miles cruised: 9,000 since 
March 2005.
cruising grounds: Thailand, Malaysia, 
Singapore, Bali, Northern and Eastern 
Australia coasts including Great Barrier 
Reef, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji.
favorite destination: Waters off Thai-
land’s west coast and Great Barrier Reef.
cruising plans: Back to Asia mid-year, 
after cyclone finishes, to Vietnam and 
Thailand.
Why nordhavn: Strength, seaworthi-
ness, and the great Feeling whenever 
we are aboard. Through some horren-
dous seas in the South Pacific in 2006, 
the Nordhavn proved to be worthy of 
her battleship gray livery. A battleship 
at sea and a luxury home in port. Yacht-
ies everywhere are pleasantly surprised 
at the Nordhavn’s luxury interior. Easy 
to service, easy to live aboard when 
making miles and easy in our favorite 
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anchorages. Come to think of it, my next 
Nordhavn will be called Too Easy. 
Why cruising: The people we meet are 
always the highlight of any travel and 
no less so on the Nordhavn. The trials 
and tribulations of entering and leaving 
countries are in hindsight also a special 
part of cruising, given the variety of im-
migration and customs regulations that 
each country has. Lastly, sunrises and 
sunsets mid-ocean are nearly always spe-
cial and occasionally spectacular. Some 
are a great reward for a day’s steaming.

Steve and Tisha Ziskind 
Z SQUARED Nordhavn 62 #07
nautical miles cruised: 3,000 in 
18 months. 
cruising grounds: Abacos, Florida, 
Georgia, the Carolinas, Maryland.
favorite destination: Abacos, Beaufort, 
South Carolina.
cruising plans: Points south.
Why nordhavn: Warmth, comfort, 
seaworthiness, reliability.
Why cruising: Cruising

Braun and Tina Jones
Grey Pearl Nordhavn 62 #08
nautical miles cruised: 26,000 in 
six years.
cruising grounds: Maine to Florida 
numerous times, the Bahamas, cross 
Atlantic with Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 
to the Mediterranean, Spain, France, 
Italy, Balearic Islands, Corsica, Sardinia, 
Greece, Turkey, Syria, Cyprus, Lebanon, 
Israel, Egypt, Crete, Montenegro, 
Croatia.
favorite destination: Montenegro.
cruising plans: New England, Panama 
Canal, Alaska, Pacific, Japan and on to 
complete a circumnavigation.
Why nordhavn: It stays afloat, and 
most of the time the water stays on the 
outside.
Why cruising: Running the boat and 
taking orders from the Admiral.

Sammy and Carolyn Cacciatore
Moon River Nordhavn 62 #11
nautical miles cruised: 24,000-plus since 
June 1999.
cruising grounds: In spring 2006 we 
again cruised the Caribbean, went down 

nautical miles cruised: 32,000 (plus 
45,000 in another boat).
cruising grounds: East Coast and the 
Nordhavn Atlantic Rally. In the summer 
of 2005 we had a wonderful three 
months in Croatia and traveled through 
the Greek Islands to Turkey. We win-
tered over in Marmaris, along with sev-
eral other Nordhavns in 2006. This last 
summer we joined the Eastern Med 
Rally (EMYR) and along with 75 other 
boats visited Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and 
Israel. On our return to Turkey we decid-
ed to continue back.
cruising plans: Cross the North Atlan-
tic to Newfoundland and down the East 
Coast this summer. Within the next 
year we hope to bring her through the 
Panama Canal and home to the Pacific 
Northwest.

David and Karen Crannell
Adventure Nordhavn 62 #22
nautical miles cruised: About 35,000 
since July 2002.
cruising grounds: West Coast of North 
America; South Pacific; in 2005, British 
Columbia and Alaska; in 2006, Ensenada 
to Panama Canal to Florida to Bermuda 
to Maine to Sarasota, Florida.
cruising plans: Mediterranean part of 
Med Bound 2007, then Spain and Bale-
aric Islands, wintering in Barcelona. In 
2008, France, Italy, Croatia, Greece, and 
Turkey. Winter in Turkey in 2008, then 
Eastern Med Yacht rally in 2009 if politic-
al situation allows for participation.
Why nordhavn: The freedom to go 
anywhere we might dream to go.
Why cruising:  Seeing new places and 
meeting other cruisers.
site: www.trekshare.com/members/
adventure

John and Rosanne Marsh
Fleet Nordhavn 62 #33
nautical miles cruised: 1,000-plus in six 
months.
cruising grounds: Gulf Islands off 
British Columbia coast and
circum navigation of Vancouver Island.
favorite destination: West coast of 
Vancouver Island.
cruising plans: Alaska.
Why nordhavn: Sea kindliness, rugged 

to Grenada and then slowly cruised 
north back to St. Thomas. From St. 
Thomas we returned for a summer in 
the Abacos, Bahamas, to spend time 
with our grandchildren. Moon River has 
been a great mother ship to use as a fish-
ing base. Each year we have made trips 
to Andros to bonefish. We anchor Moon 
River and launch our two bonefish flats 
skiffs. We are able to fish some of the best 
bonefish flats. At other times we carry a 
center console and fish offshore.
favorite destination: All have been 
great.
cruising plans: Maybe the Dominican 
Republic and then return to the 
Bahamas to bonefish and cruise 
with our grandchildren.
Why nordhavn: Being able to access and 
stay in remote areas and islands. Moon 
River continues to allow us to share our 
joy of being on the water and to fish with 
friends and family. Nordhavn gives us a 
great platform to access remote fishing 
areas with safety and comfort.
Why cruising: Exploring new places on 
the water. We have continually updated 
Moon River. She is still state of the art. 
Each year we bring her up to a new con-
dition. This spring we are updating her 
entertainment system and going over 
her cosmetically.

Ed and Susan Ulyate
Oh Suzanna Nordhavn 62 #17
nautical miles cruised: About 15,000 
since purchasing new in June 2000.
cruising grounds: California, Mexico, 
Panama Canal, Caymans, Florida, up the 
East Coast twice from Fort Lauderdale to 
Maine, back to Fort Lauderdale.
favorite destination: Maine, so much so 
that we are in the process of purchasing 
a home in Belfast (the important parts 
are already done, the dock is arranged 
and a hangar at the airport is under 
construction).
cruising plans: Our cruising has been 
somewhat limited by one remaining 
child in school, but that ends June 2008. 
Want to do the Mediterranean and more 
of the Caribbean.

Bill and Arline Smith
Autumn Wind Nordhavn 62 #19

fleet roll cAll 
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construction, and ease of handling.
Why cruising: The ability to get to and 
experience places that would otherwise 
not be accessible.

NORDHAVN 57

Russell K. Achzet and 
Molly Beardsworth
Total Return Nordhavn 57 #03
nautical miles cruised: About 3,800 on 
this boat in eight months, and many 
more on others.
cruising grounds: We started May 15th, 
2006 in Booth Bay, Maine, traveling the 
East Coast to New York City and through 

Lake Michigan. We went south along 
the east shore of Lake Michigan to the 
Calumet River, which then joins the Illi-
nois and then flows into the Mississippi. 
We headed up the Ohio and then up the 
Tennessee River for a meeting with some 
250 other “loopers.” Next, it was down 
the Tennessee to the Tenn-Tom Water-
way and Tom Bigby Waterway to Mobile 
Bay, and from there we motored along 
the Inland Waterway to Apalachicola 
Bay and then across the Gulf of Mexico 
to the west coast of Florida. We enjoyed 
many quiet nights at anchor, the hospi-
tality of many marinas and many new 
friendships along the way.
favorite destination: Too many to 
record except to say the trip created 
many fond memories of the places and 
people we met along the way. Our coun-
try’s lakes and rivers are a national treas-
ure that all should see.
cruising plans: The Bahamas through 
April and May, then back to the East 
Coast and close the Loop in New York 
City. From there we will most likely head 
back to Lake Ontario and go out the St. 
Lawrence Seaway, around Newfound-
land, down the East Coast and back to 
the Bahamas next winter.
Why nordhavn: Owning a Nordhavn has 
been a wonderful experience and we 
enjoy the safety and real ship design and 
feel of the ship while underway. After all 
these months we still have unused stor-
age lockers! Being together and experi-
encing the wonderful people and sights 
along the way.

Wayne and Laurel Hill
Long Ranger Nordhavn 57 #04
nautical miles cruised: 34,000.
cruising grounds: For the past two sum-
mers, we have been enjoying familiar 
waters and exploring new places in the 
Northwest. Alaska in summer 2005 was 
unbelievable. We practiced subsistence 
living, crabbing, fishing and shrimp-
ing in Alaska with family and friends. 
We never get tired of the vast scenery 
and beauty of Alaska: mountains, gla-
ciers, quiet anchorages. You cannot ex-
perience Alaska up close like this on a 
cruise ship. In spring 2006 we were in-
vited by the Seattle Yacht Club along 

Long Island Sound. From there we 
started America’s Great Loop up the 
Hudson River, across the Erie Canal, 
and up the Oswego Canal into Lake On-
tario. We ran the south shore of Lake 
Ontario to the Welland Canal (we had 
to use the Welland Canal due to bottom 
draft) and into Lake Erie. We visited sev-
eral ports along Lake Erie to the De-
troit River, across Lake St. Clair and up 
the St. Clair River to Lake Huron. We 
traveled the west coast of Lake Huron 
to Harbor Beach and then crossed to 
Georgian Bay. Our travels then took us 
through Georgian Bay, through Little 
Current, the North Channel and into 

A fine supper awaits with plenty left over for the freezer as  Jim and Deb Yeates of Nordhavn 57 
BurntSand show off their morning catch of spring salmon at Quatsino Sound, Vancouver Island.
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with seven other boats to represent our 
yacht club in the Wilson Cup Seaman-
ship trophy contest on the Opening 
Day of yachting. Fortunately, execut-
ing tight maneuvers through the Mont-
lake Cut into Lake Washington allowed 
us to win and brought the Wilson Cup 
Trophy back to the Seattle Yacht Club. 
We have been asked to defend our title 
on Opening Day, 2007, and look for-
ward to the challenge. Summer 2006 
took us on a nostalgic tour of the Sun-
shine Coast, Desolation Sound and the 
Broughtons in British Columbia with 
family and friends. We also visited small 
marine resorts with a group of 10 Se-
attle Yacht Club boats. Fishing was not 

Nordhavn owners who we have met 
over the years, and have an instant bond 
when we meet new owners.

Dale and Sandy Stringer
Snow White Nordhavn 57 #05
nautical miles cruised: 7,000 plus since 
November 2002.
cruising grounds: We have traveled 
the East Coast, Florida Keys and Fort 
Jefferson, all of the Bahamas and the 
out Islands, Turks and Caicos, the 
Dominican Republic, Virgin Islands, 
Caribbean Islands, and we are now 
cruising in Venezuela.
favorite destination: The Bahamas.
cruising plans: We will continue from 

what we found in Alaska, but the group 
shared the fish caught and we pulled in 
crab, shrimp, picked up oysters and dug 
clams. Potlucks and dock parties gave us 
a chance to socialize with the boaters in 
our group and make new friends.
cruising plans: No final plans for 2007 
due to family weddings and obligations.
Why nordhavn: We love spending sum-
mers aboard Long Ranger and have yet 
to see another boat we would trade our 
Nordhavn 57 for. It’s beefy but beautiful, 
comfortable and dependable.
Why cruising: We find traveling by boat 
more fun and interesting than land 
travel, and we have our “home” with 
us. We still keep in touch with other 

fleet roll cAll 

the unique, stark beauty of the Galapagos Islands brings joy to Dick and Gail Barnes while Ice Dancer II  waits quietly for their return.
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Venezuela to Los Roques, Bonaire, Cur-
acao, Aruba, Colombia, the San Blas 
Islands, Panama, and then, who knows?
Why nordhavn: We enjoy Snow White 
because she is very seaworthy and well 
built. We feel safe in any sea conditions.
Why cruising: The best part of cruising is 
meeting new friends and exploring new 
places.

John and Jeannie Coyle
Neptune Nordhavn 57 #08
nautical miles cruised: 3,000-plus in 
three years.
cruising grounds: The Florida Keys, East 
Coast, Bermuda and Chesapeake Bay.
favorite destinations: Few we did not 
like. In general, smaller and out-of- the-
way places. Most notable were George-
town, Bermuda and Chestertown, 
Maryland.
cruising plans: Our plans this year are 
to travel Chesapeake Bay, the East Coast 
and the Bahamas.
Why nordhavn: Neptune is a very com-
fortable and stable boat. It is very easy 
for a couple to manage. A go-anywhere 
boat. The engine room is spacious 
and easy to work in. Having a stand-up 
engine room with a work bench is a real 
pleasure. It has a small ship feel about it 
and provides for extended cruising in 
both comfort and safety. That sense of 
stability and safety has given us the con-
fidence to go beyond the routine coastal 
cruises and venture into blue water.
Why cruising: First, we enjoy the cruise 
and travel itself. Being on the boat is 
a lot of fun in and of itself, and some-
times is the prime motivation. Planning 
a trip and successfully doing it provide a 
great sense of accomplishment. I like the 
problem-solving that comes along with 
cruising. I became motivated enough to 
get my USCG 100-Ton Captain’s License 
last year to add to the sense of person-
al professionalism of cruising and doing 
it well. We like different destinations for 
the sense of discovery and finding some-
thing new. (Conversely it is boring to stay 
too long in one place). On a boat you 
really see places in a way that is so differ-
ent from travel by land. The sense of a 
place when arriving by sea is so totally 
different, that your orientation of where 

so we dive almost every day, or snorkel 
when we are in the Bahamas and hunt 
for conch, lobster and spear fish.
cruising plans: Cruising for about a year 
and a half to do all the Leeward and 
Windward Islands of the Caribbean.
Why nordhavn: Mostly the quality and 
comfort. We designed our boat a bit 
differently. We have a full galley, fully 
equipped to prepare scrumptious gour-
met meals. We have two staterooms 
which are nice and wide. Just having vis-
ited the Miami Boat Show, we are once 
again positive that we have the most at-
tractive, best overall boat that is made 
today. Our Nordhavn 57 #15 is still in 
better-than-new condition and is main-
tained on a daily basis by Erik. It is just 
the right size for two people to maintain 
and operate without a crew. This allows 
us total privacy without having to be 
overworked.
Why cruising: We cruise about six 
months a year and find that very com-
fortable for us at this point in our lives.

Brian and Suzanne Hull
Katie Jane Nordhavn 57 #19
nautical miles cruised: Only a few 
hundred since April 2006.
cruising grounds: The Bahamas, and 
Ensenada to San Diego.
favorite destination: Atlantis in Nassau.
cruising plans: Southern California for 
2007, then La Paz at the end of the year.
Why nordhavn: It’s a small ship. Very 
comfortable and solid. You feel like she 
can go anywhere, and take on anything!
Why cruising: The freedom to do what 
you want to do, when you want to do 
it! Additionally, with a Nordhavn, the 
independence.

Janis and Bob Rothman
Emeritus Nordhavn 57 #21
nautical miles cruised: 36,000 since 
December 2001.
cruising grounds: North and Central 
America from Alaska to Panama to the 
Caribbean to the Canadian Maritimes. 
North Atlantic crossing via Bermuda and 
the Azores to Gibraltar in the Nordhavn 
Atlantic Rally. The Mediterranean with 
numerous stops in Spain, France, Italy, 
Greece, Malta, Turkey, Croatia, Tunisia . 

you are is shaped by how you got there. 
We have really enjoyed the cruising com-
munity, there is a real sense of kinship 
that is hard to find.

Richard Oliver
Sea Voyager Nordhavn 57 #12 
nautical miles cruised: About 10,000.
(Purchased from original owner, 
launched 2000).
cruising grounds:  Sea Voyager has 
just returned to Airlie Beach in North 
Queensland, Australia after a success-
ful 5,000 nm three-month cruise to the 
south of Tasmania, the island State at the 
bottom of Australia. Weather was varied 
and as expected, the Bass Strait crossing 
necessitated a couple of days sheltering 
behind Wilsons Promontory. Stabilizer 
problems held up Sea Voyager for a few 
days, but the very helpful long distance 
advice from Russ Smith of Arcturus 
Marine Systems and prompt shipment 
of spare parts from USA was much 
appreciated.   
favorite destination:  East coast of 
Tasmania—cool, but very beautiful with 
many miles of protected and unspoiled 
coast and waters. 
cruising plans: Offshore Queensland 
islands over coming winter months. 
Why nordhavn: Seagoing ability and 
quality of construction continue to im-
press after some rugged ocean voyages. 
Why cruising: Peace . . . and adventure.

Evelyn McGlone and Erik Dalaker
Evrik Nordhavn 57 #15
nautical miles cruised: 32,000 since 
February 2001.
cruising grounds: Mexico, British 
Columbia, Costa Rica, Panama Canal, 
the Caribbean. We have been north 
to Maine, Rhode Island, Connecticut, 
Long Island, The Exumas and the 
Abacos in the Bahamas. Being born 
and raised on the north shore of Long 
Island, our Mecca north happens every 
so many years when I (Evelyn) yearn for 
the feel of the mud through my toes as 
we hunt for clams and mussels. Maine 
and Block Island, Rhode Island are full 
of lobster but the waters are so cold that 
we get our fill from the local lobster 
boats. We have a compressor aboard 
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. . and many places we’ve forgotten.
favorite destination: All of the above.
cruising plans: Spring/summer 2007 to 
the U.K.
Why nordhavn: The vessel suffers our 
errors superbly and remains afloat de-
spite our unfamiliarity with the sea.
Why cruising: The challenge to an 
almost octogenarian skipper and three-
quarter-century bride. The people we 
meet along the way both ashore and 
dockside.

Jim and Deb Yeates
BurntSand Nordhavn 57 #23
nautical miles cruised: 12,439 since 
July 2002.
cruising grounds: Zihuatanejo, Mexico 
to Juneau, Alaska with a lot of time spent 
in the Queen Charlotte Islands, the west 
coast of Vancouver Island and northern 
British Columbia.
favorite destination: Chamela Bay, 
Mexico and Queen Charlotte Islands, 

Island) in the Queen Charlotte Islands 
than on a Nordhavn?

Dick and Gail Barnes
Ice Dancer II Nordhavn 57 #28
nautical miles cruised: 24,000 on Ice 
Dancer Nordhavn 50 #22; just under 
17,000 on Ice Dancer II.
cruising grounds: Since your last edi-
tion, we put another 9,000 nm on Ice 
Dancer, Nordhavn 50 #22. That was 
Hawaii to the Marquesas, Tuomotus 
Islands, Society Islands, Christmas and 
Palmyra Islands and back to Hawaii. 
Then we crossed to Dana Point, Cali-
fornia, where we finished outfitting Ice 
Dancer II, Nordhavn 57 #28. In the past 
year we took Ice Dancer II to the Sea 
of Cortez, Mexico, then to the Kodiak 
Islands, Alaska. In the fall, we traveled to 
California, Mexico, Galapagos Islands, 
and Chile. In February, we rounded 
Cape Horn and now are on our way back 
north.

British Columbia.
cruising plans: Vancouver to Prince Wil-
liam Sound, Alaska.
Why nordhavn: Very well built, 
seaworthy, solid, reliable and safe. As 
novice cruisers we were looking for 
these attributes in our first trawler 
and have been extremely happy about 
the performance of BurntSand in the 
few times we have had very rough seas 
bringing it up the coast to Vancouver 
from Zihuatanejo.
Why cruising: Being new to the cruising 
lifestyle, we enjoy the challenge and ad-
venture of learning about all aspects of 
captaining our own boat and the chal-
lenge of the cruises. The real enjoyment 
comes from meeting fellow cruisers, and 
seeing many new places that we would 
never discover by land-based travel. 
What better way is there to be able to 
catch a 55-pound dorado while cruising 
down the Mexican Riviera or visit the
UNESCO site at SGang Gwaii (Anthony 

fleet roll cAll 

Doug (top right) and elaine MacMillan (center) entertain guests on Moxie, their Nordhavn 55, while anchored in the Southern chesapeake Bay.
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cruising plans: Hawaii this summer, and 
at some point start south on another 
South Pacific adventure.
Why nordhavn: It is a very capable boat 
with all the comfort you could want.

Christopher Samuelson and 
Sonaia Maryon-Davis
Goleen Nordhavn 57 #29
nautical miles cruised: 20,000 since 
June 2003.
cruising grounds: Participated in the 
Nordhavn Atlantic Rally. In 2006 we 
started from Gibraltar and our first port 
of call was Alicante, Spain. From there 
we went to Toulon, on to St. Raphael 
and then attended a wedding in Alas-
sio, which lies between San Remo and 
Genoa. We visited Corsica, then Ajac-
cio and finally Bonifacio. From Cor-
sica we went on to Rome, Naples and 
Capri, meeting other NAR Nordhavns 
along the way. We traveled the Straits of 
Messina to Syracuse, and on to Dubrov-
nic, a must for anyone visiting Croatia. 
Leaving Hvar with other Nordhavns, we 
cruised together for the next couple of 
weeks finishing at Kotor, Montenegro, 
a spectacular place at the end of a long 
fjord. Prices in Montenegro are about 
one-third of Croatia and the open pro-
duce market was across the road from 
our berths. We then spent nearly three 
weeks in Malta before going to Caglia-
ri, Sardinia for a week, and on to Mahon, 
Menorca where we met up with (Nord-
havn 46) Resolution, who had come from 
the south of France on her way to Barce-
lona where she was to winter. We made a 
two-night passage directly from Mahon 
to Puerto Sotogrande, the last Spanish 
marina before Gibraltar, taking advan-
tage of a weather window to complete 
our 2006 cruising.
favorite destination: San Juan Islands, 
but that has been really our only “cruis-
ing” as opposed to “voyaging” from Se-
attle to Europe via the Panama Canal. 
Transiting the canal itself was a high 
point because it only happens once or 
twice in a lifetime.
cruising plans: Our plans for 2007 are to 
head along the Portuguese and Atlantic 
Spanish coast and then go to southwest 
Ireland. Goleen is to visit Goleen near 

San Juans (have taken too little time off 
from work to go farther). With previous 
boats (Alaskan 49 and Krogen 48) 
Glacier Bay, Alaska.
cruising plans: Hoping for Glacier Bay 
this summer, if work will allow us.
Why nordhavn: High quality, seaworth-
iness. For my wife and me, it would be 
hard to think of a boat we would rather 
have, and we also very much like the 
looks of the Nordhavn 57. Furthermore, 
PAE is a great company.
Why cruising: Freedom, beautiful sea-
scape, whales, dolphins, birds.

Larry and Mary Mason
No Plans Nordhavn 57 #37
nautical miles cruised: Over 8,500 in 
22 months since April 2005.
cruising grounds: Dana Point, Cali-
fornia, to San Juan Islands, then south 
through Mexico. On to Guatemala, 
El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, 
Panama, the San Blas Islands, Dominic-
an Republic, Puerto Rico, St. Croix and 
Martinique. Shipped with Dockwise, 
then cruised France and Italy.
favorite destination: Mediterranean.
cruising plans: Croatia and Greece.
Why nordhavn: We are so grateful to 
have such a seaworthy vessel, which is so 
admired by other boaters.
Why cruising: Many times over the past 
22 months we met other boaters, spent 
only a few hours talking and the next 
thing we know they are on board with us 
for extended cruises.

Jim and Joanne Cooper
Pastime Nordhavn 57 #38
nautical miles cruised: 6,000-plus in a 
year and a half.
cruising grounds: British Columbia and 
Mexico.
favorite destination: British Columbia.
cruising plans: Back to British 
Columbia.
Why nordhavn: Solid construction and 
great engineering.
Why cruising: Cruising friends and 
great food.

Neil and Elaine Williamson
Senjero Nordhavn 57 #39
nautical miles cruised: 8,000 on Senjero, 

Crookhaven. Then we plan to cruise 
along the south and east Irish coasts 
up to Scotland, through the Caledon-
ian Canal, across to Norway, south to 
Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and 
London before going to Southampton 
and shipping Goleen across the Atlantic 
to the British Virgin Islands. After that, 
we want to cruise the northern Carib-
bean in 2008, up the East Coast to Maine 
and back down to Florida after the hurri-
cane season. We hope to cruise with Grey 
Pearl and other Nordhavns to Alaska in 
2009, and then cross the Pacific togeth-
er in 2010 to New Zealand, followed by 
Japan in 2011 and on around the world 
until we return to the Med and south-
ern Spain.
Why nordhavn: We would consider it 
without question “best of breed.” For 
anyone wanting to cruise far and wide in 
great comfort and safety, Nordhavn has 
to be THE answer, the way to go. Then it 
is a matter of budget and cruising plans 
as to what size Nordhavn to choose. 
Nordhavn’s support for their owners is 
also a key benefit of ownership. PAE em-
braces its customers like few others do.
Why cruising: Nordhavn ownership 
brings membership of a very special 
club of fellow cruisers who are ready to 
voyage their boats to many parts of our 
planet. We have made many friends with 
other Nordhavn folk and never hesi-
tate to say hello to each other. We met 15 
Nordhavns in 2006 in the Mediterran-
ean. We look forward to seeing Autumn 
Wind, Emeritus and Resolution in the 
spring in Puerto Sotogrande. We will 
cruise with Resolution for sure in 2007 
and perhaps a little way with Emeritus 
too. Autumn Wind is planning to cross 
the Atlantic and we hope to see her on 
the other side in 2008.

Karl and Ingegerd Hellstrom
Neptune Nordhavn 57 #34
nautical miles cruised: 3,000 since 
June 2004.
cruising grounds: Dana Point to Sky-
line, Anacortes, Puget Sound, U.S. 
and Canadian San Juans, Gulf Islands, 
Vancouver.
favorite destination: With this boat, 
Canadian Gulf Islands, Vancouver, the 
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Why nordhavn: When I walk up to her at 
the dock, she seems to be saying, “Where 
do we get to go today?”
Why cruising: Getting to our destination 
for the day, dropping the anchor, and 
having the boat transition into a water-
front condo.

Buddy and Kathy Bethea
Always Friday Nordhavn 55 #21
nautical miles cruised: Expected 
delivery in Dana Point in May 2007.
cruising plans: Leaving Dana Point in 
April-May 2007 to spend the summer in 

10,000-plus on previous sailboat.
cruising grounds: After taking delivery 
in March 2005, we spent that summer 
cruising the Pacific Northwest, then mo-
tored to Mexico in September. We spent 
six months cruising throughout Mexico, 
then returned to Vancouver in June 
2006. Again we spent the summer in the 
Pacific Northwest and have kept the boat 
there through this winter.
cruising plans: Explore more of the 
Pacific Northwest and possibly Alaska 
this summer, then return to Mexico this 
fall for another season.
Why nordhavn: The quality construc-
tion and the seaworthiness.

NORDHAVN 55

Don Bitting
Valkyrie Nordhavn 55 #02
nautical miles cruised: About 7,800 in a 
year and a half.
cruising grounds: The first summer 
and fall the boat went from Key West to 
Maine, and then during the first winter it 
went back to Florida for warranty work. 
The boat’s home is the Chesapeake Bay.
favorite destination: Maine and the 
Florida Keys.
cruising plans: Would like to go to 
Bermuda and then north this summer.
Why nordhavn: Being self-sufficient 
is number one. Also, it is really nice to 
be dry in the pilothouse when it’s cold, 
windy and wet outside. I used to be a 
sailor and don’t miss that part.
Why cruising: Just being on the water! 
For some, the destination is the high-
light. For me, the highlight is the trip.

Jeff Appel
Enterprise Nordhavn 55 #03
nautical miles cruised: 8,500 in a year 
and a half.
cruising grounds: From Southern Cali-
fornia south through Mexico, including 
the Sea of Cortez, all of Central America 
and to South America including Colom-
bia, Ecuador, Peru and northern Chile.
favorite destination: Cocos Islands, 
Costa Rica.
cruising plans: Across the South Pacific 
to Australia.
Why nordhavn: Comfort in living 

favorite destination: Catalina Island. 
Two Harbors is just one of the coolest 
places there is.
cruising plans: Around the world 
heading west starting April 1, 2007.
Why nordhavn: Reliability.
Why cruising: The beauty and excite-
ment and the chance to learn firsthand 
what is happening in this wonderful 
world.
site: www.theglobaladventure.com

Marty Ellison
Tenacious Nordhavn 55 #14
nautical miles cruised: Only 500 since 
August 2006.
cruising grounds: Shakedown cruise 
to Desolation Sound and the Canadian 
Gulf Islands.
favorite destination: Ask me next 
season.
cruising plans: B.C. coast, Alaska, down 
the West Coast to Panama and to the 
Caribbean, I hope.

aboard for long periods of time, safety 
on long, open-ocean passages in adverse 
conditions and ability to single hand. 
(Boat is currently for sale.)

Dean and Ingrid Heathcote
Segue Nordhavn 55 #06
nautical miles cruised: 3,500 in one year.
cruising grounds: Mexico, Pacific Coast, 
Vancouver Island.
favorite destination: Home . . . the Pacif-
ic Northwest.
cruising plans: Alaska.
Why nordhavn: Strong, seaworthy, good 
features, outstanding design and build 
quality.
Why cruising: Being on the water is 
peaceful.

Doug and Elaine MacMillan
Moxie Nordhavn 55 #09
nautical miles cruised: Roughly 2,000 
since June 2006.
cruising grounds: Stuart, Florida 
to Chesapeake Bay for the summer 
and back to the Bahia Mar in Fort 
Lauderdale.
favorite destination: Charleston, South 
Carolina.
cruising plans: Heading for the Exumas 
in the Bahamas in 2007.
Why nordhavn: How comfortable she is 
in a heavy sea compared to my previous 
sailboats!
Why cruising: The cocktail hour at 
anchor after a good day’s travel.

Keith and Lynn DeGreen
(Keith degreen productions inc.)
The Global Adventure Nordhavn 
55 #10
nautical miles cruised: Just a few hun-
dred shakedown miles since launch-
ing in August 2006 in preparation for an 
amazing open-ended around-the-world 
journey, with an investment and busi-
ness-reporting emphasis using state-of-
the-art SAT-COM and broadcasting gear.
cruising grounds: Testing her with pro-
fessional crew in Southern California 
waters off the coast of San Diego. We are 
about to undertake what I believe is the 
most unusual and informative trip ever 
undertaken by a Nordhavn. and I realize 
that is saying something!

fleet roll cAll 
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Ensenada as far south as Huatulco. We 
then left Acapulco for a 2,830 nautical 
mile passage to Hiva Oa, in the Mar-
quesas. We cruised this part of the South 
Pacific, with numerous stops, then made 
the passage to Brisbane, Australia. I 
enjoyed this trip so much that I ordered 
Nordhavn 55 #27, and sold Nordhavn 47 
#02 in Australia.
favorite destination: Every destination 
has its special features, but I would have 
to say that Suwarrow Atoll in the Cook 
Island chain was very special. It is spe-
cial for its history, its isolation, for the 

Alaska; then home to Virginia Beach, Vir-
ginia via the Panama Canal by year’s end.
Why nordhavn: The people that we 
have met, both within the company and 
the current Nordhavn owners, have all 
been great. It is a tight-knit group that 
has been very willing to assist us in the 
process of purchasing and outfitting our 
boat. We anticipate enjoying some of 
the best times of our lives onboard our 
Nordhavn as we live aboard for most of 
2007.
Why cruising: The adventure, camarad-
erie and the opportunity to see beautiful 
places on our own terms and schedule.
site: www.alwaysfriday55.com

Mark Johnson
Myah Nordhavn 55 #27 
(expected delivery in June 2007.)
nautical miles cruised: 11,000 on 
Nordhavn 47 #02 Bacchus
cruising grounds: Southern Califor-
nia to Mexico, stopping in ports from 

the same ports, but adding others along 
the way. After cyclone season in New 
Zealand, and/or Australia, I’ll continue 
on to Southeast Asia, and beyond.
Why nordhavn: Primarily I enjoy the 
safety that these boats engender. Know-
ing that the boat will be able to handle 
much more extreme conditions than 
you personally can is a bit of peace of 
mind that few other boats can provide. 
The comfort provided by a Nordhavn 
during a long passage, is a close second.
Why cruising: Apart from the interesting 
places visited, I most enjoy the people 
I’ve met along the way.

Peter and Margaret Sheppard
Skie Nordhavn 55 #38
nautical miles cruised: Thousands, in 
my mind. The boat is completed and 
awaiting a ship for delivery in May 2007. 
It will be the first Nordhavn 55 in the 
Southern Hemisphere.
cruising plans: After commissioning 
in Melbourne, Australia, the boat will 
steam 1,000 nautical miles to the Sanc-
tuary Cove boat show in May where it 
should be an outstanding exhibit. My 
aim is to help promote Nordhavns in 

memory of the other cruisers we met 
there, and finally for the hospitality of 
the caretakers, John and Vero.
cruising plans: After taking delivery of 
Nordhavn 55 #27 in June 2007, I plan 
a shakedown cruise to Alaska. After re-
turning to Dana Point I plan to repeat 
the previous cruise, stopping at some of 

top: With wife Donna at the helm, russ Sherwin, 
daughter Janet and Gracie enjoy the good life 
time aboard four Seasons in Glacier Bay, Alaska. 
left: Some down time for Discovery at Neah Bay, 
Washington. right: life’s a breeze in Belize for 
chuck and Jeanette Stockon.
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Australia so I can enjoy the wonderful 
camaraderie that exists between owners 
in the U.S. and Whitsunday Island in 
Queensland, Australia.

NORDHAVN 50

Stephan and JoAnn Leimberg
Ocean Bear Nordhavn 50 #04 
(boat is in the process of being sold.)
nautical miles cruised: 1,500 in one year.
cruising grounds: South Florida north 
to Baltimore, around Chesapeake and 
C&D Canal.
cruising plans: A broken leg from a 
motorcycle accident in April ruined 
plans for a cruise to Maine last summer. 

comfort, seakeeping ability and easy 
maintenance.
Why cruising: Living aboard in new 
places and the people we meet along the 
waterways.

Tom and Linda Selman
Prime Time Nordhavn 50 #07
nautical miles cruised: 18,000 since 
January 1999.
cruising grounds: Cruised to Alaska in 
2001, 2002, 2003 and 2005. Crewed on 
Sea Fox on Nordhavn Atlantic Rally and 
most recently (October and November 
2006) crewed on Strickly for Fun on her 
return to the U.S. from the Mediterran-
ean. Our route took us from Gibraltar to 

Ocean Bear is on the hard at Bristol, 
Rhode Island.
Why nordhavn: Its stability.
Why cruising: Both the solitude and 
meeting nice people.

Bill and Barbara Hakos
Tivoli Nordhavn 50 #05
nautical miles cruised: 12,000 since 
1999.
cruising grounds: Florida, the East 
Coast, Intracoastal and Chesapeake Bay.
favorite destination: Charleston, South 
Carolina.
cruising plans: Back to home on 
Chesapeake Bay.
Why nordhavn: Safety, cruising 
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rick and Dorie Green appear every bit as calm as the water where Driftwood, their Nordhavn 46, sits in a quiet anchorage.
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economical operation, and the life away 
from home in exotic places.
Why cruising: Being away. Open ocean 
traveling in calm, warm weather, secure, 
quiet anchorages, air conditioning when 
it gets hot, and catching big fish.

Jim & Lynne Jamoulis
Serenity Nordhavn 50 #19 
nautical miles cruised: 2,500 in a year 
and a half. 
cruising grounds: East coast of Massa-
chusetts to Florida, the Bahamas.
favorite destination: Marsh Harbor, 
Abaco.
cruising plans: New England, Martha’s p
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the Canaries to the Cape Verde Islands, 
then to Grenada. A total of about 3,900 
fun-filled miles. One comment I can 
make is that it is significantly different 
crossing an ocean alone as opposed to 
the group we had on the NAR.
cruising plans: More trips to Alaska.
Why nordhavn: Comfortable ride, even 
in difficult conditions; quality construc-
tion; PAE’s no-nonsense approach to 
their customers’ needs.
Why cruising: New places, new people 
and the sense of self-sufficiency.

Charles and Jeanette Stockon
La Vagabunda del Mar 
Nordhavn 50 #08
nautical miles cruisedlll: 10,000-plus in 
five years.
cruising grounds: The last two seasons 
in the Bahamas. We have been so fo-
cused on cruising the past number of 
years that it has been an unusual ex-
perience for us to vacation in one area. 
We’ve kept the boat in Fort Lauder-
dale, up the New River, and traveled 
in and out and around from there. We 
added a new tender, a Novurania, called 
Jeanette’s Car, that is pure comfort! We 
have enjoyed the snorkeling, gather-
ing conch and dabbling in bonefishing. 
Chuck’s new fishing passion has been 
deep drop, using an electric reel that 
allows fishing from 750 to 1,000 feet. 
He was introduced to this technique by 
some fishermen in the West End, and 
has found some interesting—and deli-
cious—varieties of fish.
cruising plans: We plan to start work-
ing our way back to the Pacific. It took us 
five years to get to Florida via Ecuador 
and the Galapagos, and we anticipate 
another five to get back. We plan some 
wonderful stops.
Why nordhavn: We enjoy the safety and 
comfort and the fact that it is a solid 
boat. It is a well-respected boat no matter 
where we travel. We still enjoy our Nord-
havn 50. We have updated the electron-
ics and a few other luxury items, but the 
basic boat is still going strong!
Why cruising: Chuck enjoys the chal-
lenge and seamanship of the voyage. 
Jeanette enjoys the adventure of new 
ports and the people. We enjoy the 

chores you have to do at home. It’s really 
a change in lifestyle.

Richard and Marie Johnson
Marie B Nordhavn 50 #16
nautical miles cruised: 25,000 since 
summer 2001.
cruising grounds: We have traveled 
about 25,000 miles from Southern Cal-
ifornia to the Mexican Riviera and 
offshore islands. These cruises have in-
volved big-game fishing (many marlin 
caught and released), open ocean travel 
and hanging out in nice places.
favorite destination: Family trips to 
Catalina in the summer, Magdalena Bay 
in the fall, and the Mexican Riviera in 
winter and spring.
cruising plans: Catalina, Guadalupe.
Why nordhavn: Comfort, pilothouse, 
dry stack, no exterior teak, long range, 

adventure of every day on the boat, 
whether it is exotic travel or a simple an-
chorage enjoying the wildlife.

Robert Lundeen
Blue Dragon Nordhavn 50 #10
nautical miles cruised: Nearly 8,000 
since summer 2000.
cruising grounds: First cruise was north 
to Juneau, Alaska. During the past seven 
years Blue Dragon has spent most of the 
time in the northern inland waters of 
the British Columbia coast between Port 
Hardy and Prince Rupert, and on the 
west coast of Vancouver Island.
cruising plans: A cruise up the Colum-
bia River on which I learned to sail many 
years ago is still in my plans.
Why nordhavn: She’s easy to handle 
with a two-man crew. Routine servicing 
and maintenance aboard are greatly 
facilitated with the excellent engine 
room layout.
Why cruising: You learn something 
every day. Particularly when you go off-
shore and you have to watch your P’s 
and Q’s about currents and anchorages, 
you always learn something. . . which is 
frequently humbling. But I think it’s a 
real challenge, and I like to be out on 
the water and get away from the normal 

Andy lund, of resolution , and Alison Horne 
take a timeout in Hvar, croatia.

Preston claytor 
has no hangups 
about enjoying a 
beverage aboard 
Dance during a 
visit to Key West.
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Vineyard, Nantucket and maybe up to 
Maine.
Why nordhavn: Her dependability, seak-
eeping ability and accommodation.
Why cruising: Being on the ocean and 
new landfalls to explore.

David and Sally Chambers
Sally G Nordhavn 50 #22
nautical miles cruised: None in Nord-
havn 50 #22 as we bought her in Nov-
ember 2006; 35,000 over 12 years in 
Nordhavn 46 #36, currently for sale.
cruising grounds: Alaska to Panama, 
Panama to Newfoundland, East Coast, 
Bahamas, Eastern Caribbean, Trinidad 
& Bonaire, Western Mediterranean, Por-
tuguese and French coasts to England, 
Scotland, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, 
Denmark, Holland, Germany.
favorite destination: Europe and 

Two Drifters has now settled into being 
an East Coast cruiser. Since we still work, 
our cruising has been in blocks of time. 
Each year we bring her down from 
Chesapeake, Virginia in November and 
tie up in Loggerhead Marina in
Vero Beach, Florida.
cruising plans: The Bahamas until the 
end of April.
Why cruising: We are starting to meet 
more Nordhavn cruisers on our jour-
neys and look forward to this year’s trip, 
hoping to meet some in the Abacos 
where we plan on spending our time.

Walter and Mary Smithe
Downtime Nordhavn 50 #26
nautical miles cruised: 3,000 in two 
years.
cruising grounds: Charleston, Abaco 
Islands, the Bahamas.

Alaska.
cruising plans: Indefinite, however we 
hope to shake the new boat out pretty 
well this spring, and if all goes well we 
will head for the South Pacific in spring 
2008.
Why nordhavn: Seaworthiness, depend-
ability, quality.
Why cruising: New places, fellow 
cruisers.

Rich and Ronnie Vander Veer
Two Drifters Nordhavn 50 #23
nautical miles cruised: 15,500.
cruising grounds: Dana Point, Cali-
fornia, to Juneau, Alaska, south to the 
Panama Canal and up to Virginia. In 
2005 we went to the Abacos and spent 
most of our time in Green Turtle Cay, 
which we just love. In 2006, we cruised 
as far as Georgetown in the Exumas. 
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Sea turtle,on her maiden voyage from Dana Point,  nears her home slip by the loews coronado Bay Hotel in california.
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favorite destination: Abaco Islands.
cruising plans: Exuma, the Bahamas 
and Bermuda/East Coast with the Med 
Bound 2007 group this May.
Why nordhavn: Wonderful luxury and 
comfort in a solid, serious passagemaker.
Why cruising: Visiting new places from 
the perspective of the waterfront, and 
meeting the local people and fellow 
cruisers.

NORDHAVN 47

Charlotte Wilcox and 
Thomas Wilcox (sister and brother)
Wanigan V Nordhavn 47 #03
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 since 
June 2005.
cruising grounds: Dana Point, Califor-
nia, through Panama Canal to Stuart, 
Florida; Stuart to Casco Bay, Maine; 
Casco Bay, Maine to Sanibel, Florida.
favorite destination: Panama, Casco 
Bay, New York Harbor, Buzzard’s Bay, 
Chesapeake Bay, Florida Keys.
cruising plans: Through Tenn-Tom 
waterway to Mississippi, up to Stillwater, 
Minnesota.
Why nordhavn: Nordhavns are 
comfortable, safe and very reliable 
boats that allow us to cruise to distant 
destinations economically. In addition, 
they are very easy boats to work on. The 
mechanical, electrical and plumbing 
systems are well laid out, and easily (for 
the most part) accessible.
Why cruising: What is there not to enjoy? 
For us it is the freedom to explore and 
the sheer joy of being out on the water.
site: web.mac.com/tpwilcox (new, just 
listed on nordhavn.com)

Susan and John Hampton
Tumbili Nordhavn 47 #07
nautical miles cruised: 4,500 since Janu-
ary 2005.
cruising grounds: The Bahamas, Okee-
chobee Waterway, west coast of Flor-
ida, Mexico. In June 2005 we went to Isla 
Mujeres, Mexico, a beautiful island off 
the coast of the Yucatan, near Cancun. 
We fell in love with the island and, with 
partners, purchased the third largest 
marina on the island, Marina Parai-
so. The marina has now been renamed 

nautical miles cruised: Purchased in 
February 2007. Formerly Oso Blanco.
cruising grounds: Sold our Nordhavn 
35 in October, in which we cruised Con-
necticut, Rhode Island and Massachu-
setts waters.
cruising plans: Spend April in the 
Bahamas and bring her home to New 
England in May.

Preston Claytor
Dance Nordhavn 47 #17 
(boat is currently for sale.)
nautical miles cruised: 2,000-plus.
cruising grounds: Newport, Rhode 
Island area, Chesapeake Bay and Nor-
folk to Florida. Currently south Florida.
favorite destination: Chesapeake Bay.
cruising plans: The Keys or the Bahamas 
and a lot of time at the dock.
Why nordhavn: Currently it is my full-
time, year-round residence.
Why cruising: Right now it is my home in 
Florida where I work full time.

Peter and Angela Mott
Southern Star Nordhavn 47 #18
nautical miles cruised: 800 in six 
months.
cruising grounds: Portland, Oregon 
to Ensenada, Mexico, and coastal New 
Zealand.
favorite destination: Whangaroa 
Harbour, New Zealand.
cruising plans: South Island of
New Zealand.
Why nordhavn: Comfort and safety.
Why cruising: The journey.

Mike and Sara Wise
Wayfinder Nordhavn 47 #19
nautical miles cruised: Over 15,000 
since July 2004.
cruising grounds: Dana Point to Seattle 
(non-stop), San Juan Islands, British 
Columbia, Inside Passage to Alaska as far 
north as Glacier Bay, back south to San 
Francisco and Dana Point, then south 
on the west coast of Mexico (especially 
liked La Paz, Banderas Bay, Tenacatita 
and Barra de Navidad), Bahia del Sol, 
El Salvador, where we were the first 
Nordhavn inside the Estero Jaltepeque, 
Nicaragua, northern islands, Gulf 
of Nicoya, Drakes Bay and Golfito in 

Paraiso Club De Yates and is being com-
pletely remodeled. Thus, Paraiso Club 
De Yates has become Tumbili’s new Mex-
ican home.
favorite destination: Isla Mujeres, 
Mexico.
cruising plans: Out Islands, the Baha-
mas, Belize.
Why nordhavn: It’s nice to have a sturdy 
boat that can take whatever the seas 
might dish up.
Why cruising: Seeing new places and the 
adventure of doing it in your own vessel. 
Also, greatly enjoy the porpoises surf-
ing Tumbili’s bow wake. We have had as 
many as eight to 10 surfing the wake at 
the same time.
site: www.tumbili.talkspot.com

Teri and Scott Strickland
Strickly for Fun Nordhavn 47 #08
nautical miles cruised: 24,500 since 
October 2003.
cruising grounds: Thirty-two countries 
so far. North America, South America, 
Europe, Asia, Africa.
favorite destination: San Blas Islands or 
Turkey or Canary islands or . . . 
or . . . or . . .
cruising plans: Bring the boat to the 
U.S. for the summer, then off to Alaska.
Why nordhavn: The fact that I haven’t 
sunk it yet! The knowledge that Nord-
havn will help me when I need it. The 
feeling that the boat can do anything!
Why cruising: When you fly, you pretty 
much only deal with people who make a 
living from tourists. We deal a lot more 
with the locals and get a much better feel 
for the people. A chance to go places 
that airplanes and cruise ships do not go.

Nikolai Granovski
ViVaMar (formerly Kellie Anne) 
Nordhavn 47 #10
nautical miles cruised: A couple, as 
owned only two weeks.
cruising grounds: Around Soverel Har-
bour Marina in Palm Beach, Florida.
cruising plans: Caribbean.
Why nordhavn: Reputation.
Why cruising: To be close to nature.

Peter and Betsy Renaghan
Winkin Nordhavn 47 #15
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Costa Rica, Panama Canal Transit, San 
Andreas, Colombia, Roatan, Bay Islands 
of Honduras, Isla Mujeres, Florida Keys, 
the Bahamas, Virgin Islands and all 
the islands of the Eastern Caribbean to 
Venezuela (loved Margarita Island, not 
the mainland anymore), Isla Tortuga, 
Los Roques, ABC’s to Cartagena, 
Colombia for Christmas and Medellin 
for New Year’s. After another lengthy 
stay in the San Blas Islands, we are 
currently in Panama.
favorite destination: Clean, stark beauty 
of the isolated anchorages in Alaska 
and the step back in time of white sand 
beaches on palm islands of the San Blas 
in Panama.
cruising plans: Undecided at the 
moment. Cruising grounds in Panama 
are unbelievable from the northern 
islands, the Perlas including Contadora 
on the Pacific side and the San Blas, 
Portobelo, Rio Chagres and Bocas del 
Toro on the Caribbean side. Panama 
is also perfect for cruising to the South 
Pacific or back up the West Coast or back 
to the Caribbean, so we may hang out in 
Panama awhile.
Why nordhavn: Safety and security; de-
spite our best efforts to pick weather win-
dows conservatively for long passages, 
we have been stuck in more Force 8 and 
Force 9 gales than we care to remem-
ber. When you feel like celebrating be-
cause the wind gauge finally drops to 39 
knots after seeing it solidly in the 40s and 
50s for the previous three days way off-
shore, you’re really glad you’re in a solid 
ocean boat.
Why cruising: The cruising community 
is very interesting, like-minded people 
from all sorts of backgrounds—all equal 
when you’re “out there.” Also, the op-
portunity we’ve had to actually live in 
various cultures and meet so many won-
derful locals in all the countries we’ve 
visited.
site: www.pbase.com/sarajwise

Tim and Bonnie Carter
Migration Nordhavn 47 #20
nautical miles cruised: 6,000.
cruising grounds: We have spent two 
summers in the Chesapeake Bay area, 
the first in Baltimore Inner Harbor and 

daily life ashore.

Larry, DeeDee and 
Isabella Biggs
Nexus Nordhavn 47 #24
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 in 
26 months.
cruising grounds: Left Fort Lauderdale 
in January 2005 to Bahamas, Turks and 
Caicos, U.S. Virgin Islands, British Virgin 
Islands, down the Caribbean chain of 
islands, Venezuela, ABC Islands, Puerto 
Rico, Mexico Atlantic side, Belize, Costa 
Rica Atlantic side, Guatemala Atlantic 
side, Honduras, Colombia, through 
the Panama Canal to the Pacific, then 
north to Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico 
and currently en route farther north to 
Alaska.
favorite destination: Still the Bahamas 
and second would be Bonaire.
cruising plans: On to Alaska this year 
and then most likely the South Pacific.
Why nordhavn: It is cruising without 
the typical sacrifices most cruisers need 
to make. We have all the luxuries and 
space of home and can cruise to tropical 
places and still have the air conditioner 
at night to sleep in comfort.
Why cruising: We can get to places most 
people are unable to reach, therefore 
those places are still pristine.
site: www.nexus47.com

Nigel and Hilary Macleod
Spirit of Mingulay 
Nordhavn 47 #26
nautical miles cruised: About 5,000 in 
two years.
cruising grounds: East Coast from New-
port, Rhode Island, to Key West, Florida, 
the Bahamas.
favorite destination: Exumas.
cruising plans: South Carolina to Flor-
ida to Exumas in May 2007.
Why nordhavn: Solid, comfortable, de-
pendable. The boat is exceptionally well 
designed and easy for an owner/master 
to maintain, and repair if necessary.
Why cruising: Getting away from it all. 
We love to scuba in the Bahamas. Our 
Nordhavn 47 is fully kitted out for diving 
in remote locations. We have lots of 
tanks, an onboard compressor, safety 
oxygen, etc. The N47 is an ideal diving 

the second between Norfolk, Virginia 
and Baltimore. We have spent two win-
ters based in Charleston, South Caro-
lina. Since Tim still flies for a living, 
we have sandwiched our cruising
between his trips, which re-
sults in some lengthy stays in mar-
inas with easy airport access.
cruising plans: We are currently in 
Norfolk, preparing to head north in 
May. We hope to spend time in the Bras 
d’ Or Lakes of Nova Scotia, and possibly 
travel as far east as the French islands of 
St. Pierre et Miquelon. We will stage our 
southbound to allow for additional time 
in Maine, New York and Chesapeake Bay 
again, ending in Key West by Christmas. 
We still look forward to cruising the Med 
and Alaska as well as the Caribbean in 
the future; just waiting for Tim to retire.
Why nordhavn: After 18 years of cruis-
ing aboard our previous sailboat along 
the East Coast, our Nordhavn has pro-
vided a tremendous step up in comfort 
offshore as well as at the dock. We ultim-
ately plan to be full-time live-aboards. 
Migration has proven to be all we hoped 
and more.

Bogdan and Lea Dziurzynski
Acqua Dolce Nordhavn 47 #23
nautical miles cruised: About 2,500.
cruising grounds: Home port Cardinal, 
Virginia in Mobjack Bay to various loca-
tions on Chesapeake Bay.
favorite destination: Annapolis, 
Maryland.
cruising plans: Various Chesapeake 
locations.
Why nordhavn: Comfort and reliabil-
ity. From the 1,100-mile maiden voyage 
from Florida to Virginia two years ago 
to the more recent Chesapeake excur-
sions, we continue to have trouble-free 
cruising. We are so pleased that the PAE 
staff in Dana Point continue to be 100 
percent supportive while Acqua Dolce is 
maintained by the outstanding Zimmer-
man Marine team in Cardinal, Virginia.
Why cruising: The awesome beauty of 
the water while under way and the peace 
at anchor are experiences that we con-
tinue to treasure. Acqua Dolce gives us 
the ability to cast off not only the lines, 
but all the pressures and troubles of 
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platform vessel. Lots of space, robust 
stern platform, plenty of electricity to 
operate the compressor, etc.

Derek Townsend and Julie Nunn
Star Sapphire Nordhavn 47 #30
nautical miles cruised: No estimate.
cruising grounds: Last year we had our 
major travels on our 67-foot sailboat: 
Golfito, Costa Rica, through the Panama 
Canal, various parts of Mexico and final-
ly to Fort Lauderdale. We did do east 
coast Australian trips on Star Sapphire 
but nothing worthy of mention.
cruising plans: Preparing to leave in 
mid- to late April for New Caledonia for 
at least two months.

cruising plans: Crossing to Mediterran-
ean with Med Bound 2007.
Why nordhavn: Safe, comfortable boat 
with excellent systems integrity.
Why cruising: Taking our home with 
us wherever in the world we go, and 
making good friends among other cruis-
ers and shoreside people, too.
site: www.bluewaternav.com

Michael and Patsy Hill
NaviGator Nordhavn 47 #35
nautical miles cruised: 2,500 in 10 
months.
cruising grounds: Florida to Rhode 
Island and then coastal cruising around 
Southern New England.

Why nordhavn: First of all, seeing her 
tied up to our floating pontoon in 
our backyard and then planning our 
voyages.
Why cruising: Peace and quiet plus 
adventure.

Milt and Judy Baker
Bluewater Nordhavn 47 #32
nautical miles cruised: 8,500 since Sep-
tember 2005.
cruising grounds: Florida, Chesapeake, 
Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Caribbean 
islands, Bermuda, Maine, New England 
to Florida.
favorite destination: Venezuela and 
Bermuda.

Beautiful Dubrovnik, croatia is a definite must-visit for Med cruisers, and it was for Patricia and Wayne Davis, aboard the Nordhavn 46 envoy.
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favorite destination: Nantucket, 
Massachusetts.
cruising plans: Maine.
Why nordhavn: Comfort, quality, and 
security knowing it is such a solid boat. 
Love the rate of cruise. I still work full 
time and love cruising at eight knots. 
I find it very relaxing.
Why cruising: The people, being on 
the water, and discovering new places. 
Love the solitude and a new harbor/
anchorage.

Harris J. Amhowitz 
(honey bear holdings llc)
Sea Turtle Nordhavn 47 #38
nautical miles cruised: Several hundred 

cruising plans: Probably circumnavigate 
Vancouver Island.
Why nordhavn: The attention to detail 
in design and execution. Rarely does a 
day go by that I don’t notice some fea-
ture that reflects a thoughtful decision 
to execute a system in the most reliable 
fashion.

Albert Christensen
Ydlidan Nordhavn 47 #41 
nautical miles cruised: No estimate. 
cruising plans: I’m going to cruise the 
Scandinavia-Baltic Sea and North Sea—
from St. Petersburg (formerly Lenin-
grad) to Reykjavik, from Copenhagen to 
Trondheim or farther.

since July 2006.
cruising grounds: Dana Point, San 
Diego, Mission Bay, Ensenada, Mexico.
favorite destination: Mission Bay in San 
Diego.
cruising plans: Bring the boat back to 
my slip in Coronado, California.
Why nordhavn: The engine room.
Why cruising: The substantial feeling 
the Nordhavn 47 gives us.

Dave and Suzi Griffith
Convexity Nordhavn 47 #40
nautical miles cruised: Only about 350 
in nine months.
cruising grounds: Pacific Northwest.
favorite destination: Desolation Sound.
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Patrick and Susan coonan along with their son Jonathan enjoy the view  from the flying bridge of Paloma, their Nordhavn 43.
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Why nordhavn: Ydlidan means “I trust it 
can handle the waves.” It’s an old Nordic 
name for boats. The reason I bought 
a 47 was because of its design and the 
length was just under 15 meters, other-
wise I would have a 55.

Ted and Mary Woods
Sea Star Nordhavn 47 #42
nautical miles cruised: 1,600 since the 
end of December 2006.
cruising grounds: Dana Point, Califor-
nia, to Ensenada, Mexico and eventually 
to Marina Navidad, which is in a spec-
tacular resort about 150 miles south of 
Puerto Vallarta at Barra de Navidad. The 
trip down the rough Mexican Baja west 
coast was the hardest part of the journey 
due to a couple of strong Pacific weather 
fronts, which put us in 15-foot seas and
50-knot winds for a couple of nights.
cruising plans: We will make Marina 
Navidad our home until April 1st, and 
then we are going to explore the beauti-
ful Sea of Cortez for a month or so on 
our way back to Dana Point. In June, we 
plan to dock in Dana Point in addition 
to a quick road trip to Port Aransas. In 
July, we’ll cruise the California coast to 
the Pacific Northwest (San Juan Islands) 
for a total trip time of two months, as-
suming all goes well.
Why nordhavn: The Nordhavn func-
tions well as a condo while in port as well 
as being extremely seaworthy for open 
ocean voyages.
Why cruising: We have anchored in bays 
by small Mexican fishing villages and 
had the best food and hospitality pos-
sible. The Mexican ports and villages are 
extremely friendly to Americans and the 
cruising community (Mary’s Spanish 
gets us by). Safety is not an issue in this 
part of the world. We also have met many 
great couples during the boat commis-
sioning in California and along the way, 
doing the same thing we are.

David and Angela Whalley
Minky Nordhavn 47 #43
nautical miles cruised: None yet; ex-
pected delivery February 2007.
cruising grounds: We have cruised in 
the Channel Islands, south coast of Eng-
land and adjacent coast of France in our 

of being at peace with the world and 
people around you. Discovering and ex-
periencing different cultures and ways 
of life. Learning local history and meet-
ing local people.

Richard and Betty Heath
P. Gannet Nordhavn 46 #03
nautical miles cruised: 35,000 since 
1993 without a hitch.
cruising grounds: Basically, Lake Superi-
or to the Atlantic every way possible. Left 
St. Johns River at Jacksonville, Florida 
in April 2005, spent time in the Chesa-
peake, Cape Cod, Maine, Grand Manan, 
arriving on the St. John River in New 
Brunswick in mid-July. We cruised there 
till the end of August. It’s magnificent. 
After waiting for Katrina to blow herself 
out—yes, that Katrina!—we returned 
to Maine and put P. Gannet on the hard 
for the winter. Last spring, we returned 
to Maine. After 13 inches of rain in nine 
days, we left and headed to Long Island. 

previous boat.
favorite destination: Paimpol in 
Brittany, France.
cruising plans: We intend to cruise from 
Jersey in the Channel Islands to the 
Mediterranean this summer. We will be 
the first Nordhavn in Jersey.
Why nordhavn: The most enjoyable 
thing so far about owning a Nordhavn is 
the sense of achievement in being lucky 
enough to have a well-built “little ship” 
that will take us anywhere.
Why cruising: The freedom it offers us. 
Traveling on a plane these days has lost 
its attraction. We feel free!

NORDHAVN 46

Patrick and Christine Mouligne
Frog-Kiss Nordhavn 46 #01
nautical miles cruised:  500 with the 
Nordhavn, 40,000 under sail, including 
one trans-Atlantic and eight round trips 
to Bermuda.
cruising grounds: Europe (Med and 
English Channel); Northeast U.S./
Canada coast from South Carolina to 
Halifax, Nova Scotia; Caribbean from 
Spanish Virgin Islands to Grenada; Ber-
muda (10 round trips from Newport); 
trans-Atlantic race from Newport to Por-
tugal on a 48-foot Swan.
favorite destination: St. Barth.
cruising plans: Bermuda, to follow our 
son racing in the Bermuda 1-2, then 
Maine in the summer, the Bahamas in 
the winter, and across the Atlantic to 
cruise the Med for several years.
Why nordhavn: The sails are much 
easier to handle than my 44-foot ketch. 
No grinding winches, no getting wet, 
cold, or too hot. Easy to handle for my 
wife and I. Wonderful comfort at anchor, 
great views, solid, handsome, practical, 
seaworthy, 3,000 nm range. The only 
power boat I would want to own.
Why cruising: Life is simple and excit-
ing. Ability to move anywhere, anytime 
and still feel “at home.” The ocean is 
beautiful and ever changing. Self-reli-
ability, independence, control (most 
of the time) of your environment and 
social involvement. Ability to move 
from a busy place to a secluded anchor-
age and watch the world go by. Feeling 

Arcturus, owned by fred and chris caron, 
appears dwarfed at dockside, but she stands 
tall in the open ocean.

Rain followed us. Long story  short, we 
were one of the several boats caught in 
the Erie Canal when Lock 10 washed out 
and was closed for over two months. It 
was a very short season, but nonetheless 
very fun.
favorite destination: Quebec, New-
foundland and Labrador are mag-
nificent with their beautiful scenery, 
icebergs, whales and the most wonderful 
people who inhabit them.
cruising plans: We will go back this 
season when the Erie Canal opens to 
resume our trip back to our home port 
on Madeline Island in Lake Superior. 
Future plans include enjoying the best 
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of Lake Superior. It too is magnificent.
Why nordhavn: P. Gannet has per-
formed beautifully, and 14 years after 
our purchase we are just as pleased as we 
were in the beginning.

Tom Mackey 
Lucent Nordhavn 46 #08
nautical miles cruised: About 200 
per year.  
cruising grounds: Up and down the 
Intracoastal about 75 miles north and 
south of my east coast Florida port.
favorite destination: Unfortunately, 
the hurricanes tore up some of the 
nice destinations that were close. For 
now, Vero Beach Marina and Stuart for 
weekend trips.
cruising plans: Retiring late spring and 
plan to take the boat up to the Boston 
area for the summer. May cruise a little 
up and around the islands in Maine, 
then perhaps head for the Bahamas for 
part of the winter. 
Why nordhavn: It is well made, cruises 
well and draws lots of compliments from 
other boaters and just lookers. 
Why cruising: The people you meet. 
The feel of the open ocean. 

Fred and Chris Caron
Arcturus Nordhavn 46 #16
nautical miles cruised: 32,500.
cruising grounds: Inside Passage to 
Skagway Alaska (60° North) then down 
to Mazatlan, Mexico, across the Pacif-
ic to the Marquesas, Tahiti, Bora Bora, 
Cook Islands, Tonga, and New Zealand. 
We accomplished a trouble-free 1,000-
mile crossing of Tasman Sea westward 
from Bluff, New Zealand (46° South) 
to Hobart, Australia (42° South). From 
Hobart we cruised the east coast of Aus-
tralia up to Cairns and the Great Barrier 
Reef. We crossed the Coral Sea to Gua-
dalcanal in the Solomon Islands, then 
west to Palau and Borneo. The next stop 
was Singapore and then up the Malacca 
Strait to Malaysia and Thailand.
cruising plans: We plan to explore many 
anchorages and islands that dot the west 
coasts of Malaysia and Thailand; perhaps 
we’ll venture into Burma.
site: www.trawlersandtrawlering.com/
arcturus/arcturusintro.html

from the Nordhavn organization.
Why cruising: We have done extensive 
coastal cruising in New Zealand. We 
enjoy the freedom of going where and 
when you please, exploring new destina-
tions and the feeling of independence.

Tom and Kim Lawler
Emily Grace Nordhavn 46 #20
nautical miles cruised: 1,000 in one year.
cruising grounds: South Carolina to 
Connecticut and locally around Long 

John Keen
Knot Yet II Nordhavn 46 #18 
nautical miles cruised: 14,454.
cruising grounds: Phuket to Malaysia, 
Singapore, Northern Indonesia. 2002: 
Phuket, Thailand, to Malaysia, Singa-
pore, Northern Indonesia; 2003: Thai-
land to Sri Lanka, Maldives, Oman, 
Eritrea, Sudan, Egypt, Cyprus, Turkey 
(including three months of cruising the 
Mediterranean and Aegean coasts of 
Turkey); 2004: The Eastern Med Yacht 
Rally (Turkey, Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon 
and Israel), and the Black Sea Yacht 
Rally (Turkey, Georgia, Russia, Ukraine, 
Romania and Bulgaria). 2005: Turkey, 
Greece, Croatia. 2006: Croatia, Malta.
cruising plans: Boat has been listed 
for sale.
Why nordhavn: Space, comfort, 
range and reliability. I purchased 
it in March 2002 after sailing a 32-
foot sailboat from California to 
Thailand. It’s quite a change!
Why cruising: New sights, new sounds, 
new food, new people and the wonder-
ful friends in the cruising community. I 
find that I enjoy passage planning, de-
partures and arrivals; the actual passage-
making can get a little boring.
site: www.knotyet.com/

Laurence and Diane Cranfield
Envoy Nordhavn 46#19
nautical miles cruised: None yet. Pur-
chased from Wayne and Patricia Davis in 
November 2006.
cruising grounds: Under previous 
owners, Envoy cruised the East Coast, 
the Bahamas, crossed the Atlantic with 
Nordhavn Atlantic Rally, and traveled 
the Mediterranean extensively.
cruising plans: Envoy is currently on 
the hard in Ostia, Italy for some routine 
maintenance. We’re going to launch 
Envoy in early March and begin a 15-
month cruise that will take us down the 
coast of Italy to Sicily and then to the 
Greek Islands and Turkey.
Why nordhavn: A little early for us to 
say but so far we like the rugged and sea-
worthy design, ample live-aboard space, 
the knowledge that we could cruise to 
most places, economy and great support 

Island Sound.
favorite destination: The repair dock. 
I need to make it right.
cruising plans: Preparing boat for a 
five-year cruise.
Why nordhavn: Safety.
Why cruising: Freedom.

Don and Paulie Grover
Storm Haven Nordhavn 46 #25
nautical miles cruised: About 5,000 in 
three years.
cruising grounds: The Sea of Cortez and 
down to Barra Navidad.
favorite destination: Don’s favorite 
place is Bahia De Los Angelos, and Paul-
ie’s is Chamela area and down. We both 
love the Baja.
cruising plans: The Socorro Islands in 
January/February 2008. We’ll stay in 
Mexico for the next two or three years 
and then go cruise British Columbia 
and Alaska for a couple of seasons. From 
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the Big Apple beckons as robert Jodoin 
approaches for a visit in travail, his Nordhavn 43.
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there we plan on going to the South 
Pacific, New Zealand and Australia and 
islands in between that we decide we’d 
like to visit.
Why nordhavn: The ability of a couple 
to cross oceans in both comfort and 
safety and still have the room for an-
other couple aboard on long passages. 
Also, the center stateroom is very com-
fortable, even in rough seas.
Why cruising: The ability to get up and 
go from one adventure to another 
on the spur of the moment while still 
being in the comfort of our own home. 
Also, the camaraderie in the cruising 
community. It’s so fun to meet new 
cruisers everywhere we go and hear 
about their adventures and all the 
places they’ve been.

Mark and Peg Cheirrett
Tenacity Nordhavn 46 #26
nautical miles cruised: 1,750 since 
August 2003.
cruising grounds: Puget Sound, San 
Juan Islands, Canadian Gulf Islands, 
Desolation Sound, Broughton Islands.
favorite destination: Broughton Islands.
cruising plans: This summer, northern 
British Columbia and Southeast Alaska. 
(We’ll fly back two or three times to 
check on the business.)
Why nordhavn: Sense of safety and com-
fort. As one of very few Nordhavns with 
twin diesels, we like the security and 
maneuverability of two engines. Our 
vessel is especially well suited for Pacific 
Northwest cruising.
Why cruising: Changing from 18 knots 
to 7.5 knots has opened up a new world 
for us—less stress, fewer timetables, a 
greater ability to handle more adverse 
conditions and really enjoy the journey!

Andy Coverdale
Mayayoni Nordhavn 46 #32
cruising grounds: Asia.
cruising plans: I still live on the boat in 
Phuket, Thailand, and cannot think 
of anywhere else to go. Why? There’s 
good weather all year, good food, lovely 
people, and no taxes. . . plus really good 
medical at low cost for us old guys. I go to
Langkawi in Malaysia, on the border 
with Thailand, a lovely island and duty-

fred fish and thor 
take a side trip 
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the Nordhavn cruising family lost 
one of its most avid members with the 
sudden passing of fred fish on april 20, 
2007, at age 54.

for close to three years, fred and 
wife michelle lived his dream of “cruis-
ing the oceans” aboard diveadx, nord-
havn 40 #36. with their dogs Zeus and 
thor, and from time to time with family 
and friends, they gloried in exploration 
and adventure on both u.s. coasts as 
they indulged themselves in their love 
of scuba diving and fred’s enthusiasm 
for deep-sea fishing.

the name of their boat is evidence of 
their enjoyment of diving, while michelle’s 
blog at www.diveadx.com, chronicling 
their travels, provides an intimate look 
into their daily lives aboard ship. laced 
with humor, she perfectly describes both 
the joys and the inevitable minor frus-
trations and inconvience that are part 
of the cruising life.

as she says in the blog, “we’ve been 

on board now for two years, having sur-
vived commissioning, open water cross-
ings, the panama canal, night shifts, sleep 
deprivation, mechanical problems, supply 
problems, dog ‘issues,’ dinghy launch-
ings and landings, 24/7 of ‘togetherness’ 
and various other daily challenges. never 
has the term on-the-job training ever 
been more applicable. to be honest, i 
wasn’t sure we’d make it past the first 
90 days.”

but make it they did, and in a blog entry 
announcing fred’s death, michelle ex-
presses both grief over his loss and delight 
in having made the necessary sacrifices 
to launch their new life together.

“some people wait for that ‘perfect’ 
time to chase their dreams,” she notes. 
“my  advice is: don’t. i never realized 
how short time really is until last week. 
if you have a dream, chase it now before 
the opportunity slips away.”

michelle recounts how on the day they 
began their travels, she gave fred a quo-
tation attributed to mark twain, which 
he promptly placed above the helm in 
the wheelhouse. 

“twenty years from now you will be 
more disappointed by the things that you 
didn’t do than by the ones you did do. so 
throw off the bowlines. sail away from 
safe harbor. catch the trade winds in your 
sails. explore. dream. discover.” III

A Dream Well Lived
if you have a dream, chase it now before the opportunity slips away



Kurt and Susan Antonius, left, and Steve Stroud and wife carol Stogsdill enjoy the sun on the deck of endurance, off the coast of catalina Island.
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free for booze and fuel. The downside 
to living in Thailand is that you are on 
your own: no coast guard or water police 
to pick you up when things go wrong, 
but that’s cruising. Also, not that many 
people speak English once you are away 
from civilization.  
Why nordhavn: The bed in the wheel-
house and thus the ability to cruise com-
fortably with someone who is not an 
experienced sailor. It is a solid, strong 
ship, without many vices. Low fuel 
consumption.
Why cruising: Getting away from all the 
bull that surrounds us. Freedom. But a 
challenge to keep fit and healthy . . . it 
is the ultimate form of escapism . . . an 
answer to keeping alive in old age.

Rick and Dorie Green
Driftwood Nordhavn 46 #35
nautical miles cruised: 12,000 since pur-
chasing Driftwood three years ago.
cruising grounds: We have spent time 

amount of living space on the Nordhavn 
46 are what made us choose it. We had 
spent a lot of time researching the type 
of boat (both power and sail) that would 
best suit our needs to cruise.
Why cruising: We have decided to 
make cruising a lifestyle and live aboard 
Driftwood.

Frank Osborne and 
Linda Penwarden
Discovery Nordhavn 46 #37
nautical miles cruised: 1,200 since Octo-
ber 2006.
cruising grounds: From Dana Point, Cal-
ifornia, up the Pacific coast to Anacortes, 
Washington in November 2006, with 
two stops along the way waiting for good 
weather—first in Crescent City, Califor-
nia for three weeks and then one night 
in Coos Bay, Oregon.
favorite destination: Rounding Cape 
Flattery at six in the morning and turn-
ing into the Straits of Juan de Fuca.

exploring the East Coast, primarily the 
Intracoastal Waterway, which Rick refers 
to as “the thousand-mile harbor cruise.” 
Our cruising destinations have includ-
ed as far north as Maine and as far south 
as Key West and all points of interest 
in between. We try to seek out the his-
torical and cultural interests of each 
destination.
favorite destination: Nantucket in the 
summer and the Bahamas in the winter.
cruising plans: Spend one more winter 
in the Bahamas before Driftwood will be 
shipped from Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
to Ensenada, Mexico in April 2007. Drift-
wood will have a new home in San Diego 
for the next couple years and we will 
begin to explore parts of Mexico. After 
that, we will begin cruising the North-
west, exploring destinations such as 
Washington, San Juan Islands, Canada 
and Alaska.
Why nordhavn: We are very impressed 
with the quality. The layout and the 
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cruising plans: Summer of 2007 we will 
cruise from Anacortes to Alaska and 
back. In the summer of 2008 we plan on 
circumnavigating Vancouver Island and 
then head to Mexico in the fall.
Why nordhavn: The safety and comfort 
of the boat.
Why cruising: The adventure and 
freedom.

Gary and Jeanette Robinson
Voyager Nordhavn 46 #40
nautical miles cruised: About 12,000 
since March 2003.
cruising grounds: Summer 2003: from 
Newport Beach, California to Pacific 
Northwest; San Juan Islands to Desola-
tion Sound and Discovery Islands; back 
to Sidney, British Columbia. Summer 
2004: to Southeast Alaska (Ketchikan, 
St. Petersburg, Sitka, Juneau, Wrangell), 
and back to Sidney. Summer 2005: From 
Sidney to northern British Columbia 
coast and back, including Gulf Islands, 
Sunshine Coast, Princess Louisa Inlet, 
Jervis Inlet, Desolation Sound, Discov-
ery Passage, Johnstone Strait, Brough-
ton Archipelago, Rivers Inlet, Fury Cove, 
Pruth Bay, Hakai Passage, Ocean Falls, 
Kynock Inlet, including Culpepper 
Lagoon, and back to Sidney. Summer 
2006: to Southeast Alaska, Ketchikan, 
Yes Bay, Behm Narrows, west coast of 
Prince of Wales Island, Craig, El Capitan 
Passage, St. Petersburg, Pybus Bay, Tracy 
Arm, Juneau, Lynn Canal to Haines and 
Skagway, Icy Straits to Elfin Cove and 
Pelican, Tenakee Springs and east side 
of Baranof Island, Rocky Pass south to 
Ketchikan and home to Sidney.
cruising plans: Possible circumnaviga-
tion of Vancouver Island and explora-
tion of Queen Charlotte Sound.
Why nordhavn: Our Nordhavn provides 
a very comfortable and relatively secure 
vessel for our “extended” cruising.
Why cruising: Cruising provides the 
opportunity to see the beauties, both 
physical and natural, of the northwest, 
up close and intimately. We also enjoy 
the other boaters we meet. And last, 
we enjoy the isolation, the feeling of 
being free from the constraints and the 
hubbub of life in civilization.

cruising” in Puerto Vallarta. Now we 
travel a lot in the off seasons: barging, 
mainly in Europe (we’ve barged in Ire-
land, England, Wales, Netherlands, 
and France, we’re barging on the Erie 
Canal this October, and we are purchas-
ing a one-third interest in an old 1910 
steel barge in France); visiting children 
(seven), grandchildren (18), and great 
grands (seven); grave stomping (Bill’s 
into genealogy); and just enjoying life 
(my nephew calls it “skiing”—spending 
our kids’ inheritance!)
favorite destination: What do you mean 
by favorite destination? If it’s one you 
go back to year after year, then it’s Sitka, 
Alaska, and the area around. If it’s one 
you’d want to return to some day be-
cause it was so special, we would love to 
revisit Prince William Sound, Alaska.
cruising plans: Easy question—South-
east Alaska. Alaska is “comfort food.” 
We’re heading there this summer; and 
that will make, including 2007, the 11th 
summer we’ve spent in British Colum-
bia and Alaska, and we STILL average 15 
to 20 new anchorages a summer. Fabu-
lous cruising grounds! But then, we’re 
not that hung up on warm and sunny for 
the summer.
Why nordhavn: The strong feeling of a 
seaworthy boat. Of security and safety. 
Boats aren’t like cars. They’re really 
living, breathing creatures that can 
take a liking to you—or not. If we leave 
her for any extended length of time, 
Patience really gives us a hard time when 
we return. She’s been very good to us. It 
feels as if she wraps her arms around us. 
She best likes to go and especially likes 
to anchor.
Why cruising: People, definitely people. 
The camaraderie with fellow cruisers. 
Followed closely by lonely, lovely, bomb-
proof anchorages and coves. An interest-
ing observation and aside: When we first 
started cruising to Alaska, our 46-foot 
Nordhavn was one of the bigger boats 
cruising the waters of Southeast Alaska; 
last year she was one of the smaller boats, 
but Patience is just the right size for our 
cat Tilly and us and cruising in Alaska.

Heidi and Wolfgang Hass
Kanaloa Nordhavn 46 #48

Margaret and Bob Edwards
Suprr Nordhavn 46 #43
nautical miles cruised: 13,700 since 
April 2004.
cruising grounds: April to November 
2004: southern France, Corsica, Italy, 
Croatia, Greek Islands and Turkey. May 
to November 2005: Turkey, Aegean and 
Ionian Greek Islands, Sicily, Sardinia, 
Balearics, Spain and Gibraltar. Decem-
ber 2005: Atlantic Crossing via Canary 
Islands to Antigua. January to May 2006: 
Cruised Caribbean Islands, St. Martin, 
Nevis and St. Kits Antigua, Guadeloupe, 
Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, The 
Grenadines, Grenada to Trinidad. Oc-
tober 2006 to March 2007: Trinidad, 
Venezuelan Islands, Bonaire, Cartagena, 
San Blas Islands, Transit of Panama, Las 
Perlas Islands, Central American Coast 
to Mexico and Sea of Cortez. 
favorite destination: Venice Lagoon; 
entering the ancient harbor of Dubrov-
nik; motoring through the caldera at 
the Greek Island of Santorini; arriving 
at Gibraltar; entering English Harbour, 
Antigua after an 18-day Atlantic cross-
ing; Panama Canal transit on Christmas 
Day 2006.
cruising plans: April 2007: crossing to 
Hawaii from La Paz Mexico, then Line 
Islands, Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, Vanuatu, 
New Caledonia to New Zealand.
Why nordhavn: The 46 is the right size 
for two people, we like its long-range 
ability and its seaworthiness. Suprr by 
name and super by nature!
Why cruising: Meeting other like-mind-
ed people in the Mediterranean. En-
joyable experiences, interesting people 
with great stories to share.

Bill and Joy Surbey
Patience Nordhavn 46 #45
nautical miles cruised: About 48,000 
since October 1995.
cruising grounds: West coast of North 
America as far south as Zihuatanejo, 
Mexico, as far north as Seward and 
Prince William Sound, Alaska, and 
everywhere in between. We enjoy cruis-
ing, not passaging, and have no wish 
to cross oceans in Patience. We lived on 
board for the first five years, leaving only 
for a month or so in winter to go “condo 
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nautical miles cruised: 35,000 (plus a 15-
year circumnavigation under sail).
cruising grounds: West-about circum-
navigation, Dana Point to Dana Point, 
California, via Mexico, the South Pacif-
ic, Indian Ocean, Cape of Good Hope, 
South Atlantic and North Atlantic, 
Caribbean Sea, Panama.
favorite destination: We’re currently 
on our third trip around the world, 
so that question is hard to answer 
because there are so many incredible 
places. One of the best is the coastline 
of Mozambique, South Africa, and 
Namibia. Cruising around this part 
of the world is challenging but the 
scenery and wildlife are hard to beat.
cruising plans: From Chagos Archipel-
ago to Southern Seychelles, Majotte, 
Mozambique, and on to South Africa, 
where we will stay awhile.
Why nordhavn: We love cruising in 
Kanaloa very much. She is so comfort-
able and feels like a very safe “little ship” 
in every condition. So many people who 
have visited over the years tell us this is 
“5-Star cruising.” Thank goodness the 
guys at PAE had an open ear to all our 
changes. When you get older, you don’t 
want to use a sun-shower or a folding 
oven on top of the stove. We love cook-
ing and have impressed some friends 
with $50,000 kitchens in their homes.

Nancy and Ron Goldberg
Duet Nordhavn 46 #50
nautical miles cruised: 8,000-plus since 
2000.
cruising grounds: Chesapeake, the Keys, 
Intracoastal Waterway, offshore from 
Maryland to Florida, Bahamas.
cruising plans: The Bahamas.
Why nordhavn: We feel very comfort-
able that our boat will take care of us 
in almost any conditions. With a boat 
like Duet, when we discuss far off des-
tinations, it’s not a question of “if” but a 
question of “when.”
Why cruising: Our favorite thing about 
cruising is the people we meet and 
hence the friends we gain. The state-
ment, “It’s the journey, not the destin-
ation,” really applies to cruising. We 
also like the self-sufficiency, (although 
some days we’d give our right arm for 

Virgins and back. 2002/03: Maryland, 
the Bahamas. No boat or boating experi-
ence prior to 2002. 2006: Italy (Rome, 
Sardinia, Sicily), Tunisia (Kelibia, El 
Kantaoui, Monastir), Greece (Ionians, 
Peloponnese, Crete, southern Cyclades, 
Saronics, Athens, Evia, Sporades, Thasos, 
Kavala, Limnos, Lesvos), Turkey (Ayvalik, 
numerous Aegean anchorages, Kemer).
cruising plans: Eastern Med Yacht Rally 
(Turkey, Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon, Israel), 
and then probably Greek Islands and/or 
Turkish coast; winter in Turkey.
Why nordhavn: Exotic beachfront 
property, people, scents, sounds, and 
sights, painlessly delivered by Nordhavn 
quality.
Why cruising: As wanderers who value 
safety and comfort, we think Satchmo’s 
tight-fisted captain (of Scottish ancestry) 
appreciates the bargain price of beach-
front property on the hook. The first 
mate loves the luxury of anticipating 
“always a distant anchorage.” It actually 
is what you imagine it could be.

Danny and Kristine Fletcher
Failte Nordhavn 46 #69
nautical miles cruised: Unknown; 
owned seven years.
cruising grounds: Brownsville to Clear 
Lake, Texas, via the Intracoastal Water-
way and the Gulf of Mexico.
cruising plans: Kentucky Lake, Key 
West, East Coast to Maine.
Why nordhavn: Quality and safety.
Why cruising: Retiring in June 2007, will 
be moving aboard full time and cruising.

Russ and Donna Sherwin
Four Seasons Nordhavn 46 #70
nautical miles cruised: 26,000 since 
2000.
cruising grounds: San Francisco to Sea 
of Cortez, Mazatlan, La Paz, Santa Rosa-
lia, Loreto, Mexico three times, North-
west and Alaska twice.
favorite destination: Glacier Bay, Alaska.
cruising plans: Back to Mexico for 2007 
and spring 2008, then probably back 
to the Northwest and Alaska. Thinking 
about cruising the Columbia River.
Why nordhavn: It is one tough boat; 
very solid, seaworthy and has performed 
flawlessly with only minor peripheral 

someone else to do the work) and get 
great personal satisfaction from achiev-
ing something new, like our first over-
night passage.
site: mvduet.homestead.com

Mac and Carole Baade
Venture Forth Nordhavn 46 #52
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 since 
1998.
cruising grounds: West Coast, Baja 
California, Sea of Cortez, Mexican 
west coast.
favorite destination: Puerto Vallarta, La 
Paz and San Carlos, Sonora.
cruising plans: Remain in Mexico for 
the foreseeable future.
Why nordhavn: A seaworthy and reliable 
and comfortable vessel with long-range 
capabilities.
Why cruising: We enjoy the adventure 
and the camaraderie of the cruising 
lifestyle.

John and Dulcie Harris
World Odd @ Sea Nordhavn 46 #57
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 in five 
years.
cruising grounds: East Coast from 
Rhode Island to Florida; Atlantic cross-
ing with Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 2004, 
Mediterranean. The Mediterran-
ean from Spain to Turkey and then to 
London, England.
favorite destination: Horta, Azores, 
Cagliari, Sardinia, and Saint Peter Port, 
Guernsey.
cruising plans: We plan to sell our Nord-
havn 46 in Europe and buy a new boat 
in 2008.
Why nordhavn: Always gets you there, 
wherever “there” is.
Why cruising: Seeing new places, the 
people there.

Bill and Ellen Bane
Satchmo Nordhavn 46 #65
nautical miles cruised: 19,000 as owners 
of two Nordhavn 46s since 2002.
cruising grounds: Satchmo crossed the 
Atlantic in the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 
in May/June 2004, followed by a summer 
of the Spanish Balearics, Corsica, French 
Rivera, and Barcelona. 2003/04: a shake-
down cruise from Florida to British 
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problems in seven years of fairly hard 
cruising. Bulletproof, safety, widely ap-
preciated by other boaters.
Why cruising: The adventure, meeting 
all kinds of people, from millionaires to 
beach bums (usually can’t tell the dif-
ference), and the wide-eyed wonder of 
doing all this when we were scared to 
death just five years ago. Not mowing 
lawns, not playing golf.
site: www.trawlerdogs.com

Scott and Mary Flanders
Egret Nordhavn 46 #74
nautical miles cruised: 30,000-plus.
cruising grounds: The Bahamas, Chesa-
peake, Turks and Caicos and Luperon, 

of a better way to spend our time.

David and Sharon Smith
Tai Mo Shan Nordhavn 46 #75
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 in six 
years.
cruising grounds: Hong Kong to 
Philippines each year for the previous 
three years.
favorite destination: El Nido and N. Pa-
lawan (Philippines).
cruising plans: Leaving in early March, 
expect to be back in Hong Kong by the 
beginning of April. We have upgraded 
our electronics this year to the new E-ser-
ies Raymarine displays and have AIS and 
two new radars. We have also installed 

Dominician Republic. Cruised Med 
from April 2004 to September 2006; 
re-crossed Atlantic to Salvador, Brazil, 
south to Argentina, south to Chile, 
rounded Cape Horn in January 2007, 
currently in Ushuaia, Argentina.
cruising plans: Cruising the Chilean 
Canals.
Why nordhavn: Scott spent his work-
ing life in the marine field so he under-
stands the quality and design function. 
It’s the real deal.
Why cruising: Our home today is where 
the anchor is. It’s a big world with 
something new every time we move. 
Destinations are great, other cruisers 
are unforgettable. We can’t think 
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the Iscan 180 to assist with navigation 
around the reefs in the Philippines and 
locate some of the wrecks around Coron 
and Busuanga.
Why nordhavn: Of the four boats I 
have owned and lived on, this is by 
far the best quality of build, design 
and seaworthiness. Reliability. Good 
seakeeping in South China Sea typhoon 
in 2003. Tai Mo Shan continues to 
behave perfectly in very varied weather 
conditions.
Why cruising: The wild, gray yonder! Vis-
iting remote places and scuba diving.

Chris and Jean Overly
Penguin Nordhavn 46 #76
nautical miles cruised: 15,000 in six 
years. (Before that, 15,000 in the South 
Pacific in a sailboat.)
cruising grounds: Mainly Northern Brit-
ish Columbia and Southeast Alaska, five 
trips to date.
favorite destination: West coast of Chi-
chagof and Baranof Islands.
cruising plans: We will return to Alaska 
again.

Why nordhavn: Best feature of the 
Nordhavn is its seakeeping ability.
Why cruising: Cruising is a lifestyle. 
People and places unreachable by 
others are at your fingertips. Cruising as 
a way of life is its own best feature.

Anthony and Terry Kavorinos
Alcyone Nordhavn 46 #79
nautical miles cruised: 800 in four years.
cruising grounds: California’s Catalina 
Island to Ensenada, Mexico.
favorite destination: Catalina. We have a 
mooring at Emerald Bay and try to use it 
as much as possible.
cruising plans: We hope to cruise the 
Caribbean.
Why nordhavn: Seaworthiness. It’s a sail-
or’s powerboat. We still appreciate those 
qualities that drew us to her four years 
ago. She’s a legend in her own time.
Why cruising: Freedom to go where 
most people do not go. Meeting people 
with the same love of boating.

Andy Lund
Resolution Nordhavn 46 #81

nautical miles cruised: About 24,000 in 
34 months.
cruising grounds: Dana Point, Califor-
nia, to La Paz, Bellingham, top of Van-
couver Island, San Diego, Panama, 
Florida. Crossed Atlantic in June 2005 
from Newport to Horta (Azores), on 
to Falmouth, England, up Irish Sea, 
across Scotland in Caledonian Canal, 
up to Stromness, Orkney Islands, across 
North Sea to Bergen, Norway, round 
south coast of Norway, down Swedish 
coast, through Denmark, Kiel Canal 
(Germany), through Holland on canals, 
winter 2005 in London. Spring 2006: 
across Bay of Biscay, down to Gibraltar, 
east in Med to Sardinia, Sicily, Malta, 
Croatia, then back to Malta, Sicily, 
Naples area, Sardinia, Corsica, south 
France to Barcelona for winter.
favorite destination: Highlights were 
Norwegian coast, Dutch canals, Croatia.

After wintering in Marmaris, turkey, it’s time 
to head their separate ways, so what better 
reason for a get together as crews of emeritus, 
Grey Pearl, envoy, egret, Strickly for fun and 
Uno Mas meet up for a final toast.

fleet roll cAll
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cruising plans: For 2007, back to south-
ern England, to Baltic Sea for summer, 
then back to southern England. Not 
sure afterwards.
Why nordhavn: Great sea boat, and very 
comfortable living aboard.
Why cruising: New places, new 
people, new experiences, the sense of 
accomplishment from a successful long 
sea voyage.

NORDHAVN 43

Steve Stroud and Carol 
Stogsdill, Kurt and Sue Antonius
Endurance Nordhavn 43 #03
nautical miles cruised: More than 5,000 
in the two years since commissioning.
cruising grounds: Southern California.
favorite destination: The Channel 
Islands, which are a pristine marine 
wonderland absent of any human habi-
tation, yet within reach of the second lar-
gest metropolitan area in the country.
cruising plans: Time permitting, the 
Pacific Northwest.
Why nordhavn: The feeling that she 

Nothing but sand, a sign and a coconut for 
larry rick at at Suvorov Atoll, cook Islands.
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cruising plans: No planned destination 
at this time.

Robert R. Jodoin and family
Travail Nordhavn 43 #07
nautical miles cruised: Third season.
cruising grounds: Left Stuart, Florida, 
for our homeport, in Newcastle, New 
Hampshire at the Wentworth Marina, 
with five friends, including Brad Smith, 
my salesperson from Nordhavn. He 
made a big difference in learning all 
about the Nordhavn 43, and it turned 
out he was also an expert in dealing with 
seasickness—mine. We had barely made 
it into the Gulf Stream when I became 
extremely sick and we had to put in to 
Fort Pierce. After a day’s rest, we start-
ed out again and made our way north 
for two days and two nights, to Moor-
head City, North Carolina, continuing 
up the Intracoastal Waterway with a stop 
in Belhaven, North Carolina. With Brad 
as teacher, I got a lot of docking and an-
choring practice and overall knowledge 

is a complete and sound boat, capable 
of going wherever we point her. The 
design, workmanship and overall qual-
ity throughout make it enjoyable to be 
on board, whatever the conditions. The 
addition of a bow thruster and flopper 
stopper have made her all the more en-
joyable in tight, otherwise forsaken an-
chorages. And when the doors and 
hatches are dogged down in a squall, 
there’s no better sense of security and 
comfort than aboard our Nordhavn 43.
Why cruising: Being surrounded by the 
ocean and the sense of independence 
while anticipating a special destination.

Al and Wilma Greymont
Wilma Louise V Nordhavn 43 #04
nautical miles cruised: About 6,000 in 
two years. We owned Nordhavn 40 #02 
for three years and before that a 41-foot 
Litton Trawler for 10 years.
cruising grounds: Homeport area, Cape 
Cod and Islands, ICW to Florida (East 
and West) coast and Florida Keys and 
the Bahamas. 
favorite destination: Florida Keys.
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of all the running gear. At the Atlan-
tic Yacht Basin in Virginia, Brad left us 
to return to California. We continued 
through the Chesapeake Bay to the end, 
where we hit some nasty weather before 
entering the C&D Canal which brought 
us to the Delaware River and down into 
the bay. We went through the Cape May 
Canal, up the Jersey coast to the Statue 
of Liberty. We cruised the East River 
through downtown New York, through  
Hell’s Gate and out to the Long Island 

returned and brought Travail up the 
coast to our home at the Wentworth 
Marina. We put on over 200 hours in 
a two-week period. It was a great ad-
venture and the boat handled flawless-
ly. Last summer, at the end of July we 
spent a week in the Boston area and 
a week on the Cape, then the last two 
weeks of August we cruised along the 
Maine coast, one week in Portland and 
one week in Booth Bay Harbor. As for 
the seasickness, the only product I’ve 
found that works is from the U.K., called 
Stugeron. (Editor’s note: Stugeron is 
not FDA approved.) I also wear two wrist-
bands and have my Brad Smith Bucket 
within easy reach. It is an empty plastic 
one-gallon milk jug with about half of 
the top cut off. Convenient to use, and 
easy to carry around and maintain.
favorite destination: Maine.
cruising plans: Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire.
Why nordhavn: Swim platform, and 
staying dry and comfortable in the 
pilothouse.
Why cruising: The camaraderie amongst 
other cruisers and the ability to explore; 
new adventures.
site: www.travail43NH.com

Jim and Marge Fuller
Summer Skis Nordhavn 43 #09
nautical miles cruised: About 7,800 
since June 2005.
cruising grounds: These miles have 
been along the East Coast, the Baha-
mas, west coast of Florida, Maine, and 
one trip to Bermuda from Fort Pierce, 
Florida and then on to Newport, Rhode 
Island in spring 2006.
favorite destination: Bermuda.
cruising plans: We will be joining Milt 
Baker on Med Bound 2007 and leading 
the Newport fleet on that leg. There are 
currently five boats including Summer 
Skis on the Newport leg. This summer 
after Bermuda we are planning (opera-
tive word is planning) to head east again 
to Maine and then to the St. John River 
and the Reversing Falls in New Bruns-
wick. Time and fog will determine if that 
takes place. Next winter might see us in 
the British Virgin Islands.
Why nordhavn: The boat has been 

Sound. We continued on, entered Buz-
zard’s Bay in Massachusetts, also in bad 
weather with six- to eight-footers. The 
boat handled like a dream, but not the 
captain. Once we entered the Cape Cod 
Canal, we went on to the Harbor of Safe 
Refuge and could go no farther, again 
because of weather. A few days later we

there’s plenty of fun to be had during summer-
time, and Allan and Nancy Salzman’s family 
love their swimming getaways off Annabelle, 
their Nordhavn 40.  

fleet roll cAll 
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performing beyond expectations and we 
feel very confident in tackling extended 
trips such as the Bermuda run. The best 
thing is that we are totally independent, 
we have nearly unlimited fuel, unlimit-
ed fresh water, the ability to provision 
for months and the ability to do simple 
things like the laundry without having 
to worry about cutting the trip short be-
cause of the need to do those things.
Why cruising: One of our main goals 
with this boat and communicating with 
CirCumnavigator as well as supporting 
Milt in his endeavors is to convince other 
Nordhavn owners that this type of cruis-
ing is achievable and really quite easy 
with proper planning and competent 
crew. Last year one boat, Summer Skis, 
went from Florida to Bermuda to New-
port. This year five boats will do the trip. 
Granted, this includes Summer Skis, but 
it goes to show that between traveling in 
company and the support of people like 
Milt and Circumnavigator more people 
should “get out there” and do these 
trips. Start with 48 hours, get some con-
fidence, stretch it to 96 hours and the 
next thing you know you will be in Ber-
muda, Maine, BVIs or any place you 
might want to go.

Patrick and Susan Coonan
Paloma Nordhavn 43 #10
nautical miles cruised: 6,000 since 
November 2005.
cruising grounds: Pacific coast of 
Mexico to Zihuatanejo, California coast 
to San Francisco, San Francisco Bay and 
Delta to Sacramento including Napa 
and Petaluma Rivers.
favorite destination: Tenacatita and 
Barra Navidad.
cruising plans: Summer 2007: Pacific 
Northwest and Alaska. Fall 2007: Mexico 
with the FUBAR Odyssey. Spring 2008: 
South Pacific.
Why nordhavn: The freedom to travel 
the oceans of the world with confidence, 
safety, reliability and comfort.
Why cruising:  Independence and self-
sufficiency; the pace and intimacy of 
family life; the spirit of community 
found at every anchorage and marina.

Jim and Martha Lyle

quality construction inside and out, and 
it’s a great looking vessel. Our friends 
who came aboard during our christen-
ing said they knew it was a nice boat by 
what I had told them, but it surpassed 
what they had imagined.
Why cruising: We are enjoying our time 
in Mexico learning the boat and its sys-
tems and looking forward to our upcom-
ing trips.

Earl and Louise Kari 
Serenity Nordhavn 43 #24 
nautical miles cruised: 1,400 in three 
weeks. 
cruising grounds: Dana Point, Califor-
nia to LaConner, Washington. 
favorite destination: These are yet to 
come. 
cruising plans: British Columbia and 
Southeast Alaska. 
Why nordhavn:  The delivery north up 
the coast was a complete revelation to 
those of us unfamiliar with stabilizing 
fins. The sensation I had was of an 80-
foot heavy commercial fishing vessel a 
little light in the bow. The weather was 
nasty, not in any way dangerous, but 
kept you on your toes and the throt-
tle. Both Roland Miller, one of the crew, 
and myself have had experience on 
the West Coast and Alaska. Roland has 
spent  many years on lifeboat duty on 
the Coast, skippering buoy tenders and 
a couple of trips to the Arctic. He does 
posses two gold medals from the Coast 
Guard for his duty. My personal experi-
ence is all associated with commercial 
fishing on the West Coast and Alaska 
over 25 years. On completion of the trip 
north, we are both sold  on this Nord-
havn as an excellent sea boat and still in 
awe of its overall performance. The real 
beauty may truly lay in the unseen. Lift 
up any hatch, open any drawer and you 
will observe what really makes a Nord-
havn tick. You will see the best  qual-
ity components you can buy installed to 
last the life of the boat. You know you 
can cruise anywhere with the knowledge 
that you are aboard the finest vessel in 
the world that was constructed to insure 
your safety and security.
Why cruising: The independence to go 
in any direction, not bound by a fixed 

Special Blend Nordhavn 43 #17
cruising plans: Special Blend will be leav-
ing the Florida Keys to cruise Mexico for 
a month and on to the Panama Canal. 
Our plans are Galapagos Islands in April 
and French Polynesia in May, probably 
westward until we have to turn to Hawaii 
in October.
site: www.specialblend43@talkspot.com

Eric and Christi Grab
Kosmos Nordhavn 43 #18
nautical miles cruised: About 1,500 in 
one year.
cruising grounds: Ensenada and 
Southern California.
favorite destination: Ensenada and 
Catalina Island.
cruising plans: South Pacific in April 
2007. First stop is Nuka Hiva from San 
Diego.
Why nordhavn: It is home. Other things 
we like: Trusted design and compon-
ents, cozy pilothouse, room for the stuff 
we need as well as nice luxuries, pleasant 
ride, amazing range, and a great com-
munity of owners and PAE staff.
Why cruising: The ability to do things at 
our own pace. We can move our home to 
extremely remote places, the centers of 
civilization, and everything in between. 
We learn and experience new things 
all the time. We get to discover who we 
really are outside our careers.
site:  www.kosmos.liveflux.net/blog/

Bill and Linda Edwards
Wayward Wind Nordhavn 43 #22
nautical miles cruised: We took pos-
session of our boat in September 2006. 
So far we only have 125 hours on the 
engine.
cruising grounds: Our boat is sitting in 
Ensenada, Mexico, until April. 
cruising plans: Up the California coast 
to the Pacific Northwest. We plan to 
meet up with Nordhavn 43 #10, Paloma, 
Patrick and Susan Coonan, and then a 
passage up to Glacier Bay. There is a pos-
sibility that two other Nordhavns will be 
going. We are alnext November with the 
FUBAR Rally.
Why nordhavn: We enjoy everything 
about our boat. Obviously its seaworth-
iness, its well-designed systems. The 
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itinerary or schedule. As one in their 
70’s, I think this is quite normal. 

Mark and Ninfa Jessee
Grey Pearl Nordhavn 43 #29 
(expecting delivery february 2007.)
cruising plans: The Bahamas.

NORDHAVN 40

Susan and Gary Knopp
First Forty Nordhavn 40 #01
nautical miles cruised: 1,800 in nine 
months.
cruising grounds: We purchased our 
Nordhavn 40 in St. Petersburg, Florida 
last summer. Wanting to avoid poten-
tial hurricanes, we crossed over to Flor-
ida’s Atlantic side via the canal and went 
offshore before making a stormy land-
fall at St Mary’s, Georgia. Then up to the 
Chesapeake including another offshore 
passage around Flying Pan Shoals. We 
cruised Chesapeake Bay for the summer 
before putting First Forty into winter 
“hibernation” in Chesapeake, Virginia.
cruising plans: After we crew on Adven-
ture’s (Nordhavn 62) planned trans-At-
lantic passage in the early summer, we 
will cruise our vessel up to New England 
and Rhode Island before bringing her 
down to Florida for the winter season. 
We look forward to wintering in the Keys 
or Bahamas. Beyond that, we may look 
into Mexico and Central America.
Why nordhavn: We enjoy the feeling of 
Nordhavn quality and the extra margin 
of safety whether we are offshore or run-
ning the Intracoastal.
Why cruising: Perhaps as important, we 
have a “baked in” wanderlust. We really 
enjoy the camaraderie of other Nord-
havn owners who are often interesting, 
well traveled people who share our sense 
of adventure.

Tom Love (over the seas expedition)
Faithfully Nordhavn 40 #04
cruising grounds: 2007 will be our last 
season of chartering Faithfully. We char-
ter Faithfully as a bareboat with captain 
out of Whittier, Alaska in Prince William 
Sound during the summers. We are sell-
ing Faithfully so we can move up to a 
larger Nordhavn to extend our charters 

South Africa, the Caribbean, 
Maine, New Brunswick, British 
Columbia, Alaska, New Zealand, 
France, the West Coast, Mexico.
cruising plans: Prince William Sound, 
Alaska.
Why nordhavn: Reliability; construc-
tion; esthetics; design; great support 
from the Nordhavn crew.
Why cruising: Getting away from urban 
environments and seeing/visiting un-
trammeled areas of the world. Meeting 
new friends.
site: www.fineedge.com,
 www.insidepassagenews.com 

Jim and Lynda Frantz
Albedos Nordhavn 40 #17
nautical miles cruised: 11,000 in six 
years.
cruising grounds: Washington to Alaska.
favorite destination: We cruised to 
Haida Gwaii during April and May 
2004, spending 39 nights aboard Al-
bedos. Ninstints on Anthony Island is a 
World Heritage Site and is quite an ad-
venture that time of year. We cruised 
for over a week without seeing any signs 
of humans, just the humpbacks, raven, 
eagles, bear and Haida spirits that were 
everywhere.
cruising plans: Will leave Anacortes, 
Washington in May 2007 for Glacier Bay 
Alaska.
Why nordhavn: Reliability, comfort and 
security.
Why cruising: Exploring. Nature.

Chip and Kay Marsh
Beso Nordhavn 40 #18
nautical miles cruised: 10,000.
cruising grounds: Santa Barbara to 
Mexico to El Salvador to Nicaragua to 
Costa Rica to Panama to Honduras to 
Belize to Mexico to ICW to Norfolk to 
Bahamas.
favorite destination: Hard to choose. 
San Blas Islands, Belize, Bahamas.
cruising plans: Florida to Bermuda to 
Newport, Rhode Island.
Why nordhavn: It’s the perfect “couple 
cruiser.”
Why cruising: Meeting new people 
and seeing new places and being alone 
together.

outside of Alaska.
cruising plans: We are considering ex-
panding our operations with a larger 
Nordhavn for a series of training cruises 
along the Pacific Coast and beyond.
Why nordhavn: There isn’t a better 
vessel in the world for our combination 
of small vessel, trawler-style cruising and 
chartering operations.
site: www.overtheseas.com

Kirk Hale and Marcia Pixley
Morgan Nordhavn 40 #06
nautical miles cruised: 4,600 in 20 
months.
cruising grounds: Lake Michigan to 
Pickwick on the  Tennessee River/Tom-
bigbee River to Southeast Florida to Col-
umbus, Mississippi to Southwest Florida 
via Gulf of Mexico and Okeechobee 
Waterway.
favorite destination: Home (Southeast 
Florida).
cruising plans: Florida Keys and Key 
West, the Bahamas.
Why nordhavn: The pilothouse (pro-
tected helm, watch berth, ease of lock-
ing). Seaworthiness, especially during 
rough weather and beam seas. Ease of 
anchoring.
Why cruising: Meeting nice people with 
similar interests.

Michael and Mary Christensen
Elation Nordhavn 40 #08
nautical miles cruised: 1,900 in three 
months. Owned one year.
cruising grounds: Great Lakes—mostly 
Lake Superior.
favorite destination: Lake Superior.
cruising plans: Lake Superior (specific-
ally Otter Cove).
Why nordhavn: Its superior build and 
quality, redundancies, Naiad stabilizers.
Why cruising: Intimacy, nature, night 
running, the journey, the challenge.

Don Douglass and Reanne 
Hemingway-Douglass
Baidarka Nordhavn 40 #14
nautical miles cruised: 170,000 in 30 
years from 60° North to 56° South, in 
this boat and others.
cruising grounds: South America 
(Patagonian Chile and Argentina), 
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 Don Douglass and reanne Hemingway-Douglass relax aboard Baidarka, their Nordhavn 40. 

purchased our trawler in January 2006 in 
Iuka, Mississippi and kept it there until 
June for some work to be done, then ar-
rived to bring her home. The trip took 
us 25 days traveling 10-14 hours every 
day to bring her 2,500 miles. Plus we 
probably cruised another 250 miles over 
the summer. The boat resides in Rhode 
Island, but we live in West Bridgewater, 
Massachusetts.
cruising grounds: Our destinations in-
cluded Martha’s Vineyard, Boston, 
and Plymouth. We traveled 400 miles 
on the Tenn-Tom River, to Mobile Bay 
where we picked up the Intracoastal to 
St. Andrews, Florida. At St. Andrews we 
headed across the Gulf of Mexico, cut-
ting in at Charlotte Harbor on the west 
coast of Florida and across Lake Okee-
chobee. Once we reached the east coast 
of Florida we traveled north up the Intra-
coastal in some states and out in the At-
lantic whenever possible as we found the 
Intracoastal had very little water.
cruising plans: This year we hope to 
cruise the New England waters and 

Allan and Nancy Salzman
Annabelle Nordhavn 40 #22
nautical miles cruised: No estimate. 
This summer will be our seventh season 
aboard Annabelle.
cruising grounds: Cape Cod, Long 
Island.
cruising plans: Maine.
Why nordhavn: Quiet, comfortable, 
easy to maintain.
Why cruising: Family being together; 
separation from the “real world.” We 
are primarily weekend, summer cruis-
ers, but we LOVE the boat. She is still 
chugging away effortlessly. By the way, we 
are considered Nordhavn’s only “mail 
order” customer. That’s right, we bought 
the boat sight unseen, paid the money 
and had it delivered, and I still have 
never met Larry Gieselman, our PAE 
sales representative.

David and Janet McConaghy
Cowabunga Nordhavn 40 #25
nautical miles cruised: 1,200 in one year.
cruising grounds: Cruised to Desolation 
Sound, British Columbia.
favorite destination: Roscoe Bay, British 
Columbia (good swimming hole).
cruising plans: Inside Passage, Puget 
Sound to Southeast Alaska.
Why nordhavn: It’s the flashbacks! My 
Nordhavn 40 feels like a little ship and 
she is continually reminding me of “back 
in the day” when I sailed as the Captain 
of several of NOAA’s research vessels.
Why cruising: Being anchored up in a 
peaceful cove. It’s a feeling of independ-
ence and self-reliance.

Kurt and Terrie Schroeder
Mach Zero Nordhavn 40 #29
nautical miles cruised: Over 5,000.
cruising grounds: Mainland Mexico, 
Baja Mexico, Southern California, West 
Coast, San Juan Islands, Gulf Islands, 
Vancouver Island, Puget Sound, British 
Columbia, Alaska.
favorite destination: The entire North-
west, from Puget Sound to Alaska.
cruising plans: Spend the entire season 
in the islands of British Columbia.
Why nordhavn: Quality, reliability, and 
ability to take us anywhere. We transited 

non-stop in the open ocean from Puerto 
Vallarta to Southern California and then 
from Southern California to Sequim, 
Washington without a care in the world. 
During our recent summer-long trip 
to Alaska, the boat never skipped a 
beat. Typical of a Nordhavn’s capabil-
ity was the day-long transit of Johnstone 
Straits under gale warning conditions. 
The boat handled so well that the big-
gest concern became, “How come there 
aren’t any other boats out here?”
Why cruising: New associations with 
quality people, wonderful places to 
visit. Our trip to Alaska provided experi-
ences we will never forget. Of the vari-
ous ways to see Alaska, doing it in one’s 
own Nordhavn is clearly the best. Asso-
ciations developed with fellow cruisers 
in every cruising area we’ve experi-
enced have served to produce lifelong 
friendships.

Rick and Sally Krugger
Cocamo Nordhavn 40 #32
nautical miles cruised: Cocamo was 
built in 2001 and delivered in 2002. We continued on page 172
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Once, Twice Even Thrice
When it’s time for a new boat, more owners than ever are staying with Nordhavn
By Rebecca Crosgrey

 editorial assistaNt

expect, provided the extra comfort they 
needed.

Bill and Ellen Bane, meanwhile, do not 
generally consider themselves brand loyal. 
The Banes did, however, own 92 feet of 
Nordhavn for a while after they traded 
across from one Nordhavn 46 to another, 
Chicory Hull #06 to Satchmo #65.

 “No other company thinks so much 
about its customers’ needs, and then de-
livers,” said the couple, participants in the 
Nordhavn Atlantic Rally aboard Satchmo. 
“(We) honestly do not know of another 
company that puts so much into their 
product that first-time buyers do not 
‘value’ when they buy.” 

Tim and Clair Johnson are no strangers 
to big-ticket items and have a discerning 
eye when it comes to quality and service.  
As evidence, they’ve owned multiple 
Sony TVs, several Porsches and BMWs, 
three Boston Whalers and two Hatteras 
sportfishers. 

 Impressed by the experience of owning 
their Nordhavn 57, they turned to PAE 
once again when it came time to buy a 
bigger boat. They chose a Nordhavn 64 
and their allegiance was amply rewarded 
by the features their new boat will provide, 
and by the willingness of PAE to make the 
many improvements they desired during 
the building process.

After thousands of miles on their 

slightly out of their range. 
PAE had just completed Nordhavn 40 

#61 and it was ready to ship, coincidentally 
at the same time as the Torellis were ready 
to buy. (When the couple put La Maria 
Elena Nordhavn 40 #50 up for sale, they 
thought it may take up to a year to sell. It 
sold in two weeks.)

“When you have someone that is as 
knowledgeable about their product as 
our sales representative, Jeff Merrill, 
is and know that he is only a phone call 
away 24/7, you just cannot put a price on 
that,” said John. “He is one major reason 
we came back to Nordhavn. We look at 
it as just coming home to the best value 
out there.”  

For Kimberley Allard, moving up from a 
Nordhavn 40 to a Nordhavn 55 will mean 
some major improvements to her daily life. 
Granted, she’s only nine years old, but the 
larger boat will provide her with more stor-
age space for all the things that little girls 
need, plus she’ll have her own head.

Parents Roger and Joan Allard did the 
research, factored in their experience 
with the company and the enjoyment of 
New Paige Nordhavn 40 #44, and placed 
their order.

 The construction quality of the Nord-
havn stood out among the competitors, 
said Roger, and the knowledge of the 
sales and management team and what to 

frank Sinatra’s musical praises for love 
being lovelier the second time around 
easily holds true for a growing number 
of Nordhavn owners. Happy as they are 
with their first Nordhavn trawler yacht, 
they’re finding even more pleasure in a 
second Nordhavn and, in some cases, a 
third Nordhavn.

Reasons and circumstances vary, to be 
sure, but one constant remains—appreci-
ation for Nordhavn quality and the people 
who build, sell and service them.

Typical are John and Maria Torelli. After 
16 months of cruising the coast of South-
ern California, south to Mexico, in La 
Maria Elena, Nordhavn 40 #50, the couple 
decided they needed something bigger 
and faster. But as they shopped around 
for a semi-displacement boat, the logical 
replacement for their Nordhavn became 
obvious—another Nordhavn.

There are significant tradeoffs in giving 
up a trawler for a semi-displacement boat, 
said Maria. For example, “No cooking up 
a gourmet lunch at 25 knots. Rather, it’s sit 
down and hold on for a few hours.”

They concluded there wasn’t another 
boat around—at any price— that better 
suited their needs, or had the fit and 
finish of a Nordhavn. They looked at 
the Nordhavn 43, but the saloon and aft 
deck were actually smaller than on the 40. 
They looked at the 47, but the pricing was 

fleet roll cAll 
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Bill lacey
tautaug nordhavn 35 #12 
aqua daze nordhavn 43 #12
Peter and Betsy renaghan
miss betsy nordhavn 35 #20
winkin nordhavn 47 #15 
 —formerly oso blanco
al and Wilma greymont
wilma louise iv  nordhavn 40 #02 
 —owned for three years
wilma louise v  nordhavn 43 #04
eric, annie and Bear Bloomquist
Kiva nordhavn 40 #29                                                                                                                                            
—purchased first nordhavn in 2001
oso blanco nordhavn 47 #15
oso blanco nordhavn 64 #09
 —delivery expected in late 2007
roger, Joan and Kimberly allard
new paige nordhavn 40 #44
new paige nordhavn 55 #25 
 —delivery in august 2007. heading 
for south pacific in 2008
John and maria torelli
la maria elena nordhavn 40 #50
 —owned for 16 months
la maria elena nordhavn 40 #61
 —being commissioned at press time
Bill and ellen Bane    
chicory nordhavn 46 #06
satchmo nordhavn 46 #65
sprague theobald
gryphon nordhavn 46 #30
perseverance nordhavn 46 #37
bagan nordhavn 57 #10
dave and sally chambers
sally g nordhavn 46 #36
sally g nordhavn 50 #22 
 —previously ice dancer
evelyn McGlone and erik Dalaker
evrik nordhavn 46 #05
evrik nordhavn 57 #15
Mark Johnson
bacchus nordhavn 47 #02
myah nordhavn 55 #27
steve and Beverly creagan
susan J nordhavn 40 #19
susan J nordhavn 47 #21
dick and gale Barnes
ice dancer nordhavn 50 #22

ice dancer ii nordhavn 57 #28
tim and clair Johnson
clairbuoyant nordhavn 57 #07
 —owned from 1999 to 2004
clairbuoyant  nordhavn 64 #06
 —delivery expected in 
february 2008
michael and miriam lasky
voyager nordhavn 57 #12 
 —owned for 3-1/2 years and 
sold in January 2004
voyager iii nordhavn 76 #05
geoff and anne mcgeary 
beyond capricorn nordhavn 57 #17
beyond capricorn ii 
nordhavn 76 #09
Jim and Jo Wallace
atlas nordhavn 62 #04 
atlas ii nordhavn 62 #10 
Ken and roberta Williams
sans souci nordhavn 62 #09
sans souci nordhavn 68 #05
nick and Kate vanoff
mighty mouse nordhavn 62 #14
mighty mouse nordhavn 72 #01 
robert and linda conconi
aurora nordhavn 62 #16
aurora  nordhavn 76 #03 (for sale)
purchasing nordhavn 86 #02 
dave and meta mcdowell
aurora nordhavn 62 #16
metaroo nordhavn 62 #24
invictus nordhavn 72 #04

Seconds and thirds
here is a roll call of current nordhavn owners who have 
owned more than one example of the brand

Kimberly Allard leads a happy and varied life 
aboard New Paige, her family’s Nordhavn 
40, and there should be plenty more smiles 
on their new  Nordhavn 55. right inset: Maria 
torelli and Daisy during commissioning of 
their second Nordhavn 40.

Nordhavn 46, David and Sally Chambers 
wondered if a power catamaran might give 
them more speed, along with the comfort 
and long-range abilities they required.

They looked all over for a capable cat, 
and even flew to Hawaii to sea trial one. 
In the end, they came home to Nordhavn, 
settling finally on a Nordhavn 50. What 
won them over, the couple said, was the 
combination of Nordhavn’s seaworthiness, 
comfort at sea, comfort at anchor or in a 
marina, excellent finish inside and out, 
dependable mechanical and electrical sys-
tems, a really nice engine room, and the 
capacity for  long-range capability. They 
couldn’t ask for more.

For Steve and Beverly Creagan, it was a 
matter of space. They were happy with the 
performance of their Nordhavn 40, but 
the need for more room and the flexibility 
to customize were key factors in choosing 
a Nordhavn 47. A bonus, they discovered, 
was the excellent resale value for their cap-
ital outlay.  

If history is an indicator, the list of 
second-time Nordhavn owners will get 
longer, even as a new list starts to take life—
that of three-time owners. III
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spend a few weeks in Maine. In the 
future when we retire we would like to 
go back to Hilton Head, Bold Head 
Island and St. Augustine, Florida. We 
would eventually like to travel to the 
Bahamas.
Why nordhavn: What we enjoy most 
about our Nordhavn is her seaworth-
iness and comfort. It is superbly built 
and handles well, especially in the open 
ocean. We also appreciate Nordhavn’s 
fuel efficiency.
Why cruising: We have always enjoyed 
boating, but the places we’ve been and 
the people we’ve met are what we enjoy 
most. Where else can you wake up every 
morning to the beauty and tranquility of 
waterfront living while you travel?

Lawrence Rick 
Done Dreamin’ Nordhavn 40 #33
nautical miles cruised: 28,650 on the 
boat, and 5,247 hours on the engine.
cruising grounds: Now at Ko Olina 
Marina on Oahu. In the past two years 
I have been to 11 countries: Mexico, 
French Polynesia, Cook Islands, Amer-
ican Samoa, Western Samoa, Tonga, 
New Caledonia, Australia (including 
Tasmania), New Zealand (both North 
and South Islands), Kiribati (Fanning 
Island), and U.S. (Hawaii). I expect to 
be back in the Seattle/Vancouver area 
by June.
favorite destination: West coast of Van-
couver Island. It is very isolated with out-
standing wildlife and scenery.                          
cruising plans: Another circumnaviga-
tion of Vancouver Island (in my opinion 
the best cruising area in the world), and 
perhaps a trip back up to Alaska.  
Why nordhavn: Done Dreamin’ is a very 
capable little ship that has fulfilled my 
dreams. There is a saying: “You can’t dis-
cover new oceans unless you have the 
courage to lose sight of the land.”
Why cruising: For me the most enjoy-
able part of cruising is the isolated coves 
with only nature and wildlife as my 
neighbors.  
site: gricknet.homedns.org 

John and Sue Spencer
Uno Mas Nordhavn 40 #34

cruising plans: Inside Passage.
Why nordhavn: Quality.
Why cruising: Freedom.

Jacek Giedrojc
Shadow Line Nordhavn 40 #41
nautical miles cruised: About 7,000 in 
four years.
cruising grounds: From California to 
Panama, Colombia, ABC Islands, Vene-
zuela, Trinidad, Windward and Leeward 
Islands.
favorite destination: San Blas Islands, 
Cartagena, Orinoco Delta.
cruising plans: Greater Antilles.
Why nordhavn: Solid and comfortable.
Why cruising: Traveling in the comfort 
of my own home.

Roger, Joan and Kimberly Allard
New Paige Nordhavn 40 #44 
(last n40 built in california before 
they shifted production to china.)
cruising grounds: We bought New Paige 
in spring 2004 and brought her up to 
Victoria, British Columbia, where she is 
registered and where we finished out-
fitting her over the winter. May 2005 
we cruised Northern British Columbia 
and into Southeast Alaska, as far north 
as Glacier Bay National Park. We re-
turned to Victoria, then headed to San 
Diego in August 2005, arriving in Octo-
ber, outfitted and provisioned and went 
into Mexico with the ’05 Baja HaHa 
rally. We cruised Mexico until May 2006 
when we had New Paige shipped home 
on Dockwise. Our daughter Kimber-
ly was seven when we started cruising 
and she enjoyed it very much. We home-
schooled her for Grade 2 and science 
was learning all about the wildlife that 
we would see.
cruising plans: While in Mexico we de-
cided that cruising was for us so we have 
ordered a new 55 (hull #25), expected 
delivery in August 2007. Our intent is to 
circumnavigate.
favorite destination: We really enjoyed 
the West Coast and thought Alaska was 
one of the most beautiful places on 
earth. We saw whales, sea lions, bald 
eagles and more whales. One of our 
favorite places was a small town called 
Elfin Cove, Alaska where we saw a whale 

nautical miles cruised: 20,000 plus since 
March 2002.
cruising grounds: Pacific Northwest, 
Alaska, West Coast, Mexico, Central 
America, Panama Canal area through 
Caribbean to Key West, Fort Lauderdale 
on Nordhavn Atlantic Rally to Bermuda, 
Azores and Gibraltar. Spanish mainland 
and Balearic Islands, wintering in Barce-
lona. Italy, Sicily, Greece and wintering 
in Marmaris Turkey. Greece a second 
time, Montenegro, Croatia, Italy and 
France.
cruising plans: 2007: Wintering boat 
in Fort Lauderdale, the Bahamas, and 
East Coast to Maine. 2008: the Bahamas, 
down the Caribbean to Trinidad for the 
hurricane season.
Why nordhavn: Super support by great 
owners and staff. We feel even more 
strongly about the staff and quality of 
our little ship since the NAR. Complete-
ly safe in all weather and seas. And we 
have had some!
Why cruising: Meeting the people and 
enjoying the many different cultures.

Neil and Dianna Simpson
Salacia Nordhavn 40 #38
cruising grounds: San Juan Islands, Gulf 
Islands, Desolation Sound, Broughton 
Islands.
cruising plans: Alaska, Mexico.
Why nordhavn: Having the systems to 
cruise comfortably. Staying warm and 
dry. Our previous boat was a sailboat.
Why cruising: Seeing new places and 
meeting people.

Chuck Kendig,
North Stream Corp.
Inspiration Nordhavn 40 #39
nautical miles cruised: 2,500 since July 
2006.
cruising grounds: Dana Point to As-
toria, Oregon, San Juan Islands, Strait 
of Juan de Fuca, Victoria, British Col-
umbia, Puget Sound, Seattle area, Lake 
Union, Lake Washington, Washington 
coast including Neah Bay, Port Angeles, 
La Push, Gray’s Harbor, Oregon coast, 
Columbia River, Portland to Astoria, 
Tounge Point, etc.
favorite destination: Friday Harbor, San 
Juan Islands.

fleet roll cAll 
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chuck and Antje 
conway tour the waters 
of Southeast Alaska and 
Northern British colum-
bia in Arctic tern.
 

play in the bay for a couple of hours. Our 
favorite place in Mexico was our last an-
chorage just outside of La Paz, where 
the pelicans seemed to be swarming the 
boat as they flew by, and the snorkeling 
was great.
Why nordhavn: There are so many 
places a Nordhavn can get into and 
anchor.
Why cruising: The best thing about 
cruising is the people you meet and the 
exotic places you get to visit.
site: www.newpaige.ca

Barry Kallander
Commander Nordhavn 40 #46
nautical miles cruised: 3,000 in two 
years.
cruising grounds: Chesapeake to Maine, 
mostly Cape Cod and Islands.
favorite destination: Maine.
cruising plans: Probably Chesapeake to 
Maine again this summer, and perhaps 
the Bahamas next winter.
Why nordhavn: Rugged built boat allows 
me to go where I want, when I want.
Why cruising: Lack of crowds, self-suffi-
ciency, independence, meeting people. 
We are one of the few that charter our 
Nordhavn.
site: www.trawlercharters.net

Scott and Marian Bulger
Alanui Nordhavn 40 #48 Mark ii
nautical miles cruised: 2,000 in one year.
cruising grounds: Dana Point, Califor-
nia to Seattle, Washington the San Juan 
Islands.
favorite destination: Todd Inlet, 
Victoria, British Columbia.
cruising plans: Departing September to 
California, then Baja to Panama, then 
to Florida, up the East Coast for the fall 
colors, back down south for Christmas in 
Miami, Florida then to the Lesser Antil-
les, then Venezuela.
Why nordhavn: Comfort and 
seaworthiness.
Why cruising: Independence and 
friends met along the way.

John and Maria Torelli
La Maria Elena Nordhavn 40 #50
(sold. nordhavn 40 #61 on order)
nautical miles cruised: 700 since 

circumnavigate Ireland this summer, 
along with some of the Scottish Islands.
Why nordhavn: Pilothouse trawler style 
and heavy build; also quiet and vibration 
free compared to other boats previous-
ly owned.
Why cruising: Getting away from it all.

Diana Parrish and Max Wallace
Silver Hammer Nordhavn 40 #53 
Mark ii
nautical miles cruised: 4,000-plus since 
taking delivery in Stuart in May 2006.
cruising grounds: Florida Keys to 
Chesapeake Bay and back.
favorite destination: So far it’s Beaufort, 
North Carolina.
cruising plans: Preparing for a two-
month cruise to the Bahamas.
Why nordhavn: We enjoy the thought-
ful and practical design of the boat. It is a 
terrific cruising boat for a couple.
Why cruising: We enjoy the chance to 
see so many new things. A great way for a 

December 2006.
cruising grounds: Ensenada, Mexico 
and Southern California, San Diego.
favorite destination: San Diego.
cruising plans: Southern California and 
Mexico.
Why nordhavn: The boat is solid and we 
feel safe at sea.
Why cruising: Being out at sea and away 
from the crowds on land.

Owen Maze
Annie.M Nordhavn 40 #52
nautical miles cruised: 1,150 in eight 
months.
cruising grounds: Southampton to 
home port Kip Marina on the Clyde, West 
Coast of Scotland was the longest trip, 
and since then cruising the Firth of Clyde 
and the many sea lochs around here.
favorite destination: Tarbert Loch Fyne 
is a favorite, but really anywhere on this 
coast if you get good weather.
cruising plans: Hoping to 



Jacob Davis takes dad Steven for a spin in the Sanctuary dinghy.
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couple to share adventures.

NORDHAVN 35

Gene and Martha Paxton
Eventide Nordhavn 35 #01
nautical miles cruised: Over 10,000 in 
six years.
cruising grounds: Puget Sound and 
Hood Canal to the San Juan Islands and 
the Southern Gulf Islands.
favorite destination: Princess Louisa 
Inlet, British Columbia.
cruising plans: Desolation Sound.
Why nordhavn: The quality of construc-
tion and user-friendly design.
Why cruising: As retired full-time live-
aboards we enjoy the freedom of trav-
eling when most people are working.

Chuck and Antje Conway
Arctic Tern Nordhavn 35 #05
nautical miles cruised: 14,000 in five 
years.
cruising grounds: Puget Sound, British 
Columbia, and Southeast Alaska.
favorite destination: Southeast Alaska 
and northern British Columbia.
cruising plans: Southeast Alaska.

the future for Hers.
Why nordhavn: It is the perfect couple’s 
(plus cat) boat. It is very economical and 
handles like a sports car, compared to its 
bigger brothers. We downsized from a 
larger boat and we found our Nordhavn 
35 has the range and comfort to meet our 
needs. And it turns heads wherever we go.
Why cruising: We enjoy meeting other 
cruisers and sharing knowledge and ex-
periences, seeing scenery that very few 
people will ever see, and the challenges 
of the ever changing conditions.

Steven L. and Evette C. Davis
Sanctuary Nordhavn 35 #11
nautical miles cruised: About 2,500.
cruising grounds: The summer of 2005, 
Steve, Evette and Jacob Davis spent 
almost three months aboard Sanctu-
ary, cruising north into Canada. Some 
of the highlights? Princess Louisa Inlet, 
the Broughtons, Greenway Sound, Port 
McNeil, Viner Sound, Squirrel Cove, 
Egmont, Sullivan Bay, and(gasp!) the 
dreaded rapids. We saw some bears (but 
not up close and personal), plenty of 
eagles, whales from a distance, a mama 
otter and her two babies, and cranes. 
The summer of 2006 was much short-
er (three weeks). Jacob’s enthusiasm for 
spending large amounts of time with 
Mom and Dad is waning (he’s 14). We 
spent time in Selby Cove, Ganges, and 
Sucia (love Sucia!). On all our trips, 
we’ve spent leisure time reading, work-
ing on a model airplane, playing crib-
bage, and watching movies and Frasier 
DVDs.
favorite destination: San Juans.
cruising plans: Alaska, Inside Passage to 
Glacier Bay and back to Blaine Harbor, 
Washington.
Why nordhavn: We love our Nordhavn 
35. We also love to go to boat shows or 
online to look at other boats, but we 
always come back to Sanctuary. She’s 
fixed up just the way we like her, she’s 
low maintenance, and she’s just a cool 
boat. 
Why cruising: The places, solitude, joy 
of boating.

Steve and Claudia Jackson
Ranger Nordhavn 35 #12

Why nordhavn: Strength, comfort, 
superior design. Perfect boat for our 
cruising grounds.
Why cruising: Cruising, people and 
places.

Jan Sterling and Rick White
Hers Nordhavn 35 #09
nautical miles cruised: Over 3,000. We 
bought the vessel in September 2005, 
the day Don Kohlmann opened Nord-
havn Yachts Northwest.
cruising grounds: In October 2005 
we cruised the San Juans. From June 
through October 2006 our cruising took 
us on the inside of Vancouver Island, 
Gulf Islands, Desolation Sound and the 
Broughtons.
favorite destination: Everywhere on the 
water is special, but Princess Louisa Inlet 
is our favorite to date.
cruising plans: We will spend the 
summer of 2007 in the Pacific North-
west again, going as far north as the 
Queen Charlottes. The Nordhavn 35 
was chosen because of the ease in trans-
porting it. Next year our goal is to do the 
Loop and spend some time on the East 
Coast. European canals and rivers are in 
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“THREE OCEANS, A TYPHOON AND COUNTLESS KILLER STORMS LATER  

 THE WINDLASS WAS STILL PULLING ITS WEIGHT.”

ANCHORING EXCELLENCE
Back in 2003 it was described as “the ultimate sea trial” – a 26,000 mile  

circumnavigation of the globe by a 40’ Nordhavn motor yacht. The brief was  

simple – “to rigorously test the off-shore performance of this unique vessel and its specially chosen auxiliary equipment”.

A crucial consideration in this 26 week, blue-water voyage was the selection of a windlass capable of functioning under 

extreme conditions for long periods without service or support. With every leading international windlass manufacturer  

vying for the title of Official “Around The World” supplier, NORDHAVN CHOSE MAXWELL. 

Whether you own a record 

breaking Nordhavn 40 or 

one of Nordhavn's newer 

and larger vessels, with  

a Maxwell windlass, you 

can be sure that your 

investment is secure.

www.maxwellmarine.com
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nautical miles cruised: 1,000 on Ranger in 
13 months; over 30,000 in previous boats.
cruising grounds: East Coast and Gulf 
Coast.
favorite destination: The Bahamas.
cruising plans: Florida Keys.
Why nordhavn: Construction and 
maintainability.
Why cruising: Seeing nature and meeting 
new people along the way.

Bruce and Susan Armstrong
Gulf Cart Nordhavn 35 #15
nautical miles cruised: 12,000 since De-
cember 2002.
cruising grounds: 2005: Naples to Dry Tor-
tugas, then East Coast to Rhode Island. 
2006: Hudson River, Lake Champlain, 
Montreal, Ottawa, Rideau Canal, Lake On-
tario, Thousand Islands and Erie Canal.
favorite destination: Lake Champlain, 
Rideau Canal.
cruising plans: 2007: Trent-Severn Water-
way, Lake Huron and Lake Michigan; 

construction. Reliability and robustness. 
Company provides great support during 
break-in and after delivery.
Why cruising: Independence, visiting 
new places, meeting interesting people, 
making new friends, and enjoying the new 
lifestyle.

Bob and Debbie Leitz
Sundance Nordhavn 35 #20
nautical miles cruised: Just took pos-
session in September 2006 and had her 
trucked to Wisconsin. She’ll be docked 
at Fish Creek, and will be one of the few 
Nordhavns to call the Great Lakes home.
cruising grounds: Our last boat was a 52-
foot custom steel trawler we had built in 
Nova Scotia, Canada. Over the last 25 years 
we have boated in all five Great Lakes.
cruising plans: We plan to visit the North 
Channel area in north Lake Huron.
Why cruising: I am retired and am looking 
forward to many years with our little Nordy! 
We love the sweetwater inland seas. III

2008: down the Mississippi and Tenn-Tom, 
returning to Naples.
Why nordhavn: Reliability and comfort.
Why cruising: The sense of freedom, in-
dependence and adventure. Beautiful 
scenery. Friendly people. Taking life slow.

Gary and Sharon Robinson
St. Helena Nordhavn 35 #19
nautical miles cruised: 7,800 in over three 
years.
cruising grounds: Southern California, 
Baja Mexico and Sea of Cortez, California 
and Oregon coasts, Columbia River, San 
Juan Islands, British Columbia, and Alas-
kan Inside Passage.
favorite destination: La Paz and Sea of 
Cortez for the beautiful waters and friend-
ly people. Inside Passage for spectacular 
wildlife and scenery.
cruising plans: British Columbia coast-
al waters, Inside Passage and Vancouver 
Island.
Why nordhavn: Quality of design and 
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Wonders Never Cease
The joys of cruising Long Island Sound that began 
in childhood continue to this day

long Island Sound 
remains a favorite 

cruising ground for evelyn 
McGlone and erik Dalaker 

in evrik, their Nordhavn 
57, just as it was in their 
Nordhavn 46, pictured 

here, also named evrik. 
opposite page: 

evelyn McGlone

PerSoNAl BeSt

Born and raised in Huntington on the north shore of long 
Island, I have always had a passion for the waters of Long 
Island Sound. As a child I started cruising and fishing these 
waters with my dad, in a rented rowboat with an outboard 
motor. From May to October, the almond colored sandy beach-
es come alive with people who seek the peace and serenity 
only this shoreline can offer. The blue gray waters are filled 
with boats of every size and type, and weekends bring fam-
ilies and boaters from all walks of life.

Huntington Harbor has numerous gunk holes and many 
marinas to choose from. The anchorages are surrounded by 
huge estates known as the Gold Coast mansions, once home 
to the highest of high society, such as the Astors and the Van-
derbilts. Check them out through binoculars, visit them via a 
marina or dinghy dock, or rent a car for the day. 

Almost all the coves are surrounded by sandy beaches al-
lowing good holding, and glassy calm water for live-aboards 
and all types of water sports. One of my favorite things during 
low tide is to go digging for clams and pick the succulent mus-
sels right off the shoreline. Take your dinghy or kayak, hand 
rake, bucket and a pair of gloves and go for it. I have yet to 

be disappointed. Back on the boat you can cook up the best 
clam chowder or mussels marinara you have ever tasted. 
Don’t be surprised when a family of swans comes up to the 
back of the boat for a handout.  

Lloyd Harbor Cove is a favorite with the locals, so try to 
avoid anchoring here on weekends. It is a beautiful cove with 
a sandy beach providing close access to the mouth of the 
harbor. Due to its geographical location and flat beach at 
high tide, it allows for a nice open feeling while providing 
lots of protection. 

Northport/Centerport Harbor has numerous anchorages, 
and if one wants to go ashore just take a dinghy to the North-
port municipal dock, tie up for the day and you are at the foot 
of Main Street. Here you have good shopping, restaurants and 
all the conveniences a small town has to offer. Port Jefferson 
Harbor is another spectacular place, with marinas and an-
chorages spread throughout the area. Due to its unique set-
ting, boaters gather here all summer long to enjoy the outside 
clambake offered by various restaurants, and homemade ice 
cream. Did I mention lots of shopping?

On the Connecticut shore you have Zeigler’s Cove, in Fair-
field. A unique cove with a few mooring balls on a first-come 
first-serve basis, it is surrounded by large gray, pink and white 
rock walls with beautifully manicured mini estates above it. 

By Evelyn McGlone
 evrik NordhavN 57 #15
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Swimming along the rocky shoreline while looking for crabs and 
small fish nestled in the rocky crevices was my favorite. 

Moving east to Norwalk you can tie up at a municipal dock for 
a small fee, or anchor in one of the many coves that encompass 
the harbor. Here you will find a wonderful aquarium, Cinemax 
Theater, great restaurants, shopping, and in early September the 
oyster festival. Norwalk has a wonderful full-service harbor with 
maintenance, marinas and fuel. 

Cruising east again you will come to the famous Thimble 
Islands in Branford, Connecticut. This is an archipelago of hun-
dreds of small islands consisting of granite rock ledges and out-
croppings near the harbor of Stony Creek. The inhabited islands 
have a total of 81 homes ranging from 27-room Tudor mansions 
to small summer cottages, surrounded by lovely deep-water 
anchorages. Some of the islands are owned by celebrities and 

dignitaries, but you will never know it by the laid-back way of 
life. We love to take our bikes to the Stony Creek dock and bike 
around the area for the day.

Continuing east toward Montauk Point, towns and villages 
abound, offering more of the same type of boating. The Hamp-
tons are the playground of celebrities, movie stars and the rich 
and famous.With sunrises and sunsets not to be missed, wild-
life that only the Northeast can offer, lovely state parks and 
beautiful vineyards offering tours and wine tasting, you are 
sure to have the time of your life. It is no wonder that we seem 
to automatically cruise back to Long Island every few years to 
visit these amazing places that are still wondrous to me. III

Since February 2001, Evelyn McGlone and Erik Dalaker, Evrik Nordhavn 57 

#15, have cruised extensively in the Northeast and the Bahamas, as well as trips 

through the Panama Canal and north to British Columbia.

Pacific Asian Enterprises is proud to 
feature two exciting documentaries.

Welcome To NordhavN
goes behind the scenes at PAE with 

insightful interviews, delves into the 
early history of the company, and even 
tours through PAE’s partner factories 

in Asia where Nordhavns are built.

liviNg The dream
documents the 2004 Nordhavn Atlantic 

Rally (the first-ever transatlantic 
powerboat rally), covering 8 
weeks that span pre-planning 

events in Fort Lauderdale to the 
momentous arrival into Gibraltar.

Order your free DVD today by sending
an email to:  info@nordhavn.com.

GET YOUR FREE COPY
OF A NORDHAVN
DOCUMENTARY

GET YOUR FREE COPY
OF A NORDHAVN
DOCUMENTARY
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All about fuel
At the core of Nordhavn’s reliable, easy-to-use fuel 
system is an ever-present force—gravity 
By James Kirby
 contributing editor

How clean is the fuel in that tank truck? A system that can eliminate 
contamination is essential for any boat, but especially a long-range yacht.

The fuel system used on Nordhavn yachts is simple, reliable 
and easy to use. But it took a good deal of thought and work to 
make it that way. To understand how it works—and to appreciate 
what makes it better than other marine diesel fuel systems—let’s 
first take a look at the obstacles its designers had to overcome. 

Diesel engines have a reputation for robustness and durability. 
However, they have an Achilles heel—the injection pump and 
the individual fuel injectors. These precision parts are built to 
incredibly close tolerances, on the order of 0.0004 in., and oper-
ate at pressures between 1,500 and 5,000 psi. 

The presence of the tiniest amount of contamination can 
damage or destroy them, requiring expensive repairs. The sub-
sequent loss of propulsion is a serious matter at the best of times, 
and it doesn’t take much imagination to realize what can happen 
at the worst of times. 

The culprit here is the fuel itself. According to CAV, one of 
the world’s largest manufacturers of fuel injection equipment, 
90 percent of diesel engine problems are the result of contam-
inated fuel. People coming from a gasoline engine background 
are usually shocked to learn that diesel fuel is so troublesome. 
Like gasoline, diesel fuel is clean when it leaves the refinery, 
however it has an uncanny affinity for attracting a wide variety 
of contaminants. 

Diesel’s dark side
Water is always present, having arrived as condensation in the 
fuel tanks. The effects of water in diesel fuel can be serious. It 
can cause a tip to blow off an injector, or reduce the lubricity of 
the fuel, which can lead to the seizure of close tolerance assem-
blies. It can also corrode metal fuel tanks. 

Dissolved waxes in the fuel increase its energy content, but 
they can precipitate out at low temperatures and clog filters. 
For this reason, fuels are blended for specific climates. Trouble 
occurs when a vessel takes on a load of fuel blended for a warm 
climate and then travels to a cooler climate. Tar-like substances 
called asphaltines can also form and settle out of the fuel over 
time, only to become suspended again and clog filters when 
heavy seas agitate the fuel. 

Diesel fuel can also be contaminated by solids such as silt, sand 
or ash, which it acquires while being transported, or from stor-
age in dirty tanks on shore or on the boat. These hard particles 
are particularly destructive to precision pump and injector parts. 
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Simple, reliable and easy to use, a sight glass on the supply reservoir, lets 
you quickly and accurately read the quantity and rate of fuel consumption.
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Even entrained air can interfere with the operation of pumps 
and injectors. 

Finally, as if that weren’t enough—it’s alive! Sludge-like fungus 
and bacteria can grow at the interface between the fuel and the 
water in the tanks and clog filters. A proper marine diesel fuel 
system should be designed and built to minimize the formation 
of these contaminants, and also detect, filter and isolate them—
all without compromising the operation of the engine. 

Now let’s see how the Nordhavn fuel system does this.

Foolproof design 
A good deal of the genius of the Nordhavn fuel system lies in its 
basic design. Most marine diesel fuel systems utilize some kind 
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sediment, being heavier than diesel fuel, 
settle to the bottom of the fuel tanks and 
are drawn off with the fuel. When they 
reach the supply reservoir, they settle into 
a sump at its bottom. A water sensor in the 
sump triggers an alarm in the pilothouse 
to alert the crew that water needs to be re-
moved via the drain valve at the bottom 
of the sump.

Another advantage to the Nordhavn 
gravity feed system is that it is extremely 
difficult for air to get into the system. In a 
conventional fuel system, if the fuel lines 
from the tanks are old or substandard, or 
if any of the hose fittings are loose, air will 
be sucked into the system. This entrained 
air has no way of being purged except by 
painstakingly bleeding it from the system 
at the filters or injection pump. 

In the Nordhavn system, gravity moves 
the fuel from the fuel tanks to the supply 
reservoir; there is no pump-induced 
vacuum to suck air through a faulty hose 
fitting. Even if air were to somehow find 
its way into the system, say from fuel agi-
tation while underway, it will naturally 
escape when it reaches the supply reser-
voir via its vent line.

Leishman likes to relate an anecdote 

that illustrates how effective the supply 
reservoir is at removing contaminants 
from the system. He was in Alaska, taking 
fuel aboard a client’s Nordhavn 40 from 
a dockside hose, when the owner’s grand-
son inadvertently added about 200 gallons 
of fresh water to the starboard fuel tank. 
What looked like a major problem was 
quickly resolved by simply opening the 
sump valve on the supply reservoir and 
draining off the water into the bilge—the 
water had displaced all the fuel in the res-
ervoir. When they saw the first hint of fuel 
at the sump’s drain valve, they knew only 
residual water remained, which was com-
pletely eliminated after a few hours of run-
ning and one more purge of the supply 
reservoir sump.

Tanks for everything
A good deal of thought has gone into the 
design of the Nordhavn fuel tanks as well, 
and for that reason they, too, are unlike the 
fuel tanks in other yachts. Instead of using 
steel, iron or aluminum—all of which can 
corrode—they are made of molded fiber-
glass with resins that are both a fire retard-
ant and impervious to water and fuel. 

Each tank is pressure tested to four 
pounds-per-square-inch to insure against 
leaks. Then it is glassed into the hull, so 
that it contributes to the structural integ-
rity of the vessel—in effect, they are built 
to last the life of the boat. 

As you would expect in a yacht with an 
ocean-crossing capability, these are big 
tanks, ranging is size from 360 to 1,000 
gallons. To keep that much liquid from 
sloshing around and affecting the ves-
sel’s stability, they are extensively baffled. 

of lift pump to suck the fuel out of its stor-
age tank and send it along to the consum-
er, be it the propulsion engine, a generator 
or perhaps a hot-water heater. 

The Nordhavn fuel system does not 
work this way. Instead, it is based on the 
system used in high-wing light aircraft, a 
design that is so simple and foolproof it 
has survived, unchanged, for almost 70 
years. Like the aircraft system, that utter-
ly reliable and ever-present force—gravity, 
powers the Nordhavn system. “We wanted 
a system that was reliable and was as fool-
proof as could be,” says Jim Leishman, 
vice president of Pacific Asian Enterprises, 
builders of Nordhavn yachts. 

Like on an aircraft, the key to the 
system is its gravity-feed supply reservoir. 
Located at the lowest point in the system, 
it receives fuel from the fuel tanks and 
sends it on to the yacht’s various consum-
ers. With this system, all the fuel carried 
aboard the boat is usable. “You could run 
this thing until virtually every drop of 
fuel is burned up,” says Leishman.

Unlike the Nordhavn system, a conven-
tional marine fuel system has a pickup tube 
that extends down into the fuel tank from 
the top and draws off fuel. By design, this 
pipe does not extend all the way to the 
bottom of the tank, so that it will not in-
advertently draw in any water or sediment 
that may have accumulated in the bottom 
of the tank. 

However, for the same reason, there is 
no way to consume all the fuel in the tank. 
Furthermore, unless the tank is routine-
ly cleaned, the water left in the tank will 
eventually corrode it, causing dangerous 
leaks. In the Nordhavn system, water and 
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The fuel tank hatch 
should be large 
enough to permit 
entry by an average-
sized man for cleaning 
and inspection. This 
hatch cover (right) is 
located where crew 
can easily access 
it—red color coding 
means this is a fuel 
tank. extensive inter-
nal baffles (below) 
prevent sloshing.



gauges are also used on the supply reser-
voir and wing-engine day tank. With these 
gauges, there is no need for electronics or 
remote sensors; just a quick glance and you 
immediately know the relative height and 
amount of fuel in each tank. 

“You can access the status of the system 
very quickly,” says Leishman. “Just go down 
to the engine room and look around.”
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For example, each 700-gallon tank on the 
Nordhavn 47 is divided into 10 separate 
compartments. 

Each Nordhavn tank has an easy-to-get-
at 18-inch by 18-inch access hatch that’s 
big enough for an average 180-pound 
man to slip inside. And once inside, every 
square inch of the tank can be reached for 
cleaning and inspection. Even the inter-
nal baffles have removable plates to facili-
tate cleaning and inspection.

Each tank is also grounded and has its 
own vent and connection for filling. One 
line feeds the main supply reservoir, and 
a second returns fuel to the tank. A third 
line leads to a transfer manifold, whose 
function we will discuss later. Each line is 
made from either three-quarter-inch or 
half-inch Aeroquip hose with high-qual-
ity JIC Aircraft-type fittings—the kind you 
would find in a Boeing 747 or an F-15 fight-
er—not plastic hose, with hose barbs and 
hose clamps, like you’ll find in many other 
yacht fuel systems. The supply lines also in-
corporate shut-off valves at both ends, so 
repair or replacement can be made, even 
with a full tank of fuel on board.

Gauging fuel supply
Another unique feature of these tanks is 
their use of sight-glass level gauges. Chosen 
for their simplicity of operation and re-
liability, there is one for each fuel tank, 
mounted in a recessed alcove, on the in-
board side of the tank, and graduated in 
25-gallon increments. Each gauge has a 
shut-off valve at the top and bottom that 
isolates it from the tank and the gauge sits 
inside a protective stainless-steel channel 
with a clear plastic cover. Sight-glass level 

 The fuel system is one the most 
critical parts of a long-range 
yacht, so enough space should 
be allotted to permit quick 
inspection and easy access. 
High-quality fittings and hoses, 
like these, ensure reliability. All 
parts of the fuel tanks can be 
accessed for cleaning via large 
openings in the baffles (shown 
here with covers removed).
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The sight-glass level gauges on the 
supply reservoir and wing-engine day tank 
also function as a quick and easy means of 
precisely determining the rate at which 
the yacht’s various consumers, such as the 
main engine, wing engine and generators 
are using fuel. When you consider that 
a sea-going yacht such as the Nordhavn 
47 has a cruising range of 3,000 miles at 
eight knots, but that range drops to 1,600 
miles at nine knots, you understand the 
importance of accurately knowing how 
much fuel is being consumed. In order 
to arrive at this figure, you merely make 
sure the supply reservoir is completely 
full, and then close the delivery lines from 
the fuel tanks (a valve for each tank is lo-
cated at the supply reservoir). That way 
all the fuel being consumed comes solely 
from the supply reservoir. 

The upper section of the supply reser-
voir consists of a smaller two-gallon reser-
voir with a one-gallon sight glass, graduated 
in tenths of a gallon. Run the system for six 
minutes, note the fraction of a gallon con-
sumed, multiply that amount by 10 and 
you will know the hourly consumption in 
gallons per hour (GPH). In a hurry? Just 
note how much fuel is consumed in one 
minute and then multiply the result by 60 
in order to find the rate of fuel consump-
tion over one hour.

Filters and manifolds
There are three other elements to the 
Nordhavn fuel system that are significant: 
the filters and the two fuel-management 
manifolds. 

As mentioned, the fuel system’s supply 
reservoir does a very good job of separat-
ing water and debris from the fuel, but 
the main means of getting rid of contam-
ination is the system’s filters. There are 
usually four or five of them on a Nord-
havn. The main engine has two primar-
ies and one secondary filter, the wing 
engine has a primary and a secondary 
filter, and there is a separate fuel-polish-
ing filter. If there are any generators, they 
too will have their own primary and sec-
ondary filters. 

In each case, the primary filter is the 
first filter and the system’s main line of de-
fense. It removes any remaining free water 
and also most of the contaminants. The 

through a separate filter and then to the 
return manifold, where it can be sent to 
the supply reservoir or back to the main 
tanks. Together, the transfer manifold and 
return manifold allow fuel to be cleaned 
(polished) before it reaches any consum-
ers’ primary filters, and it also provides a 
means of transferring fuel between tanks 
to maintain the yacht’s trim.

When first confronted by these two 
manifolds and the numerous possibilities 
created by their array of valves (a total of 
10 on a Nordhavn 47), it’s easy to be over-
whelmed. However, when you look at the 
actual schematic diagram for the yacht’s 
fuel system, their function becomes pretty 
clear and logical. 

More importantly, remember that we 
said the system was designed to be easy 
to use—a failsafe feature has been built 
into it. When in doubt, you will do no 
harm if you just leave all the valves open, 
with the exception of the drain valves, 
of course. Everything will still operate as 
is should—fuel will be cleaned, filtered, 
supplied to the appropriate consumer 
and returned to where it needs to go. The 
worst that can happen is the vessel might 
end up with a slight list, since using both 
fuel tanks at once doesn’t allow you to 
equalize the load.
 
Big or small, same principle
Of course the system does become more 
complicated as it grows to meet the needs 
of bigger boats with multiple fuel tanks, 
engines and generators, but the principle 
remains the same. Anyone who is familiar 
with the relatively simple system on a Nord-
havn 40 would feel right at home working 
with the more complicated system of say, 
a Nordhavn 72 or 86. 

Above all, it’s a unique system whose re-
liability has been proven over hundreds of 
thousands of passagemaking miles. “Our 
competitors just don’t have anything like 
this,” Leishman proudly states. “It’s an ex-
ample of the experience and the engin-
eering that goes into a Nordhavn.” 

It’s also an example of the Nordhavn 
way: If they have to, they won’t hesitate to 
completely re-design a major engineer-
ing system rather than settle for one that 
doesn’t come up to their standards. It’s 
that simple. iii

Filter Manufacturers Council says that 
typical primary filter efficiency is 95 per-
cent to 98 percent at 10 to 50 microns. (A 
human hair is about 70 microns in diam-
eter). On the main engine, it is typically a 
Racor 75 900 Duplex filter (the other pri-
mary filters are single-element types). 

Each filter has a removable filter ele-
ment and a water separator, with a clear 
collection bowl in the bottom. A valve 
in the bowl can be opened to drain ac-
cumulated water and sediment. The 
main engine duplex filter also has a valve 
that makes it possible to select either or 
both filters. Typically one is used at a 
time, with the other in reserve. When it 
is time to change the filter, one merely 
turns the valve and the reserve filter takes 
over. The used filter element can now 
be replaced without the inconvenience 
of shutting down the engine. A vacuum 
gauge fitted between the filter and the 
main-engine injection pump, indicates 
when it is time to change the filter. The 
fuel line vacuum will increase as the filter 
becomes progressively more clogged.

Secondary filters are usually the spin-
on paper-element type and are very effect-
ive at filtering out microscopic particles 
of dirt and water. Typical secondary filter 
efficiency is 95 percent to 98 per cent at 
three to 10 microns. With regular main-
tenance of the primary filters, it’s not un-
usual for the secondary filter to only need 
replacing at the engine manufacturer’s 
specified intervals.

In normal operation, the amount of 
fuel a diesel engine consumes varies 
with rpm and throttle setting, but it is 
always less than the amount the injec-
tion pump sends to the injectors. So a 
return line sends the excess fuel back to 
a return manifold, which then sends it 
back to the supply reservoir, completing 
the loop (the wing engine returns fuel 
directly to its day tank). The return mani-
fold can also send fuel back to any of the 
main tanks, and this is all accomplished 
by opening and closing the appropriate 
valves on the manifold.

By selecting the appropriate valves, a 
second, independent transfer manifold 
can be programmed to receive fuel dir-
ectly from either or both of the yacht’s 
main tanks. An electric pump runs it 
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Polishing that really shines
The Nordhavn system delivers clean fuel—when it’s needed

Here’s a true story. The skipper of a trawler yacht 
takes on a full load of fuel in a Third-World port and 
begins a 3,700-mile passage home. Well offshore, he 
discovers that the fuel is extremely dirty and is plug-
ging the yacht’s filters. Fortunately, he is an experi-
enced skipper, so he has a backup system—a large 
supply of spare fuel filters. By changing them when 
they become clogged, he can keep his vessel’s propul-
sion system working. He subsequently spends a lot of 
time changing dirty filters in a hot engine room on a 
rolling sea. It wasn’t a fun passage.

To a large extent, the gravity-feed, supply-reservoir 
system on Nordhavns minimizes the effects of dirty 
fuel because, unlike other yacht fuel systems, water, 
bacteria and most contaminants are drawn off with the 
fuel and deposited in the supply reservoir where they 

are easily purged. Still, as in the above story, 
there’s always the possibility of a worst-case 
scenario where the system is overwhelmed by 
suspended contamination in the fuel. To pre-
vent this, many yachts, including Nordhavns, 
utilize a built-in fuel polishing system.

Fuel polishing refers to cleaning contam-
ination from the fuel while it is still stored in 
the yacht’s fuel tanks and before it’s used. 
A proper fuel polishing system, such as the 
Nordhavn’s, starts with a separate set of feed 
lines from the fuel tank that are independ-
ent of the fuel system’s main feed lines to the 
engine and other consumers. This allows 

fuel to be drawn off by a transfer pump and cleaned 
even when the engine is not running, such as when 
the yacht is still in port or at anchor. 

It also allows fuel to be polished at a much faster rate 
than the engine is consuming it and, most important-
ly, it keeps dirty fuel out of the main feed lines. The 
fuel-polishing feed lines run to a transfer manifold, 
where valves permit selecting one tank at a time for 
cleaning, then on to a dedicated combination filter 
and water separator. From there, cleaned fuel is sent 
to a return manifold, where it is routed back to the 
fuel tanks and also to the supply reservoir. The system 
also supplies fuel to the wing-engine day tank. Utiliz-
ing this system ensures that the yacht has clean fuel 
before it’s needed.

Ideally, you would send this clean fuel back to a 
clean, empty tank, but this isn’t possible at the be-
ginning of a voyage when all tanks are full. However, 
it’s not as big a problem as you might think, because 
Nordhavns do have a spare, clean tank—their supply 

reservoir—which, on a Nordhavn 47 holds 70 gallons, 
roughly 24 hours’ worth of fuel, and can be turned 
into a day tank by simply shutting off the feed to it 
from the fuel tanks and drawing filtered fuel from 
the polishing system.

Since the polishing-system transfer pump is rated 
at 60-gph (gallons per hour) and the transfer lines 
are oversized half-inch hose, you should be able to fill 
the reservoir with clean fuel in a little over an hour 
and get under way. Then you can concentrate on pol-
ishing the remainder of the fuel supply. For one of 
the Nordhavn 47’s 700-gallon tanks that would take 
about 11 to 12 hours, but you do have almost 24 hours 
before you need it. Since the transfer pump must run 
for such extended periods of time, Nordhavn speci-
fies a heavy-duty, pressure-regulated diaphragm type 
that’s built for the job. A timer in the pump control 
circuitry can be set to automatically shut it off after 
polishing is completed.

Once the supply reservoir is filled, the clean fuel 
is sent back to the main tanks. This might seem like a 
bad idea, since it ends up being mixed with the old, 
dirty fuel. It isn’t. As the fuel continues to circulate 
through the polishing system, all of it will eventually be 
cleaned, just as an aquarium filter eventually removes 
virtually all the contaminants from a fish tank. 

On Nordhavns, the polishing system is also de-
signed to do double duty as a fuel transfer system, 
moving fuel between the tanks in order to adjust the 
vessel’s trim (you will need some way of adjusting it 
after you put that 12-foot RIB with the 40-hp outboard 
on the yacht’s boat deck).

In a yacht with a conventional fuel system, settled 
contaminants will continue to accumulate in its tanks 
until agitation by heavy seas suspends them and they 
clog the filters. A fuel system such as this can benefit 
from one of the excellent aftermarket fuel polishing 
systems that are available.The high-pressure pumps in 
these systems—rated at 120-240 gallons per hour, de-
pending on the fuel tank size—will return fuel to these 
smaller (around 150-gallon) tanks with sufficient pres-
sure to create a scouring action that will loft settled 
contaminants into suspension. Once suspended, the 
system’s large-capacity filters are capable of separat-
ing this heavy contaminant load without being over-
whelmed. However, a high-capacity system like this 
isn’t necessary on a Nordhavn because water, which is 
needed for filter-plugging bacteria and algae to grow, 
and asphaltines, the other chief culprit in filter clog-
ging, are both quickly purged from the tank by the 
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Nordhavn 47 fuel system

This schematic shows 
the simple logic of 
the Nordhavn 47 
fuel system. green 
lines are the trans-
fer system, with a 
separate manifold, 
pump and fuel filter. 
Polished fuel then 
goes to the return 
manifold for distribu-
tion to the engine, or 
back to the main tanks.
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gravity-feed supply reservoir. 
Also, a 120-gph pump, with its two-gallon-per-minute 

flow rate, isn’t really going to create significantly more 
turbulence than the stock Nordhavn’s one-gallon-per-
minute pump, especially when it is emptying into a 
large 700-gallon tank with 10 longitudinal and trans-
verse baffles that will kill any turbulence. 

Also, without a separate supply-reservoir tank, all the 
fuel in a conventional system’s fuel tank might have 
to be polished before putting to sea, or else the vessel 
should carry plenty of spare fuel filters.The high-cap-
acity pump in the aftermarket system is also an asset 
here, because it can accomplish this in about half the 
time of the Nordhavn system (roughly six hours for 700 
gallons). But as we said, the Nordhavn can polish its 
fuel while under way, so it can depart immediately.

So, while a fuel polishing system is desirable —es-
pecially on a yacht with a conventional fuel system—it 

isn’t a necessity. Especially if the owner stays close to 
home, where a bad load of fuel is only an inconven-
ience. But for a long-range vessel, out of the reach of 
immediate assistance, fuel contamination can be a ser-
ious problem. For such a vessel, a good fuel polish-
ing system is a real asset. That’s why Nordhavns have 
always had one. 

However, it’s not their sole means of defense against 
fuel contamination, nor is it an add-on to an existing 
system—put there to correct an inherent deficien-
cy. On a properly designed offshore vessel, no com-
ponent should ever be so critical that its failure can 
disable the entire system. That’s why fuel polishing 
on a Nordhavn is only one element in an integrated, 
well-thought-out, proven fuel system, with multiple 
levels of protection. As they say, “You’re only as good 
as your backup.” iii

– James KirBy
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Like other disciplines, yacht design 
and naval architecture, have moved 
from the age of the drafting table, t-
square and bow compass to the digit-
al world of the computer. 

 Some of the vestiges of that earli-
er, mechanical age, however, still can 
be found in naval architect Jeff Leish-
man’s office. on the wall is a half-hull 
model of a nordhavn yacht—carved 
out of wood by a master craftsman. 
Half hulls like this were usually the 
first 3-D representation of a vessel 
that its designer laid eyes on. 

the computer Jeff uses to design 
nordhavn yachts sits on his desk, but 

his office also holds a large drafting 
table, like the kind naval architects of 
the past, such as nathaniel Herres-
hoff, olin Stephens or Bill Lapworth 
would have used. “i still enjoy work-
ing at a drawing board,” says Jeff. 
“Somehow, it’s still soothing to me—
much more than sitting at a comput-
er. But the only time i use it now is 
to draw the sheer of a boat (the pro-
file and upward curve of the deck), 
when i’m not sure what it’s going 
to look like sitting on the water. it’s 
hard to visualize a 120-foot boat on a 
16-inch computer screen. i can do it a 
lot better on the whole width of that 
table. i can draw what i think is going 
to look really nice, then i can step 
back and look at it.”

Where does the design process 
for a new boat actually begin? 

 “usually it begins with a discus-
sion that Jim (brother Jim Leishman, 
vice-president of Pacific asian En-
terprises) and i will have,” says Jeff. 
“it’s very informal, maybe over a 
beer or something, just talking about 
what are we going to do in the future. 
We throw out ideas, and that might 
spark an idea in my mind.” 

 not surprisingly, rather than 
bring a new product into an existing 

market segment and then compete 
with established manufacturers for 
a share, PaE takes the approach that 
has worked so well for companies 
such as Honda or apple, with their 
iPod—be the first to stake a claim in a 
new segment and you will own it. 

 “a lot of time the market is de-
cided by us,” Jeff explains. “if we 
think it’s a good thing, then we usu-
ally think there’s a market for it—we 
usually don’t wait for the market to 
come to us. it’s like, we need to pro-
vide you with this boat.” this ap-
proach has led to some unique 

Tools of the trade
Jeff Leishman uses traditional know-how, computer technology
and his creativity to produce distinctive designs
by James Kirby
 contriButing EDitor

As PAE hAs gonE from thE first 46-foot trAwlEr to thE fAntAstic nordhAvn 120, 
nAvAl ArchitEct JEff lEishmAn (AbovE) hAs ProgrEssEd from drAfting tAblE And 
mEchAnicAl PEncil to soPhisticAtEd dEsign softwArE.

If we think it’s a good thing, then we usually think there’s a market 
for it—we usually don’t wait for the market to come to us

 — Jeff Leishman
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certain length and a certain height, 
i’ll work within those parameters. i 
use the computer to draw the profile 
and plan (overhead) view. then i’ll 
do the hull-line grid.” 

the computer-generated hull-line 
grid is the first three-dimensional 
view of the hull Jeff sees. it is de-
rived from cross sectional views he 
has drawn at various stations along 
its length—much like taking a knife 
and slicing through the hull at regu-
lar intervals. (these cross-section-
al views are what the old half-hull 
carvers used to make their wood 

products, such as the original nord-
havn 46, the soon-to-be-released 
nordhavn 56 motorsailer and the 
upcoming nordhavn Expedition 
Yachtfisher.

 
it starts with a sketch
oK, so you have an idea for a new 
boat. What’s next? 

“i’ll start sketching something, 
which is followed by a scale draw-
ing,” says Jeff. “i pretty much have 
the 3-D view in my mind, so when i 
draw it out i know what it needs to 
look like. if we want the boat to be a 

models). When the cross sections 
are put together, and the lines are 
connected from stem to stern, a 3-D 
wire-frame image of the hull is made. 
“i used to do the hull lines by hand,” 
Jeff says. “it would take me about 
five days to do a set. they were 
good—nicely done—but you couldn’t 
go back and change them. now i 
do pretty much everything in auto-
caD (a three-dimensional modeling 
software).”

the time saved by using a com-
puter is an obvious advantage, 
but Jeff says it also enables him to 

If we think it’s a good thing, then we usually think there’s a market 
for it—we usually don’t wait for the market to come to us

 — Jeff Leishman
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Want to move a compon-
ent, or structural element, 
such as a bulkhead? 
change the color? Zoom 
in on the engine room? it’s 
much easier to do when 
the drawing exists as a 
computer file.

quickly make changes to a design, and to 
try new ideas. “it really does allow you 
to expand the possibilities. You throw 
something on and you say, ‘that looks 
terrible,’ you haven’t really wasted any-
thing. i really have no issue when some-
body says, ‘i don’t like the way that looks.’ 
i say, ‘great, let’s change it.’ Whereas 
before, i’d say, ‘We have to draw the line 
here, we have to make a decision be-
cause i’m out of time.’”

Juggling the priorities
after the exterior profile, the interior de-
tails are worked out. Jeff says he usually 
has an interior in mind, so he tries to draw 
a profile that will let him get that interior 
in the boat. “But a lot of that has to do with 
how pretty the boat has to be on the out-
side,” he says. He jokes that if the inter-
ior were the most important element, it 
would be very easy to draw a big box and 
just put an interior in it, but there is always 
some compromise to the interior in order 
to achieve a certain look. 

at this point in the design process he 

vessel—red below the waterline, with blue 
topsides and a gray deck and pilothouse. 
Deck hardware, such as the mast, boom, 
winches, hatches and railings are ren-
dered in impressive detail. 

He can zoom in and show even more 
detail. the image can also be rotated 
and turned to show it from virtually any 
angle. in one view we are looking down 
at the deck from above, then we see the 
hull from underneath. He changes the 
image scale and point of view again, and 
now we find ourselves virtually inside 
the wheelhouse, standing at the helm 
and looking out at the foredeck, just as 
though we were actually on the yacht. 

next, he takes us on a virtual tour of the 
interior, including 360-degree views of 
the saloon, galley, staterooms and even 
the head. Lighting fixtures hang from 
paneled walls, the floors are carpeted, 
and the countertops have a granite-like 
pattern. Even the mirrors in the vanity re-
flect the yacht’s interior. 

Being able to place customers in the 
yacht’s virtual interior like this, helps 

turns the work over to his associate, ali 
motevaselani. as well as being a naval 
architect, like Jeff, ali is also a marine en-
gineer with considerable experience 
working on commercial ships. “i can 
pretty well rely on him to interpret what i 
draw in three dimensions. He’s very good 
at naval architecture,” says Jeff. “He’s 
brought a lot of technical expertise and 
programs to our process.” 

in the past, producing the myriad of 
detail drawings and specifications re-
quired to actually build a yacht was an 
exacting time-intensive process that 
required the talents of several engin-
eers and expert draftsmen. However, ali 
uses his expertise and a special three-
dimensional computer design program 
called rhino Software to accomplish the 
same end. in effect he is a one-man engin-
eering and drafting office. 

to demonstrate the capabilities of the 
rhino 3-D modeling software, ali brings 
up a rendering of the new nordhavn 56 
motorsailer on his workstation. the yacht 
appears as a solid, three-dimensional 
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them make decisions about its layout, 
says ali. in addition to colors, materials 
and textures, customers can see if they 
prefer one interior layout over another, or 
if something they want to change, for ex-
ample add or remove a door or bulkhead, 
is possible. 

“as a design tool and a sales tool, it’s 
fantastic,” Jeff observes. “When the pro-
ject managers are meeting with a pros-
pect or a customer, they can see the boat 
right there in front of them.”

the software can also place a virtu-
al person anywhere on the vessel. this 
helps the designer adjust the dimensions 
of engineering spaces to ensure there 
is sufficient access to various compon-
ents, such as valves, and machinery for 
maintenance.

The hard facts
So much for design. What about the hard 
engineering that needs to be done in 
order to get the yacht from a series of 
drawings to a real object? What about 
the numbers: specifications, stress and 
strain analysis, dimensions (scantlings) 
of structural elements, such as load-bear-
ing bulkheads and longitudinal members, 
tanks and machinery spaces, the vessel’s 
hydrostatic stability and hull efficiency? 

ali explains that the rhino software 
interfaces with other engineering pro-
grams that optimize hull shape, make sta-
bility and trim predictions, help design 
the internal structure of the vessel and 
predict its speed and efficiency, based on 
factors such as hull shape, displacement 
and the type of propulsion system used. 

But Jeff adds that, having built so many 
trawler yachts, they pretty much know the 
performance and prismatic coefficient 
(measure of hydrodynamic efficiency) 
of their hulls. “they’re going to run at a 
speed/length ratio of 1.2 very efficient-
ly. in a full-displacement hull, we think we 
design them as efficiently as they can be 
designed. We’ve tank tested enough of 
them to know and we’ve proven that that 
is the case—they are a very efficient hull.

“However,” he adds, “the software 
does keep you out of trouble because, 
for surface and weight studies, it can 
give you a lot more accurate data than 
if you just did calculations by hand. For 

free to do it. Just let me know what you 
need to do to make it work.”

inevitably, there comes the time when 
the designer must go to the yard and see 
how his ideas look in the flesh, or fiber-
glass, as it were. “Sometimes, i don’t 
know yet how i want something to look, 
like an anchoring system. i’ll tell them just 
wait until we get to that part and i’ll come 
over there and mock it up,” says Jeff. Here 
again, using design software makes it 
easy to ensure that any change made at 
the factory will work its way back into the 
master drawings, so that they will have a 
record of it.

How do you spell relief?
How does he feel when the boat is finally 
finished and in the water? 

“a huge relief,” replies Jeff. However, 
he adds that it is getting much easier for 
him, noting that he wasn’t even present 
when they put the first nordhavn 86 in 
the water. “Dave Harlow (PaE project 
manager) called me and said, ‘Hey, they 
put the boat in the water and it’s floating 
great!’ i was just blown away! usually, i’m 
there and i’m so nervous that i don’t get 
any sleep the night before.” 

although they expect the trim to be 
pretty much spot on, he always worries 
that the boat will sit lower in the water 
and will be heavier than predicted, which 
can affect performance.

after so many successful designs, does 
he think he has developed a unique and 
recognizable style?

“i think i have,” says Jeff, “but i identify 
it more as a nordhavn style than the style 
of Jeff Leishman, designer. it was a group 
of people who worked to get it built; i 
drew the picture of it, but that’s where my 
part ended.” 

the method Jeff uses to draw those 
pictures has changed radically in the last 
few years. modern design software has 
brought about a major advance in ship 
design, which in turn has resulted in a 
new generation of vessels that are safer, 
more efficient and more capable than 
ever. But the skill and dedication he and 
his associates bring to the discipline are 
as great today as they were in that past 
era, when naval architects created great 
ships with only pen and paper. iii

example, it will tell exactly where the ves-
sel’s center of gravity is.”

one of the more important aspects of 
using 3-D design software is that it lets 
the designer actually see where there 
are problem areas, such as the fit of the 
hull to the deck, which would be a costly 
mistake to discover after the tooling had 
been made.

What about when it’s time for the ship-
yard to make up the tooling and actually 
start building the boat? 

“From the time we first talk about the 
project, it might take about four months 
before we give something to the yard,” 
says Leishman. Here again, caD/cam, 
or computer aided design and comput-
er aided manufacturing shows its advan-
tages. nordhavn yachts are essentially 
craft-built items (constructed one at a 
time, largely by skilled labor), much as air-
craft still are. However, also like aircraft, 
many of the various parts and sub assem-
blies that go into the vessel are made by 
cnc (computer numeric controlled) cut-
ting machines. For example, the bulkhead 
and structural members are cut out of 
wood by machines, using the same digital 
files that were used to design the vessel. 

“it saves so much time,” says Jeff. “We 
can put the files right into a full-size sec-
tion drawing for the factory, they can plot 
the sections out full size, and then they 
can cut the frames right from those draw-
ings.” the computer files also supply the 
dimensions that are used to fabricate the 
plugs from which the female molds for the 
hull, decks and superstructure are made.

as the vessel’s designer, what is Jeff’s 
relationship with the yard? Do they ever 
come back to him and want to change 
things? 

“actually, that happens all the time,” 
says Jeff. “usually, it’s because they have 
to tell me that it’s going to be really diffi-
cult to build some part i designed, like a 
reverse, compound curve somewhere 
that’s going to require four breakaway 
pieces in the mold, and if they could just 
do it this way instead, it will be easier to 
make. 

“You know, sometimes we designers 
design things that can’t be built,” he jokes. 
“i tell them, this is kind of the way i wanted 
it to look and if you need to change it, feel 
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A Compass for PAE
How Pacific Asian Enterprises is gearing up for the future

By Garrett  Lambert, Contributing Editor
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Dan Streech: “A couple of years ago, we challenged ourselves 
to double our turnover, and we’ve done it. Now we’re managing 
the enormous complexity of steadily introducing new designs 
while building 50 semi-custom boats a year with two partner yards 
operating in four Asian factories. As but one seemingly silly ex-
ample, we currently have more than 50 high-end refrigerators 
in inventory. What could be simpler? Quite a bit, actually. We’re 
carrying a cost in excess of a quarter million dollars, and they 
differ in size, finish, and electrical requirements, not to men-
tion that we’ve tested each of them and found some that aren’t 
working properly and have to be returned. They also have to be 
delivered to the right factory on a schedule that permits them 

to be installed on the boat and re-exported within a tight time 
line to avoid Chinese import duties.

“While the number of boats we deliver is probably going to 
stabilize at about one a week from this year forward, they are 
growing significantly in size and sophistication, so that overall 
volume, and therefore that bedeviling complexity, is increas-
ing logarithmically. 

“We are working hard to achieve at all levels: design, engineer-
ing, project management, inventory control, accounting, etc., etc. 
Without becoming top-heavy, the line between staying proactive 
and slipping into reactionary mode is a very fine one. However, 
it’s important to stay on the right side of it, because doing so sig-
nificantly reduces stress for both our customers and us.”
Jim Leishman: “We deliver the finest product we can produce, 
and one of the primary reasons for Nordhavn’s success is the loyal-
ty of our customers. An astonishing percentage of new orders is 
from previous buyers. Were we to fall into the trap of becoming 
reactive, we could be in danger of seeming to be on the defensive 

A proprietary Web-based management system called COMPASS 
is at the heart of how Pacific Asian Enterprises is building infra-
structure to facilitate the company’s rapid growth. Circumnaviga-
tor’s Garrett Lambert spoke with PAE co-founders Dan Streech and 
Jim Leishman about the future.

By James Kirby
 contriButing editor
 3d renderings by ali motevaselani
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(above) Dan Streech: “We’re healthy, our balance sheet is healthy, and we’re ‘safe’ for ourselves and for our clients.” 
(Left) Jim Leishman: “ComPaSS enables us to keep the focus on the most important element . . . our customer.”
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when customers raise a problem, or worse, giving the appear-
ance of chaos. Our policy has always been to resolve problems 
wherever, whenever, and as efficiently and effectively as we can, 
and then sort out the details later. When we’re proactive, the 
customer’s response is always positive. With more than 30 years’ 
experience behind us, we’ve learned the skills to manage the in-
evitable everyday crises pretty well, but we want to do still better, 
especially insofar as customer support is concerned.

“Our project managers are the people our customers deal 
with throughout contracting, construction, commissioning, 
and for ongoing support. They answer their cell phones 24 
hours a day seven days a week. To make them even more avail-
able and more effective, we’ve just engaged a very experienced 
production manager to provide supervision and coordination, 
and to take some of the pressure off. We’ve also hired two as-
sistant project managers to ease their administrative burdens, 
and are in the process of adding two more. A senior custom-
er service manager has come on board to make it easier for 

our owners to deal with warranty issues.” 
Dan Streech: “Producing a boat is really intense for everyone in-
volved. Over the years, we’ve learned that there is no such thing 
as a ‘standard Nordhavn.’ All our customers have individual re-
quirements and desires, many of them unique. As a result, the 
differences boat for boat can be significant. Certainly no two 
are identical. Consequently, we invest a huge amount of man-
power to deal with change orders, typically more than 200 per 
boat, each of which is crucial.” 
Jim Leishman: “Building and maintaining a positive relationship 
with our customers requires that we absolutely must respond to 
their requests for customization. However, every client also ex-
pects us to keep the construction of his boat on schedule and 
within budget, notwithstanding the pressure to make continual 
changes. For that reason, we’ve also created a position we call 
Customer’s Advocate. The incumbent is very experienced, can 
understand a buyer’s needs, and then coach them on how to best 
deal with the company in the context of the contract and the 



The MTU Series 60 engine embodies the qualities of reliability and 
durability like virtually no others. More then 950,000 units of this model 
are in operation around the globe. High performance, low life-cycle cost, 
low fuel consumption, rugged and compact design, ease of maintenance 

and longevity makes the Series 60 one of the most 
economical engines in it class. Worldwide 

around the clock service.
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project’s budget and timelines.”
Dan Streech: “We doubled our turn-
over between 2004 and 2007, and we 
will double it again by 2010. Every 
other metric will go up, too.”

Will that be the point at 
which PAE stabilizes? 
Jim Leishman: “Why would we stop? 
We have a lasting commitment to our 
family of Nordhavn owners, and 
we’re building a legacy for future 
generations. While we’re proud of 
what we’re doing, we’re also very 
careful about never becoming nor 
appearing to be arrogant about suc-
cess. We’ve seen the opposite side of 
that coin, too.” 
Dan Streech: “We have fantastic 
boats in terms of design and value, 
but we also have a ‘safe haven’ kind 
of thing.  We’re healthy, our balance 
sheet is healthy, and we’re ‘safe’ for 
ourselves and for our clients. Yet, 
others in the industry are troubled, 
and are upside down, losing money 
on their boats and kidding them-
selves that they aren’t, managing to 
survive by moving the losses from 
boat to boat. PAE is very much right-
side up. Our customers are smart and 
check to ensure that we are in good 
shape. They sniff the air and know 
if they’re in a safe zone by checking 
us out through independent finan-
cial reports, looking at our payment 
terms, how we collect money, just our 
attitude towards money, and the simple truth of our position 
shines through. Most buyers think it’s remarkable that we still 
require only a 20-percent deposit for most boats in the line, with 
the balance payable on delivery. A further indication of our se-
curity is that PAE will soon be offering buyers builder’s risk in-
surance covering all building costs, as well as lifetime insurance 
on OEM defects.

“Our company’s strength is fast becoming as important to 
purchasers as the boats themselves. Who’s our competition?  
No one, because the combined package of boat and company 
almost stands alone. In truth, we seldom go head to head with 
any other company, but when we do, we very seldom lose a fair 
fight for a customer.”

COMPASS
Dan Streech: “Earlier, I mentioned our urgent need to deal 
with the challenge of complexity. Well, sometimes you do the 
right thing unconsciously. We hired Andy Barnes to work in our 

parts department. He came to us 
with a background in code writing 
and gaming, and after immers-
ing himself in inventory issues a 
couple of years ago, he developed  
myPAE, a Web-based parts man-
agement system, from scratch. 
(myPAE is how I know all about 
those refrigerators.) Andy is now 
an assistant project manager, but 
continues to have responsibility 
for myPAE as the program has 
continued to evolve and grow. 
myPAE has become an integral 
part of our operations. 

“Gene Kohlmann then joined 
us as production manager, and 
he wrote a parallel system for the 
management side of things—
specifications, base budgets for 
boats, options pricing, sched-
uling, invoicing, administra-
tion, production tracking up 
to  launching point, parts in use 
now, parts that no longer apply, 
etc., etc.  myPAE and COMPASS 
are now being combined into 
a master Web-site tool used by 
PAE and our Taiwanese partners. 
Levels of authority have been es-
tablished on who can read what 
and who can write. At this stage, 
the factories are very much in-
volved on the parts control side. 
The system generates all the 
documents required for a pur-
chase including change orders. 

It produces all the factory documents including work orders, 
change orders, etc., and shows production schedule milestones 
for each boat. The factories have bought into this aspect as well. 
It automates the generation of parts lists, details engineering 
workflow, and provides for countermeasures if a milestone is 
missed. COMPASS data feeds into myPAE for parts inventory 
and control. COMPASS integrates financial, management, pro-
ject management, and inventory control, and is creeping out 
further and further as staff become familiar with its potential 
and see other possibilities.”
Jim Leishman: “Despite the fact that we’re still a small and tight 
organization with very low overheads, we have at long last broken 
through to a different level of managerial comfort, a sweet spot 
of financial security for us and our customer, and a close-knit 
team of experienced middle managers. COMPASS is a system 
that helps us deal ever more efficiently with the myriad details 
of day-to-day management, and enables us to keep the focus on 
the most important element in our business, our customer.” III
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Pae aims to serve its customers better and operate more 
efficiently with a proprietary Web-based management 
system called ComPaSS. the screen shots show what 
managers at Pae and its taiwanese partners see.
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In 1978, Pacific asian enterprises was a grossly under-capitalized boat brokerage 
owned by a couple of twenty-year-olds certain they could succeed in a business where so 
many others had failed. Their confidence, acumen, and stomach for risk were rewarded, 
and they beat the odds. 

   As the demise of so many great—and not-so great—names sadly attests, boatbuilding 
is a challenging and fickle business. During the past 30 years, economic recessions, 20-per-
cent interest rates, rising fuel and materials costs, stock market crashes, the sudden imple-
mentation of a luxury tax, and changing consumer demands have all been part of an often 
troubled yachting seascape. Nonetheless, a few select builders, like their boats, seem able 
to weather any kind of storm and to come through toughened and improved by the experi-
ence. PAE has amply demonstrated that it is one of those few.

Perfect partnership
Respect, trust, total commitment bind PAE and the two firms that build its boats

by Garrett Lambert
 contriButing editor

Clockwise, from the top: 
Pae’s Gene Kohlmann over-
sees production of about 
50 nordhavns a year. one 
of many molds used to 
build the nordhavn 76 at 
ta Shing. a nordhavn 55 is 
lowered into the test tank 
at South Coast marine. 
Workers at ta Shing pose 
with the latest fruit of their 
labors, a nordhavn 64.

the scale of nordhavn’s new 
manufacturing facility at South 
Coast marine in China is striking, 
with the main buildings covering 
some two acres and featuring direct 
access to an inland waterway. 
the new plant is scheduled for 
completion by april 2008.

byline shud read:
Garrett

Lower caption:
3rd line
shud read:
“50 Nordhavns a year...”
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From its very humble beginnings in 1974 as a shoe-string part-
nership between Dan Streech and Jim Leishman who were then 
barely more than teenagers, PAE has carefully and steadily built 
a reputation for excellence in all aspects of its operation through 
ongoing investment in software and hardware, its people and 
systems, and its partners’ plants. 

With a little capital in hand from the brokerage, they tracked 
down naval architect Al Mason to have him design a more com-
fortable fiberglass version of his successful 40-foot wooden hull. 
Then they traveled to Taiwan on spec to try to find someone to 
build it. Luck was with them, and the result was an enduring part-
nership with Ta Shing, a long-established fishing-boat builder 
with a brand new factory looking for business.

The new Mason 43 was a great success, and as buyers sought 
more and more customization and features, Jim Leishman’s 
younger brother Jeff came on board as a part-time draftsman to 
draw and specify the necessary changes. 

Eventually they morphed the Mason 43 through three larger 
iterations with Jeff Leishman taking ever-increasing responsibil-
ity for the re-designs. The only problem was that, while the three 
young men certainly knew boats from a practical perspective, 
none had any credentials or formal qualifications. That fact was 
of growing concern to prospective purchasers of long-range 
cruising sailboats, particularly as the changes started to become 
much more substantive than cosmetic. PAE decided to invest 
in Jeff Leishman’s education to become a certified naval archi-
tect, and one of Jeff’s thesis projects was the design for a full- dis-
placement powerboat.

As the 1970s waned, PAE watched its sailboat sales and pro-
duction numbers begin to slow. That trend continued inexor-
ably through the early 80s, and Dan and Jim concluded that the 
market for long-distance sailboats was in terminal decline. The 

typical cruising couple—retirees who wished to live aboard and 
cruise extensively—had become more affluent and now wanted 
much more space and comfort plus the convenience of power in 
a package that would also enable the same kind of passagemaking 
as was possible under sail. They decided that Jeff’s 46-foot thesis 
boat should become the first of a new brand, the Nordhavn.

Several Nordhavn 46s subsequently made circumnavigations, 
some more than once. However, before that could happen, the 
plucky partners’ self-confidence was tested yet again.

Naturally, they approached Ta Shing to build this new boat. 
Ta Shing, who ironically now builds only Nordhavns, disagreed 
with PAE’s analysis showing the emerging strength of the power-
boat market and the importance of moving into it. More spe-
cifically, the Ta Shing managers really disliked the appearance 
of the Nordhavn 46, which they described as an “odd tugboat.” 
They turned PAE down. 

Undaunted, Dan Streech and Jim Leishman, plans in hand, 
went shopping for another builder. Their luck held. They were 
introduced to Taiwan’s South Coast Marine, and thus began a 
second enduring partnership, one that marked the real begin-
ning of the Nordhavn legend. 

Just as long-distance sailors had embraced the renowned 
Masons that launched PAE as a designer/builder, discerning 
powerboaters flocked to, and have stayed with, the ever-ex-
panding Nordhavn line, and in the process pushed PAE into 
the majors. 

PAE executives don’t think of their corporate model as a “con-
glomerate,” but the word’s definition—“a rock consisting of in-
dividual stones that have become cemented together”—applies 
perfectly. PAE is at the helm of a triumvirate of three companies 
employing about 1,000 people in 10 locations worldwide. Although 
each is an independent corporate entity, they are absolutely bound 
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to one another by 30 years of mutual re-
spect, trust, and total commitment.

Its own 81 executives and staff are head-
quartered in Dana Point, California, 
named for William Henry Dana, author of 
Two Years Before the Mast, in which he de-
scribes the area as “the only romantic spot 
in California.” A modest office building in 
town is action central for management, 
design and engineering, and administra-
tion, while another on the harbor handles 
southwest sales, brokerage and parts, and 
West Coast commissioning. 

PAE also owns and operates sales and 
brokerage offices in Seattle, Washington; 
Stuart, Florida (which also looks after 
East Coast commissioning); Portsmouth, 
Rhode Island; Hamble, England, and is 
represented in Australasia by an agent (See 
Page 124). 

Ta Shing and South Coast Marine con-
struct boats to PAE specifications, and do so 
to a very high standard of compliance. The 
level of integration between PAE and each 
of the yards is difficult to comprehend, par-
ticularly since the reality of customization 
makes each boat a project unique unto 
itself. PAE owns and finances the construc-
tion of all tooling, it supplies the yards with 
the final design and specifications based 
on the contract with the buyer, and it also 
sources and ships to them many of the 
components and sub-systems.  

PAE does the final commissioning of the 
vessel—a several-months-long process in-
volving the client, and often does or super-
vises the installation of subsidiary systems 
such as electronics or hydraulics to ensure 
that everything not only works as it should, 
but is integrated into PAE’s unique system 
of manuals which its technical writer pre-
pares specifically for each boat. 

The management of every project re-
quires a complex series of agreements at 
the front end as to who shall do and supply 
what and when. Supervision and coordin-
ation are key parts of the build process 
with PAE’s managers always at the yards 
checking on progress, monitoring quality, 
and dealing with issues—particularly late 
change orders requested by the client, as 
they inevitably arise. 

Aside from doing well the many tasks 

and brightest people already within the 
organization, and as required, recruiting 
externally. They now have a tightly-knit 
level of capable and confident middle 
management that has freed them up for 
more strategic responsibilities, even if they 
do manage to find ways to get their own 
hands dirty several times a week. 

Although their conversations are still 
primarily about their first love—build-
ing new and better boats, they are inter-
spersed with reflections of legacy and their 
ever-increasing obligations to others. Not 
least among these are their Asian partners, 
who have committed their fortunes and 
futures to Nordhavn’s continued success. 
Interestingly enough, “family” is used in 
exactly the same way when Ta Shing and 
South Coast Marine executives speak of 
the relationship.

PAE’s market sense has proved almost 
unfailing over 30 years, and as Streech 
and Leishman predicted, passagemaking 
powerboats is where the action has been. 
Despite its love of sail, declining orders 
brought Ta Shing around, and the com-
pany switched its plant over to construct 
the then-new Nordhavn 62. (Although it, 
too, is an unusual looking boat, it had a 
unique appeal that continued to sell itself 
even after PAE’s decision to not promote 
it anymore. It has finally been taken out 
of production.)

A major factor in the overall success of 
the arrangements binding PAE and its 
Taiwanese partners has been the willing-
ness of the builders to tie themselves ab-
solutely to PAE to an extent that they now 
make multi-million-dollar investments in 
expansions based on PAE’s assessments 
of the market. This trust became crucial 
as the demand for the early powerboats 
soon pushed their construction facilities 
to maximum capacity. When, in the late 
1990s, PAE’s management first challenged 
itself to start doubling its total annual sales 
volume and to also produce larger vessels 
than either factory could then build, both 
yards responded by investing millions of 
dollars to secure land and to build the new, 
larger, modern facilities required to pro-
duce them.

 Ta Shing was founded in 1977 and 

that all businesses must manage, it is argu-
able that the basis of PAE’s success has been 
the combination of that almost mystical 
ability to intuit market trends matched by 
the courage to react to them well in ad-
vance of others. As a consequence, PAE in 
no small way now influences those trends. 
If imitation truly is the highest form of flat-
tery, PAE is clearly much admired and re-
spected by many of its competitors.

The company is also liked by the people 
directly involved. Spend a little time talk-
ing with PAE staff or customers and the 
word “family” will come up. Often. As a 
first impression, it seems logical, since it’s a 
family company and quite a few employees 
are relatives within the expanding Streech 
and Leishman dynasties. 

Listen a little more carefully, however, 
and it soon becomes clear that the PAE 
“family” covers everybody dealing with 
the company. What’s really remarkable is 
that once employees, clients, and suppliers 
become associated with the company, they 
stay with it for the long term. It’s a serious 
business, run efficiently and effectively as 
a business ought to be, but it’s more than 
“just” a business. Although hard to define, 
a relaxed collegiality seems to permeate 
PAE, even during crises. Everyone seems 
to take his or her lead from Streech and 
Leishman, both of whom have open and 
low-key personalities, are calm no matter 
the duress, very much people-oriented, 
and committed to always “doing the right 
thing.” That leadership breeds a level of 
commitment and performance among 
employees and suppliers that money alone 
could not buy. It also inspires confidence 
and loyalty in Nordhavn clients, most of 
whom are or will be repeat buyers.

It’s been more than three decades since 
Dan Streech and Jim Leishman founded 
the company as brash youngsters. They 
still have that sense of excitement that was 
so essential to ever-higher goals, but the 
brashness has been softened by experi-
ence and maturity. 

These days, they are still aggressively 
doubling the business every 36 months 
through innovation and expansion, but are 
no longer doing it by themselves. Over the 
years, they have been nurturing the best 

...a few select builders, like their boats, seem able to weather any kind of 
storm and to come through toughened and improved by the experience
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could be described as the more conserv-
ative of the two partners. Strongly rooted 
in Taiwan, when it became necessary to 
expand, Ta Shing chose to construct a new 
yard in Tainan to build the Nordhavn 72 
and 76, and the new Nordhavn motorsailer 
series. The company has built more than 
1,100 boats, and was the first Taiwanese 
yacht builder to develop a fully customized 
computer system to control all aspects of 
boat construction.

Ta Shing holds Certificate of Excel-
lence certification from the Minister of 
Economic Affairs, and is one of only a few 
Taiwanese boat builders to hold ISO 9002 
quality management system approval from 
BVQI. 

The company’s two facilities employ 250 
office staff and factory workers, of whom 
more than 40 professional employees each 
have in excess of 30 years experience in 
this industry,  and cover about three and a 
half acres. The floor area of the multi-story 
factories and office buildings totals some 
250,000 square feet, and it is here that the 
Nordhavn 62, Nordhavn 64, Nordhavn 
68, Nordhavn 72, and Nordhavn 76 are 
built. And—finally back to its first love—it 
is where the new series of Nordhavn motor-
sailers are under construction. 

South Coast Marine (SCM), the other 
Asian partner, took a different route. While 
in the 1970s Taiwan had become a world 
center for pleasure-boat production, costs 
were rising, the Taiwanese government was 
moving to convert its economy away from 
a reliance on heavy, basic industries to one 
rooted in research and technology, and 
China was beckoning. Happily, SCM saw 
the Chinese move into boatbuilding as an 
opportunity, and started examining possi-
bilities in early 2000.

With PAE’s support, SCM committed 
to building a massive, ultra-modern fa-
cility in Xiamen on the mainland side of 
the Taiwan Strait. Its first product was the 
Nordhavn 47, and South Coast relocated 
senior personnel to train and supervise 
local craftsmen in the techniques required 
to produce Nordhavn’s high levels of fit 
and finish. For PAE’s staff, it merely meant 
another leg on their already frequent 
flights back and forth across the Pacific.

South Coast chose Xiamen because of good 
infrastructure and the fact that it is nearest to 
Taiwan. The 6.25-acre property is 15 minutes 
from the airport and adjacent to the harbor. 
It also abuts the state-run Xiamen Shipbuild-
ing Industry Co., Ltd., a juxtaposition that 
was to have unforeseen consequences. SCM 

constructed plant facilities quickly and start-
ed production in October 2002, ramping up 
output fast: 10 yachts were built in 2003; 16 
in 2004; 24 in 2005; and 30 in 2006. Thirty-
seven yachts including two Nordhavn 86s are 
being constructed in 2007.

After only two years, however, the 

Just as long-distance sailors had embraced the renowned Masons that launched PAE... 
discerning powerboaters flocked to, and stayed with, the ever-expanding Nordhavn line...‘‘ ’’
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warehousing and multi-story office build-
ings, as well as several specialty centers 
dedicated to fiberglass, stainless steel, 
woodworking, electrical components, dan-
gerous goods, and other operations.

The ancillary facilities include a 300-ton 
mobile crane, a 158-foot-long barge with a 
40-foot beam capable of carrying 400 tons, 
a test tank as large as the barge, and 13 feet 
deep, and a launch basin the same size as 
the tank but twice as deep.

South Coast is pleased with the land 
swap. The new property loses some of the 
advantages of the old, but the net gains, 
in addition to size, are positive. It is in the 
inland waterway with a deep coast line 
yet no waves, and opposite the side of the 
harbor dedicated to container ships. The 
new plants can build or be expanded to 
build vessels of almost any size, a poten-
tial that perfectly complements PAE’s in-
tentions to deliver on what seems to be 
an unlimited consumer appetite for ever 
bigger trawler yachts. The new location 
also allows SCM to launch boats directly 
for shipment as deck cargo, or, as will be 
the case for the largest vessels, for travel to 
their customers anywhere in the world on 
their own bottoms. 

SCM’s China operations have grown 
from 100 people in 2003 to more than 
500 in early 2007. Each production depart-
ment still has experienced Taiwanese fore-
men in charge. The staff will continue to 
expand to more than 1,000 production 
employees once the full facility construc-
tion scheme is complete and South Coast 
doubles current output. Total cost of the 
expansion is US$12 million.

From the standpoint of the financial se-
curity of PAE’s customers, a subject Streech 
thinks about constantly, it is important to 
note that the expansion of both compan-
ies has been funded from their individual 
resources, and imposes no financial expos-
ure to PAE. In fact, PAE still requires only 
a 20-percent deposit for most boats in the 
line, with the balance payable on delivery. 
Moreover, PAE will soon be offering buyers 
builder’s risk insurance covering all build-
ing costs, as well as lifetime insurance on 
OEM defects.

It has been quite a journey from modest 
brokerage to major-league builder, and it’s 
still under way.  III

economic boom in China put considerable 
pressure on Xiamen Shipbuilding Industry 
to grow, but because SCM had secured the 
land and become the neighbor next door, 
Xiamen Shipbuilding no longer had room to 
expand. It coveted the SCM property. 

A year of negotiations later, SCM agreed 
to shift its operations a few hundred meters 
to the south. In return, SCM received a new 

property of 20.25 acres, more than three 
times the size of the first one. South Coast 
started construction on the new site in Oc-
tober 2006, scheduling completion in only 
14 months for three huge main buildings 
for vessel production, each of which is 500 
feet long, 167 feet wide, and 77 feet tall. The 
total covered area on the site is just under two 
acres. The build plan also included several 
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It’s not exactly a rags-to-riches story, but it’s close. The saga of Pacific Asian 
Enterprises, from its modest beginnings to its place today as world leader in trawl-
er yachts, is now available in a video documentary titled Welcome To Nordhavn, 
Behind The Scenes At Pacific Asian Enterprises.

The hour-long DVD is the work of producer Sprague Theobald, who knows 
a thing or two about boats, especially Nordhavns—he’s the current owner of a 
Nordhavn 57 and of two Nordhavns before that. He is a writer, director, still pho-
tographer, and novelist, and his resume includes an Emmy for his work on a film 
about the America’s Cup. He’s also found time to be a race car driver, ocean 
racer and scuba diver.

Welcome To Nordhavn traces the story from PAE’s beginnings to its place 
today as the preeminent producer of trawler yachts. For Theobald, PAE’s story 
was about more than a financially healthy company that builds great boats. His 
goal, he says, was to capture its sense of family and how everyone’s job descrip-
tions cross paths, and how they all help each other out.

“It’s the sense of family,” he says. “It was a treat to be able to do something that 
is a passion on a company that I really care about. It was an absolute treat and it’s 
embarrassing that I got paid for it. I’m glad people like it.”

Like it they do. On June 11, 2007, Welcome To Nordhavn won for Theobald’s 
Hole in the Wall Productions the prestigious Stevie award for best editing in the cor-
porate film and video category at The American Business Awards in New York City.

Theobald’s love of the water began as a child, spending his summers in Maine, hang-
ing around the docks trying to hitch a ride with anyone going out into the harbor. He 
says being on the water helps generate ideas.

Theobald did a two-man trans-Atlantic race aboard a 36-foot sloop and it became the 
inspiration for The Reach, which he wrote as both a novel and a screenplay.

After back surgery, Theobald saw the beauty of turning a key rather than pulling 
on a halyard.

He became owner of Gryphon, Nordhavn 46 #30, which he owned for four years. 
He moved back onto dry land for a time, but the lure of the water was too much and 
he bought another Nordhavn 46, Perseverance,  #37. Five years later he spotted Bagan, 
Nordhavn 57 #10 for sale and it was love at first sight.

They say lightning never strikes twice, but in Theobald’s case “they” were wrong. In 
May 2007, after traveling south via Ensenada, La Paz and Costa Rica en route to Rhode 
Island, Bagan was struck by lightning as Theobald prepared to transit the Panama Canal.
The bolt burned some $2,000 worth of electronic equipment, but no one was hurt.

Theobald wasn’t so fortunate a short time later when he was struck by lightning 
while in the Bahamas. He was left with some muscle damage and a sobering realiza-
tion. “Knowing that none of us are going to get out of this mess alive anyway, I took the 
strike as a warning that life is very short,” he says. 

After reaching Rhode Island, Theobald used Bagan as a research vessel from which to 
dive and take underwater photos of 13 British revolutionary war wrecks for the Rhode 
Island Marine Archaeology Project. 

His dream is to some day transit the Northwest Passage on a 76-footer, and there is 
no doubt where he’ll buy the boat to take him there.  III

Resources
• to obtain a free copy of the Welcome 
to nordhavn dvd from Pacific asian 
enterprises go to: www.nordhavn.
com/forms/welcome_dvd.php4
• or call amy Zahra at Pacific asian 
enterprises:  949-496-4848
• sprague theobald: www.hole-
in-the-wall-productions.com
• rhode island marine archaeology 
Project: www.rimarinearchproject.org

by Rebecca Crosgrey
 editoriaL aSSiStant

Producer Sprague theobald tells Pae’s story
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Video documentary tells the story of Nordhavn
and the people who make it a success
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Principals
Dan Streech,Owner/President
Dan Streech’s career in boating began in high school with the 
purchase of a small cruiser used for scuba diving and exploration 
of Catalina Island and the California coastline. Upon graduation 
in 1970 from California Polytechnic State University at Pomona 
with a degree in business, Dan and his family cruised for a year 
aboard their lovely yawl, Malabar VII. Unfit, as Dan puts it, for 
regular work after that, he became a yacht salesman in 1972. In 
1974, he opened a small yacht brokerage in the still young Dana 
Point Marina. That brokerage was the nucleus which developed 
into the present day Pacific Asian Enterprises.

Dan has done every job in the company at one time or an-
other, other than yacht design, but he is proudest of the fact that 
for over 33 years, through turbulent times and changing world 
situations, he has helped guide PAE from its tiny beginnings to 
a globally recognized and respected company. The safety, health 
and integrity of PAE, the quality, value and innovation of Nord-
havns, and respect and appreciation for Nordhavn customers 
and PAE employees are his highest priorities.

At an age where others might start thinking of retirement, 
Dan, 59, is enjoying his work immensely. Together with partners 
Jim Leishman and Jeff Leishman, he has many Nordhavn plans 
and dreams still unfulfilled.

“We are in the sweet spot of business which comes later in life 

when one gains wisdom, experience, financial safety and per-
spective. I am surrounded by an army of trusted people who are 
hard-working, loyal, competent, honest and passionate about 
Nordhavn. If one counts the direct PAE staff and sales people, 
the workers in our Asian factories and the regular subcontract-
ors, there are over 1,000 people involved in the production of 
Nordhavns.

“It takes a lifetime of steady effort to achieve this. It cannot be 
created overnight or bought with money. To my partners, Jim 
and Jeff, our PAE employees past and present, our Chinese part-
ners at Ta Shing and South Coast, our suppliers and customers, 
I say thank you.”

Jim Leishman, Owner/Vice President
If there ever was a man born with a passion for passagemaking, 
it was Jim Leishman.

During his high school years, Jim would have spent far more 
time at the marina in Dana Point than in class were it not for par-
ental control. He took any job he could find down on the docks, 
and jumped at every opportunity to go sailing. Before he gradu-
ated, Jim had already crewed to Hawaii in a TransPac race.

It was in 1973, while working after school at Kettenberg Marine 
in Dana Point, that he met Dan Streech when the latter joined 
Kettenberg as a yacht broker. Three decades later, the bond 

Making it happen
Meet the six dozen-plus people at Pacific Asian Enterprises whose combined
efforts are responsible for the success of Nordhavn. They are located at the
PAE headquarters in Dana Point, California, unless otherwise indicated
by Jennifer Stern
 Pacific aSian enterPriSeS
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between the two grows only stronger. They are the yin and 
yang of Pacific Asian Enterprises, the drive that has fueled 
Nordhavn’s rise as the undisputed leader of the industry.

“We are only as good as the people behind us,” Jim says, 
always one to give credit for the success of Nordhavn and PAE 
to others. In fact, the concept for the first Nordhavn was in-
spired by the forward-thinking Jim, and it virtually brought 
about a revolution in the boating industry.

In the 1980s, sensing a waning in the popularity of sailing, 
which was the original core business at PAE, Jim saw the po-
tential in long-range cruising under power as a recreation-
al activity whose time was coming. He assisted his brother 
Jeff in drawing the lines of a 46-foot passagemaker for Jeff’s 
naval architecture thesis, and in 1989 the first Nordhavn was 
born. A scant 18 years later, there are a dozen different Nord-
havns appealing to customers in ever increasing numbers. 
The impressive growth of the company and its offerings can 
be attributed to several factors, not the least of which is the 
natural gift for marketing that Jim, 51, is blessed with. The 
highly successful Around The World project with a Nord-
havn 40 was his brain wave as was the even more successful 
Nordhavn Atlantic Rally in 2004.

Jeff Leishman,Owner/Chief Designer
As far as Jeff Leishman is concerned, there is no end in 
sight.

“With the new production facility at South Coast (Marine 
in Xiamen, China), where we can build boats 150 feet and 
bigger, there is no end in sight as to how far we can go,” says 
Jeff, at 47 the youngest of the three principals of PAE.

That’s only one item on the horizon that excites him.
In recent years, due to demand and necessity, the company 

opened up new offices in Seattle and Europe. Most recently 
PAE partnered up with a brokerage firm in Australia to dis-
tribute new and used Nordhavns in the Australasia sector. 

Mission Statement 
Pacific asian enterprises, Inc. is a designer, 
developer and builder of yachts. Since 1978, Pae has 
built more than 400 nordhavn trawler yachts and 
212 mason sailboats for customers worldwide.
Between the u.S. and europe, Pae has 85 employees, 
with another 750 at our asian yards. the “vision, 
mission and goals” introduction to our employee 
handbook is the best way to convey who we are:
Company vision  We will work together to be recognized 
by our customers and our peers as the undisputed 
industry leaders in the trawler yacht market by providing 
vessels of the highest quality and best value possible.
mission/Goals  to design and build the best quality and 
most seaworthy yachts available worldwide. to achieve 
excellence in the performance of every company operation 
and activity. to challenge and motivate our employees and 
our asian partners to achieve their maximum potential. to 
give our customers a boat buying experience that is pleasant, 
satisfying and free of stress and financial risk. to always 
exceed the expectations of those with whom we do business.               

Values
Customer satisfaction  do what it takes to attain customer 
satisfactions and create long-lasting relationships. Honor our 
commitments and agreements and demonstrate high standards 
of honesty, trust, professionalism, and ethical behavior.
teamwork  Work together as a team to successfully 
reach company goals. Share ideas, skills, and resources 
with fellow employees to help fuel the company and 
individual growth. Show respect for fellow employees.
Communication  develop and continuously improve 
company policies and procedures to provide excellent 
communication with our customers to enhance the 
quality of their boat buying experience. Provide excellent 
communications among our employees to help them 
do their jobs better and grow as employees.
accountability  accept responsibility for our actions, 
attitudes, and behavior towards our customers, co-
workers, asian partners and the company.
employee relations  Provide a comfortable and safe 
working environment, provide career opportunities, 
compensate employees fairly, treat employees with 
respect, and help employees have a better life.
Profitability  make money to create a healthy business, 
help all employees reach their financial and career 
objectives and guarantee to our customers the long-
term service and support that they deserve.
Fun  Life on this earth is too short not to have fun. 
Have fun at work through social interaction, freedom 
of expression, feeling pride through accomplishment, 
and finding success by being the best.

each and every employee at Pae is guided by these principles.  

Dan Streech and Jim Leish-
man (left and center) are 
co-founders of Pacific 
asian enterprises, while 
Jeff Leishman (right) is the 
chief designer. all three are 
owners of the company. all 
three principals, as do many 
key employees, have tens of 
thousands of miles of open 
ocean miles behind them. 
their offshore experience-
unique in the boatbuilding 
industry-is reflected in the 
nordhavns they build.
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“It’s been interesting to see the trends that 
have developed from our increased pres-
ence overseas,” he said. “We’ve definitely 
seen a sales surge in those areas.”

What has really proven to be a source 
of exciting change is the evolution of the 
design department. In the past, Jeff car-
ried a large burden of responsibility as a 
solo act, but the addition of a naval archi-
tect and naval architect assistant to support 
him has allowed him more time to dedi-
cate to perfecting his designs and work on 
the next great Nordhavn. “With my team’s 
help, it’s now so much easier to get the 
shapes and spaces right before tooling ac-
tually begins.”

Jeff’s roots in PAE took hold when he 
was just 15, commissioning boats, with his 
free hours after school spent getting the 
TransPac and Mason sailboats ready for 
their owners.

After high school, he received a degree 
in engineering and design at Saddleback 
College, and used this newfound know-
ledge as a draftsman at PAE to concen-
trate on custom Mason sailboat designs. 
It was this work that further piqued his in-
terest in naval architecture and eventual-
ly led to his graduation from Yacht Design 
Institute with the Nordhavn 46 being his 
senior thesis.

Management
Gene Kohlmann
Production Manager
Gene  was hired in 2006 to help organize 
and structure the ever-growing and increas-
ingly complicated production division. With 
over 50 Nordhavns being produced every 
year, Gene liaises between salesman, pro-
ject manager and factory during the entire 
build process of the boat—right up until 
final delivery of the finished product—to 
make sure things go as smoothly as possible. 
He has an extensive boating and manag-
erial background including president of 
a new boat dealership and yacht broker-
age firm; controller, VP/general manager 
and ultimately president/CEO of Ericson 
Yachts for over 13 years; and as COO of 
Pacific Seacraft for seven years, where his 
relationship with PAE began. At the time, 
Pacific Seacraft was building the Nordhavn 
40 and Gene helped oversee construction 
of 43 Nordhavn 40s. 

department. She now supervises all adver-
tising and marketing including managing 
Web site content, writing press releases, 
working with the media, overseeing boat 
shows and handling ad creative and ad-
vertising placement. Jennifer returned 
to her East Coast roots in 2001 to head 
up the Northeast sales office, and is also 
responsible for all operations out of that 
location.

Project Management/
Design
Pete eunson, Project Manager 
N40II, N43, N56 MS
Pete grew up in Southern California where 
he lived aboard several 30-foot-plus sail-
boats. A gifted craftsman, he combined 
working with sailing and took a job at Ta 
Shing, the Taiwanese factory which now 
builds the Nordhavn 56 M/S, 62, 64, 68, 
72 and 76, building TransPac and Norse-
men sailing yachts. After a decade with Ta 
Shing, he joined PAE where, with more 
than 30 years of experience in boatbuild-
ing, he is one of the most knowledgeable 
project managers.

Dave harlow
Project Manager N75 EYF
A childhood friend of the Leishman broth-
ers, Dave has an extensive sailing back-
ground and mechanical know-how. He 
was a delivery captain of offshore sailboats 
for Lemest Yacht Sales, the brokerage af-
filiate of PAE, before shifting to sales. He 
became so familiar with the boats that he 
was appointed project manager, first of 
the Mason 44, then of a growing number 
of Nordhavns.

Jeremy henderson
Project Manager N47
Jeremy worked as a project manager assist-
ant primarily on the Nordhavn 47 for the 
past year and later on the 64/68 design. 
The native southern Californian was re-
cently named project manager of the 47.

Wylie hurd
Project Manager N62, N64/68
Wylie started with PAE in 2003 working as 
a technician with the Dana Point commis-
sioning department. His passion for Nord-
havns was evident and three years later he 
was promoted to project manager for the 
Nordhavn 62, and most recently as co-pro-
ject manager of the Nordhavn 64/68. He 

erin Lloyd
Director of Business Operations
Erin first joined the PAE team in 1996 as an 
accounting assistant and eventually worked 
her way up to accounting manager. After a 
brief hiatus, she rejoined the company in 
2004 as director of business operations, over-
seeing sales tax issues for all four U.S. offices, 
related audits, and assisting on special pro-
jects with the accounting department.

Josh Lloyd
Controller/Human Resources Manager
Josh joined PAE in 2006 as controller, over-
seeing the company’s finances and man-
aging the accounting department. Prior 
to coming to PAE, he worked for a public 
accounting firm and later served as con-
troller for the popular Wahoo’s Fish Taco 
restaurant chain based in Southern Cal-
ifornia. Josh also oversees all aspects of 
human resources including hiring, pay-
roll, and employee benefits.

tommy haner
Customer Service Manager
New to PAE this year, Tommy  was hired to 
fill the newly-created position of custom-
er service manager. Satisfying the much 
needed role, he handles all issues that 
occur after a vessel is delivered to its owner 
including overseeing warranty work and 
addressing any poor workmanship that 
occurs at the hands of a vendor or non-
PAE service technicians. By working with 
the production manager and project man-
agers, Tommy’s goal is to take a proactive 
approach to preventing issues. His exten-
sive background as a service manager for 
a large automotive group fit perfectly with 
the demands of his new function at PAE.

Sky Scott
Purchasing/Materials Handling 
Manager
Sky Scott oversees the very busy parts de-
partment including all shipping, receiving 
and inventory of parts as well as assisting 
owners in tracking down rare components. 
He also manages inventory and sales trans-
actions for PAE’s online Garage Sale.

Jennifer Stern
Director of Marketing
Having joined PAE a decade ago as a mar-
keting assistant, Jennifer has seen the com-
pany expand exponentially, and with it the 
needs of the mushrooming marketing 
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gene koHLmann
Production manager

Jennifer mccauLeY Stern
director of marketing

dave HarLoW
ProJect manager n75 eYf

mike JenSen
ProJect manager n55

fLorida SaLeS team: raY danét, SaLeS manager; andY HegLeY, SaLeS rePreSentative; 
denniS LaWrence, SaLeS rePreSentative; geri tumoLiLLo, office manager 

erin LLoYd — director
of BuSineSS oPerationS

tommY Haner
cuStomer Service manager

WYLie Hurd
ProJect manager, n62, 64, 68

PHiLiPPa irWin
ProJect manager aSSiStant

JoSH LLoYd
controLLer/Hr manager

SkY Scott
PurcHaSing manager

Peter eunSon, ProJect 
manager n40ii, n43, n56 mS

garrett Severen
ProJect manager n72/76

With a broadening product line and an expansion of factories 
to account for increased production, it’s only natural that nord-
havn’s sales offices are following suit.

in a testament to the position of Pacific asian enterprises as a 
global leader in long-range trawler yachts, the company negoti-
ated a deal in 2006 with Yachtdomain, a brokerage office based 
out of Brisbane, australia, to become nordhavn’s affiliate repre-
sentative in the australia and Pacific rim area. dubbed nordhavn 
australasia, the three-person office has already brokered several 
new and used nordhavn deals and sales manager Peter devers 
sees no end in sight. “the presence of nordhavns has existed 
for several years in the australia area, but now we can give the 
public here real accessibility to these boats,” he said.

(See related australasia report on Page 124.)
Back in the States, the company’s southeast location in Stuart, 

florida, which has enjoyed growing sales since its inception back 
in 2002, moved into a new building purchased by Pae. Located 
a few miles from the old office, this new site provides increased 
visibility for nordhavn in an area that has become a popular lo-
cation for trawler manufacturers and their dealers.

as nordhavn’s east coast hub for service and commissioning, 
the busy office is now able to provide more amenities for its cus-
tomers including a separate work station for owners needing 
to get online, and also offers easier accessibility to area boat-
ing outfitters.

But probably most significant is its proximity to the inlet. What 
was once a three-hour ride to open atlantic has been dramatic-
ally reduced to one hour. and the channel depths are at 15 feet—
more than enough to accommodate the biggest nordhavns. Just 
a few minutes walk from the Southeast sales offices, the commis-
sioning location sits on six acres with plenty of room for further 
expansion if need be. a new building houses the 10-person crew, 
and plans call for brand new floating docks to be installed.

up the coast, nordhavn Yachts northeast, Pae’s first satellite 
office, also moved to a new location to accommodate a sales and 
service growth spurt. nestled up the Sakonnet river in Ports-
mouth, rhode island, the northeast office partnered with Brewer 
Sakonnet marina, which performs work on site. recently added 
specifically for nordhavn was 150 feet of new docks, and slated 
for completion in Spring 2009 is a new office building to house 
the northeast staff as well as other marine-related businesses.

the new Portsmouth location is ideally situated amongst the 
abundance of great cruising locales in the new england area. 
“Portsmouth is just a nine-mile run to newport and open ocean,” 
notes sales manager Jennifer Stern. “Yet it provides superb pro-
tection and a quaint, quiet atmosphere if you want to escape the 
hubbub of newport.”

Moving  up
Sales offices expand along with larger
factories and increased production
by Jennifer Stern
 Pacific aSian enterPriSeS
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was born on Kauai, Hawaii, where boating 
was always a way of life. Wylie started fab-
ricating small vessels at age 19 on Oahu 
and earned a degree in vessel fabrication 
by age 21. He built boats on Oahu for a 
few years before moving to California to 
work for PAE.

mike Jensen
Project Manager N55
Mike worked for three years as a tech for 
the California commissioning team before 
changing hats in 2004 to become project 
manager of the Nordhavn 47. Just recently, 
he was pegged to oversee the N55 project. 
A Dana Point native, he brings a passion for 
the ocean to the team as he works with cus-
tomers bringing their dream ships to life.

Philippa Irwin
Project Manager Assistant
N40/II, N55, N75 EYF
Philippa joined the PAE family in 1998 as 
manager of Nordhavn’s affiliate sales office 
in Dana Point before moving to project 
management a year later. Tracking work 
in progress, she acts as a liaison between 
the buyer, project manager and factory on 
the 40II, 55 and new 75 EYF models. Since 
joining PAE, Irwin has cruised on several 
Nordhavns, including exploring the waters 
around Alaska on a Nordhavn 40.

neal mitchell
Naval Architect Assistant
Having hands-on knowledge from sever-
al trades and a formal education in yacht 
design and engineering, Neal’s diverse 
background and knowledge is typical of 

76, and now the new flagship, the Nord-
havn 86. Trever is also slated to oversee the 
N120 once production on that boat starts. 
Like many of the PMs, Trever started out 
on the docks and became a key member 
of the commissioning crew, familiarizing 
himself with the inner workings of Nord-
havns large and small.

Justin Zumwalt
Project Manager N64/68
More than a decade ago, Justin was on the 
docks at PAE, doing odd jobs and washing 
new boats. He learned Nordhavn systems 
and began traveling with new owners on 
maiden voyages to familiarize them with 
their new boats. In 2000, he became PAE’s 
commissioning manager, and the follow-
ing year was made project manager of 
the Nordhavn 57. He now oversees the 
N64/68 design.

andy  barnes
Project Manager Assistant, N86

tina Carway
Project Manager Assistant, N47

nancy Chasmar
AutoCAD Assistant

Julie hoppe
Project Manager Assistant, N64/68

Jessica morrow
Project Manager Administrator/Project 
Manager Assistant N43, N56 M/S

Sandy Wheeler
Project Manager Assistant, N72/76

Sales
nordhavn Yachts Southwest
dana Point, california

adam Cultraro
Sales Representative
In 1998, Adam serviced PAE as their com-
puter technician and became so fascinat-
ed with the company’s product, he later 
garnered a coveted spot on the Dana Point 
sales team where he has since helped 
many customers acquire new and used 
Nordhavns. 

Gerry edwards
Sales Representative
Ireland native Gerry owned a successful 
tool and supply company which he sold 
in 2002 to join the PAE sales team. He was 
involved in the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally, 
meeting European customers in Gibraltar, 

PAE employees. Working under Jeff Leish-
man, his tasks span the areas of drafting, 
design, engineering, and model certifi-
cation. Of late, he has become a specialist 
in CE certification—a requirement of the 
boats delivered to the burgeoning list of 
customers in Europe and Australia.

ali motevaselani
Naval Architect
Ali joined PAE in January 2005 as a naval 
architect assisting chief designer Jeff Leish-
man and serving as AutoCAD specialist. A 
lifelong boating enthusiast, he has been 
involved with all aspects of boat design 
as a naval architect for 10 years. Ali’s 3-D 
modeling expertise has been a boon for 
buyers interested in seeing brand new de-
signs come to life even before tooling has 
been completed.

Garrett Severen
Project Manager N72/76
Garrett started with PAE in the Dana Point 
commissioning department, then moved 
to Florida to help commission Nordhavns 
on the East Coast. After returning to Dana 
Point, he was named project manager of 
the 62 and since then has taken over the 
N72/76 projects.

trever Smith
Project Manager N86
It’s hard to believe that Trever has been 
with PAE for 10 years already. And along 
the way he has become an integral part 
of the team. He has earned plaudits from 
all the customers he has served as project 
manager—first of the 62, then the 72 and 

commiSSioning team at dana Point, caLifornia
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aLi motevaSeLani
navaL arcHitect

adam cuLtraro
SaLeS rePreSentative

Jeff merriLL
SaLeS rePreSentative

trever SmitH
ProJect manager n86

gerrY edWardS
SaLeS rePreSentative

neiL ruSSeLL, euroPean SaLeS manager; fiona earLe, office manager; ruSSeLL PaYne, 
commiSSioning manager; PHiLiP roacH, SaLeS rePreSentative

JuStin ZumWaLt
ProJect manager n64, n68

eric LeiSHman
SaLeS rePreSentative

LarrY gieSeLman
SaLeS rePreSentative

JameS LeiSHman
SaLeS rePreSentative

and then helping deliver Atlantic Escort, 
the Nordhavn 57 that was the rally com-
mand vessel, to the Nordhavn Europe 
office in the U.K.

Larry Gieselman
Sales Representative
PAE’s first official salesman, Larry joined 
the company more than two decades ago, 
bringing an extensive background in sail-
ing and marine hardware sales. Since then, 
he has sold more pre-owned Masons and 
Nordhavns than anyone in the world.

eric Leishman
Sales Representative
Having grown up within the Nordhavn 
family, Eric started his career with PAE 
as crew on the Around The World N40 
and later became a commissioning tech-
nician in both California and Florida. He 
then served as an onboard tech during the 
Nordhavn Atlantic Rally. After three years 
in commissioning, he moved into the sales 
office in Dana Point.

James Leishman, Sales Representative
James, who grew up on Mason sailboats 
and Nordhavns with his family, joined the 
Dana Point sales staff in early 2005. A long-
time boater, James has helped deliver new 
boats up the East Coast and served as crew 
on the escort vessel for the Nordhavn At-
lantic Rally. He received his B.S. in anthro-
pology from California State University at 
Fullerton. 

Jeff merrill, Sales Representative
A former vice-president of sales and mar-
keting for Pacific Seacraft, Jeff has an ex-
tensive sailing background that translates 
well to Nordhavn’s large ex-sailor market. 
After graduation from Stanford Univer-
sity, he crewed on Heart of America for the 
America’s Cup in Australia.

Steve miller, Sales Representative
A community college administrator most 
of his career, Steve abandoned retirement 
to become a yacht broker, joining the staff 
of Nordhavn’s Southwest sales office eight 
years ago. He’s an avid sailor but general-
ly is at sea on the Nordhavns of custom-
ers as he helps familiarize them with their 
new boats.

brad Smith
Sales Representative
A PAE commissioning technician for three 

years, Brad’s extensive knowledge of Nord-
havns landed him a spot on the sales force. 
Growing up in Southern California, Brad 
has spent much of his life on boats, lives 
on a 38-foot sailboat, and has been a pro-
fessional captain on both coasts.

nordhavn Yachts northwest
Seattle, Washington

Don Kohlmann
Northwest Sales Manager
After joining renowned sailboat manu-
facturer Pacific Seacraft, he ultimately 
became general manager. While there, 
Don worked closely with PAE on the Nord-
havn 40 project and was eventually tapped 
to head up PAE’s Northwest sales office 
in Seattle, Washington, which opened its 
doors in September 2005.
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nordhavn Yachts Southeast
Stuart, florida

ray Danét, Southeast Sales Manager
Ray owned and/or operated three marine 
hardware stores and ran his own broker-
age firm for nine years before coming to 
work for PAE’s affiliate, Lemest Yacht Sales, 
in 2000. In 2003, he moved from Califor-
nia to Florida and set up PAE’s Southeast 
office in Stuart.

andy hegley, Sales Representative
Prior to joining PAE in 2003, Andy worked 
as an agent selling luxury automobiles. He 
is a native of England where he owned a 
successful sales and marketing business for 
10 years before settling in the U.S.

Dennis Lawrence, Sales Representative
Signing on with PAE in 1988, Dennis was 
the second salesman to join PAE’s sales 
force when the company built Mason sail-
boats, and was aboard from the inception 
of the Nordhavn project. With his marine 
technology background and many miles 
aboard Nordhavns, he has contributed to 
design modifications resulting in improve-
ments to PAE yachts.

nordhavn Yachts northeast
Portsmouth, rhode island

Dave balfour, Sales Representative
Dave joined the Northeast office in 2002 
with nearly 20 years’ experience in the 
marine industry and a lifetime spent 
around boats. Dave worked at Freedom/
Legacy Yachts, first as a customer service 
manager and then as a broker, and prior to 
that as a service technician and manufac-
turing engineer for Boston Whaler.

ben Sprague, Sales Representative
Ben came to PAE in 2006 with an extensive 
background in sailing. He spent 12 years 
working as director of sales and market-
ing for GMT Composites—a carbon spar 
and marine composites manufacturing 
business, and was a salesman with Hood 
Yacht Systems for six years. He has crewed 
on several 70-foot-plus sailboats including 
six trans-Atlantic voyages.

Jennifer Stern
Northeast Sales Manager
(See page 202)

nordhavn europe, Ltd.,
Southampton, england

Philip roach, Sales Representative

is a lifer in the boating world. In 2007, he 
was promoted to head of commissioning 
for all locations to ensure proper man-
agement of each commissioning team in-
cluding coordinating offsite work when 
necessary to guarantee each Nordhavn 
receives proper service.

Sarah Copper
General Administrator of 
Commissioning Operations for 
Nordhavn Worldwide
Sarah started at PAE in 2002 working on 
boats, and now oversees many different 
projects in the commissioning depart-
ment. Her main functions are serving to 
support the general manager of commis-
sioning as well as handling all adminis-
trative duties for the department. A very 
busy Sarah also manages parts and ma-
terials for all boats undergoing commis-
sioning, coordinates slips and moorage 
for the Nordhavns and brokerage vessels 
at the Dana Point docks, and functions as 
PAE’s safety coordinator, having helped 
establish policies and compiled the com-
pany’s safety manual.

John hoffman
Commissioning Manager, Nordhavn 
Yachts Southeast, Stuart, Florida
John previously operated his own repair 
and new boat construction business, 
where he built many different types of 
sportfishing boats. He has extensive 
experience in most boat systems and 
operations.

russell Payne
Commissioning Manager, Nordhavn 
Europe Ltd., Southampton, England
With 12 years’ experience running a 
yacht commissioning and repair facil-
ity, Russell brings a wealth of technical 
knowledge and experience to his role of 
commissioning manager. An experienced 
trans-Atlantic skipper, and lifelong boater, 
Russell is also able to assist with any tech-
nical or servicing issues for Nordhavn 
owners while in Europe.

Head Office Staff
Jan bell - Accounting Manager
meghan haller - Accounting Asst.
mike Gregovich - Technical Writer/
Engineer
Jack Griguoli - Document Management 
Specialist

Philip came to Nordhavn Europe after 
several years experience in the marine 
industry, most recently in sales of marine 
electronics. A keen sailor, Philip often is 
found yacht racing around Cowes and the 
Solent.

neil russell, Director of European Sales
A native of the United Kingdom, Neil 
spent 10 years in California after he gradu-
ated from the England Maritime Institute, 
where he studied yacht construction en-
gineering. He worked for Pacific Seacraft 
(at the time builders of the Nordhavn 40) 
where he worked his way through the com-
pany to end as vice-president of produc-
tion. Neil joined PAE in 2004, working as 
a salesman out of the head office before 
moving back to the U.K. to open and head 
up the European office.

nordhavn australasia Ltd.
Brisbane, australia

Peter Devers, Sales Manager
A lifetime boater, Peter spent many years 
cruising the Australian coast and Western 
Pacific prior to opening his own yacht sales 
business. In 2006, he inked a deal with PAE 
to become the preferred dealer of Nord-
havns in the South Pacific. Since joining 
forces with PAE, Peter has sold and over-
seen the commission of a number of new 
Nordhavns and has been instrumental in 
bringing Nordhavns to a new audience by 
participating in the Australian and New 
Zealand boat show circuit. 

David Flynn
Sales Representative
David grew up on the South Coast of Eng-
land and started his lifelong passion of sail-
ing on the waters of the Solent. He brings 
to the company a thorough knowledge of 
the overseas boating market, with a back-
ground of 17 years in sales and manage-
ment in the marine industry. A commercial 
yachtmaster and professional photograph-
er, he has a deep passion for boating, a 
unique blend of knowledge and skills, and 
a focus on delivering the absolute highest 
standard of service.

Commissioning 
russell barber
General Manager of Commissioning for 
Nordhavn Worldwide
A licensed captain for many years, Russell 
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Brad SmitH
SaLeS rePreSentative

Jan BeLL
accounting manager

WaSHington SaLeS team: WiLma Bracken, office 
manager and don koHLmann, nW SaLeS manager

dave BaLfour
SaLeS rePreSentative 

Ben SPrague
SaLeS rePreSentative

ruSSeLL BarBer, Head of 
commiSSioning WorLdWide

Steve miLLer
SaLeS rePreSentative

amY ZaHra
marketing manager

SaraH coPPer
adminiStrator of commiS-

Sioning WorLdWide

mike telleria - Technical Writer
amy Zahra - Marketing Manager
Justin brown - Purchasing Asst.
Jeff Sandahl - Purchasing Asst.
Gene Jensen - Materials Handler/Driver

Office Managers
Wilma bracken - Northwest Sales Office, 
Seattle
Paula D’andrea - Northeast Sales Office, 
Portsmouth
Fiona earle - Europe Sales Office, 
Southampton
mary harrison - (weekends) Southwest 
Sales Office, Dana Point
Leah mcGettigan - Southwest Sales 
Office, Dana Point 
Pauline nieve - PAE, Dana Point
Geri tumolillo - Southeast Sales Office, 
Stuart
nicole Williams - Australasia Office, 
Brisbane

Commissioning team, dana Point
Joe ascona
bobby barrett
Kevin belcourt   
Coy brackett   
mark Craven 
travis hack  
Justin Jensen   
neal manion   
Colin mcLean   
Glenn Shotwell   
trinity Stephenson, Commissioning 
Parts Coordinator
Kyle torrianni

Commissioning team, Stuart
robin braathe - Commissioning 
Administrator
robert Cole   
Doug Denno   
ed holmes   
mike Klauck   
Jacob Lichtenwalter   
George osterberg   
teri Whitney

Independent Service Providers
aaron Carlow - IT Manager
Doug harlow - Web and Advertising 
Design
David Jen - Asia-based engineer and 
inspector
randy robertson - N56 MS and N75 
EYF Promotions Consultant
Sue tatar - CPA III

Pacific Asian Enterprises
head office
Pacific asian enterprises, Inc.
P.o. box 874
34179 golden lantern, suite 101
dana Point, California  92629
telephone: 949-496-4848
Fax: 949-240-2398
e-mail: info@nordhavn.com 
site: www.nordhavn.com

Sales offices

nordhavn Yachts Southwest
24703 dana drive
dana Point, California 92629
telephone: 949-496-4933
Fax: 949-496-1905
e-mail: swsales@nordhavn.com

nordhavn Yachts northeast
222 narragansett boulevard
Portsmouth, rhode island 02871
telephone: 401-293-0910
Fax: 401-293-0914
e-mail: nesales@nordhavn.com

nordhavn Yachts Southeast
600 nW dixie Highway
stuart, Florida 34994
telephone: 772-223-6331
Fax: 772-223-3631
e-mail: sesales@nordhavn.com

nordhavn Yachts northwest 
901 Fairview avenue north, suite a-100
seattle, Washington 98109
telephone: 206-223-3624
Fax: 206-223-3628
e-mail: nwsales@nordhavn.com

nordhavn europe, Ltd.
10-12 Firefly road
Hamble Point marina
Hamble, southampton so31 4nb england
telephone: + 44 2380 456342                                                                                                                                           
Fax: + 44 2380 457741
e-mail: europesales@nordhavn.com

nordhavn australasia
level 30, amP Place
10 eagle street
brisbane, Queensland 4000 australia
telephone:  +61 (0) 1300 783 010
Fax:  +61 (7) 3102 6253
e-mail: peter@nordhavn.com.au
david@nordhavn.com.au
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For a good many 77-year-olds, life’s 
major decisions involve medical ap-
pointments, bridge games and early 
bird specials. For Chuck and Jeanette 
Stockon, it’s choosing a direction to 
point their 50-foot Nordhavn for yet 
another cruising adventure.

Blessed with good health and a zest 
for life, these sea-going septuagenarians 
have no qualms about heading out alone 
into the ocean, as they’ve been doing 
since 1991 when they bought their first 
yacht, a 42-foot Grand Banks.

“Doing the Baja Bash” during a trip 
north from Mexico—a reference to the 
sometimes contrary seas in that part of 
the Pacific—convinced them to buy a 
Nordhavn 50, says Chuck. They took 
delivery in April 1999 and La Vagabunda 
del Mar has served as their ocean home 
ever since.

Roughly translated, La Vagabunda del 
Mar means wanderer of the sea, and 
that pretty well sums up their offshore 
time ever since.

Chuck and Jeanette have “wandered” 
more than 10,000 nautical miles on 
their Nordhavn, cruising extensively in 

little negotiation,” adds Chuck. “You 
know, I’m very lucky to have a wife who 
will do all this with me,” he says. “My 
friends are very envious of me.”

Especially since Jeanette insists she 
is “not a water person.” Fortunately, 
it’s being IN the water she’s not crazy 
about. Being ON the water is just fine, 
which explains why she’s happy to 
take the helm of Jeanette’s Car, their 
new Novurania tender, when Chuck, 
along with family or friends, wants to 
go snorkeling. 

Most important, though, in avoiding 
mutiny on the high seas, is adherence 
to the Four Cs—communication, com-
promise, co-operation, and commitment. 
That rule has served them well, says Jean-
ette, especially since retirement.

Before that, Jeanette worked as a 
teacher with a specialty in reading, and 
owned a reading center. Chuck, after 
operating a sportfishing boat,  found-
ed a marine construction firm in the 
San Francisco area that has grown to 
become a major player in its field. The 
couple raised four children and now 
have 11 grandchildren and three great-
grandchildren.

When they’re not cruising, they 
spend time at a cabin in southern Idaho, 
and are in the process of renovating a 
house in Seal Beach, near Long Beach, 
California. They aim to live aboard at 
least half the year.

 Now, as they approach their next 
chronological milestone, they plan 
only a minor concession to their cur-
rent lifestyle—and that is to spend more 
time around La Paz, near the south end 
of the Baja California Peninsula on the 
Gulf of California, where the fishing 
and diving are good and the anchor-
ages are close together.

“It’s  just where I’d like to do some 
easy cruising after I get to be 80,” says 
the admiral. III

Central America, transiting the Panama 
Canal, exploring the splendors of the 
Bahamas and, more recently, spending 
time in Florida. Their enthusiasm for 
new—and old—cruising destinations 
has yet to dim. “When we go to sea, my 
eyes light up, and when we come into a 
new port, Jeanette’s light up,” explains 
Chuck. “I like the challenge of the trip 
and that kind of thing. Jeanette always 
likes to experience the new culture.”

And they’ve visited and experi-
enced plenty of those, as a read of 
their Web site (www.lavagabunda.
com/stockon.shtml) will attest. Yet the 
log entries provide no hint that the cap-
tain (Chuck) and admiral (Jeanette) of 
La Vagabunda del Mar are less than three 
years away from their 80th birthdays, 
or that they’ve been married for more 
than 50 years.

As admiral, Jeanette has final say 
over their travel plans, subject to “a 

Jeanette Stockon makes a friend at the Darwin 
research Station, Galapagos, while anchored 
at academy bay during one of their many 
wanderings. Chuck holds dinner on the hook, 
the product of  some deep drop fishing.

traWLer traveLS

Chuck and Jeanette Stockon and their 
Nordhavn 50 La Vagabunda del Mar
By Joe Hvilivitzky
 managing editor
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Name your dream fishing hotspot, and
the all-new Nordhavn 75 Expedition Yacht
Fisher will take you there on her own 
bottom. Her twin-engine, stabilized
“Modified Full DisplacementTM” design and
4,000 mile range allows her to circle the
globe in luxurious comfort, while her proven
systems are engineered to provide 
self-sufficiency in the most remote parts of 
the world.  

Known internationally for its 
record-setting, ocean-crossing cruising
yachts, Nordhavn now brings its offshore 
experience to the world of expedition sport

fishing. The new 75 Expedition Yacht Fisher
is designed to take you wherever the best,
most exciting fish are. And she’s equipped
and set up by today’s leading sportfishing
experts to win the most challenging battles.  

Why limit yourself to the same old 
fishing grounds or go through the expense
and hassle of shipping your boat across an
ocean? Find the ocean’s most awesome fish
and catch them wherever in the world they
are. On your very own Nordhavn 75
Expedition Yacht Fisher. Call and talk 
directly to the people who design and build
the remarkable line of Nordhavns.

Stop Dreaming. Get a Nordhavn 75.
SPECIFICATIONS

LOA 74’5”
LWL 66’8”
Beam 22’4”
Draft 6’6”
Displacement (approx) 235,000 lbs.
Fresh Water 600 gals.
Black Water 200 gals.
Grey Water 200 gals.
Diesel Fuel 5,000 gals.
Power Twin Detroit 60 

740hp diesels
Cruising Speeds 12.5 to 13.5 kts
Designer Jeff Leishman

Ever Dream of Fishing 
the World’s Exotic Hotspots?

Vanuatu • Tonga • Baja • Costa Rica • Provo • South Africa • Cape Verde

Pacific Asian Enterprises  •  Dana Point, CA  •  949-496-4848  •  www. nordhavn. com
Nordhavn SW, Dana Point, CA   949-496-4933   •  Nordhavn NW, Seattle, WA   206-223-3624   

Nordhavn NE, Portsmouth, RI  401-293-0910 •  Nordhavn SE, Stuart, FL  772-223-6331
Nordhavn Australasia  61 300 783 010 •  Nordhavn Europe Ltd  44 (0) 2380 456342
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